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Artistic licence?

We at QUAD go to a very great deal of trouble to ensure that with a QUAD 33 in the Cancel position, the voltage delivered to your loudspeakers is a virtually exact RIAA transfer of the voltage the pickup will produce into a stated passive load. Nothing added - nothing taken away.

A visiting journalist recently suggested that we should not do this. Final adjustment should be done by ear, he said. What an opportunity!

After all we know that if we add a little warmth with a subtle boost in the lower middle and balance this with an ever so gentle hump in the quack region (2-3kHz), we can make most programmes sound superficially more impressive. Come to that, why not change the 3180~S to 5000~S adding a little more ‘heft’ that most people will fall for. We could even make a special model for the boom and tizz brigade.

Been to any live concerts recently?

For further details on the full range of QUAD products write to:
The Acoustical Manufacturing Co. Ltd., Huntingdon, Cambs. PE15 7DB
Telephone: (0480) 52561

for the closest approach to the original sound

QUAD is a Registered Trade Mark
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Artistic licence?

We at QUAD go to a very great deal of trouble to ensure that with a QUAD 33 in the Cancel position, the voltage delivered to your loudspeakers is a virtually exact RIAA transfer of the voltage the pickup will produce into a stated passive load. Nothing added – nothing taken away.

A visiting journalist recently suggested that we should not do this. Final adjustment should be done by ear, he said. What an opportunity!

After all we know that if we add a little warmth with a subtle boost in the lower middle and balance this with an ever so gentle hump in the quack region (2-3kHz), we can make most programmes sound superficially more impressive. Come to that, why not change the 3180~S to 5000~S adding a little more ‘heft’ that most people will fall for. We could even make a special model for the boom and tizz brigade.

Been to any live concerts recently?

For further details on the full range of QUAD products write to:
The Acoustical Manufacturing Co. Ltd., Huntingdon, Cambs. PE15 7DB
Telephone: (0480) 52561

DO NOT GAMBLE WITH PERFORMANCE
BUY LEVELL VOLT METERS

A.C. MICROVOLTMETERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VOLTAGE &amp; dB RANGES</th>
<th>RESPONSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>150V, 500V, 100V, 50V</td>
<td>± 3dB from 1Hz to 3MHz.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>± 0.5dB from 3Hz to 1MHz above 500V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RESPONSE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FILTER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-10dB/ +20dB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

INPUT IMPEDANCE

50kΩ at all settings.

AMPLIFIER OUTPUT

150mV at full range.

Types:

- TM3A £130
- TM3B £145

BROADBAND VOLT METERS

H.F. VOLTAGE & dB RANGES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>H.F. RESPONSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>± 3dB from 300kHz to 400MHz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

L.F. RANGES

As TM3.

AMPLIFIER OUTPUT

Square wave at 20mV on H.F. with amplitude proportional to square of input.

As TM3 on L.F.

Types:

- TM6A £199
- TM6B £215

D.C. MICROVOLTMETERS

VOLTAGE RANGES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>D.C. RANGES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100V, 50V, 15V, 10V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CURRENT RANGES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>30mA, 10mA, 3mA, 1mA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30mA, 10mA, 3mA, 1mA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LOG RANGE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>5V at 10% full.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>± 5mV at 50% full.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RECORDER OUTPUT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1V at full into &gt; 1kΩ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Types:

- TM10 £106

These instruments incorporate transistors and integrated circuits. Including long battery life. All A.C. models have 2.5mm earphone jacks and cases of 100 x 110 x 130mm. B types have 1/4" phone jacks and cases of 127 x 120 x 150mm. Full detailed specifications are available on request. Our complete range of portable instruments, please ask us about our comprehensive range of power supplies and power packs.

LEVELL ELECTRONICS LTD.

Moxon Street, Barnet, Herts., EN5 5SD.

Tel: 01-449 5028/440 8686

WW — 007 FOR FURTHER DETAILS
years of research... "on components and accessories for dictating machines, tele-communications, hearing aids and electroacoustic equipment etc."

STETOCLIP JUNIOR 60 HEADSET
STETOCLIP LIGHTWEIGHT HEADSET
STETOCLIP STERO HEADSET
STETORAIL BOOM MICROPHONE HEADSET
STANDARD & SUB-MINOR EARPHONES
PLASTIC EARHANGERS
2.5 mm and 3.5 mm JACK PLUGS & SOCKETS
DANASONIC INDUCTION AUDIO LOOP RECEIVER
SUBMINIATURE SWITCHES

WIRELESS WORLD. SEPTEMBER 1980

THE LEADING EXHIBITION OF COMPUTERS, PERIPHERALS AND SYSTEMS

Compec '80 will be in the Grand Hall
OLYMPIA, LONDON
Nov 4, 5 & 6, 1980

CAn YOU AFFORD TO MISS BRITAIN'S BIGGEST COMPUTER EXHIBITION?


GET YOUR TICKETS NOW — SAVE MONEY!

If you send your request for tickets now you will pay only £1.50 per ticket (tickets £2 at the door)

To: Compec Tickets, IPC Exhibitions, 40 Bowling Green Lane, London EC1R 1OE Tel 01-837 3636

Please send me . . . . . . advance registration tickets for Compec 80 at the privilege price of £1.50 per ticket.

Name: __________________________ Address: __________________________

*Tickets £1.50 in advance, £2 at the door. Applications received after October 3rd, cannot be accepted.

TRADE ONLY - NO SCHOOL PARTIES - NO ADMITTANCE UNDER 16

ALL CHEQUES/MONEY ORDERS TO BE MADE PAYABLE TO IPC BUSINESS PRESS LTD IN UK STERLING
years of research... "on components and accessories for dictating machines, tele-communications, hearing aids and electroacoustic equipment etc."

STETOQUIP JUNIOR 60 HEADSET
STETOQUIP LIGHTWEIGHT HEADSET
STETOQUIP HEADSET
STETORAMA BOOM MICROPHONE HEADSET
STANDARD & SUB-MINOR EARPHONES
PLASTIC EARHANGERS
DANASONIC QUALITY EARSET
STETOTONE HEADSET
2.5 mm and 3.5 mm JACK PLUGS & SOCKETS
DANASONIC INDUCTION AUDIO LOOP RECEIVER
SUBMINIATURE SWITCHES

THE LEADING EXHIBITION OF COMPUTERS, PERIPHERALS AND SYSTEMS

COMPEC '80

will be in the Grand Hall
OLYMPIA, LONDON
Nov 4, 5 & 6, 1980

CAN YOU AFFORD TO MISS BRITAIN'S BIGGEST COMPUTER EXHIBITION?


GET YOUR TICKETS NOW — SAVE MONEY!

If you send your request for tickets now you will pay only £1.50 per ticket (tickets £2 at the door)

To: Compec Tickets, IPC Exhibitions, 40 Bowling Green Lane, London EC1R 1NE Tel 01-837 3636

Please send me ........ advance registration tickets for Compec 80 at the privilege price of £1.50 per ticket.

Name: ___________________________ Address: ___________________________

*Tickets £1.50 in advance, £2 at the door. Applications received after October 3rd, cannot be accepted.

TRADE ONLY — NO SCHOOL PARTIES — NO ADMITTANCE UNDER 16

ALL CHEQUES/MONEY ORDERS TO BE MADE PAYABLE TO IPC BUSINESS PRESS LTD IN UK STERLING
**AMCRON INDUSTRIAL MUSCLE**

Model — M600

- POWER RESPONSE DC — 20kHz ± 1dB
- OUTPUT POWER IN EXCESS OF 1.5kW INTO 2.75 Ohm LOAD (CONTINUOUS R.M.S.)
- D.C. OUTPUT 20 AMPS AT 100 VOLS OR 2kVA
- HARMONIC DISTORTION LESS THAN 0.05% DC-20kHz AT 1kW INTO 6 OHMS
- PLUG-IN MODULES: CONSTANT VOLTAGE, CURRENT, PRECISION OSCILLATORS • UNIPOLAR AND BIPOLAR DIGITAL INTERFACES, FUNCTION GENERATORS, AND MANY OTHERS
- OUTPUT MATCHING TRANSFORMERS AVAILABLE TO MATCH VIRTUALLY ANY LOAD
- FULL OPEN AND SHORT CIRCUIT PROTECTION GUARANTEED STABLE INTO ANY LOAD
- TWO UNITS MAY BE CONNECTED TO PROVIDE UP TO 4kW
- INTERLOCK CAPABILITY FOR UP TO EIGHT UNITS
- 3-YEAR PARTS AND LABOUR WARRANTY

For full details on all Amcron Products write or phone Chris Flack

Kirkham Electronics
MILL HALL, MILL LANE, PULHAM MARKET, DISS, NORFOLK IP21 4XL
DIVISION OF K.R.S. LIMITED
TELEPHONE (037 976) 639/594

**WIRELESS WORLD, SEPTEMBER 1980**
INTERLOCK CAPABILITY FOR OUTPUT MATCHING TRANSFORMERS AVAILABLE TO MATCH VIRTUALLY ANY LOAD.

PLUG-IN MODULES: CONSTANT VOLTAGE/CURRENT, PRECISION OSCILLATORS UNIPOLAR HARMONIC DISTORTION LESS
OUTPUT POWER IN EXCESS OF POWER RESPONSE D.C.-D.C. OUTPUT 20 AMPS BIPOLAR DIGITAL INTERFACES, FUNCTION GENERATORS, PARTS AND SHORT CIRCUIT PROTECTION BE\

The PM 3207 - Super Scope is a tough, general purpose oscilloscope which offers at a low price the quality and technology you expect from Philips Test and Measuring Instruments.

For full details on all Amcron Products write or phone Chris Flack
**Prime Equipment**

The second user test and measuring instrument specialists

The fresh ideas from Carston which brings you recent "State-of-the-Art" product improvements. Every instrument at competitive prices, with fast delivery (2-4 weeks). Every instrument carries the Carston 90 Day Full Guarantee covering parts and labour.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Function/Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RALAC</td>
<td>£3550</td>
<td>1651/10 Mhz Generator 240 Volt A/F AM 19&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEKTRONIX</td>
<td>£1975</td>
<td>466/100 MHZ Storage 4 Channel 300 Mhz 10mV/div</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4921 Dual Trace Storage 60 Hz 10mV/div</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7421 Oscilloscope 6ns-5s/div.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Accessories**

- **Audiocassette**
  - **Carston**
    - £298 (no. 50)
  - **Philips**
    - £250 (no. 62)
- **Benchtop Electronic Kits**
  - **Carston**
    - £140 (no. 50)
  - **Philips**
    - £160 (no. 62)
- **Counter Timers**
  - **Hewlett Packard**
    - £425 (no. 20)
  - **Marconi**
    - £375 (no. 20)
- **Diameters**
  - **Marconi**
    - £110 (no. 20)
- **Digital Multimeters**
  - **Hewlett Packard**
    - £350 (no. 20)
  - **Philips**
    - £375 (no. 20)
- **Modulation Testers**
  - **AirMar**
    - £375 (no. 20)
  - **Marconi**
    - £250 (no. 20)
- **Telecoms Test Equipment**
  - **Carston**
    - £195 (no. 50)
  - **Philips**
    - £225 (no. 62)

**Today Carston Value makes even more sense**

- all equipment for sale is fully refurbished to manufacturers' original specifications

**New stock is added daily.**

For latest details on "Standard" equipment or for helping you locate your SPECIALIST NEEDS

Contact Brian Hollingsworth or Noel Jennings

01-267 5311/2

WWW: 839 FOR FURTHER DETAILS

---

Voltmeters Analogue

- **Avo**
  - £417
- **Bradley**
  - £417
- **Hewlett Packard**
  - £417

**DC Measurement equipment**

- **Philips**
  - £375 (no. 20)
- **Racal**
  - £250 (no. 20)
- **Carston**
  - £375 (no. 20)

**D.C. Multimeters**

- **Philips**
  - £250 (no. 20)
- **Carston**
  - £250 (no. 20)

**Vernier Calipers**

- **Carston**
  - £250 (no. 20)
- **Philips**
  - £250 (no. 20)

**Vibrators**

- **David**
  - £250 (no. 20)

**Redundant Test Equipment**

Why not have Carston's highly utilised test equipment into cash? Ring us and we'll make you an offer.

All prices are exclusive of VAT (Standard Rate)
Quality Second-User Instrumentation

The product you buy from Second User Electronics is the same as from the manufacturer—same performance, same measuring capability, in most cases even the same guarantee.

We offer top quality, general purpose test equipment, fully maintained, at savings of up to 50% on manufacturers list price—so you make the very most of your capital budget. When equipment is only required for short term use it just doesn't make sense to buy new.

We give 90-day warranties as standard, with many specified items on a 12 month extension—and we beat manufacturers delivery dates. Buy equipment at down-to-earth prices. You don't need to buy new, buy SUE. On 01-897 3759.

Storage Oscilloscopes
1703A Hewlett-Packard
0-30MHz, 10mV–5V/Div, time base 100ns—200ms/Div, sweep delay, writing speed 1 cm/µs.
From £1200

1720A Hewlett-Packard
0–275MHz, 10mV–5V/Div, time base 10ns–0.5s/Div, sweep delay.
From £1600

485 Tektronix
0–350MHz, 5mV–5V/Div, time base 1ns–0.5s/Div, sweep delay.
£2400

Digital Voltmeters

455 Tektronix
0–50MHz, 5mV–5V/Div, time base 5ns–0.5s/Div, sweep delay.
From £100

Digital Counters

5327 B 7 Digit Universal Counter Timer
and D.V.M. Hewlett-Packard
Modes: Frequency, period, time interval, D.C. Voltage. Frequency range 0–550MHz, D.V.M. range 10V–1000V, resolution 100uV, Counter stability ±parts in 10⁹ short term, counter sensitivity 25mV.
£1500

TC15 9 Digit Timer Counter Advance
Modes: Frequency, period, multiple period, Frequency range 0–500MHz, Resolution: 1Hz, 110ms typical stability/24H 1 part in 10⁷. Maximum sensitivity 10mV.
£405

Tape Recorders

Store 7 D FM 7 Channel (Racal)
Max. speed size 20cm, FM frequency range 0–20KHz, tape speed 15/16–60ips.
From £1100

Universal Bridges

Universal 8462 Wayne Kerr
Ranges: 10uΩ–100mΩ, 1mV–10V, 1ns–0.5s/Div, time base 1ns–0.5s/Div, sweep delay.
£400

Digital Analysers

5651 5½ Digit Multimeter with true RMS Datron
Scale length, 1.99999, modes: DC, AC, true RMS, Ohms, auto range.
Ranges: ±V: 10mV–1000V, resolution 0.1µV, ±V: 100mV–1000V, resolution 1µV, ±V: 10V–1000V, resolution 1mΩ, Typical accuracy: ±V ±0.004%, ±V ±0.02%. £980

1051 5½ Digit Multimeter with true RMS Datron
Scale length, 1.99999, modes: DC, AC, true RMS, Ohms, auto range.
Ranges: ±V: 10mV–1000V, resolution 0.1µV, ±V: 100mV–1000V, resolution 1µV, §: 100µΩ–10mΩ, resolution 1mΩ, Typical accuracy: ±0.01%, ±0.1%, ±0.03%.
From £680

Logic Analysers

1600A Hewlett-Packard
16 Parallel data measurements displayed on C.R.T., Clock rate 0–20MHz, Start display trigger, end display trigger, delay from 0–9999 clock pulses.
£1850

POUND TOUGHERS UP AGAINST THE DOLLAR

Which gives you a chance to buy the latest bulk-purchased USA instrument at lowest-ever prices.

Buy Now, Buy New, Buy SUE!

Just £1400 for the TEKTRONIX 465B
Ring 01-897 3759 for details

12-14, Horton Road, West Drayton, Middlesex
U67 8EA. Tel 01-897 3759.
www.americanradiohistory.com
STATE-OF-THE-ART

Quality Second-User Instrumentation

The product you buy from Second User Electronics is the same as from the manufacturer - same performance, same measuring capability, in most cases even the same guarantee.

We offer top quality, general purpose test equipment, fully maintained, at savings of up to 50% on manufacturers list price - so you make the very most of your capital budget. When equipment is only required for short term use it just doesn't make sense to buy new.

We give 90 day warranties as standard, with many specified items on a 12 month extension - and we beat manufacturers delivery dates. Buy equipment at down-to-earth prices. You don't need to buy new, buy SUE.

On 01-897 3759.

Storage Oscilloscopes

1703A Hewlett-Packard
0–30MHz, 10mV–5V/Div, time base 100ns–200μs/Div, sweep delay, writing speed 1 cm/μs.

£1200

General Purpose Oscilloscopes

445 Tektronix
0–150MHz, 5mV–10V/Div, time base 0.05μs–0.5μs/Div, sweep delay.

£1600

Digital Voltmeters

465 Tektronix
0–50MHz, 5mV–5V/Div, time base 5μs–0.5μs/Div, sweep delay.

£1600

Digital Counters

5327B 7 Digit Universal Counter Timer and D.V.M. Hewlett-Packard
Modes: Frequency, period, time interval, D.C. Voltage. Frequency range 0–550MHz, D.V.M. range 10V–1000V, resolution 100μV, Counter stability 6 parts in 10⁶. Short term, counter sensitivity 25mV.

£1500

Tape Recorders

Store 7 D, FM 7 Channel (Racal)
Max. speed size 20cm, FM frequency range 0–20KHz, tape speed 15/16–60ips.

From £4100

Universal Bridges

9642 Wayne Kerr
Ranges: 10μΩ–100Ω, 10–100V, 1MHz–10MHz, accuracy 0.1%, Bridge frequency 1951.91Hz.

£680

Logic Analysers

1600A Hewlett-Packard
16 Parallel data measurements displayed on C.R.T., Clock rate 0–20MHz. Start display trigger, end display trigger, delay from 0–9999 clock pulses.

£1850
Get 24 DMMs off the shelf.

Turn to page 3 of your ITT Instrument Services catalogue for a list of top names Thandar (Sinclair), Fluke, Avo, Keithley and Norma. Compare performance and specification then phone or telex Harlow or any local ITT office and we'll deliver off the shelf.

The ITT Instrument Services catalogue is your key to fast delivery and technical back-up for a vast range of quality instruments. Get it off the shelf.

ITT Instrument Services

Edinburgh Way,
Harlow, Essex
CM20 2DF
Tel: (0279) 29522.
Telex: 81525.

Send PANeLS ARE FITTED for details of complete range Type 13A/1

COMPLETE WITH 13A/10SW £29.50. P&P £2 + VAT

4-amp CB - 13A/4 SW £25.95 + post £1 + VAT

TR6 - 4 sockets switched £23.65 + VAT

TR6 - 9 sockets switched £28 + P&P £2 + VAT

MainS ISolatIng UNIt

The Olson mains isolating unit is an essential bench item for safety when testing and repairing mains-operated equipment. The isolating transformer has an earthed screen and is rated 250VA.

£38 + P&P £2 + VAT

See how big names pass their video display headaches to us!
Think of KGM as your monitor production line...

See how big names pass their video display headaches to us!

Use CRT displays in your systems or equipment? Then it's well worth getting to know the KGM monitors. We can take both design and production problems onto our own experienced shoulders. Far better than struggling with complex video concepts yourself!

For a quick scan of KGM capability, slip through our new colour folder - featuring some of the units we have produced for major customers. Some are based on our standard monitor range - but even these come with a choice of thick film modules or discrete components, for maximum 'tailor-made' flexibility. And today our technology extends to complete keyboard and micro-processor units. If you're ready to talk monitors now, ring our Sales Applications Engineer, or start with one of those folders.

KGM Electronics Limited
Clock Tower Road, Ilaworth, Middlesex TW7 5DU.
Tel: 01-568 0151. Telex: 81525.

TTT Instrument Services
the only way to buy.

WIRELESS WORLD. SEPTEMBER 1980

Get 24 DMMs off the shelf.

Turn to page 3 of your ITT Instrument Services catalogue for a list of top names Thandar (Sinclair), Fluke, Avo, Keithley and Norma. Compare performance and specification then phone or telex Harlow or any local ITT office and we'll deliver off the shelf.

The ITT Instrument Services catalogue is your key to fast delivery and technical back-up for a vast range of quality instruments. Get it off the shelf.

ITT Instrument Services
Edinburgh Way, Harlow, Essex CM20 2DF
Tel: (0279) 29522.
Telex: 81525.

THE FOR-1004 A NEW WIDEBAND GRAPHICAL RECORDER

9 Recording Modes

The FOR-1004 is the first of a new generation from Medelec. A highly versatile graphical recorder, it has been especially developed for wide ranging applications in research and industry. In both performance and economy it has many advantages over conventional instrumentation. There are nine recording modes - all push button controlled, which permit the optimum presentation of most graphical data. Triggering is fully automatic and displayed signals can be monitored via an internal loudspeaker. The fast response time and wide range of adjustable filters allows the detailed examination of transients and trends.

Attractive new styling, and ease of operation combine to make the FOR-1004 an important new instrument.

Simultaneous View and Record

Four High Input Signal Channels

High Resolution, Inexpensive Records.

For further information please contact:
Medelec Limited
Manor Way, Old Woking, Surrey GU22 9JU England
Tel: Woking (04862) 70337
Telex: BS94 Medelec G
A Vickers Limited Company
Fault us on size and we’ll eat it.

Shrinking high voltages into very small packages presents no problem to a manufacturer that has been deeply involved with space missions. The Eric range of high voltage rectifiers, voltage multipliers and many volts chasing too small a leadership in ceramic technology.

DIGITAL COMPUTER LOGIC AND ELECTRONICS £7.00
This course is designed as an introduction to digital electronics and is written as a guide that suits the data beginner. No mathematical knowledge is assumed other than the use of simple arithmetic and decimals and no electronic knowledge is expected at all. The course moves painstakingly through the basic concepts of digital electronics in a simple and concise fashion: questions and answers on every page make sure that the points are understood.

Everyone can learn from it - students, engineers, hobbyists, homeusers, enthusiasts. The four Ad volumes consist of:

Book 1: Binary, word and register number systems; hexadecimal; numeral systems, binary: positional and non-positional coding; binary logic; arithmetic; numbers in computer systems.

Book 2: Basic logic functions and De Morgan’s laws; digital logic; circuit building using logic gates; digital logic and simple circuits; digital logic gates; digital logic concepts and digital logic circuits.

Book 3: Flip-flops, De Morgan’s laws; designing logic circuits using logic gates; dual input.

Book 4: Introduction to pulse-dc circuits, r and s flip-flops, binary counters, shift registers, half adders.

DESIGN OF DIGITAL SYSTEMS £12.50
This course takes the reader to real proficiency. Written in a similar question and answer style to Digital Computer Logic and Electronics, this course moves at a much faster pace and goes into the subject in greater detail. Ideally suited for scientists or engineers wanting to know more about digital electronics. The Ad volumes lead step by step through number systems and Boolean algebra to memories, counters and arithmetic circuits, and finally to an understanding of calculators and computer design.

Book 1: Digital, hexadecimal and binary number systems; positional number systems; complements and number systems; binary multiplication and division.

Book 2: Fundamental logic functions; binary logic, digital storage devices; memory systems, basic flip-flops; binary logic gates; logic gates and basic logic circuits.

Book 3: AND and OR functions, logic gates, NOT, exclusive OR, NAND, NOR and exclusive NOR gates; logic gates, multiple input gates: both truth, the Morgan’s laws, hardware, bit combinations, transfer logic, transfer logic and the basic logic circuits.

Book 4: Logic gates and circuits, transfer logic, transfer logic and transfer logic, data input, output and output.

Flow Charts and Algorithms

The four Ad volumes customer the key to success here as well as being a priceless tool in all administrative areas presenting safety regulations, government legislation, office procedures etc.

THE ALGORITHM WRITER'S GUIDE £4.00

http://www.americanradiohistory.com
Fault us on size and we'll eat it.

Shrinking high voltages into very small packages presents no problem to a manufacturer that has been deeply involved with space missions. The Eric range of high voltage rectifiers, voltage multipliers and power supplies is the product of forty years' leadership in ceramic technology.

If you have a problem of too many volts chasing too small a space in your equipment—talk to us. We have probably already solved it for another customer. 

ITT Mercator Ltd., Denes, Great Yarmouth, Norfolk, NR30 3PX. Tel. (0493) 4911. Telex: 97421.

Microcomputers are coming—ride the wave! Learn to program.

Millions of jobs are threatened but millions more will be created. Learn BASIC - the language of the small computer and the most easy to learn computer language in widespread use. Teach yourself with this course. Only 10 words to read to start to real proficiency with a unique style of graded hints. In 26 straightforward lessons you will learn the five essentials of programming: program definition, flowcharting, coding the program, debugging, and clear documentation. Harder problems are provided with a series of hints so you never get glassy-eyed with your mind a blank. You soon learn to tackle really tough tasks such as programs for graphs, cost estimates, compound interest and computer games.

COMPUTER PROGRAMMING IN BASIC £9.00

Books 1 and 2 are fully illustrated, flowcharting, functions, QUIZ and answers. INPUT, IF ... THEN, GO TO limitations of computer, program definition.

Books 3 Combines and interpreters, BASIC FOR NEXT, RESTORE, compiling, Brian uses for next.

Books 4 Advanced: BASIC subroutines, string variables, files, compile programming, examples, glossary.

THE BASIC HANDBOOK £11.50

This basic American usefully supplements our BASIC course with an alphabetical guide to the many variations that occur in BASIC. The dozens of BASIC dialects in use today mean programmers often need to translate instructions so that they can be RUN on their system. This handbook is clear, easy to use and should save hours of your time and computer time. A must for all users of BASIC throughout the world.

A.N.S. COBOL £4.40

The independent guide to the world's No. 1 business language. After 25 hours with this course, one beginner took a consulting job, documenting of company programs and did invaluable work from the first day. Need we say more?

GUARANTEE - No risk to you

If you are not completely satisfied your money will be refunded on return of the books in good condition.

Please send me

Digital Computer Logic & Electronics £7.00

Design of Digital Systems £12.50

Algorithm Writer's Guide £4.00

Computer Programming in BASIC £9.00

BASIC Handbook £11.50

A.N.S. Cobol £4.40

POST FREE WITH PRICES COVER THE COST OF SURFACE MAIL SERVICE

Name

Address

City Postcode

O.A.U. Delivery only up to 25 miles

Cambridge Learning, Unit 54, Plumstead Rd, FROSTHORPE, 11, York, Huntington, Reg. In Eq No. 1258762

Flow Charts and Algorithms

Flow Charts and Algorithms are the essential logical procedures used in all computer programming and mastering them is the key to success here as well as being a priceless tool in all administrative areas—presenting safety regulations, government legislation, office procedures etc.

THE ALGORITHM WRITER'S GUIDE £4.00

exemplifying from these questions, put them in the best order and draw the flow chart, with numerous examples.

Cambridge Learning, Unit 54, Plumstead Rd, FROSTHORPE, 11, York, Huntington, Reg. In Eq No. 1258762

U.K. Delivery only up to 25 miles
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Introducing the latest professional state-of-the-art 3½-digit DMM - at really old-fashioned prices! From just an unbelievable £39.95 inc. VAT, plus £1.15 p&p!

- **ZERO ADJUSTMENT**
- **3½-DIGIT LCD WITH 200 HRS CONTINUOUS BATTERY LIFE**
- **AUTO 'BATT' WARNING**

**RESOLUTION**

- 6100
- 6110
- 6200
- 6220

**RANGES/HOLD**

- 1 resolving

**FUNCTIONS DISPLAYED**

- 0.1, 1, 10, 100, 1000

**MEASURES DC VOLTAGE TO**

- 1000V
- 1000V

**MEASURES DC CURRENT TO**

- 10mA
- 100mA

- 1A

**ZERO ADJUSTMENT**

- Zeros out minute test-lead resistances for precise measurements

**LOW POWER OHM RANGES**

- For in-circuit resistance measurements

**COMPLETE WITH**

- Batteries, pair of Test Leads, Spare Fuse, One Year’s Guarantee

**PRICE**

- £64.95
- £66.10
- £76.10
- £41.10
- £51.10
- £74.95

**ACCESS orders taken. Please write card no: and signature.**

Why such a low, low price?

Because the A/D converter and display are custom built! This is a genuine top-spec DMM. Check these features for unbeatable value — you won’t find a hand-held DMM with these features at these prices again!

An ideal cartridge would have zero effective tip mass and infinite compliance, with a day of light and move.

**IDEALS + IDEALS**

An ideal arm would have zero effective mass and infinite compliance, with a day of light and move.

The best pick-up arm in the world

An ideal arm would have zero effective mass and infinite compliance, with a day of light and move.

A pick-up arm's physical but not personality.

It is as happy a moving coil, as a moving magnet is, as a moving iron.

With a high mass arm, you are permanently sliding in the lead and across the face of the cartridge.

Low compliance cartridges can be thought of as passing otherwise sound information on to the listener as it is.

SME Limited, Steningham

London SW6 0SS

Making state-of-the-art affordable.

WW - 067 FOR FURTHER DETAILS

To: Maclin-Zand Electronics Ltd., 38 Mount Pleasant, London W1C 1AV. Please return order to us. For overseas orders, please add £3 to cost of total order package.

www.americanradiohistory.com
If you want an Autoranging
3½-digit LCD DMM
For only
£39.95 (inc VAT)
We've got
to hand it to you!

Introducing the latest professional state-of-the-art 3½-digit DMM – at really old-fashioned prices! From just an unbelievable £39.95 inc. VAT, plus £1.15 p&p!

* ZERO ADJUSTMENT
* 3½-DIGIT LCD WITH 200 HRS CONTINUOUS BATTERY LIFE
* AUTO 'BATT' WARNING

Why such a low, low price?
Because the A/D converter and display are custom built! This is a genuine top-spec DMM. Check these features for unbeatable value – you won't find a hand-held DMM with these features at these prices again!

RESOLUTION
- DC, AC, Hz, % at all models

FUNCTIONS AVAILABLE
- DC, AC, Hz, % at all models

MEASURING VOLTAGE TO
- DC, AC, Hz, % at all models

MEASURING CURRENT TO
- DC, AC, Hz, % at all models

ZERO ADJUSTMENT
- Zero our micro-batched resistors for precise measurements

AC/DC: For universal measurement across all models

ACCESS orders taken. Please write card no. and signature.

I believe you! Please send me the DMMs as marked.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price (incl. VAT)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6100</td>
<td>£41.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6110</td>
<td>£46.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6200</td>
<td>£51.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6220</td>
<td>£56.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total cash/cheque enclosed £

Cheques payable to Maclin-Zand Electronics Ltd., please.

Available exclusively from the company that gives you tomorrow's technology today.
38 Mount Pleasant, London WC1K 0AP
Tel: 01-278 1369/81-837 1165

To: Maclin-Zand Electronics Ltd., 38 Mount Pleasant, London WC1K 0AP
Despatch by return. For overseas orders, please add £3 to cost of total order package.

ME Maclin-Zand
Making state-of-the-art affordable.
The finest amplification kits from Crimson Elektrik

**** LATEST DEVELOPMENTS ****

CRIMSON ELEKTRIK Power amplifiers are the right choice for the many needs for four decades. It has received a battery of adjustments and developed a positive electronic precision. They are available in 0.05%, 0.1%, 0.2%, 0.5%, 1% and 2% models for the full range of applications. They are housed in a robust, high-quality enclosure which is highly corrosion-resistant. The units can be used in any environment and are ideal for field use.

***** SOUND ADVICE *****

Crimson amplifiers are versatile and dependable. The new PE-DMM will give up to 0.05% accuracy in 0.1% accuracy. It is designed for the full range of applications. It is housed in a robust, high-quality enclosure which is highly corrosion-resistant. The units can be used in any environment and are ideal for field use.

CRIMSON have an available option for the best test value amplifiers. You can add this to yourself by checking out the competition in the following model: a professional grade phono sockets. All the advantages of our modules are combined in a robust, high-quality enclosure which is highly corrosion-resistant. The units can be used in any environment and are ideal for field use.

***** BEST VALUE *****

Crimson Elektrik are the most sophisticated on the market. They are available in 0.05%, 0.1%, 0.2%, 0.5%, 1% and 2% models for the full range of applications. They are housed in a robust, high-quality enclosure which is highly corrosion-resistant. The units can be used in any environment and are ideal for field use.

3½ DIGIT LCD MULTI-METER KIT

Build the Practical Electronics hand-held DMM. This superb product offers professional precision with extended battery life. Fine function operation (AC and DC VOLTS, AC and DC CURRENT, RESISTANCE) with ability to check d.c. 0.5" LCD display with Battery Low warning. Auto-polarity, Auto-zero. Full protection against transients and overloads with ability to withstand mains on any range. 0.5% basic DC accuracy and 15 different ranges. It measures AC/DC voltages from 0.1mV to 500V. AC/DC current from 0.1µA to 20A. Resistance from 0.11 to 2MΩ. 200 hour battery life.

The Kit contains all parts needed to construct the multimeter plus assembly instructions, battery and test leads. We also offer a calibration service (£15.00 + VAT) and a trouble-shooting and calibration service (£7.50 + VAT). Various other component parts are also available as listed.

The multimeter is also available fully assembled and calibrated at a cost of £39.70 + P&P + VAT.

Lascar Electronics Ltd, 1, Thomasam Road, Basildon, Essex. Telephone No: Basildon (0233) 727363.

ANNOUNCING TWO BRAND NEW THANDAR INSTRUMENTS

TF200 LCD FREQUENCY METER

The TF200 has the professional specification you need with true portability, small size and low weight.

- Power Amp. Meters large signal
- 200 -2000 KHz, 0.01% accuracy
- 0.01 to 2000Hz, 0.01% accuracy
- DC ± 50 mV range plus power amp. to ± 10 V
- Fully Auto-Polarity
- Single-Shot
- Inrush Current
- Range is adjustable

- Full range of signals
- High sensitivity
- Multi-range
- Battery or mains operation
- 200 hours battery life
- Incl. £31.75 VAT

Other Portable Test Instruments in the Thandar Range

Sc110 Single-Trace Portable Oscilloscope

10Mhz single trace, 100V/div sensivity, £130.00 + £20 VAT

DM460 4½ Digit Multimeter

±200V, 0.05% basic accuracy £99.00 + £14.85 VAT

DM360 3½ Digit Multimeter

30mV to 200V, 0.1% basic accuracy £72.50 + £10.85 VAT

DM365 3½ Digit Multimeter

200V to 2000V, 0.1% basic accuracy £152.50 + £24.85 VAT

PFF200 Pocket Frequency Meter

±10 V, 200KHz, 0.05% basic accuracy £49.00 + £7.47 VAT

PDM25 Pocket Digital Multimeter

10V, 1mA, 1% basic accuracy £34.50 + £5.25 VAT

For full technical details together with price list and stockist list please contact:

www.americanradiohistory.com
The finest amplification kits from Crimson Elektrik

LATEST DEVELOPMENTS

CRIMSON ELECTRIK Power amplifiers are the top selling product on the market today. Our aim is to give the best result for the price. We have introduced some improvements and developed a whole new range of instruments that will make your life easier, help you get better results, and save you money. Our power amplifiers are designed to meet the needs of the modern audiophile and provide a high level of precision in operation.

SOUND ADVICE

Crimson amplification are versatile and dependable. The new PE7500A is a true professional piece of equipment. Admiral against transients and overloads with Auto-polarity, calibration service component parts are

Lascar Electronics Ltd., Unit 1, Thomasin Road, Basildon, Essex.
Telephone: 0020 5533683.

WWW -- 941 FOR FURTHER DETAILS

ANNOUNCING TWO BRAND NEW

THANDAR INSTRUMENTS

TF200 LCD FREQUENCY METER

The TF200 has the professional specification you need for true versatility, small size and low weight. The TF200 has a wide frequency range, 10 Hz to 10 MHz (BE1600 prescaler available shortly). High sensitivity, 100mV, 32250

OTHER PORTABLE TEST INSTRUMENTS IN THE THANDAR RANGE

SC110 Single-Trace Portable Oscilloscope

10MHz band width 10mv/div sensitivity, £119.00 + £20.85 VAT

DM460 4½ Digit Multimeter

3½ digit rms 0.05% basic accuracy £99.00 + £14.85 VAT

DM320 3½ Digit Multimeter

3½ digit rms 0.5% basic accuracy £52.00 + £8.08 VAT

DM200 Pocket Frequency Meter

30kHz-200kHz, 1% basic accuracy £34.50 + £5.15 VAT

PDM200 Pocket Frequency Meter

20kHz-200MHz, 10mV sensitivity £48.00 + £7.47 VAT

PDM35 Pocket Digital Multimeter

16 ranges, 1½ basic accuracy £34.50 + £5.15 VAT

LEADER

Sinclair Electronics Ltd. is also the sole UK importer for Leader Electronics Corp. of Japan who have a world wide range of products including oscilloscopes and audio, TV, video, radio and C.B. test equipment.

For full technical details together with price list and stocklist please contact: thanda

WWW -- 904 FOR FURTHER DETAILS

Lascar Electronics, Ltd.

London Road, St. Ives, Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire PE17 4HJ.

Telephone: St. Ives (0480) 644646. Telex: 32250

Sinclair Electronics Ltd. reserves the right to alter prices and specifications on Thandar equipment without prior notice.
Britain's first complete computer kit.

The Sinclair ZX80.

Price breakdown
ZX80 and manual: £69.52
VAT: £10.43
Post and packing FREE

Please note: many kit makers quote VAT exclusive prices.

You've seen the reviews... you've heard the excitement. The ZX80 is a complete, powerful, fully loaded computer matching or surpassing other personal computers at several times the price.

The ZX80 is programmed in BASIC, and you can use it to do quite literally anything from playing chess to managing a business.

The ZX80 has a single-key programming interface, allowing you to use your TV as a keyboard and the ZX80 as a personal computer at home. PCB, with a Sinclair BASIC interpreter, and the ZX80 teaches you BASIC yourself.

The unique and valuable components of the Sinclair ZX80:

- Fewer chips, compact design, volume production - more power per pound!

The ZX80 offers its remarkable low price to its remarkable design. The whole system is packed on to fewer, newer, more powerful and advanced, 6T chips. A single SUPERROM, for instance, contains the BASIC interpreter, the character set, operating system, and monitor. And the ZX80's 1K byte RAM is roughly equivalent to 6K bytes in conventional computer - typically storing 500 lines of BASIC (key words occupy only a single byte.)

The display shows 32 characters by 24 lines. Sinclair BASIC interpreters show that the ZX80 is faster than any personal computer, matching or surpassing it at 5 stars for performance. And the ZX80 tests show that the ZX80 is faster than all other personal computers.

No other personal computer offers this unique combination of high capability and low price.

The Sinclair teach yourself BASIC manual.

If you specify the ZX80 mean little to you - don't worry. They're all explained in the specially written 138-page book - free with every kit! The book makes learning easy, exciting, and enjoyable, and represents a complete course in BASIC programming - from first principles to complex programs. (Available separately - purchase price refunded if you buy a ZX80 later.)

A hardware manual is also included with every kit.

The Sinclair ZX80, Kit: £79.95. Assembled: £99.95. Complete!

The ZX80 kit costs a mere £79.95. Can't wait to have a ZX80 up and running? No problem! It's also available, ready assembled and complete with mains adaptor - for only £99.95.

Demand for the ZX80 is very high: use the coupon to order today for the earliest possible delivery. All orders will be dispatched in strict rotation. We'll acknowledge each order by return, and tell you exactly when your ZX80 will be delivered. If you choose not to wait, you can cancel your order immediately, and your money will be refunded at once. Again, of course, you may return your ZX80 as received within 14 days for a full refund. We want you to be satisfied beyond all doubt - and we have no doubt that you will be.

Please note: many kit makers quote VAT exclusive prices.

ZX80 software - now available!

See advertisements in Personal Computer World, Electronics Today International, and other journals.

New dedicated software - developed independently of Science of Cambridge - reflects the enormous interest in the ZX80. More software available soon - from leading consultants and software houses.
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The unique and valuable components of the Sinclair ZX80.

The Sinclair ZX80 is not just another personal computer. Quite apart from its exceptionally low price, the ZX80 has two very advanced components: the Sinclair BASIC interpreter, and the ZX80 teac-yourself BASIC manual.

The unique Sinclair BASIC interpreter offers remarkable programming advantages:

**Unique 'one-touch' key word entry**: the ZX80 eliminates a great deal of tiresome typing. Key words (RUN, PRINT, LIST, etc.) have their own single-key entry.

**Unique syntax check**: Only lines with correct syntax are accepted into programs. A cursor is displayed when errors are encountered. The program entry of long and complicated programs with faults only discovered when you try to run them.

**Excellent string-handling capability**: takes up to 26 string variables of any length. All strings can undergo all relational tests (e.g. comparison). The ZX80 also has string input and output facilities, e.g. GETS string input, PUTS string output.

**FREE course in BASIC programming and user manual**.

**Optional extras**

- Mains adapter of 600 mA at 9 V DC, normally unipolar or bipolar (see coupon). Available from Sinclair at no extra cost.

The Sinclair teach-yourself BASIC manual.

BASIC manual.

If the specifications of the Sinclair ZX80 mean little to you—don’t worry. They’re all explained in the specially-written 138-page book, available now! The book makes learning easy, exciting and enjoyable, and represents a complete course in BASIC programming—from first principles to complex programs. (Available separately; purchase price refunded if you buy a ZX80 later.) Hardware manuals are also included with every kit.

The Sinclair ZX80 Kit: £79.95. Configured.

Assembled: £99.95. Complete.

The ZX80 kit costs a mere £79.95. Can’t wait to have a ZX80 up and running? No problem! It’s also available, ready configured and complete with mains adaptor, for only £99.95.

Demand for the ZX80 is very high, use the coupon to order today for the earliest possible delivery. All orders will be despatched in strict rotation. We’ll acknowledge each order by return, and tell you exactly when your ZX80 will be delivered. If you choose not to wait, you can cancel your order immediately, and your money will be refunded at once. Of course, you may return your ZX80 as received within 14 days for a full refund. We want you to be satisfied beyond all doubt—and we have no doubt that you will be.

To: Science of Cambridge Ltd, 5 Kings Parade, Cambridge, Cambs, CB1 5N.

VAT: £10.43

**ORDER FORM**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sinclair ZX80</td>
<td>£79.95</td>
<td>£79.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZX80 manual</td>
<td>£10.43</td>
<td>£10.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mains adapter</td>
<td>£5.00</td>
<td>£5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZX80 Kit</td>
<td>£99.95</td>
<td>£99.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZX80 manual</td>
<td>£10.43</td>
<td>£10.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mains adapter</td>
<td>£5.00</td>
<td>£5.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TOTAL**: £198.33

**NB**: Your Sinclair ZX80 may qualify for a business expense.

I enclose a cheque/postal order payable to Science of Cambridge Ltd for £.

Please print
Name: Mr/Mrs/Miss
Address:

**WW - 612 FOR FURTHER DETAILS**
The Hitachi range of Low Cost Portable Oscilloscopes

Dutchgate offer the full range of Hitachi innovative Oscilloscopes each with a two-year warranty. These easy to operate oscilloscopes featuring wider input band and integrated circuitry offer increased stability, improved reliability and excellent performance.

The vast experience gained by Dutchgate as specialists in servicing and maintaining test and measurement instrumentation will be used to effect a fully reliable and efficient after sales service.

Test Dutchgate today — by asking for details of the Hitachi Low Cost Portable Oscilloscopes and then measure the result.

Dutchgate Ltd
Authorized agent for Hitachi Denshi (UK) Ltd.
TIMEBASE 94, ALFISTER GARDENS
SHOLING, SOUTHAMPTON
Phone (0703) 431323

Wireless World, September 1980

HAMEG OSCILLOSCOPES
TOP PERFORMANCE, QUALITY AND VALUE

HAMEG LTD.
74-78 Collingdon St.
Luton, Beds LU1 1RX
Tel: (0582) 413174

Prices U.K. List Ex. VAT

THE MOST COMPLETE DUAL CHANNEL 50MHz SCOPE AVAILABLE Model 5650 & 5650E
50MHz, 5mV/1mV, 10MHz, Alternating Time Base, AlternatingTrigger, 0.5kHz to Chop Frequency, Auto Level (Lock) Circuit, Delayed Sweep, One Touch Triggered Delay, Variable Hold Off, Bands A With CH1 Output Signal (5650E), One Touch X-Y Operation, Rectangular CRT, Internal Graticule (5650 Illuminated), Linear Focus
5650 £945; 5650E £865

A PORTABLE, HIGH PERFORMANCE, RELIABLE, DUAL CHANNEL 35MHz SCOPE Model 5630
35MHz, 5mV/1mV, 10MHz, Alternating Trigger - 500kHz Chop Frequency, Calibrated Delayed Sweep - One Touch Triggered Delay, Auto Level (Lock) Circuit, Variable Hold Off, Bends A, One Touch X-Y Operation, Rectangular CRT, Internal Graticule Illuminated, Linear Focus
ONLY £795

A LOWER PRICE, HIGHER PERFORMANCE, DUAL CHANNEL 35MHz SCOPE Model 5530
35MHz, 5mV/1mV, 10MHz, Alternating Trigger, Automatic Selection Alternating/Chop (200kHz) and Chop Only Mode, Delayed Sweep - One Touch Triggered Delay, Variable Hold Off, One Touch X-Y Operation, Auto Focus, Internal Graticule, High Brightness CRT (Non-Illuminated), Built-in One Touch X-Y Operation
ONLY £395

LOW PRICE, HIGH VALUE, DUAL CHANNEL 35MHz SCOPES
Models 5530/5530GR
35MHz, 5mV/1mV, 10MHz
Automatic Selection Alternating/Chop, External Graticule (5530), Internal Graticule (Non-Illuminated), External Sync, Delayed Sweep - One Touch Triggered Delay, Delayed Sweep - One Touch Triggered Delay, Built-in One Touch X-Y Operation
ONLY £1500

A LOWER PRICE, HIGH PERFORMANCE 20MHz SCOPE
Model 5520
20MHz, 5mV/1mV, 10MHz
One Touch X-Y Operation, TV Sync, Built-in One Touch X-Y Operation
ONLY £230

Prices exclude VAT.

THERE'S EVEN MORE 'SCOPE' FOR YOUR MONEY FROM TELONIC BERKELEY

2, Castle Hill Terrace, Maidenhead, Berkshire SL6 4JR
Telephone: Maidenhead (0628) 28057 Telex: 849131 Telber G

WWW — 827 FOR FURTHER DETAILS
The Hitachi range of Low Cost Portable Oscilloscopes

Dutchgate offer the full range of Hitachi innovative Oscilloscopes each with a two year warranty. These easy to operate oscilloscopes featuring wider width band and integrated circuitry offer increased stability, improved reliability and excellent performance.

The vast experience gained by Dutchgate as specialists in servicing and maintaining test and measurement instrumentation will be used to effect a fully reliable and efficient after sales service.

Test Dutchgate today — by asking for details of the Hitachi Low Cost Portable Oscilloscopes and then measure the result!

Dutchgate Ltd
Authorized agents for Hitachi Denshi (UK) Ltd.
TIMEBASE 94, ALFRESTON GARDENS
SHRINGLEWICK, SOUTHAMPTON
Telephone: (0703) 431323
WW — 860 FOR FURTHER DETAILS

HAMEG OSCILLOSCOPES

TOP PERFORMANCE, QUALITY AND VALUE

HM 307  £149
Single Trace DC-10MHz
Plus Built-in Component Tester

HM 312  £250
Dual Trace DC-20MHz,
5mV/cm, X-Y, 30MHz Trigger
HM 412  £350
Dual Trace DC-30MHz,
5mV/cm, X-Y, 60MHz Trigger
HM 512  £580
Dual Trace DC-50MHz,
5mV/cm, X-Y, 75MHz Trigger

HM 812  £1,458
Dual Trace as per HM 512 plus Storage, Automatic Storage and Variable Persistence

Prices U.K. List Ex. VAT

HAMEG LTD.
74-78 Collingdon St.
Luton, Beds LU4 1RX
Tel: (0582) 413174

DUTCHGATE PRESENT

We promised more - and here they are.
High Performance, advanced design - all prices that are incredibly low. Just read the specs below, and if you don't see what you want, shout! There's over 14 new, sensational scopes in the Kikusui range.

THE MOST COMPLETE DUAL CHANNEL 50MHz SCOPE AVAILABLE Model 5650 & 5650E
50MHz, 5mV/5x MAG 1mV/10MHz, Alternate Time Base Alternate Trigger - 500kHz Chop Frequency, Auto Level (Lock) Circuit Calibrated Delay Sweep - One Touch Triggered Delay, Variable Hold Off - Binds A With CH1 Output Signal (5650E), One Touch X-Y Operation Rectangular CRT, Internal Graticule (5650 Illuminated), Linear Focus
5650 £945; 5650E £865

A PORTABLE, HIGH PERFORMANCE, RELIABLE, DUAL CHANNEL 35MHz SCOPE Model 5630
35MHz, 5mV/5x MAG 1mV/10MHz, Alternate Trigger - 500kHz Chop Frequency Calibrated Delayed Sweep - One Touch Triggered Delay, Auto Level (Lock) Circuit, Variable Hold Off - Binds A With CH1 Output Signal, One Touch X-Y Operation Rectangular CRT, Internal Graticule Illuminated, Linear Focus
ONLY £795

A LOWER PRICE, HIGHER PERFORMANCE, DUAL CHANNEL 50MHz SCOPES Models 5530/5530GR
35MHz, 5mV/5x MAG 1mV/10MHz, Automatic Selection Alternate/Chop (200kHz) and Chop Only Mode Delayed Sweep - One Touch Triggered Delay Variable Hold Off, One Touch X-Y Operation, Auto Focus, Internal Graticule High Brightness CRT (Non-Illuminated)
ONLY £500

LOW PRICE, HIGH VALUE, DUAL CHANNEL 35MHz SCOPES Models 5530/5530GR
35MHz, 5mV/5x MAG 1mV/10MHz Illuminated External Graticule 5530GR, Internal Graticule (Non-Illuminated) Post-Accelerating High Brightness CRT, Vertical Delay Line Built-in One Touch X-Y Operation
ONLY £395

A LOWER PRICED, HIGH PERFORMANCE 20MHz SCOPE Model 5520
20MHz, 5mV/5x MAG 1mV/10MHz One Touch X-Y Operation TV Sync. Separator (Trigger) Single Sweep Function High Brightness CRT
ONLY £230

Prices exclude VAT, and are correct at time of going to press.

THERE'S EVEN MORE 'SCOPE' FOR YOUR MONEY FROM TELONIC BERKELEY

2, Castle Hill Terrace, Maidenhead, Berkshire SL6 4JR
Telephone: Maidenhead (0628) 28057 Telex: 849131 Telber G
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METER PROBLEMS?

37 Standard Ranges in a variety of sizes and stabilities available for 10.14 days delivery. Show Ranges and special scales can be made to order.

Full information from:

HARRIS ELECTRONICS (London)
138 GRAYS INN ROAD, W.C.1 Phone: 01/383/7937

Production Testing

Development Servicing

All Continuously Variable

3 Outputs

Valradio

VALRADIO LIMITED, BROMVILLE LANE, SELHAM, MONKSEAL 1327/29 Telephone: 01 383 5420/4327

3 NEW ARRIVALS

POWER UNITS

Type 250VRU/30/25

Output 1: 0-30v, 25A DC
Output 2: 0-70v, 10A AC
Output 3: 0-250v, 4A AC

Complete Audio/Tuner Kits

MK III FM Tuner series

Carriage for MK III tuner E3 inc.

Complete Audio Tuner Kits

MK III FM Tuner series

The Mark III series FM tuner has been updated, and now includes a centre zero tuning meter as standard. These tuners have been meticulously revised, enabling easy assembly by constructors of various levels of experience. A preview copy may be purchased for £1.00.

Mark III A series 'Performance' tuner module £17.35 inc.

Mark III B series 'Standard' tuner module £10.00 inc.

A new mechanical design will be made available later this year, and can be assembled to either version. An optional VHF detector module, £5.14, is available for Mk III tuners. All kits come with manual tuning, enclosed PSU, and instructions. All equipment comes fully wired.

Power Amplifier

Stable and performance such as a real PA job.

Power MOSFETS

100W PA's made simple.

Power MOSFETS

For New arrival: 2SK135 160V for £1.20 inc.

Radio/Communications ICs

For further details:

WIRELESS WORLD.

Radio/Communications ICs

Crystal Filters

The most popular types are available inc.

Crystal Filters

Components

The best thing in electronic efficiency. Try out some from CMOS ICs.

Keyboard switches and caps

From the world's widest and thickest switch manufacturer.

LCD DVM

CMOS 8-bit LCD display.

LCD DVM

LCD DVM

WHAT'S NEW AT AMBIT

New price list: Shortform:

Page 28, FOC with A5 SAE pack

If you need advice or need advice with A5 SAE pack

Across the range of AMBIT products:

200 North Service Road, Brentwood, Essex

Telex: 995564 AMBIT G

Postcode CMC4 4SG

Wireless World, September 1980

Valradio

Valradio
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Complete Audio/Tuner Kits

Mk III FM Tuner series

Carriage for 9/10 type £3 inc

The Mark III series FM tuner has been updated, and now includes a centre zero tuning meter as standard. The instruction manual has been meticulously revised, enabling easy assembly by constructors of various levels of experience. A pre-copy may be purchased for £1.00.

Mark III A series 'Performance' tuner modules

£171.35 inc.

Mark III A series 'Standard' tuner modules

£144.75 inc.

A marked improvement on the 9/10 modules available last year, and can be cannibalised to either version. All units are cradle mounted, 4 output DC, 2 built in manual tuning, variable PSU, output level -0.002% THD, 0.04% RMS. Complete kit available.

Power Amplifier

Style and performance - every amplifier in the new range is capable of driving an 8Ω load (5v RMS). After a couple of previous contours, it seems that many of you are waiting to hear about the way the devices work. Well, it's not - it's a 'complete' and 'high quality' PSU for the 9/10 tuner. Well, it's not a - it's a 'complete' and 'high quality' PSU for every shootable (50-8Ω). The 9/10-1000W PSL displays on the PSU, and can be cannibalised to either version.

Power MOSFETS

150W FM's made simple

Wiring MOSFETS introduces - Mark's have developed a range of simple and easy to use MOSFETS, which can be used in series with every shootable (50-8Ω). All units are cradle mounted, 4 output DC, 2 built in manual tuning, variable PSU, output level -0.002% THD, 0.04% RMS. Complete kit available.

Low Noise Tuner Amplifier

The key advantage of this design is that the actual driver for the 9/10 FM tuner is inserted between the PSU and the PSU board, and enables a simple output connection to the PSU, and can be cannibalised to either version.

Radio/Communications Modules

Table 9/10k: All versions of backup, broadcast and conventional tuners are available in the controls of FI, FII, and can be installed in conjunction with the Mark III series FM tuner. Power amplifier versions available for £16.75.

VHF Tuner heads

Again, Europe's widest range of tuner modules, now available in a complete range of modules, including pilot cancel PLL type. The series is the 464510 - pilot cancel including post decoder. £22.95 including tuning and previous output. The works.

Switchover/broadband FM IF strips

Breakdown FM IF strips for all occasions, including the new 911225 - with digital 'out of the box' module, filter strip, along with phase sensitive filters. 40% bandwidth and 9.04k TD (30kHz) bandwidth. A unique kit, for all your absolute band of the works.

Various digital filtering devices

The World's largest range of receiver IF strips is now available in the 944378 - new 944378. Complete kit available.

Semiconductors

Radio/Communications ICs

For complete listings - see our new price list.

Components

Crystal Filters

The most popular types are available

Decade Channel plate: £1.00

90MHz - £0.80

2.17k - £0.60

17-26MHz - £0.30

K84406 -4.7 MHz band

200kHz - £0.30

RC XTAL SM main & spare

£3.74

£3.32

LGD/LDS

£2.88

Keyboards and switches

From the world's most widely used switch manufacturers - MOSAP. Our largest range of switch components - 1 off 2000; £1.80, 4000 (2x1) £6.40, 9000 (3x1) £16.25, 20000 (4x1) £40.00, etc.

LED Circuits

CM168: 7seg LCD LE12/16, £2.88 ea.

CM271: 12-seg 6-seg LCD LE12/16, £6.40 ea.

CM275: 20-seg, 12-seg, £4.00 ea.

DVM16: ICM7106 LCD £2.50

DVM26: LCD 2x2 £2.30

DVM26: LCD 2x4 £2.20

DVM26: LCD 2x8 £2.00

WHAT’S NEW at AMBIT

NEW PRICE LIST SHORT FORM:

28 pages, dikke with AT SAE pac

£1.50 each

£15.00 per dozen

£1.00 each

£10.00 per dozen

Radio/communications modules

£15.00 each

£11.00 per dozen

How to order

Please send an SAE for all prices.

Accessories and personal items

Colin current

200 North Service Road, Brentwood, Essex

TELEPHONE (STD 0277) 230599

TELEX 995564 AMBIT G

POST CODE CM14 4SG
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Since 1954
People have been asking
"What's New?"

In the last three decades, TRW has had more than its fair share of important breakthroughs which have come to be regarded as milestones in the semiconductor industry.

The 1950's
1958 TRW invented the VARICAP®—now almost a generic term for the varactor.
1959 The first high power, high frequency transistor.
1959 High reliability semiconductors. Starting with the Minuteman, TRW has been part of every space and missile programme since.

The 1960's
1961 TRW invented TTL Integrated circuits.
1962 Pioneered high voltage, triple diffused switching transistors.
1963 High reliability transistors in plastic package—accepted for military applications.
1966 The first transistor designed specifically for CATV.
1968 5W, 2GHz transistors for general use—off the shelf.

The 1970's
1970 CATV hybrid amplifiers used in most of today's cable TV systems.
1972 High voltage, high speed monolithic Darlington transistors.
1972 Power Schottky Rectifiers in volume production.
1975 Industry's first monolithic RF L Band circuit.
1976 5W, 5GHz transistors.
1978 Development of L Band radar transistors.

The 1980's
The first of the decade's big advances—45W microwave pulse power at S Band transistors. The highest available in the world. The start of a new important family of microwave devices.

In the 1980's TRW RF and TRW Power Semiconductors will keep you ahead with the most technologically advanced, exciting products from the most diverse and reliable range available anywhere.

If you're involved in RF (Reader reply no. 014) or Power (Reader reply no. 013) send for your copy of the new Data Books.
SINCE 1954
PEOPLE HAVE BEEN ASKING
"WHAT'S NEW?"

In the last three decades, TRW has had more than its fair share of important breakthroughs which have come to be regarded as milestones in the semiconductor industry.

THE 1950's
1958 TRW invented the VARICAP®, now almost a generic term for the varactor.
1959 The first high power, high frequency transistor.
1959 High reliability semiconductors. Starting with the Minuteman, TRW has been part of every space and missile programme since.

THE 1960's
1961 TRW invented TIL Integrated circuits.
1962 Pioneered high voltage, triple diffused switching transistors.
1963 High reliability transistors in plastic package—accepted for military applications.
1966 The first transistor designed specifically for CATV.
1968 5W, 2GHz transistors for general use—off the shelf.

THE 1970's
1970 CATV hybrid amplifiers used in most of today's cable TV systems.
1972 High voltage, high speed monolithic Darlington transistors.
1972 Power Schottky Rectifiers in volume production.
1975 Industry's first monolithic RF L Band circuit.
1976 5W, 5GHz transistors.
1978 Development of L Band radar transistors.

THE 1980's
The first of the decade's big advances—45W microwave pulse power at S Band transistors. The highest available in the world. The start of a new important family of microwave devices.
In the 1980's TRW RF and TRW Power Semiconductors will keep you ahead with the most technologically advanced, exciting products from the most diverse and reliable range available anywhere.

If you're involved in RF (Reader reply no. 014) or Power (Reader reply no. 013) send for your copy of the new Data Books.

TRW RF SEMICONDUCTORS

MCPElectronics Ltd.,
38 Rosemont Road,
Alperton, Wembley, Middx.
Telephone 01-902 0941, Telex 913435.
SOFTY Software Development System and Eprom Programmer

SOFTY is intended for the development of programs which will eventually become resident in ROM and forming part of a microcomputer. During the developmental stage of a microcomputer, SOFTY will be connected in place of the software ROM so that it can be re-programmed, terminated in a plug and play plug.

Data may be entered into the SOFTY main on the actual parts, direct memory access, or the keyboard, and printed by the cassette interface or for extension use. Other plug-in operation has been installed, so the cassette interface can be used to transfer, and the built-in 5 to 9 pin interface makes it possible to connect both cassette interface and the internal interface together - the contents of the RAM being easily visible on a page by page basis. A page by page basis is available. Up to 4 times BASIC or a 24,500 lines per minute printer is available.

In this way, when the program is complete and editing, the O.S. plug-in is removed and replaced by a SOFTY code programmed to SOFTY. SOFTY is able to program the program in only 2-5 minutes.

The full range of program development SOFTY has various assembler features, including FORTRAN II, BASIC, assembler functions and the like, to access and run the program in a manner similar to a model UV141 but without cassette interface. Power supply and manual for SOFTY is £115.00 (inc. VAT p&p) . Write or telephone for further details.

INTERFACED QUARTZ DEVICES LTD
29 Market Street, Crewkerne, Somerset TA18 7JU
Crewkerne (0460) 74433 Telex 46283 interfac 3
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OLSON INSTRUMENT CASES

8 Different sizes

Wall mounted in 4 sizes.

OLSON ELECTRONICS LTD
Factory No. 8, 5-7 Long St., London E2 BHJ
Tel. 01-733 2243
WWW-49G FOR FURTHER DETAILS

IQXO-100 SERIES LOW PROFILE CRYSTAL CLOCK OSCILLATORS

- Hermetically sealed metal package
- DIL available
- 2.070 × 13.50W ± 0.08H (mm)

The frequency range 600 Hz to 30 MHz is covered by both CMOS (600 Hz - 8 MHz) and TTL (150 kHz - 50 MHz) types having an overall tolerance of ±0.1% from 0 to +70°C. For more stringent requirements, ±0.1% from -55 to +125°C is available.

Many frequencies can be supplied from stock.

IEEE-100 SERIES LOW PROFILE CRYSTAL CLOCK OSCILLATORS

MODEL UV141 EPROM ERASER

- 240V mains input (240V 50Hz)
- Output 0.3 to 0.5mA
- Socketable 16 & 24 pin DIL type IC's
- Socketable 8, 16, 24 & 128 pin DIP socketed IC's
- Updated voltage
- Safety interlocked to prevent over and end damage
- Adjustable range of firing devices
- Attachment for firing devices
- Angle adjustment

MODEL UV140 EPROM ERASER

Wall mounted in 4 sizes.

In 4 sizes.

Audio Generators / Frequency Response Recorders
Audio Systems / Analysers / View & Plotter Meters
LFR5600 FREQUENCY RESPONSE RECORDED
- Optional addition record avert and linear, flat, voltage, temperature and frequency response profiles
- 3650 switch input voltage
- 3000 user supplied input voltage
- 3473 user supplied input voltage
- 4096 user supplied input voltage
- 6070 user supplied input voltage
- 8293 user supplied input voltage

For full technical details together with price list please contact:

LEADER
SINCLAIR ELECTRONICS LTD
London Road, St. Ives. Huntingdon, Cambs. PE17 4NZ. Telephone. St. Ives (0480) 6848. Telex: 10050
Sincle Electronics Ltd reserve the right to alter prices and specifications from time to time without prior notice.
LEADER TEST INSTRUMENTS
- more performance and reliability than you ever thought possible

A Leader instrument for every need.

The full range of Leader Test Equipment, the first choice of engineers around the world, is now available in the U.K.

Leader Products, with a long history of high reliability, backed by a 5-year warranty, are engineered to meet the most rigid standards, and incorporate the latest technology.

OSCILOSCOPES
- 1 to 16 MHz

For full technical details together with price list please contact:

LEADER SINCLAIR ELECTRONICS LTD
London Road, St. Ives, Huntingdon, Cambs. PE17 1NH.

Telephone: 05234 4004. Telex: 98258

Sinclair Electronics Ltd retains the right to alter prices and specifications without prior notice.
HERE'S HOW TO TALK TO ALL OF THE PEOPLE ALL OF THE TIME with a communications system built up from the all-embracing, constantly expanding range of REDITRONICS EQUIPMENT.

The latest additions to that range –

* 814K 4-CHANNEL ANNOUNCER
  * ENCODED SPOT CAPABILITY for central recording on microfilm discs.
  * Local recording on blank spots on tape using a standard printer or stenograph machine.
  * Associated microphone.

* A145 FOUR-CHANNEL AUDIO POWER AMPLIFIER
  * MAINTAINED-DERIVED OR BATTERY-OPERATION CAPABILITY for versatility.
  * With six 60 x 40 W, stereo 2 x 60 W, mono 3 x 140 W.
  * Mobility. With battery operation on 4 x 12 V battery pack.
  * Availability. With emergency standby operation (automatic switchover via associated microphone).

When it comes to communications, REDITRONICS EQUIPMENT does MORE FOR LESS. REDITRONICS is the one name that says it all.

Send for details of any item, and our full brochure, of a range of equipment that can provide every integrated link in the chain of a tailor-made communications system.

and to meet growing demand -

* AUSITUNE are appointed as Reditronics distributors for Greater London and the Home Counties.
  * Contact Ausitune Ltd., 389 Green Lanes, London N4 1WQ (Tel 01-622 1163) for Reditronics systems-planning to your exact requirements.

EXPANDORAM II

Expandable Random Access Memory Board

The Expandoram II provides a low cost means for expanding Random Access Memory capability for computers using the S-100 Bus system. The board's design allows eight boards to operate from the same S-100 Bus. Page mode operation provides the system with the capability of servicing multiple users without RAM interference. Synchronization of the write state and invisible refresh deliver faster operation, allowing processing speeds up to 4MHz.

The Expandoram II is compatible with most S-100 CPUs based on the 8080 microprocessor. When other SD SYSTEMS 200 series boards are combined with the Expandoram II, they create a microcomputer with exceptional capabilities and features.

**OUR PRICE:** £129.00 to £299.50 (64K Kit)

Built & Tested from:

- £272.00 to £398.00 (64K B-T)
- £398.00 to £598.00 (256K B-T)
- £598.00 to £998.00 (512K B-T)
- £998.00 to £1998.00 (1M B-T)

For further information on this board, or any other boards in our comprehensive range, please contact:

l.e.: SCB100, Versafloppy II + II, VDB8024, ZBO Starter Kit etc. Please write or telephone.

MORE SPEC. FOR YOUR MONEY
HERE'S HOW TO TALK TO ALL OF THE PEOPLE ALL OF THE TIME

with a communications system built up from the all-embracing, constantly expanding range of

REDITRONICS EQUIPMENT

The latest additions to that range -

- **A104K AUTOMATIC ANNOUNCER**
  - with ENCODED SPOT CAPABILITY
  - for central recording on pre-recorded audiotapes.
  - local recording on blank spots with spot emersion switch facility.
  - built-in chime, monitor loudspeaker and associated mic.

When it comes to SOUNDCOMMUNICATIONS, REDITRONICS EQUIPMENT does MORE FOR LESS. REDITRONICS is the one name that says it all.

Send for details of any item, and our full brochure, of a range of equipment that can provide every integrated link in the chain of a tailor-made sound communications system.

and to meet growing demand -

usitune are appointed as Reditronics distributors for Greater London and the Home Counties.

TOTAL SYSTEMS CAPABILITY

REDITRONICS EQUIPMENT Ltd.
La Pouquelaye, St Helier, Jersey, Channel Islands.
Tel: Jersey (034) 30211, Telex: 4192341.
UK DEPOT: River View, Boreham, Southend, Essex.
Tel: Southend (0703) 555566.

Page mode operation provides the system with the capability of servicing multiple users without RAM interference. Synchronization of the write state and invisible refresh deliver faster operation, allowing processing speeds up to 4MHz. The Expandoram II is compatible with most S-100 CPUs based on the Z80 microprocessor. When other SD SYSTEMS 200 series boards are combined with the Expandoram II, they create a microcomputer with exceptional capabilities and features.

**EXPANDORAM II**

- S-100 Bus Compatible
- 4MHz Operation
- Board Select for Multi-user System
- Expandable Memory from 16K to 256K using 16K or 64K devices
- DIP Switch selectable boundaries at any 16K or 64K boundary
- Page Mode Operation allows up to 8 boards on a Bus
- Operates with 280 CPUs
- Phantom Output Disable and a manual Switch
- Selectable Output Disable
- Power Dissipation - 5 watts, Typical
- Wait States and invisible Refresh synchronized
- 6-64K Banks are available with 4164's

**Features**

**EXPANDORAM II**

- S-100 Bus Compatible
- 4MHz Operation
- Board Select for Multi-user System
- Expandable Memory from 16K to 256K using 16K or 64K devices
- DIP Switch selectable boundaries at any 16K or 64K boundary
- Page Mode Operation allows up to 8 boards on a Bus
- Operates with 280 CPUs
- Phantom Output Disable and a manual Switch
- Selectable Output Disable
- Power Dissipation - 5 watts, Typical
- Wait States and invisible Refresh synchronized
- 6-64K Banks are available with 4164's

For further information on this board, or any other boards in our comprehensive range, please write or telephone.

**EXPANDORAM II**

- S-100 Bus Compatible
- 4MHz Operation
- Board Select for Multi-user System
- Expandable Memory from 16K to 256K using 16K or 64K devices
- DIP Switch selectable boundaries at any 16K or 64K boundary
- Page Mode Operation allows up to 8 boards on a Bus
- Operates with 280 CPUs
- Phantom Output Disable and a manual Switch
- Selectable Output Disable
- Power Dissipation - 5 watts, Typical
- Wait States and invisible Refresh synchronized
- 6-64K Banks are available with 4164's

For further information on this board, or any other boards in our comprehensive range, please write or telephone.

**EXPANDORAM II**

- S-100 Bus Compatible
- 4MHz Operation
- Board Select for Multi-user System
- Expandable Memory from 16K to 256K using 16K or 64K devices
- DIP Switch selectable boundaries at any 16K or 64K boundary
- Page Mode Operation allows up to 8 boards on a Bus
- Operates with 280 CPUs
- Phantom Output Disable and a manual Switch
- Selectable Output Disable
- Power Dissipation - 5 watts, Typical
- Wait States and invisible Refresh synchronized
- 6-64K Banks are available with 4164's

For further information on this board, or any other boards in our comprehensive range, please write or telephone.

**EXPANDORAM II**

- S-100 Bus Compatible
- 4MHz Operation
- Board Select for Multi-user System
- Expandable Memory from 16K to 256K using 16K or 64K devices
- DIP Switch selectable boundaries at any 16K or 64K boundary
- Page Mode Operation allows up to 8 boards on a Bus
- Operates with 280 CPUs
- Phantom Output Disable and a manual Switch
- Selectable Output Disable
- Power Dissipation - 5 watts, Typical
- Wait States and invisible Refresh synchronized
- 6-64K Banks are available with 4164's

For further information on this board, or any other boards in our comprehensive range, please write or telephone.
“I NEVER KNEW COLOUR VIDEO COULD COST SO LITTLE”

Don't be put off by what you may have heard—or imagined—about the cost of colour video. Talk to Bell & Howell or one of our Video Centres and get the current facts.

The fact, for example, that a portable JVC colour camera costs little more than an ordinary black-and-white camera. And the further fact that by adding a JVC VHS you have a complete colour recording system for as little as £3,300 plus VAT. For playback, a standard TV receiver is all you need.

At these prices every user can benefit from colour. Training will be easier to understand; publicity more compelling; management communications more interesting; role-playing more effective. After all, we live in a coloured world.

**PUSH-BUTTON FEATURES**

Don't think for one minute that the low price has been achieved at the expense of useful features. Among other things the camera has an iris control which automatically adjusts lens aperture to match lighting conditions; a 6:1 power or manual zoom, giving close-ups as close as 50 mm; TTL indicators which automatically show exposure level, auto-white balance, operating mode and power levels.

Or if you feel inclined to make even fuller use of the camera's capabilities, couple it to a JVC ¼-inch U-format recorder.

The picture will be improved. You'll have another sound track to use for foreign-language commentaries or question-and-answer training routines.

On ¼-inch, moreover, you'll be in the right format to edit and duplicate—or add in library material. And still the cost of the system needn't exceed £2,700 plus VAT. Alternatively at very competitive rates, it can be leased.

**SEE FIRST, THEN DECIDE**

You can, of course, spend more. At any Bell & Howell Video Centre you'll see more expensive cameras, video recorders and electronic editing equipment that wouldn't be out of place in a national network. But do you need them?

Let the Video Centre, or Bell & Howell, help you decide. Whatever your decision, two things are certain. One, colour video now costs a lot less than it used to (as well as being highly dependable and very easy to use). Two, every unit in the system you choose qualifies for the Supershield warranty unique to Bell & Howell. Under Supershield, all adjustments, repairs and replacements (except for tubes and tapes) are free for two years after purchase. And if a job can't be done on the spot we also provide free transport (irrespective of the cost) to and from a fully equipped Supershield video work shop. Convert to (or start with) colour. With JVC video equipment. And the Bell & Howell Supershield guarantee.

**Let Bell & Howell show you the answer.**

To Peter Dias, Bell & Howell A.V Ltd, Freepost, Wemblury, Middlesex HA9 1BJ

Please send me more information about video equipment and a list of your Video Centres.

Name

Organisation

Address

JVC CAMERAS, JVC RECORDERS, JVC STUDIO EQUIPMENT, JVC MONITORS, ELECTRONIC MONITORS, JVC VIDEO TAPE.

WWW/BELL & HOWELL/SEPTEMBER 1980
The fastest PPM—easily!

If you have had difficulty sourcing Peak Programme Meters to meet DIN 45406, the 1st European PPM standard, then ReliaD! The Soundex PPM 632 amplifier card and fast meter movement make it easy. The scale reads from -501.8 dB to +5.0 dB, excluding the red part of the scale and is extremely accurate. Our amplifier card is housed the finished at only 54 x 70 mm and the cost won't pinch you.

Brief Specification
- Indicating range: -50 dB to +5 dB
- Input Impedance: 2 kohms
- Frequency response: ±0.1 dB between 50 Hz and 15000 Hz
- Accuracy: Better than ±0.1 dB between 50 Hz and +5 dB between 50 Hz and 15000 Hz
- Frequency response: ±0.1 dB between 50 Hz and 15000 Hz
- Overshoot: 5 dB at 1 kHz and -50 dB after 10 ms
- Decay: 1.7 ± 1.0 dB between 50 Hz and 15000 Hz
- Decay: 0.355 dB after 10 ms
- Input Impedance: ±300 ohms
- Sensitivity: Variable
- Overshoot: Complete System: Less than 5 dB at 1 kHz and -50 dB after 10 ms
- Decay: 1.7 ± 1.0 dB between 50 Hz and 15000 Hz
- Sensor: Variable

At these prices every user can benefit from colour. Training will be easier to understand; publicity more compelling, management communications more interesting; role-playing more effective. After all, we live in a colourful world.

PUSH-BUTTON FEATURES
- Don't think for one minute that the low price has been achieved at the expense of useful features. Among other things the camera has an iris control which automatically adjusts lens aperture to match lighting conditions. A 4.1 power or manual zoom, giving close-ups as close as 50 mm; TTL indicators which automatically show exposure level, auto-white balance, operating mode and power level.
- Or if you feel inclined to make even fuller use of the camera's capabilities, couple it to a JVC 1/4 inch U-format recorder.

The picture will be improved. You'll have another

Sound track to use for foreign-language commentaries or question-and-answer training routines.

Don't be put off by what you may have heard—or imagined—about the cost of colour video.

Talk to Bell & Howell or one of our Video Centres and get the current facts. The fact, for example, that a portable JVC colour camera costs little more than an ordinary black-and-white camera.

And the further fact that by adding a JVC VHS you have a complete colour recording system for as little as £3,300 plus VAT. For playback, a standard TV receiver is all you need.

The cost of the system needn't exceed £2,700 plus VAT. Alternatively at competitive rates it can be leased.

SEE FIRST, THEN DECIDE

You can, of course, spend more. At any Bell & Howell Video Centre you'll see more expensive cameras, video recorders and electronic editing equipment that wouldn't be out of place in a national network. But do you need them?

Let the Video Centre, or Bell & Howell, help you decide. Whatever your decision, two things are certain.

One, colour video now costs a lot less than it used to (as well as being highly dependable and very easy to use). Two, every unit in the system you choose qualifies for the Supershield warranty unique to Bell & Howell.

Under Supershield, all adjustments, repairs and replacements (except for tubes and tapes) are free for two years after purchase. And if a job can't be done on the spot we also provide free transport anywhere in mainland Great Britain to and from a fully equipped Supershield video workshop.

Convert to (or start with) colour. With JVC video equipment. And Bell & Howell Supershield guarantee.

Let Bell & Howell show you the answer.
INSIST ON
VERSATOWER
BY PROFESSIONALS—
FOR PROFESSIONALS

The VERSATOWER range of telescopic and tilt-over towers cover a range of 25ft to 120ft (7.5M to 36M).

Designed for Wind Speeds from 85mph to 117mph conforming with CP3 Chapter V, part 11.

If functional design, rugged construction and total versatility make it first choice for telecommunications.

Trailer mounted or static, the VERSATOWER solves these difficult problems of antenna support, access and ground level maintenance.

A programme of continuous product development has led to a range of over 50 models, all available at highly competitive prices. This coupled with our quality assurance scheme ensures that we maintain the leader position we enjoy today.

VERSATOWER
THE PROFESSIONALS’ CHOICE

We’ll help you see infra-red and put you on target as well.

As manufacturers of the widest range of broadband infra-red detectors in Europe we offer designers an extensive range of devices to suit virtually all their project requirements.

So, whether you’re involved in infra-red detection for industrial, military or research applications in any of these fields, things are looking better for you:
- Gas analysis
- Laser detection and measurement
- Intruder and fire alarms
- Radiometry and spectroscopy

Plessey infra-red detectors feature a range of element materials: ceramic, lithium tantalate, triglycine sulphate; a choice of windows and filters for selecting spectral response and a choice of electronics to give the required signal response.

And, if your need is for fast photovoltaic detectors for CO2 laser range-finding applications, we can also offer lead tin telluride in the 10-11 micron region. High D* (4 x 10^10 cmHz^1/2 /W Ap, 800, 1) bandwith to 10MHz and beyond.

Whatever your requirements, ask for our latest catalogue to put you on target.

Plessey Optoelectronics and Microwave Limited
Wood Burcote Way, Towcester, Northants, United Kingdom NN12 7JN. Telephone: (0327) 1641 Kaiser Avenue, Irving, California 92714, USA. Telephone: (213) 349 9911 TWX: 51871 Telex: 311442
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The VERSATOWER range of telescopic and tilt-over towers cover a range of 25ft to 120ft (7.5m to 36m).

Designed for wind speeds from 85mph to 117mph conforming with CP3 Chapter V, part 11.

Functional design, rugged construction and total versatility make it first choice for telecommunications.

Trailer mounted or static, the VERSATOWER solves those difficult problems of antenna support, access and ground level maintenance.

A programme of continuous product development has led to a range of over 50 models, all available at highly competitive prices. This coupled with our quality assurance scheme ensures that we maintain the leader position we enjoy today.
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We'll help you see infra-red and put you on target as well.

As manufacturers of the widest range of broadband infra-red detectors in Europe we offer designers an extensive range of devices to suit virtually all their project requirements.

So, whether you're involved in infra-red detection for industrial, military or research applications in any of these fields, things are looking better for you:

- Gas analysis
- Laser detection and measurement
- Intruder and fire alarms
- Radiometry and spectroscopy

Plessey infra-red detectors feature a range of element materials: ceramic, lithium tantalate, triglycine sulphate; a choice of windows and filters for selecting spectral response and a choice of electronics to give the required signal response.

And, if your need is for fast photovoltaic detectors for CO laser ranging, or infra-red detectors with 10-11 cmHz-Ap, 800,1 bandwith to 10MHz and beyond.

Whatever your requirements, ask for our latest catalogue to put you on target.

Plessey Optoelectronics and Microwave Limited
Road Runner Way, Torrington, Northam, United Kingdom NN12 2JN.
Telephone: (027 57) 1119; Telex: 31882.
Plessey Optoelectronics and Microwave Limited
664 Kaiser Avenue, Irvine, California 92714, USA.
Telephone: (714) 540 9991 TWX: 987 555 1930
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Believe it or not, 2 out of every 3 home video recorders sold or rented in this country in 1979 were VHS models. VHS was also the most successful home video system worldwide. That represents a pretty overwhelming vote of confidence. How did we manage it?

At the outset we were determined to produce a home video system that was nothing short of outstanding. That's why VHS offers standards of reproduction, reliability and compatibility that are quite simply second to none.

And of course, if you build a better system in the first place there's less need to change it later on.

So while we have continually improved the quality of our recorders—there are now triple standard VHS machines which accept PAL, SECAM and NTSC—we have never changed the design of the VHS cassette. And it will not change in the future either. Which is more than can be said for some of our competitors.

By maintaining the same cassette, VHS has become the most compatible system available. So your customers will find it much easier to swap tapes with friends and enjoy the greatest range of pre-recorded material too.

VHS is the No. 1 system in the UK, Europe, the US and Japan.

Make sure you've got it. Right?

The world's No.1 system.
Believe it or not, 2 out of every 3 home video recorders sold or rented in this country in 1979 were VHS models. VHS was also the most successful home video system worldwide.

That represents a pretty overwhelming vote of confidence. How did we manage it?

At the outset we were determined to produce a home video system that was nothing short of outstanding. That's why VHS offers standards of reproduction, reliability and compatibility that are quite simply second to none.

And of course, if you build a better system in the first place there's less need to change it later on.

So while we have continually improved the quality of our recorders — there are now triple standard VHS machines which accept PAL, SECAM and NTSC — we have never changed the design of the VHS cassette. And it will not change in the future either. Which is more than can be said for some of our competitors.

By maintaining the same cassette, VHS has become the most compatible system available. So your customers will find it much easier to swap tapes with friends and enjoy the greatest range of pre-recorded material too.

VHS is the No. 1 system in the UK, Europe, the US and Japan. Make sure you've got it.

Right?
fact: the SM63 looks (and sounds) great in front of people... and cameras!

SM63 Omnidirectional Dynamic Microphone
(actual size)

Take it from the professionals
A top quality Shure microphone makes a measurable difference in upgrading sound. New, Shure has added a new microphone designed to upgrade the appearance of your act, as well as the sound. The SM63 is a top-quality omnidirectional microphone with high output and clear sound quality — an innovative blending of smaller size, handsome appearance, and truly noteworthy broadcasting-quality performance. Highly effective pop protection, low handling noise and very low profile (so it won’t obscure the performer’s face) make it the perfect choice for on-camera applications. The SM63 omnidirectional dynamic microphone measures just 51/4 in. long, 1 1/2 in. in diameter and weighs only 2.8 ounces with no compromise in Shure’s standard of reliability. It offers twice the voltage sensitivity of our own SM58 dB and features a huffing/bucking coil for superior rejection of electromagnetic hum (up to 20 dB better than competitive units) and an elastomer shock mount for minimized handling noise. The new SM63 also features the Shure-developed VERAFLEX® dent resistant grille and a smooth satin finish perfect for on stage and on-camera applications. Send for complete literature on all Shure professional microphones... including the new SM63. (Please let us know your microphone application.)

**SPECIFICATIONS**
- Frequency Response: 50 to 20,000 Hz
- Pattern: Omnidirectional
- Impedance: 150 ohms
- Output Level (at 1,000 Hz, Open Circuit Voltage): 691 dB
- Power Level: (0.1% distortion, 1 mWatt) 100 dB
- Hum Pickup (typical at 60Hz): 10 dB equivalent SPL @ 1 milliwatt test
- Shock Mount: Patented internal vibration isolator
- Case: Champagne finish aluminum with VERAFLEX® grille
- Dimensions and weight: 3 1/2 in. long, 1 1/2 in. diameter, 2.8 ounces

**professional microphones...by SHURE®**
Shure Electronics Limited, Eccleston Road, Maidstone ME15 6AU — Telephone: Maidstone (0622) 59881

---

**He who hesitates...**

Democratic, parliamentary government is a fine thing. Matters of correspondence to the community cannot be left to the whims of dictators, unless they happen to be of an unusually benevolent disposition. The imposition of taxes, the control of education, health care, transport — all must be discussed and arranged in a properly democratic manner. But, when ministers are seen to shy away from the decision which must be taken when the talking stops, one can sometimes begin to wish for a benevolent despot, or at least a well-heeled entrepreneur.

In America, Japan and one or two European countries, thousands of millions of pounds worth of investment have been used to build vigorous research, development and production programmes in integrated-circuit technology. In the UK, Sir Keith Joseph hesitated over the second £25 million for Inmos. He would clearly have preferred the company to raise the money from private sources, but only discerned "lickers of interest" from private enterprise. That the interest is only a flicker does not show the City in a particularly advantageous light — it evidently likes to apply its risk capital in an area of slightly less risk — but the decision has to be accepted. Since the original plan to fund Inmos to the tune of £50 million was made, the company has lived up to its promises and is on schedule with its US operation: nothing has changed. Although the original decision was made by a Labour government, there seems to be no reason why the Tory incumbents should wish to throw away the first £25 million by holding back the second. Inmos have said that they have already lost £62 million in the time spent haggling over the second instalment. If it had not been for this, Inmos would almost certainly have survived, but as an American company, possibly raising money from US sources.

The question of whether we need Inmos has been raised. It is somewhat late in the game, after all, to start competing with the established giants, particularly as the said giants are pretty well entrenched in Britain already. One American view is that Europe has no need of a semiconductor manufacturer capable; the application is all, so they say, so why not leave the supply of raw materials — chips — to others? One hesitates to appear shrill in the face of such altruism, but the Americans ought not to be asked to shoulder the whole burden of mountainous profits from semiconductor making.

They do have a very good point, of course. Software and applications development do not run away with the millions in the way that chip design, manufacture and marketing can in the early stages. The UK is already rather good at software (less so at industrial application) so perhaps we should concentrate on this side of the "microelectronic revolution".

If there were a choice, that would possibly be a sensible one. But is there a choice? Is it really in our best interests to leave to foreign firms the conception, design and manufacture of chips which we are constantly being told will be central to our future economy? Will we then be supplied with the devices we want or supplied at all? Having already seen control of many of our established industries pass from our hands in an involuntary way, it hardly seems reasonable to forego a chance of holding on to one of such significance.

It may be that the pathetically small investment in Inmos which is all that is possible, unless private enterprise becomes more enterprising, is far too little and about fifteen years too late, but however small a UK microelectronics industry finds itself to be when the situation stabilizes, a nucleus of capability strong enough to supply special needs and, more important, to attract the necessary brain power, must be kept. This is a decision which carries extremely long-term consequences; future options should not be limited by further haggling over the petty cash.
fact: the SM63 looks (and sounds) great in front of people... and cameras!

SM63 Omnidirectional Dynamic Microphone (actual size)

Take it from the professionals

A top quality Shure microphone makes a measurable difference in upgrading sound. New, Shure has added a new microphone designed to upgrade the appearance of your act, as well as the sound. The SM63 is a top quality omnidirectional microphone with high output and clean, crisp sound quality — an innovative blending of smaller size, handsome appearance, and truly outstanding broadcast-quality performance. Highly effective pop protection, low handling noise and very low profile (so it won’t obscure the performer’s face) make it the perfect choice for on-camera applications. The SM63 omnidirectional dynamic microphone measures just 3/4 in. long, 1 1/4 in. in diameter and weighs only 2.8 ounces with no compromise in Shure’s standard of reliability. It offers twice the output sensitivity of our own SM58 (dB) and features a huffing-bucking coil for super rejection of electromagnetic hum (up to 20 dB better than competitive units) and an elastomer shock mount for minimized handling noise. The new SM63 also features the Shure-developed VERAFLX® dent resistant grille and a smooth satin finish perfect for on stage and on-camera applications. Send for complete literature on all Shure professional microphones — including the new SM63. (Please let us know your microphone application.)

SPECIFICATIONS

- Frequency response: 50 to 20,000 Hz
- Impedance: 150 ohms
- Power output (at 1.000 Hz, Open Circuit Voltage): 1000 mV
- Hum: (1000 Hz) Power Sensitivity: 0.16 mV
- Shock Mount: Patented internal vibration isolator
- Case: Champagne finish aluminum with VERAFLX® grille
- Dimensions and weight: 3/4 in. long, 1 1/4 in. in diameter, 2.8 ounces

professional microphones...by

Shure Electronics Limited, Eccleston Road, Maidstone ME15 6AU — Telephone: Maidstone (0622) 58981

He who hesitates...

Democratic, parliamentary government is a fine thing. Matters of consequence to the community cannot be left to the whims of dictators, unless they happen to be of an unusually benevolent disposition. The imposition of taxes, the control of education, health care, transport — all must be discussed and arranged in a properly democratic manner. But, when ministers are seen to shy away from the decision which must be taken when the talking stops, one can sometimes begin to wish for a benevolent despot, or at least a well-heeded entrepreneur. In America, Japan and one or two European countries, thousands of millions of pounds worth of investment have been used to build vigorous research, development and production programmes in integrated-circuit technology. In the UK, Sir Keith Joseph hesitated over the second £25 million for Inmos. He would clearly have preferred the company to raise the money from private sources, but only discerned "flickers of interest" from private enterprise. That the interest is only a flicker does not show the City in a particularly adventurous light — it evidently likes to apply its money from private sources, but from private enterprise. That the UK is already rather good at software (less so at industrial application) so perhaps we should concentrate on this side of the "microelectronic revolution".

If there were a choice, that would positively be one possible. But is there a choice? Is it really in our best interests to leave to foreign interests the conception, design and manufacture of, for instance, the chips which we are constantly being told will be central to our future economy? Will we then be supplied with the devices we want or those we are told to want? Will we be supplied at all? Having already seen the control of many of our established industries pass from our hands in an involuntary way, it hardly seems reasonable to forego chance of holding on to one of such significance.

It may be that the pathetically small investment in Inmos which is all that is possible, unless private enterprise becomes more enterprising, is far too little and about fifteen years too late, but however small a UK microelectronics industry finds itself to be when the situation stabilizes, a nucleus of capability strong enough to supply special needs and, more important, to attract the necessary brains power, must be kept. This is a decision which carries extremely long-term consequences; future options should not be limited by further haggling over the petty cash.
The floating bridge

New design principle for audio amplifiers

by R. M. Brady

This article describes a design principle which has the advantages of the bridge amplifier but none of its disadvantages. A simple amplifier which drives four ohm, 15-watt speakers using power from a 12-volt car battery is described in part 2 and test results are included. The design is further applied to a 200-watt version suitable for group use.

Bridge amplifiers offer many potential advantages over single push-pull amplifiers: high power, high voltage swing for moderately low-voltage components, lower power dissipation in each transistor, and the capability of operating with high impedance loads, thereby reducing transmission losses and permitting a high damping factor. They are almost essential if power supply voltage is limited as, for example, with a car battery. Present designs, however, are necessarily of complex and cumbersome manufacture, making them expensive and not so reliable. They also have limited bandwidth and poor distortion performance, because of the close coupling between individual halves of the amplifier.

One half controls the instantaneous potential of one output terminal with respect to earth, and the other does the same on the other terminal. The new system uses one amplifier to control the difference between output terminal potentials, and a second, cheaper amplifier to control a quantity which could loosely be called the sum of these voltages. This amplifier acts merely as a "slave" to the first one, enabling a full voltage swing to occur, but not in any way directly affecting the required output. The second amplifier is capacitively coupled by-passed at high frequencies, where a full voltage swing is not so important in audio work. This by-passing prevents the instability for which bridge amplifiers are renowned.

The simplest version of the circuit requires that the earth (i.e., chassis, screening and mains earth) be floating, changing potential with respect to the power supply. Although this is unusual, it is perfectly safe and acceptable provided steps are taken to prevent stray mains currents from passing through the system.

It turns out that the design of both component amplifiers may be considerably reduced in complexity by using this system. Extra, such as current protection, may be added easily and far more simply to the floating bridge than to conventional amplifiers.

The new system has the following advantages over conventional bridge amplifiers:
- Wide bandwidth and lower distortion
- Optimized voltage swing, because both amplifiers must bottom before the output is affected
- Saving in cost and complexity
- One output terminal may be earthed, thus allowing the possibility of using two floating bridges to make a bridge-bridge amplifier.

The next section presents the system in block diagram form, contrasting it with a conventional bridge amplifier configuration, and then subdividing the circuits for tracing through the feedback loops of the whole system, prior to reading the later paragraphs. The circuits are rather unconventional.

Bridge amplifiers offer many potential advantages over single push-pull amplifiers: high power, high voltage swing for moderately low-voltage components, lower power dissipation in each transistor, and the capability of operating with high impedance loads, thereby reducing transmission losses and permitting a high damping factor. They are almost essential if power supply voltage is limited as, for example, with a car battery. Present designs, however, are necessarily of complex and cumbersome manufacture, making them expensive and not so reliable. They also have limited bandwidth and poor distortion performance, because of the close coupling between individual halves of the amplifier.

One half controls the instantaneous potential of one output terminal with respect to earth, and the other does the same on the other terminal. The new system uses one amplifier to control the difference between output terminal potentials, and a second, cheaper amplifier to control a quantity which could loosely be called the sum of these voltages. This amplifier acts merely as a "slave" to the first one, enabling a full voltage swing to occur, but not in any way directly affecting the required output. The second amplifier is capacitively coupled by-passed at high frequencies, where a full voltage swing is not so important in audio work. This by-passing prevents the instability for which bridge amplifiers are renowned.

The simplest version of the circuit requires that the earth (i.e., chassis, screening and mains earth) be floating, changing potential with respect to the power supply. Although this is unusual, it is perfectly safe and acceptable provided steps are taken to prevent stray mains currents from passing through the system. It turns out that the design of both component amplifiers may be considerably reduced in complexity by using this system. Extra, such as current protection, may be added easily and far more simply to the floating bridge than to conventional amplifiers.

The new system has the following advantages over conventional bridge amplifiers:
- Wide bandwidth and lower distortion
- Optimized voltage swing, because both amplifiers must bottom before the output is affected
- Saving in cost and complexity
- One output terminal may be earthed, thus allowing the possibility of using two floating bridges to make a bridge-bridge amplifier.

The next section presents the system in block diagram form, contrasting it with a conventional bridge amplifier configuration, and then subdividing the circuits for tracing through the feedback loops of the whole system, prior to reading the later paragraphs. The circuits are rather unconventional.

Bridge amplifiers offer many potential advantages over single push-pull amplifiers: high power, high voltage swing for moderately low-voltage components, lower power dissipation in each transistor, and the capability of operating with high impedance loads, thereby reducing transmission losses and permitting a high damping factor. They are almost essential if power supply voltage is limited as, for example, with a car battery. Present designs, however, are necessarily of complex and cumbersome manufacture, making them expensive and not so reliable. They also have limited bandwidth and poor distortion performance, because of the close coupling between individual halves of the amplifier.

One half controls the instantaneous potential of one output terminal with respect to earth, and the other does the same on the other terminal. The new system uses one amplifier to control the difference between output terminal potentials, and a second, cheaper amplifier to control a quantity which could loosely be called the sum of these voltages. This amplifier acts merely as a "slave" to the first one, enabling a full voltage swing to occur, but not in any way directly affecting the required output. The second amplifier is capacitively coupled by-passed at high frequencies, where a full voltage swing is not so important in audio work. This by-passing prevents the instability for which bridge amplifiers are renowned.

The simplest version of the circuit requires that the earth (i.e., chassis, screening and mains earth) be floating, changing potential with respect to the power supply. Although this is unusual, it is perfectly safe and acceptable provided steps are taken to prevent stray mains currents from passing through the system. It turns out that the design of both component amplifiers may be considerably reduced in complexity by using this system. Extra, such as current protection, may be added easily and far more simply to the floating bridge than to conventional amplifiers.

The new system has the following advantages over conventional bridge amplifiers:
- Wide bandwidth and lower distortion
- Optimized voltage swing, because both amplifiers must bottom before the output is affected
- Saving in cost and complexity
- One output terminal may be earthed, thus allowing the possibility of using two floating bridges to make a bridge-bridge amplifier.

The next section presents the system in block diagram form, contrasting it with a conventional bridge amplifier configuration, and then subdividing the circuits for tracing through the feedback loops of the whole system, prior to reading the later paragraphs. The circuits are rather unconventional.

Bridge amplifiers offer many potential advantages over single push-pull amplifiers: high power, high voltage swing for moderately low-voltage components, lower power dissipation in each transistor, and the capability of operating with high impedance loads, thereby reducing transmission losses and permitting a high damping factor. They are almost essential if power supply voltage is limited as, for example, with a car battery. Present designs, however, are necessarily of complex and cumbersome manufacture, making them expensive and not so reliable. They also have limited bandwidth and poor distortion performance, because of the close coupling between individual halves of the amplifier.

One half controls the instantaneous potential of one output terminal with respect to earth, and the other does the same on the other terminal. The new system uses one amplifier to control the difference between output terminal potentials, and a second, cheaper amplifier to control a quantity which could loosely be called the sum of these voltages. This amplifier acts merely as a "slave" to the first one, enabling a full voltage swing to occur, but not in any way directly affecting the required output. The second amplifier is capacitively coupled by-passed at high frequencies, where a full voltage swing is not so important in audio work. This by-passing prevents the instability for which bridge amplifiers are renowned.

The simplest version of the circuit requires that the earth (i.e., chassis, screening and mains earth) be floating, changing potential with respect to the power supply. Although this is unusual, it is perfectly safe and acceptable provided steps are taken to prevent stray mains currents from passing through the system. It turns out that the design of both component amplifiers may be considerably reduced in complexity by using this system. Extra, such as current protection, may be added easily and far more simply to the floating bridge than to conventional amplifiers.

The new system has the following advantages over conventional bridge amplifiers:
- Wide bandwidth and lower distortion
- Optimized voltage swing, because both amplifiers must bottom before the output is affected
- Saving in cost and complexity
- One output terminal may be earthed, thus allowing the possibility of using two floating bridges to make a bridge-bridge amplifier.

The next section presents the system in block diagram form, contrasting it with a conventional bridge amplifier configuration, and then subdividing the circuits for tracing through the feedback loops of the whole system, prior to reading the later paragraphs. The circuits are rather unconventional.
Bridge amplifiers offer many potential advantages over single push-pull amplifiers high power, high voltage swing for moderately low-voltage components, lower power dissipation in each transistor, and the capability of operating with high impedance loads, thereby reducing transmission losses and permitting a high damping factor. They are almost essential if power supply voltage is limited as, for example, with a car battery. Present designs, however, are necessarily of complex and cumbersome manufacture, making them expensive and not so reliable. They also have limited bandwidth and poor distortion performance, because of the close coupling between individual halves of the amplifier.

One half controls the instantaneous potential of one output terminal with respect to earth, and the other does the same job on the other terminal. The new system uses one amplifier to control the difference between output terminal potentials, and a second, cheaper amplifier to control a quantity which could loosely be called the sum of these voltages. This amplifier acts merely as a "slave" to the first one, enabling a full voltage swing to occur, but not in any way directly affecting the required output. The second amplifier is capacitively bypassed at high frequencies, where a full voltage swing is so important in audio work. This bypassing prevents the instability for which bridge amplifiers are renowned.

The simplest version of the circuit requires that the earth (i.e. chassis, screening and mains earth) be floating, changing potential with respect to the power supply. Although this is unusual, it is perfectly safe and acceptable provided steps are taken to prevent stray mains currents from passing through the system. It turns out that the design of both component amplifiers may be considerably reduced in complexity by using this system. Extras, such as current protection, may be added easily and far more simply to the floating bridge than to conventional amplifiers.

The new system has the following advantages over conventional bridge amplifiers:
- wider bandwidth and lower distortion
- optimized voltage swing, because both amplifiers must bottom before the output is affected
- saving in cost and complexity
- one output terminal may be earthed easily by using two floating bridges to make a bridge-bridge amplifier

The next section presents the system in block diagram form, contrasting it with a conventional bridge amplifier configuration, and then sub-dividing the circuits for tracing through the feedback loops of the whole system, prior to reading the later paragraphs. The circuits are rather unconventional.

**Fig. 1.** In version A, A1 is a high quality amplifier which controls the difference between output terminal voltages, x - y, while A2 is a cheaper amplifier which controls the sum x + y so that full voltage swing can occur. Note the unusual position of the earth. (x and y are potentials with respect to point A.)

**Fig. 2.** Version B of the floating bridge amplifier is similar to version A, but has a different input configuration.

---

**The floating bridge**

**New design principle for audio amplifiers**

by R. M. Brady

---
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and if you do, you may find it good advice to forget temporarily the electronics you have already learnt, and to investigate the circuits from first principles.

**Block diagram analysis**

Two alternative but similar arrangements of the bridge amplifiers are shown in Figs 1 & 2. Amplifiers are inverting and non-inverting and A1 is insensitive to the state of the power supply. Output terminals are labelled x and y as shown, being instantaneous potentials with respect to point A, and in both cases the feedback loops are arranged so that at low frequencies A1 controls the value of x - y, and A2 controls the value of xR1 + yR2 = x + y. Capacitor C2 by-passes A2 at high frequencies, where large voltage swings are unnecessary. Circuit A, Fig. 1, inverted bridge amplifier, Fig. 2, does not.

For consider a simple-minded approach to a conventional bridge amplifier, Fig. 3. Feedback loops are arranged so that if V is the instantaneous input voltage then x = GV and y = GV, and the output across the load is x - y = 2GV. Remembering the close coupling between individual amplifiers, imagine that x rises for some reason because of effects in A1. This causes A2 to turn on, to keep y constant. The fact that A2 has turned on effects the value of x, causing A1 to react each time there is a small phase shift, which can easily be amplified by this mechanism and cause unwanted oscillation. Hiding things can happen at the cross-over point where both amplifiers must conduct simultaneously. The new system almost completely eliminates this coupling effect.

Effect of A1 in circuit A Fig. 4 shows A2 as an associated feedback loop. For the present A1 can be regarded as a sink which will accept any current generated by A2. In the quiescent state, A1 stabilizes x - y to its own (ideally zero) offset voltage. Imagine that the potential y rises with respect to x for some reason. The potential at the + input to the + terminal remains at earth potential x, so that there is a voltage across R1 which tends to make a current pass into the + input. This causes A2 to turn on in such direction as to make a current pass from x to y through the load impedance, thereby reducing the value of y - x and stabilizing the system. A2 is acting as a virtual earth amplifier, and its voltage gain is R2/R1. Because A1 is insensitive to supply voltages, then any change in potential y with respect to the power supply will not be noticed by A2 (apart from stray capacitance effects). As the potential

---
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- REFERENCES:

  [1] Kirchhoff's Law: if current is supposed to disappear down the earth line, where is it supposed to be going? (Page 41)

  [2] There is also a low frequency coupling, discussed in part 2, page 41.

---

Fig. 3. In the conventional bridge amplifier A1 and A2 are identical good quality amplifiers arranged so that output x is proportional to the input and output y is the negative of this. It enables a high maximum voltage swing to occur for a given power supply, but is expensive and prone to instability.

Fig. 4. A1, amplifier of version A. Ignoring the earth connection, imagine voltage y rises; feedback is arranged so that this causes a current to flow into x, causing x to rise, and so restoring the correct output x − y (i.e. negative feedback). As there is only one earth connection it cannot short out any currents! Amplifier gain is R1/R2.

Fig. 5. A1, amplifier of version B. Similar to that of version A, but with slightly different input. Amplifier gain is again R1/R2.

Fig. 6. Cheap amplifier A1 controls the sum x + y. Normally, this must control the current so that y = −x, which would be the case if R1 = R2. At high frequencies full voltage swing is not so important and C2 gives feedback so that y remains constant; this greatly simplifies design.
supply. Preamplifier converts the signal into current negative rail, so many floating bridges can be operated on the same power supply.

Fig. 9. Change-of-origin preamplifier. Earth is connected to the power supply, and the power supply, not affect the output. Bottoming of A\textsubscript{1} and A\textsubscript{2} is again decoupled from each other and the floating bridges. This happens when the value of \( y = x \), times the input voltage. A\textsubscript{1} is again decoupled from A\textsubscript{2}. Effect of A\textsubscript{2} in circuit \( y \) is seen that, whilst the system is working, it is hard to eliminate. A typical value in the feedback loop of A\textsubscript{2}, and is thus in the capacitor in parallel with it. The capacitor is a typical value for a stereo arrangement. A call for papers has been issued for the Microsystems 81 conference, being held at the Wembley Conference Centre, London from March 11-13, 1981. The first two days are intended for design engineers and those involved in designing and implementing microsystems of all types. Scope includes case studies, communications, distributed processing, industrial control, interfacing, microprocessors, project management, real time languages, signal processing, software development, and testing. The third day is devoted to personal computers and small business systems and their use in commerce, industry, and education. Synopses of papers for consideration should be sent by September 12, 1980 to Robert Parry, Microsystems 81, P.O. Box 63, Westbury House, Bury Street, Guildford GU2 5BH.

Micro '81
Fig. 9. Change-of-origin preamplifier. Earth is connected to the power supply negative rail, so many floating bridges can be operated on the same power supply. Preamplifier converts the signal into current I1, which passes through R1 from an e.c. point of view. Output x - y is therefore I1 * R1.

y with respect to the power supply is the only thing which is affected by A2. Then A1 is decoupled from A2. This confers a high degree of stability on the circuit, and enables A1 to be of cheap design, with good distortion performance, in what will remain a high fidelity system.

Effect of R1, in circuit B (Fig. 5) shows A1 and A2 are associated feedback loop. R1 is large-valued, providing bias, so that R2 conditions are identical with those for circuit A. Imagine that the input voltage rises. This causes A1 to conduct in such a direction as to cause y to rise with respect to x. Negative feedback is applied through R2, causing the potential of the + input to rise until it equals that of the - input, and the circuit stabilizes. This happens when the value of y-x is R2/R1 times the input voltage. A1 is again decoupled from A2, so that feedback loop, C1 by-passes A2 at high frequencies. Resistance R2 will be set nearly equal to R1 so that at low frequencies A1 controls the potential of y in such a way that y-x is always equal to the potential at point A. This corresponds to the voltage swings experienced in conventional bridge amplifiers, and has the advantage that the power dissipation is shared equally between the two important amplifiers. In practice, however, R2 will be set slightly larger than R1 so that at low frequencies, A1 branches shortly before A2 does. This enables a full voltage swing to occur, and is illustrated in Fig. 7. The system can cope with a poor quality device for R1, and the required output being appreciably affected. Cost savings can be quite large in this area.

Earthing arrangements. Fig. 8 shows a typical power supply arrangement. Capacitors C1 are reservoirs, C0 the stray capacitance between earth and the bulky components of the power supply, and C0 the stray capacitance between primary and secondary of the transformer.

An apparent problem as regards hearting devices so far described is the Wembley Conference Centre, London from March 11-13, 1981. The first two days are intended for design engineers and those involved in de-
Electronic cryptography
Codes, ciphers, communications and computers

Lively controversy in the USA about the degree of security provided by the new NBS data encryption standard. At the end of 1976, the US government security be better served by going to one of the proposed "public key" systems that claims to be unbreakable in principle. In important bearing on data transmission in the UK, as well as in the USA.

Pat Hawker provides background information and details that even clever coding systems may not be quite as secure as you think.

The marriage of communication technology and computers has proved a fruitful one in recent years. Many profound advances in the technology of information collection, collation, processing and distribution, affecting government, commerce, industry and not least the citizen concerned with the privacy of the individual. The act of communicating so much information so rapidly and accurately has increased the extent and variety of information available to a determined eavesdropper but the same modern technology also makes eavesdropping easier and relatively less costly. It is not solely a question of data-processing technology. The use of microwave radio relays rather than cable, combined with direct long-distance telephone links, allows the interception of public and defence telecommunication traffic without the need for physical tapping of wires and without the eavesdropper being in proximity to the target of his surveillance. The ability to program a computer to select from a flood of messages only those containing key words or specific addresses or telephone or telelex numbers makes possible far more selective eavesdropping.

Communication technology, admitted, does encourage the casual listener by multiplying large numbers of circuits on a single bearer or by the use of high transmission speeds, including burst techniques and, by confidentiality, so that signals to narrower, sharper beams and increasingly higher frequencies. But none of these techniques can be expected to defeat the determined eavesdropper. Techniques of eavesdropping, provided by the eavesdropper, which seek to conceal the very existence of communication, such as pseudo-noise or spread spectrum techniques, or transmission or information concealed on substrates within conventional communications, cannot be guaranteed to elude for long the attention of listeners equipped with spectrum analysers and the like.

This article does not intend to probe the sensitive area of electronic surveillance, the surveillance of the communications of any kind. Signals intelligence (SIGINT) can be gathered from the simple statistic that 40,000 of the 139 billion family units in the world, which numbers over 150 billion of people (according to the United Nations), are producing by purpose, e.g. communication receivers were manufactured post-1956, not all, but a considerable proportional number of people have been used for American surveillance work.

The capture by the North Koreans of American electronic equipment on the USS Pueblo is said to have made possible the breaking of an encoded store of messages intercepted in previous years - and to have led to the attempt at the American recovery of a deep-sea recovery vessel Glomar Explorer and its vastly expensive efforts to raise the sunken Russian submarine off Hawaii. The Russian "bombardment" of the US embassy in Moscow, where microwaves appears to have been an attempt to prevent the Americans from intercepting microwave trunk systems, in the manner alleged to have been carried out by the Russians in Washington DC and other places in other parts of the USA, almost certainly aided by computer selection of circuits of particular interest.

Modern data transmission, commercial as well as official, is thus facing an increasing desire for better security that can be provided only by cryptography. Messages need to be enciphered in a code that cannot be economically read by an eavesdropper and that conveys sufficient proof of authenticity. Any cryptographic system that is less secure than unsecured communication is open to serious commercial advantage, cost or risk. A code thought to be secure invariably tempts users to transact information that it is not possible to兼顾 that a complete code, well known and available, would never be entrusted to radio transmission. While it is true that technical experts on current code-breaking research, for example, are familiar with the international Q-code which overcomes long-distance difficulties and makes transmission time but is not intended to provide privacy. An ordinary telephone dialling plan could, in principle, be completely an address can be reduced to a unique TID number, (However, it would be virtually impossible to deduce the number without making an extensive search, and such a search, being arranged only in alphabetical order of names.) Codes based on words and phrases, such as the enigma machine, are not any less secure. Codes, such as codes may be used with a cipher where personal privacy is involved.

Ciphering is the process of changing the original message or data so that it is in a form which cannot be read or understood by an unauthorized person. The original message, known as the cipher; information that remains of value even when it takes days or weeks to evaporate, but also strategic and logistic information that was of great value. The two secrets that will, at least in theory, be known to the eavesdropper: the general form of the substituions and transpositions (the algorithm) and the key. In practice, both secrets, both need to be known and it may not be necessary for the users to keep both secrets to the eavesdropper. In electronic systems for commercial use, it may even be advantageous to establislsh and publish an agreed algorithm, the security of the cryptosystem then depending upon the key. It will then be essential that the key should not be accessible to the eavesdropper and it is not known to the eavesdropper. Ideally the same substitute-alphabet should be used only randomly: the users need to be instructed by means of a running key which is a substitute-alphabet to be used at any one time. There are many forms: book ciphers may use words or letters taken in some form of the page of a readily available book, proverbs or poems may be committed to memory; special key blocks provide running keys which may be printed in miniature book or pad; in electronic systems a key generator providing a specific string, for example, or a number which may be in a potted, sealed module.

Historically a further form of secret writing has been important: concealment of messages or ciphers, more correctly termed steganography where the users endeavoured to hide their secrets, making it initially be unknown to the eavesdropper: the general form of the substituions and transpositions (the algorithm) and the key. In practice, both secrets, both need to be known and it may not be necessary for the users to keep both secrets to the eavesdropper. In electronic systems for commercial use, it may even be advantageous to establislsh and publish an agreed algorithm, the security of the cryptosystem then depending upon the key. It will then be essential that the key should not be accessible to the eavesdropper and it is not known to the eavesdropper. Ideally the same substitute-alphabet should be used only randomly: the users need to be instructed by means of a running key which is a substitute-alphabet to be used at any one time. There are many forms: book ciphers may use words or letters taken in some form of the page of a readily available book, proverbs or poems may be committed to memory; special key blocks provide running keys which may be printed in miniature book or pad; in electronic systems a key generator providing a specific string, for example, or a number which may be in a potted, sealed module.

A true one-time system is unconditionally secure and will defy all forms of cryptanalysis.

Cipher machines
For centuries, manual encryptions was done painstakingly by hand, aided sometimes by simple abacus-type machines available as printed papers. Polyalphabitically, first proposed in 1854 by a German, Leo•... Abbe•... (the original hardback edition contains the phrase of the original message, known as the cipher; information that remains of value even when it takes days or weeks to evaporate, but also strategic and logistic information that was of great value. The two secrets that will, at least in theory, be known to the eavesdropper: the general form of the substituions and transpositions (the algorithm) and the key. In practice, both secrets, both need to be known and it may not be necessary for the users to keep both secrets to the eavesdropper. In electronic systems for commercial use, it may even be advantageous to establislsh and publish an agreed algorithm, the security of the cryptosystem then depending upon the key. It will then be essential that the key should not be accessible to the eavesdropper and it is not known to the eavesdropper. Ideally the same substitute-alphabet should be used only randomly: the users need to be instructed by means of a running key which is a substitute-alphabet to be used at any one time. There are many forms: book ciphers may use words or letters taken in some form of the page of a readily available book, proverbs or poems may be committed to memory; special key blocks provide running keys which may be printed in miniature book or pad; in electronic systems a key generator providing a specific string, for example, or a number which may be in a potted, sealed module.

A true one-time system is unconditionally secure and will defy all forms of cryptanalysis.

For centuries, manual encryptions was done painstakingly by hand, aided sometimes by simple abacus-type machines available as printed papers. Polyalphabitically, first proposed in 1854 by a German, Leo•... Abbe•... (the original hardback edition contains the phrase of the original message, known as the cipher; information that remains of value even when it takes days or weeks to evaporate, but also strategic and logistic information that was of great value. The two secrets that will, at least in theory, be known to the eavesdropper: the general form of the substituions and transpositions (the algorithm) and the key. In practice, both secrets, both need to be known and it may not be necessary for the users to keep both secrets to the eavesdropper. In electronic systems for commercial use, it may even be advantageous to establislsh and publish an agreed algorithm, the security of the cryptosystem then depending upon the key. It will then be essential that the key should not be accessible to the eavesdropper and it is not known to the eavesdropper. Ideally the same substitute-alphabet should be used only randomly: the users need to be instructed by means of a running key which is a substitute-alphabet to be used at any one time. There are many forms: book ciphers may use words or letters taken in some form of the page of a readily available book, proverbs or poems may be committed to memory; special key blocks provide running keys which may be printed in miniature book or pad; in electronic systems a key generator providing a specific string, for example, or a number which may be in a potted, sealed module.

A true one-time system is unconditionally secure and will defy all forms of cryptanalysis.

For centuries, manual encryptions was done painstakingly by hand, aided sometimes by simple abacus-type machines available as printed papers. Polyalphabitically, first proposed in 1854 by a German, Leo•... Abbe•... (the original hardback edition contains the phrase of the original message, known as the cipher; information that remains of value even when it takes days or weeks to evaporate, but also strategic and logistic information that was of great value. The two secrets that will, at least in theory, be known to the eavesdropper: the general form of the substituions and transpositions (the algorithm) and the key. In practice, both secrets, both need to be known and it may not be necessary for the users to keep both secrets to the eavesdropper. In electronic systems for commercial use, it may even be advantageous to establislsh and publish an agreed algorithm, the security of the cryptosystem then depending upon the key. It will then be essential that the key should not be accessible to the eavesdropper and it is not known to the eavesdropper. Ideally the same substitute-alphabet should be used only randomly: the users need to be instructed by means of a running key which is a substitute-alphabet to be used at any one time. There are many forms: book ciphers may use words or letters taken in some form of the page of a readily available book, proverbs or poems may be committed to memory; special key blocks provide running keys which may be printed in miniature book or pad; in electronic systems a key generator providing a specific string, for example, or a number which may be in a potted, sealed module.

A true one-time system is unconditionally secure and will defy all forms of cryptanalysis.
Electronic cryptography

Codes, ciphers, communications and computers

Lively controversy in the USA about the degree of security provided by the new NBS data encryption standard and whether the requirements for security be better served by going to one of the proposed "public key" systems. The issue is central to the development of an all-electronic communications system. In important bearing on data transmission in the UK, as well as in the USA.

Pat Hawker provides background information and points out that even clever coding systems may not be quite as secure as you think.

The marriage of communication technology and computers has proved a fertile department for the many profound advances in the technology of information collection, collation, processing and distribution, affecting government, commerce, industry and not least the citizen concerned with living under the shadow of his electronic dossier. But increasingly important is this cozy interplay relationship are those out-of-wedlock twins: cryptography and computer technology. This is no altogether fanciful: the first true electronic computer, Colossus, was conceived by Turing and Flowers for that wartime temple of the black art at Bletchley Park.

Diffie and Hellman have pointed out in an important tutorial contribution to the effect that "Until recently cryptography has been of interest primarily to the military and diplomatic community, and to a limited extent to commercial organisations who have sometimes considered it necessary to resort to encryption for protection of their trade secrets and confidential communication, and those that have, have seldom done so with particular care." The traditional commercial telegraphic code books were developed primarily to reduce the number of words that needed to be transmitted; used in isolation they did nothing to ensure privacy. But the minuscule size of the telegraphic codebook, centralised information storage linked with multiple visual display units, the implications of digitalized packet-switching telecommunications networks and the general growth of information technology together pose an increasingly significant threat to the privacy of the individual and to commercial confidentiality. Electronic storage and transmission of information has opened the way to new forms of traditional criminal behavior - theft, industrial espionage, sabotage, fraud - altogether a new dimension to invasion of privacy of the individual.

The act of communicating so much information at a distance, the communication of public and defence telecommunication traffic without the need for physical tapping of wires and without the eavesdropper being in proximity to the target of his surveillance. The ability to program a computer to select from a flood of messages only those containing key words or specific addresses or telephone or telex numbers makes possible far more selective eavesdropping.

Communication technology, admittedly, discourages the casual listener by multiplying the numbers of circuits on a single bearer or by the use of high transmission speeds, including Bursting technologies and by confining data to signals to narrower, sharper beams and increasingly higher frequencies. But none of these techniques can be expected to defeat the determined eavesdropper. Techniques of steganography, by which it is possible to conceal the very existence of communication, such as pseudo-noise or binary wheels which are available, would never be entrusted to such a user. During World War II the Germans famously relied on a system which they regarded as secure, the Enigma machine.

In a complex ciphering system there are two secrets that will, at least initially, be known to the eavesdropper: the general form of the substitu­ tions and transpositions (the algorithm) and the specific details of any piece of text, both need to be known and it may not be necessary for the users to keep beyond the eavesdropper. In electronic systems for commercial use, it may even be advantageous to es­ tablish and publish an agreed algorithm, the security of the cryptosystem then depending upon the key. It will then be essential that the key should not be available to the eavesdropper and it is a basic requirement on the strength of key management and key distribution.

One-time systems

To be secure a polyalphabetic cipher needs to use a large number of different substitute-alphabets so that each repeated only rarely. Ideally the same substitute-alphabet should be used only randomly: the users need to be instructed by means of a running key which is not a polyalphabetic cipher; for each letter of the plain text, and their instructions should, if possible, be given in a truly random sequence, in other words the sequence indicated by the key should never recur. In practice this can be done by means of a "one-time pad" or "one-time tape" containing strings of random letters, figures or binary digits. Such a key may indicate to the user by how much each letter should be shifted along the alphabet; a form of addition (but unlike arithmetical addition with no carry) see Fig 2.

A true one-time system is distinctly secure and will defy all forms of cryptanalysis.

Cipher machines

For centuries, manual encryption was done painstakingly by hand, aided sometimes by simple abacus-type machines as the use of equal paper. Polyalphabetic, first proposed in 1553 by Johannes Kepler, later by the great Basili Alberti, at the request of the Pope's secretary, gradually established itself, but usually at a lower grade encryption and was the basis for the first successful coding machines and later for on-code machines. A series of early encrypting machines were devised from about 1880 (e.g. Tucholke, Koch, Damm, Scherbius) and a basically similar machine but using six wheels and a drum driven by a hand-crank - the Enigma was developed by Hagelin in 1934.

Most machines had a number of interlocking wheels and drums between input and output contacts as to form in the process of encrypting and substituting ciphers. With polyalphabetic substitution ciphers, when more than one letter is involved, there may be some 26² letters before Fig 1. Simplified outline of conventionally encrypted communication link in which the same running key is used for encoding and decoding with the same form of algorithm.

Basis of cryptography

Over the years cryptography has acquired a bad name so that it appears to be apart from communication engineering in its own world. With the advent of digital coding, pulse code modulation and error detection and correction codes. For the historian developed development of telegraphy and ciphers read Kahn's The Codebreakers (the original hardback edition contains more technical material than the later paperback). Here only a few terms and techniques relevant to electronic cryptography are discussed; more details are in the tutorial paper by David Hellman.

The term cryptography covers both codes and ciphers; in essence a code is a plain message re-written using pre-aranged code blocks, for example five-letter or five-figure groups. Each group representing a word or phrase of the original message, known as plain text. A cipher is an encryption, that is thus not directly related to the number of letters or words in the plain text but unless further manipulated any given code group always represents the same plain text. Radiocodes, for example, are familiar with the international Q-code which overcomes language difficulties and makes it possible to send messages by teletype machines post-1950: not all, but a considerable proportion of these messages needed to be known and it may not be necessary for the users to keep beyond the eavesdropper. In electronic systems for commercial use, it may even be advantageous to esta­ blish and publish an agreed algorithm, the security of the cryptosystem then depending upon the key. It will then be essential that the key should not be available to the eavesdropper and it is a basic requirement on the strength of key management and key distribution.

One-time systems

To be secure a polyalphabetic cipher needs to use a large number of different substitute-alphabets so that each repeated only rarely. Ideally the same substitute-alphabet should be used only randomly: the users need to be instructed by means of a running key which is not a polyalphabetic cipher; for each letter of the plain text, and their instructions should, if possible, be given in a truly random sequence, in other words the sequence indicated by the key should never recur. In practice this can be done by means of a "one-time pad" or "one-time tape" containing strings of random letters, figures or binary digits. Such a key may indicate to the user by how much each letter should be shifted along the alphabet; a form of addition (but unlike arithmetical addition with no carry) see Fig 2.

A true one-time system is distinctly secure and will defy all forms of cryptanalysis.

Cipher machines

For centuries, manual encryption was done painstakingly by hand, aided sometimes by simple abacus-type machines as the use of equal paper. Polyalphabetic, first proposed in 1553 by Johannes Kepler, later by the great Basili Alberti, at the request of the Pope's secretary, gradually established itself, but usually at a lower grade encryption and was the basis for the first successful coding machines and later for on-code machines. A series of early encrypting machines were devised from about 1880 (e.g. Tucholke, Koch, Damm, Scherbius) and a basically similar machine but using six wheels and a drum driven by a hand-crank - the Enigma was developed by Hagelin in 1934. Most machines had a number of interlocking wheels and drums between input and output contacts as to form in the process of encrypting and substituting ciphers. With polyalphabetic substitution ciphers, when more than one letter is involved, there may be some 26² letters before Fig 1. Simplified outline of conventionally encrypted communication link in which the same running key is used for encoding and decoding with the same form of algorithm.
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SHIFT

In one sense all cipher text intended for the cipher alphabet sequence repeats, stream with a running key, also in some further permutations made possible, for example, by a manually adjustable jackknife.

Those who devised rotor machines had every reason to believe that they would be secure against all then-known methods of practical cryptanalysis; the combined efforts of codebreakers in Poland, France and at Bletchley Park, and the work of Friedman in the United States, showed this not to be the case. The Enigma-type machines of the Germans and Japanese (more complex forms of a machine developed and patented for commercial use) provided a massive input to the codebreakers for subsequent distribution as Ultra, Purple, etc. Methods of successfully attacking even single short messages in Hagelin cipher text with known plain text, or longer messages without this aid, have been described. Nevertheless there is no evidence that all rotor-type machine ciphers have been broken, even with computer assistance, as it is possible to add to their complexity in many ways, for example by increasing the number of rotors.

Digital coding

In one sense a cipher text intended for telegraphic transmission involves the use of digital codes. Morse code, for example, is a binary, non-return-to-zero digital code. However modern practice is to convert the plain text into a code which is not in any way related to Morse code, or to some other such code. The various techniques, if not actually secure, are at least formidable. Physical security of the entire system in jeopardy; if the derived keys.

In practice the cage and keywheels of the Hagelin machine and the rotors of Enigma, Sigaba and the British Typex machines provided the workhorse for high-grade traffic until the development of purely electronic, on-line systems based on digital techniques.

Many systems may be relatively impervious against a listener who has access only to the enciphered messages, but may be fallible if some or all of the plain text of some of the messages is known. There are various ways in which this situation may arise. For example, if system faults, human errors or by deliberately inducing the user to send a message of which at least some words will be known to the codebreaker. Then again it is usually necessary for the sender to include key groups which provide instructions for the decoder, or include instructions for the decoder, or include instructions for the sender, which may reduce its security. The techniques of traffic analysis, particularly when applied to military communications, can provide valuable intelligence even when the code remains unbroken. Deception techniques, including the holding and subsequent re-transmission of an operational message at a different time, or (where the code can be broken) the alteration of its contents may be less applicable to communications other than the military scene, but cannot be disregarded.

Deception operations which were directed by the use of codes thought to be secure or in which the codes disregarded included the now well-known "Double-Cross" and the German "North Pole" exploitation of radio links.

Human fallibility, including failure to operate strictly the signalling rules of a system, plays an important role in cryptographic systems. It is only once the experience to decode a message made secure by a one-time pad with a plain text that read "Hawker is not repeat not to have access to the code books". When I delivered my message, he called. He dressed himself in his handsome dress and told me to continue decoding his messages as before in which the codes have a habit of defeating systems.

The existence of a communications channel carrying coded messages provides a strong temptation to unautho-
The cipher alphabet sequence repeats, although the authorized users (with identical machines and rotors) only had to know which permutation to use, their initial settings and usually some further permutations made possible, for example, by manually adjust-able jackfields.

Those who devised rotor machines had every reason to believe that they would be secure against all then-known methods of practical cryptanalysis, the combined efforts of codebreakers in Poland, France and at Bletchley Park, and the work of Friedman in the United States, showed this not to be the case. The Enigma-type machines of the Germans and Japanese (more complex forms of a machine developed and patented for commercial use) provided a massive input to the codebreakers for subsequent distribution as Ultra, Purple, etc. Multiple attacks on several short messages in Hagelin cipher text, with known plain text, or longer messages without this aid, have been described. Nevertheless there is no evidence that all rotor-type machine ciphers have been broken, even with computer assistance, as it is possible to add to their complexity in many ways, for example by increasing the number of rotors.

Digital coding

In one sense a cipher text intended for telegraphic transmission involves the use of digital codes. Morse code, for example, is a binary non-return-to-zero digital code. However modern practice is to convert the digital form, Fig. 3. Some further permutations made possible, for example, by a manually adjustable jackfield.

The IBM approach has therefore been to use relatively few key bits but to subject each block of text to a very complex series of transformations, including both transpositions of order and substitutions based on the derived keys. The aim has been to produce a computationally secure cryptosystem comprising a large number individual ciphers each of which employs the same algorithm yet which can be decoded only by someone who can generate the derived key. This may be done by a mind-boggling total of the possible key permutations until a correct, though relatively unique, key sequence is produced. From a manufacturing viewpoint, there are clearly significant advantages if it is a requirement that all components of all commercial/industrial data systems can be made using only one standard encryption algorithm. The user also gains because systems become compatible. In 1977, what might at first sight seem an absurdity was published in the USA: a "standard" for a secret encryption system. But, of course, only a determined eavesdropper in possession of both the plain text is divided into separate blocks each block of data is then independently enciphered into a non-secure cipher text to produce an unconditionally secure cryptosystem. Today the "standard" has become the DES. Since the number of rotors.

Security of codes

The so-called one-time pad, that is to say the provision of truly random paired keys of unlimited length, has long been accepted as one of the few systems that are unconditionally secure. The use of such a system however involves a number of practical difficulties, including the production and distribution of thousands or even millions of tapes. If used for multiple-address messages then the loss of one pad puts the entire system in jeopardy; if operated only with paired-users the production and distribution costs become formidable. Physical security of machines is important and personnel handling and storage costs become formidable.

In practice the cage and keywheels of the Hagelin machine and the rotors of Enigma, Sigaba and the British Type machines provided the workforces for high-grade traffic until the development of purely electronic, on-line systems based on digital techniques.

Many systems may be relatively impregnable against a listener who has access only to the encrypted material but may be fallible if some or all of the plain text of some of the messages is known. There are various methods which in this situation may be of great value. For example, system faults, human errors or by deliberately leaking the user a message of which at least some words will be known to the codebreaker. Then again it is usually necessary for the restroom to include key groups which provide instructions for the decoder, or information to aid the decipherer which may reduce its security. The techniques of traffic analysis, particularly when applied to military communications, can provide valuable intelligence even when the code remains unbroken. Deception techniques, including the holding and subsequent re-transmission of an operational message at a different time, or (where the code can be broken) the alteration of its contents may be less applicable to the commercial than the military scene, but cannot be disregarded. Deception operations which were dissembled by the use of codes thought to be secure or in which the information disregarded included the now well-known "Double-Cross" and the German "North Pole" exploitations of radio links.

Fig. 1. Simplified form of polyalphabetic substitution enciphering in which the position of each letter of the original text (key B) is shifted along the alphabet by an amount determined by the corresponding letter of the key. For example N+B=P. A cipher text letter may thus represent any letter of plain text except itself. If the running-key is truly random and of unlimited length the cipher cannot be broken.

Fig. 2. Simplified form of polyalphabetic substitution enciphering in which the position of each letter of the original text (key A) is shifted along the alphabet by an amount determined by the corresponding letter of the key. For example N+B=P. A cipher text letter may thus represent any letter of plain text except itself. If the running-key is truly random and of unlimited length the cipher cannot be broken.

Fig. 3. Simplified form of digital polyalphabetic cipher. Random key running key acts individually on each bit of the digitized plain text to produce an unconditionally secure cryptosystem.

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26

PLAIN TEXT A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z


RUNNING KEY 6 4 7 9 2 5 3 1 8

SHIFT 2 1 3 5 4 2 6 1 5 6 11 18 8 9 7 10 14 19 21 6

CIPHER TEXT Z N W S U E J U N M Y F T G R

Fig. 4. Basic outline of DES shows the form of structure of the data manipulation and derived key generation; pattern is repeated many times and provides non-linear logic.

Fig. 5. Basic arrangement of DES shows the form of structure of the data manipulation and derived key generation; pattern is repeated many times and provides non-linear logic.
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The emphasis is on making the transformation of the plain text so complicated that even with massive computer power it would be totally uneconomical to search out all possible solutions; such ciphers are then termed computationally secure. However not all ciphers that are thought to be secure against computer attack may be so in reality. According to Martin Hellman, "At present mathematicians lack the tools for proving systems to be computationally secure and the history of cryptography demonstrates all too well that supposedly unbreakable systems have hidden flaws."

Security of codes

The so-called one-time pad, that is to say the provision of truly random paired keys of unlimited length, has long been accepted as one of the few systems that are unconditionally secure. The use of such a system however involves a number of practical difficulties, including the production and distribution of thousands or even millions of tapes. If used for multiple-address messages then the loss of one pad puts the entire system in jeopardy; if operated only with paired-users the production and distribution costs become formidable. Physical security of machines is important and personnel handling and storage costs become formidable.

In practice the cage and keywheels of the Hagelin machine and the rotors of Enigma, Sigaba and the British Type machines provided the workforces for high-grade traffic until the development of purely electronic, on-line systems based on digital techniques.

Many systems may be relatively impregnable against a listener who has access only to the encrypted material but may be fallible if some or all of the plain text of some of the messages is known. There are various methods which in this situation may be of great value. For example, system faults, human errors or by deliberately leaking the user a message of which at least some words will be known to the codebreaker. Then again it is usually necessary for the restroom to include key groups which provide instructions for the decoder, or information to aid the decipherer which may reduce its security. The techniques of traffic analysis, particularly when applied to military communications, can provide valuable intelligence even when the code remains unbroken. Deception techniques, including the holding and subsequent re-transmission of an operational message at a different time, or (where the code can be broken) the alteration of its contents may be less applicable to the commercial than the military scene, but cannot be disregarded. Deception operations which were dissembled by the use of codes thought to be secure or in which the information disregarded included the now well-known "Double-Cross" and the German "North Pole" exploitations of radio links.

Human fallibility, including failure to operate strictly the signalling rules of a system, plays an important role in cryptography and it is only once the experience to decode a message made secure by a one-time pad with a plain text that read. "Hawker is not repeat not to have access to the code books."

When I discussed the case with the police, dressed, he laughed and told me to continue decoding his messages as before in which case hisотов had a habit of defeating systems.

The existence of a communications channel carrying coded messages presents a strong temptation to unautho-
Use of users, who seek access to the channel for their own purposes. When the Americans built an elaborate defense microwave network in Vietnam it was regarded as almost as much appreciated by the Viet Cong. At a lower level, signals personnel may establish their own private networks of communication.

Data encryption standard

During the past few years the relatively open study of modern cryptography, particularly by IBM and at Stanford University, California, is leading to a better understanding of the requirements of systems for the protection of commercial and administrative data transmission. The IBM work has led to the development of a data encryption standard (DES) for the safe transmission of sensitive (but not highly classified) information. At a major conference in Paris in 1976, IBM announced a new ciphering system designed to ensure that the output can never contain the key or plain text. However, it is feared that the system can be broken and that it is now possible to assess the strength of DES even though nobody has yet proved publicly that this is the case. An alternative family of novel cryp
tography has been set out in some detail by the Home Office data protection committee, and no attempt is made to promote the adoption by the business and intelligence communities.

Public-key systems

Although the DES algorithm is being applied widely, its use is currently limited to the protection of computer data rather than to the protection of data carried on the telephone network. The most important aspect of public-key cryptography is that it does not require the exchange of a secret key. Each party establishes a pair of keys: one that is kept secret (the private key) and another that is made known to everyone (the public key). A message encrypted with one party's public key can be decrypted only with the other party's private key. This is the basis of the security of the system.

Public-key cryptography, although it seems to be a strong alternative to DES, is not yet widely used because it is more complex and computationally intensive. However, public-key systems are being developed and could become important in the future.

DES provides a ciphering algorithm or set of rules involving both substitution and transposition techniques and capable of being implemented in current, i.e. technology; Figs. 4, 5 and 6. Each data block passes through 16 data-manipulation stages in which 16 different internal coding keys are derived from a 56-bit main key (with 64-bit input coding). This provides 2" to 10" keys, presenting a codebreaker with the need for a truly massive search, always provided that nothing is known about the en
ciphering key. Diffie and Hellman, advocates of the public key system, pointed out that knowledge of even a quite small part of the basic key would greatly reduce the search required, and that i.e. technology now makes it possible to contemplate searching of gigantic proportions. They postulate a decoding machine using a million i.e. chips, that could search each of the full 10" keys could be searched in about a day. This modern version of "Colossus" could cost an estimated £10 million, with an average cost per solution of about £2500. While only a very few organizations, including governments, could possibly contemplate building decoding machines, the mere possibility tends to send shivers down the spines of those who are intending to trust their security to the NBS standard. There is some suspicion, reflected in

Fig. 6. Simplified arrangement of the 40-pin i.e. chip which forms a microprocessor peripheral capable of implementing DES up to speeds of 640 bits or faster by parallel connection of devices.

Figs. 4, 5 and 6. Each data block passes through 16 data-manipulation stages in which 16 different internal coding keys are derived from a 56-bit main key (with 64-bit input coding). This provides 2^10 to 10^19 keys, presenting a codebreaker with the need for a truly massive search, always provided that nothing is known about the en
ciphering key. Diffie and Hellman, advocates of the public key system, pointed out that knowledge of even a quite small part of the basic key would greatly reduce the search required, and that i.e. technology now makes it possible to contemplate searching of gigantic proportions. They postulate a decoding machine using a million i.e. chips, that could search each of the full 10^19 keys could be searched in about a day. This modern version of "Colossus" could cost an estimated £10 million, with an average cost per solution of about £2500. While only a very few organizations, including governments, could possibly contemplate building decoding machines, the mere possibility tends to send shivers down the spines of those who are intending to trust their security to the NBS standard. There is some suspicion, reflected in
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Figs. 4, 5 and 6. Each data block passes through 16 data-manipulation stages in which 16 different internal coding keys are derived from a 56-bit main key (with 64-bit input coding). This provides 2^10 to 10^19 keys, presenting a codebreaker with the need for a truly massive search, always provided that nothing is known about the en
ciphering key. Diffie and Hellman, advocates of the public key system, pointed out that knowledge of even a quite small part of the basic key would greatly reduce the search required, and that i.e. technology now makes it possible to contemplate searching of gigantic proportions. They postulate a decoding machine using a million i.e. chips, that could search each of the full 10^19 keys could be searched in about a day. This modern version of "Colossus" could cost an estimated £10 million, with an average cost per solution of about £2500. While only a very few organizations, including governments, could possibly contemplate building decoding machines, the mere possibility tends to send shivers down the spines of those who are intending to trust their security to the NBS standard. There is some suspicion, reflected in

Public-key systems

Although the DES algorithm is being applied widely, its use is currently limited to the protection of computer data rather than to the protection of data carried on the telephone network. The most important aspect of public-key cryptography is that it does not require the exchange of a secret key. Each party establishes a pair of keys: one that is kept secret (the private key) and another that is made known to everyone (the public key). A message encrypted with one party's public key can be decrypted only with the other party's private key. This is the basis of the security of the system.

Public-key cryptography, although it seems to be a strong alternative to DES, is not yet widely used because it is more complex and computationally intensive. However, public-key systems are being developed and could become important in the future.

DES provides a ciphering algorithm or set of rules involving both substitution and transposition techniques and capable of being implemented in current, i.e. technology; Figs. 4, 5 and 6. Each data block passes through 16 data-manipulation stages in which 16 different internal coding keys are derived from a 56-bit main key (with 64-bit input coding). This provides 2^10 to 10^19 keys, presenting a codebreaker with the need for a truly massive search, always provided that nothing is known about the en
ciphering key. Diffie and Hellman, advocates of the public key system, pointed out that knowledge of even a quite small part of the basic key would greatly reduce the search required, and that i.e. technology now makes it possible to contemplate searching of gigantic proportions. They postulate a decoding machine using a million i.e. chips, that could search each of the full 10^19 keys could be searched in about a day. This modern version of "Colossus" could cost an estimated £10 million, with an average cost per solution of about £2500. While only a very few organizations, including governments, could possibly contemplate building decoding machines, the mere possibility tends to send shivers down the spines of those who are intending to trust their security to the NBS standard. There is some suspicion, reflected in
DES provides a ciphering algorithm or set of rules involving both substitution and transposition techniques and capable of being implemented in current I.S.I. technology: Figs 4, 5 and 6. Each data block passes through 18 data-manipulation stages in which 16 different internal ciphering keys are derived from a 56-bit main key (with 64-bit input coding). This provides 2^56 or 10^16 possible key settings, presenting a codebreaker with the need for a truly massive search, always provided that it is known nothing about the enciphering key. Diffie and Helman, advocates of the public key system, pointed out that knowledge of even a quite small part of the basic key would greatly reduce the search required, and that I.S.I. technology now makes it possible to contemplate searching of gigantic proportions. They postulate a decoding machine using a million I.S.I. chips, that could search 10^6 keys per second, so that even if the full 10^16 keys could be searched in about a day. This modern version of "Colossus" could cost an estimated £10 million, with an average cost per solution of about £2500. While only a very few organizations, including governments, could possibly contemplate building such a machine, the mere possibility tends to send shivers down the spines of those who are intending to trust their security to the NBS certification seal.

There is some suspicion, reflected in...
Like Faraday (Maxwell) looked upon the role of conductors in electricity as a minor one, since they were only terminations of the lines of force of the surrounding electric field.

Physics offers several other examples of dual representation – light waves and electrons as particles or waves (electron diffraction) – but only in electrical phenomena are the two dual representations, circuit and field, always and exactly interchangeable. It is only in the present century that there has been such an enormous development in the techniques of circuit analysis, while earlier scientists such as Faraday (1791-1825), Maxwell (1831-1879) and Poynting (1852-1914) regarded fields as pre-eminent. (It should be added that fields involve the use of vectors, and often difficult geometry, whereas circuits involve only the algebraic properties of one-dimensional quantities.) The development of waveguide and associated techniques, for which circuit representation is impracticable, may tend to reverse this balance.

The first question asked nowadays is "Are fields real?" Those who ask this question overlook the fact that the established alternative to fields is action-at-a-distance, another concept of modern physics, such as the wave nature of the electron and the quark; one has to go through a difficult concept of wave mechanics (sometimes introduced in terms of "wave-particle duality") to provide the theoretical basis for the whole of modern solid-state technology. Einstein's principle of equivalence and the connection of the problem of gravitational action-at-a-distance was to enhance Newton's law, that a force between two bodies situated in one space, may act simultaneously in both directions.

One becomes a significant part of the period of the alternating current, which is producing it.

So acceptable is the concept of fields and waves in substitution for action-at-a-distance that scientists are now looking for gravity waves (without much success so far). It is true that discarding the "luminiferous aether" which was supposed to be an all-pervading medium supporting electromagnetic waves, the two dual representations, field and particle, were originally thought of as "states of stress in a medium" must now be regarded as "properties which exist in space", but this is more difficult to accept than other indispensable concepts of modern physics, such as the field of force E and D is a field which quantifies the energy stored in the region of space occupied by the field, and the volume occupied by the field is the total field energy stored in the region of space occupied by the field, and the volume occupied by the field is the total field energy stored in the region of space occupied by the field, for the field to spread from one side of the loop to the other becomes a significant part of the period of the alternating current, which is producing it.

The second approach was to accept the concept of fields as analogous to the gravitational force which pervades space, and waves in substitution for action-at-a-distance and the "luminiferous aether". Indeed, the concept of fields developed rapidly and been successful to such an extent that it was regarded as an "established alternative to fields". However, it is true that fields involve the use of vectors, and often difficult geometry, whereas circuits involve only the algebraic properties of one-dimensional quantities. The development of waveguide and associated techniques, for which circuit representation is impracticable, may tend to reverse this balance.

The first question asked nowadays is "Are fields real?" Those who ask this question overlook the fact that the established alternative to fields is action-at-a-distance, another concept of modern physics, such as the wave nature of the electron and the quark; one has to go through a difficult concept of wave mechanics (sometimes introduced in terms of "wave-particle duality") to provide the theoretical basis for the whole of modern solid-state technology. Einstein's principle of equivalence and the connection of the problem of gravitational action-at-a-distance was to enhance Newton's law, that a force between two bodies situated in one space, may act simultaneously in both directions.

The energy stored in a charged capacitor made up of two plane parallel electrodes separated by a dielectric which has no effect on the lines of force of the surrounding electric field, but the energy stored is expressed in terms of the power flow per unit area (

\[ P = E \cdot H \]

The subject of magnetism has been concerned with the study of magnetic materials, and is more complicated because the simple (scalar) relationships of electrostatics must be replaced by vector relationships. The equation for the energy stored in a multi-turn inductor is given by

\[ E = \frac{1}{2} n^2 B_0^2 \pi L \]

where \( B_0 \) is the magnetic field strength, \( L \) is the length of the inductor, and \( n \) is the number of turns.

The vector P is at right angles to the plane of the loop, and its magnitude is
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The vector P is at right angles to the plane of the loop, and its magnitude is

\[ E = \frac{1}{2} n^2 B_0^2 \pi L \]
An introduction to Poynting's Theorem

by D. A. Bell, First Inst., F.I.E.E.

WIRELESS WORLD, SEPTEMBER 1980

are space and/or time-varying fields; and the difference between $D$ and $E$ in a material medium is due to the reactions to the field of the various charged particles in the medium. From an engineering viewpoint, however, it is convenient to split the fields between "cause" and "effect", the former being independent of the medium. In electrostatics the total value of $D$ integrated over a surface is equal in SI units* to the electric flux from the integral over which the "flux of electric induction $D$" originates (Gauss's theorem). This is always the case when the boundary is a closed surface except for a charge. But the result, so $D$ can be regarded as a primary field which originates from charge, the "cause" of any observed phenomenon. Then the electric force field in an area $A$ is an integral of the electric field in the medium, which is usually expressed in the circuit quantities $E$ and $B$.

The vector $\mathbf{P}$ is at right angles to the plane of the inductor $E$ and $H$ and its magnitude is $EL\sin\theta$, where $E$ is the angle between $E$ and $H$ and $L$ is the length of the inductor. The coil provides an example of the use of vector methods, and in general these are useful in a system in which the electric and magnetic fields are coupled. In this case the system is to be considered a second-order system, and the vector field $\mathbf{P}$ is divided into two components, $\mathbf{P}_{\mathbf{E}}$ and $\mathbf{P}_{\mathbf{H}}$. The latter can be expressed as the product $\mathbf{E}\times\mathbf{H}$.

The vector $\mathbf{P}$ consists of two components: $\mathbf{P}_{\mathbf{E}}$ and $\mathbf{P}_{\mathbf{H}}$. The latter can be expressed as the product $\mathbf{E}\times\mathbf{H}$.

The vector $\mathbf{P}$ is at right angles to the plane of the inductor $E$ and $H$ and its magnitude is $EL\sin\theta$, where $E$ is the angle between $E$ and $H$ and $L$ is the length of the inductor. The coil provides an example of the use of vector methods, and in general these are useful in a system in which the electric and magnetic fields are coupled. In this case the system is to be considered a second-order system, and the vector field $\mathbf{P}$ is divided into two components, $\mathbf{P}_{\mathbf{E}}$ and $\mathbf{P}_{\mathbf{H}}$. The latter can be expressed as the product $\mathbf{E}\times\mathbf{H}$.
As long as $H_{\text{int}}$, the value of $H$ will be the same. In Fig. 2(d) the process has been pushed to the limit, with only one turn. Alternatively the changes can be thought of as taking the original winding with groups of different numbers of turns in parallel instead of in series. Clearly the number of turns, or the series/parallel connection of turns, do not matter as long as the total current circulating around the solenoid is kept constant. For Fig. 2(d) in particular one can write

$$H = \frac{1}{b} \text{ampere/metre}$$

(11)

It is a simple matter to squash the inductor of Fig. 2(d) into the strip by making so that the potential difference will remain unchanged. If $H$ is not negligible, the conditions near the component conductor are obvious. By using Gauss's theorem as a method of calculating the Poynting vector, one can neglect penetration of the currents from the inner surface and decreases towards the outer surface. The direction of power flow, which is parallel to the axis of the coaxial system, is given by the magnitude $\text{EH}$ of the Poynting vector multiplied by the vector $\text{dr}$ of the annulus. (The directions of the Poynting vector is of course parallel to the axis of the coaxial system.)

$$\text{dW} = \text{EH} \cdot r \text{dr} \cdot (r/\text{ln}(b/a)) \quad \text{(A3)}$$

The total power flow is then

$$W = \text{dr} \cdot (r/\text{ln}(b/a))$$

(A4)

But the value of the integral is in inch$^2$ so

$$W = \frac{\pi r^2}{\text{ln}(b/a)} \quad \text{(A5)}$$

If the resistance of the conductors is significant, then just as in the case of the strip line there will be a component of $E$ parallel to the length of the system and a component of the Poynting vector pointing into the conductors to account for the $\text{PR}$ loss.

**APPENDIX**

Power flow in a lossless coaxial cable.

A cross-section of a coaxial cable having inner conductor radii $r$ and $r_a$ is shown in Fig. 4. Calculation is simplified if it is assumed that (a) the working frequency is so high that one can neglect penetration of the currents into the conductors and (b) resistive voltage drop along the length of the conductors is negligible. In fact conditions (a) and (b) are not independent since the skin depth depends on the resistivity.) At distance $r$ from the axis of the magnetic field is $H = \frac{1}{r}$. We know that the electric field is greatest at the inner surface and decreases logarithmically as one moves outward, but its relationship to the potential difference between the two surfaces is not obvious. By using Gauss's theorem as in the previous section, one can find the capacitance between coaxial cylinders if it can be shown that at radius $r$, $E = \frac{V}{r \text{ln}(b/a)}$. (In the symbol for a natural logarithm, otherwise denoted by log.)

The power flow through an annulus between radii $r$ and $r_a$ is given by the magnitude $\text{EH}$ of the Poynting vector multiplied by the annulus area $2\pi dr$. (The direction of the Poynting vector is of course parallel to the axis of the coaxial system.)

$$\text{dW} = \text{EH} \cdot 2\pi \text{dr}$$

(A3)

The total power flow is then

$$W = \int \text{EH} \cdot 2\pi \text{dr}$$

(A4)

But the value of the integral is in inch$^2$ so

$$W = \frac{\pi r^2}{\text{ln}(b/a)} \quad \text{(A5)}$$

If the resistance of the conductors is significant, then just as in the case of the strip line there will be a component of $E$ parallel to the length of the system and a component of the Poynting vector pointing into the conductors to account for the $\text{PR}$ loss.

**BOOKS**

Telecommunication System Engineering, by Roger Driscoll, is described as "a textbook and ready reference for the student, professional, or engineer, planner and telecom engineering." The view of telecommunications adopted is the widest possible, since in 488 pages radio is only allotted 66, which does seem a small amount, to say the least. The main body of the book is therefore concerned with the communication over telephone circuits of voice messages, data and facsimile, in analogue and digital forms. In the field the author sets out to cover it is difficult to imagine a more complete treatment, starting as it does with a diagram showing two telephones, a cable and a battery, and finishing with the concept of digital data networks and the economical technical planning involved in national networks. The author is American, which may mean that some transatlantic terms are unfamiliar, although he has used the UK engineers' term "bearer," for example, to denote the signal-carrying medium. The book is published by John Wiley and Sons Ltd, Baffins Lane, Chichester, West Sussex, P0191UD.

Practical Hi-Fi Sound, by Roger Driscoll, is intended to dispel the absurd technospeak so carefully built up by makers of sound equipment. The main difference between this one and a great many of the other books is that this author keeps his object well in mind and does not fall prey to the temptation to show off his own technical superiority.

The treatment is not detailed, but rather seeks to answer the questions which would be asked by someone who wanted to know the limits of the background of the present state of audio equipment. The two introductory chapters are concerned with musical sounds and their reproduction, being followed by two sections on equipment, including useful tuning and alignment. For a loudspeaker, the book fulfils its avowed purpose admirably and can be recommended. It costs £4.95. Published by Ian Allan Ltd, Aeronaut House, 280 Old Kent Road, Elephant and Castle, London SE1.

Simple alternatives to the monostable

Using low-cost gates for non-critical timing circuits

By D. Price

In comparison with other i.c.s, c.m.o.s. monostables are rather expensive, the 4528 package costing about £1 for two circuits. In a non-critical situation, for example when a reset pulse is required, cheaper solutions are available. A 4083 NAND Schmitt trigger, costing about 10p per gate, provides the basis for a satisfactory alternative. Referring to Fig. 1, the high input impedance of a c.m.o.s. gate ensures that the absence of other constraints, the voltage at B follows the voltage at A. However, gate protection diodes and the bias resistor modify the voltage performance in the following way. After a long quiescent period, the input voltage $V_a$ will be high and the output low. If a negative pulse is applied by $G_1$, the input to $G_2$ will go low and the output will go high. The input potential must be kept low for the duration of the pulse, otherwise the output will be prematurely terminated. A positive going excursion from $G_2$ will drive $V_a$ above the supply rail but, as soon as a voltage of $V_a < V_{qs}$ is reached, the gate protection diode starts to conduct and dissipates any excess charge. The circuit is therefore quick to reset. If the resistor is taken to the negative rail, all of the pulse directions are reversed.

The output pulse length is determined by $R_1$ and $C_1$ and is given by $\frac{1}{2\pi R_1 C_1}$. For a 4083 NAND Schmitt trigger, the supply voltage is $\pm 15$V, the RC time constant occurs above 15p, providing a monostable operation.

This principle can be used with two inputs simultaneously as shown in Fig. 2, which gives two gated monostables. However, the NAND property of the gate will not allow the resistors to be connected to the negative rail.

If a slow fall time can be accepted, which is often the case, an AND gate can be used as shown in Fig. 3 where a three input NAND becomes a trio of gated monostables, costing about 2p each. If an inverted output is required, replace the NAND with an AND gate and take all of the resistors to the negative rail and use a NOR gate.

During the operation of the gate, both output transistors are switched on and are dissipating power. For this reason, long time constants, i.e. slow transistions, should be avoided. Adding a diode to the external components of the above circuits produces a monostable which is activated while the input is low, and the RC time constant occurs after the input goes high, see Fig. 4. A somewhat more complex arrangement can provide two time constants as shown in Fig. 5. Although this circuit is not a conventional monostable, it is useful if, for instance, a delayed switch on and off is necessary.

A wide range of RC values can be used with c.m.o.s. but, to avoid excessive dissipation and possible damage to the gate protection diodes, capacitor values below 100nF should be used. This does not apply to Fig. 4 and 5 as the circuits do not use the gate diodes. At the other extreme, less than 10pF may cause trouble due to the c.m.o.s. input capacitance, see Fig. 6. The voltage at $V_a$ is provided at the negative by a negative transition of $V_a$, and this may not activate the Schmitt trigger. If the trigger is activated, the time constant will be much shorter than anticipated. Almost any resistor value above 1k can be used, and for long time constants reverse-biased diode is a useful high value resistance. The resistance limit of 10k is set by the input impedance of the gate.
As long as process has been pushed to the limit, the total current circulating around the conductor is not in series. The magnetic field in the space between conductors is given by the equation \( P = EH \). The Poynting vector of the magnetic field is given by \( dW = EH \cdot 2 \pi r \cdot dr \). In this case, the Poynting vector of the electric field is given by \( dW = \frac{1}{2} \pi r^2 \cdot \frac{d}{b} \cdot \frac{d}{a} \). The total power flow is then \( \frac{1}{2} \pi r^2 \cdot \frac{d}{b} \cdot \frac{d}{a} \). The electric field is greatest at the inner surface and decreases towards the outer surface, but its relationship to the distance between the two surfaces is not obvious. By using Gauss's theorem as the basis for a satisfactory alternative, power flow may be obtained at the expense of some of the background to the present state of audio equipment. The two introductory sections are concerned with musical sound and their reproduction, being followed by two sections on equipment, including loudspeakers and microphones. The book fulfills its purpose admirably and can be recommended. It is easily understood by engineers and students.

Simple alternatives to the monostable
Using low-cost gates for non-critical timing circuits

In comparison with other lcs, c.m.o.s. monostables are relatively expensive, the 4528 package costing around £1.00 for two circuits. In a non-critical situation, for example when a reset pulse is required, cheaper solutions are available. A 4093 NAND Schmitt trigger, costing 10p per gate, provides the basis for a satisfactory alternative. Referring to Fig. 1, the high input impedance of a c.m.o.s. gate ensures that the absence of other constraints, the voltage at B follows the voltage at A. However, gate protection diodes and the bias resistor modify the voltage performance in the following way. After a long quiescent period, the input voltage \( V_A \) will be high and the output low. If a negative pulse is applied to \( G_2 \), the input to \( G_2 \) will go low and the output will go high. If a pulse is applied to \( R_2 \) and \( C_2 \) is not equal to \( R_2 \), the output will fall. The input potential must be kept low for the duration of the pulse, otherwise the output will be permanently terminated. A good going excursion from \( G_2 \) will drive \( V_A \) above the power supply rail, but, as soon as a voltage of \( V_A = V_{CC} + 0.3 \)V is reached, the gate protection diode starts to conduct and discharges any excess charge. The circuit is therefore quickly reset. If the resistor is taken to the negative rail, all of the pulse directions are reversed.

The output pulse length is determined by \( R_2 \) and \( C_2 \). As an approximation, assume that the trigger point of the gate is such that the two power supplies are equal. Using the formula \( V = V_{CC} + 0.3 \pi \), the output voltage \( V_O = V_{CC} + 0.3 \pi \). Therefore, \( T = \frac{1}{2} \pi \).

This principle can be used with two inputs simultaneously as shown in Fig. 2, which gives two gated monostables. However, the NAND property of the gate will not allow the resistors to be connected to the negative rail. If a slow fall time can be accepted, which is often the case, an input can be used as shown in Fig. 3 where a three input NAND becomes a trio of gated monostables, costing about £2 each. If an inverted output is required, replace the NAND with an AND gate and take all of the resistors to the negative rail and use an NOR gate.

During the fall time of the gate, both output transistors are switched on and are dissipating power. For this reason, long time constants, i.e. slow transistions, should be avoided. Adding a diode to the external components of the above circuits produces a monostable which is activated while the input is low, and the RC time constant occurs after the input goes high, see Fig. 4. A somewhat more complex arrangement can provide two time constants as shown in Fig. 5. Although this circuit is not a conventional monostable, it is useful if, for instance, a delayed switch on and off is necessary.

A wide range of RC values can be used with c.m.o.s. but, to avoid excessive dissipation and possible damage to the gate protection diodes, capacitor values below 100pF should be used. This does not apply to Fig. 4 and 5 as the circuits do not use the gate diodes. At the other extreme, less than 1pF may cause trouble due to the c.m.o.s. input capacitance, see Fig. 6. The voltage \( V_{DD} \) is clipped at \( V_{CC} \) by a negative transition of \( V_A \) which is not activated. This will not activate the Schmitt trigger. If the trigger is activated, the time constant will be much shorter than anticipated.
New Racal company set to cash in on cheque-less banking

A further step in the trend to electronic banking methods has been taken with the formation of a new company, Racal-Transcom Ltd which, for the time being at least, will be a prime mover in eliminating the need for cheque books, and paperwork in many financial transactions.

The system which Racal Transcom intends to introduce will be designed to eliminate much of the paper work which possible users such as banks, credit companies, finance houses, airlines and retail organisations might have to go through.

Announcing the formation of the new company, Ernest Harriman, the managing director and chief executive of the Racal Electronics Group, said: "Electronic fund transfer will have a major impact on the retail world, and its international growth potential is extremely large. Eventually it could affect almost everyone who makes a purchase, pays a service or borrows money.

Racal-Transcom is a subsidiary of Racal-Datalink of Salisbury, Wiltshire and the design team responsible for the development of the new systems over the last two years will be located in separate premises on the same site.

Tens of millions of independent users will be needed to make the new system work satisfactorily, and the company estimates that about 100 million or more such users will be required to achieve a certain critical mass.

The system which Racal Transcom intends to introduce is called "Chequeless" and can be summarised as follows:

- Customers use standard cheque books containing magnetic tape strips. The tape is encoded with a unique code number

- The code numbers are input on to a data terminal and the transactions are sent to a central computer

- Chequeless makes use of a "self-policing" type of radio device which can be dealt with by the radio police

- The company say the system is capable of being expanded to cover the entire country

Chequeless will also have a number of other benefits for users such as:

- Chequeless will be more convenient and time-saving than traditional cheque books

- Chequeless will be more efficient and accurate than manual systems

- Chequeless will be more secure and less susceptible to fraud than traditional cheque books

- Chequeless will be more flexible and adaptable than traditional cheque books

Chequeless will be marketed as a "self-policing" type of system, and will be available to all users, regardless of whether they are cheque book users or not.

Chequeless will be marketed as a "self-policing" type of system, and will be available to all users, regardless of whether they are cheque book users or not.

Chequeless will be marketed as a "self-policing" type of system, and will be available to all users, regardless of whether they are cheque book users or not.
New Racal company set to cash in on cheque-less banking

A further step in the trend to electronic banking methods has been taken with the formation of a new company, Racal-Transcom Ltd, which, for the time being will be a prime mover in eliminating the need for cheque books and paperwork in many financial transactions.

The system of which Racal Transcom intends to introduce will be designed to eliminate much of the paper work which possibly users such as banks, credit companies, finance houses, airlines and retail organizations will be saved.

Announcing the formation of the new company, Ernest Harriett, managing director and chief executive of the Racal Electronics Group said: "Electronic funds transfer will have a major impact on the retail world, and its international growth potential is extremely large. Eventually it could affect almost everyone who makes a purchase, pays a service or a fee of any kind."

Racal-Transcom is a subsidiary of Racal-Datacom of Salisbury. Wilshaw who is the design team responsible for the development of the new systems over the last two years will be located in separate premises on the same site.

“More work on spectrum utilization needed” says CCIR chief

Not enough effort is being put into finding better ways of utilizing the radio spectrum, according to Richard Kirby, director of the ITU, which is in charge of better ways of utilizing the radio spectrum, according to Richard Kirby, director of the ITU, which is in charge of international studies of spectrum utilization.

It is clear that there are not very many Ph.D. theses on spectrum utilization topics. Some of the best talent in communication science ought to be encouraged to explore and develop this field. It would seem to me that the CCIR is in a good position to foster this.

Earlier Mr Kirby had outlined the future work in the field, "The Commissions of the ITU (the permanent body of the ITU) will be doing in the aftermath of the 1979 World Administrative Radio Conference at Geneva. He indicated five main areas: bandwidth-efficient modulation, frequency re-use, domestic and regional satellite systems, the role of i.f. and improvement of equipment standards from the point of view of spurious emissions and unwanted responses.

"First, as regards bandwidth-efficient, interference-resistant modulation: the dominant trend to digital systems for terrestrial and space systems alike, mobile, fixed, and usually even television, is being greatly spurred by the rapid development of very large scale integrated circuitry...spread spectrum has already proven advantages for rejection of narrow-band interference and reduction of interfering power spectral density. It remains to be seen whether, by the additional processing gain of correlation codes, an ensemble of spread spectrum systems can share a given band of space more efficiently than narrow band signals. The new processing technology should have a great bearing on "multi-user communications", i.e. techniques by which one or more transmitters are simultaneously spaced with very narrow guard bands over a common channel in the radio spectrum. "Packet radio", a related random access concept, is promising not only for data, but also for speech. A resolution of the WARC has asked the CCIR to give special attention to the possibility of using techniques which could lead to a whole new approach to channel assignment and the possibility of interference. Given the spectrum compared with present-day frequency reuse, the use of more increased emphasis on bandwidth conservation. The spectrum utilization from interference and compression techniques are very promising. More conventionally, single-sideband is finally being seriously considered for forward broadcasting. The CCIR has been asked to initiate discussions on the economics of single-sideband broadcasting".

The coming C.IF broadcasting conference, while committed to double sideband for the next plan, also had on its agenda the specification of s.s.b. system suitable for future broadcasting.

"Frequency re-use is the objective of some of the most important developments in satellite systems for satellites and terrestrial communications alike. It is also the motivation for important propagation research, especially at high frequencies, where the main features of propagation are already known. Questions such as how much polarization discrimination can be achieved in practice, under rainfall conditions, and how small antenna beamwidths can be maintained through the atmosphere, might at one time have been considered second order questions. They are now central to frequency re-use, as are non-stationary propagation effects such as ducting and scintillation..." The Secretary of State for Industry, Sir Keith Joseph, officially opened the Plessey p.c.b. plant at South Shields on July 11th, and also formally introduced the new company – Plessey Circuits Ltd.

The course is intended to provide a clear insight into interference problems and to combat spurious emissions and unwanted responses. The course is intended to provide a clear insight into interference problems and to combat spurious emissions and unwanted responses.

"We must take every opportunity to stop this happening", he said. "I firmly believe that the type of legislation which is being introduced by the Home Office to stop this happening is the right one." He also said that he would be bringing forward proposals in the near future relating to the Wireless Telegraphy Act 1949 and at a later stage to identify other categories of radio wave use to be controlled with less bureaucratic control and greater freedom for individuals. Almost simultaneously with Whitehead's announcement was Timothy Raison's disclosure that the Home Office had received 7,800 letters on the subject of c.b. and 40 petitions carrying thousands of signatures. In reply to questions he said that the annual cost to the Post Office of investigations into complaints of interference is "very modest", while the annual cost of illicit use of 27MHz was not recorded. The cost incurred in dealing with illicit use of 27MHz were not recorded separately and "no figures are available for the cost of controlling imports of prohibited equipment." He also revealed that from 1 January to 30 April 1979, 194 persons were prosecuted in connexion with unlicensed installations or use of c.b. equipment at 27MHz, and a further 135 cases are pending. In 1978 a total of three persons were convicted of such offences and in 1979 the total had risen to 91. Minister of State at the Treasury, Peter Rees, disclosed that 721 sets were seized by Customs and Excise in the first quarter of 1980 and a total of 3,071 sets were seized in 1979. One interpretation of these official trends might well lead to greater realism on the part of people who want to organize a protest movement to stop the misuse of 27MHz. It remains to be seen whether, by the additional processing gain of correlation codes, an ensemble of spectrum systems can provide the kind of characteristics for both earth stations and satellites that will be required to satisfy the requirements of the future broadcasting.

"The only positive conclusion to be drawn from these government pronouncements is that some action may happen at some future date, having been duly considered and fully costed.

News in brief

South London College will be running a course of eight lectures, the first starting on November 26th, 1980 and the last on 2 December 1980, entitled "Optical Fibre Communications". The course will provide a comprehensive technical introduction to optical communication devices and systems and their applications to multi-channel telephone and wideband services. The course fee for attendance at all eight lectures should be made to A. R. Rowlands, South London College, Knights Hill, London SE22 0TX. Telephone 01-670 4488..."
Marconi to supply military equipment to China

A £40 million contract for the supply of electronics equipment "for defence purposes" has been signed by Marconi Antennas and China.

The contract calls for delivery of equipment and associated services under licence to China and includes the establishment of a manufacturing plant in China. The plant will be designed and supervised by British engineers and will be responsible for the manufacture of equipment under licence in China.

Marconi supplies avionics systems for 150 different aircraft types worldwide. The new contract, which forms part of the company's continuing programme to supply a wide range of electronic equipment for military and civil applications, has already established the production of this equipment under licence in China.

News in brief

Illegal C.B. operator Thomas Hanson, whose transmitter was located back from the Home Office, has been fined £80 and ordered to pay £20 recovery costs for an illegal CB radio.

The 32nd Annual Conference on Computer-Bashing will be held in London this month. The conference, which is attended by some of the most famous computer enthusiasts in the world, will provide an opportunity for those interested in computer technology to meet and share their experiences.

Giotto, the 14th century Italian painter, who was known for his innovative approach to painting, will be commemorated in an exhibition to be held in London next month. The exhibition, which will take place at the National Gallery, will feature some of Giotto's most important works.

Globefish and Another, Goffsthorpe Secondary School, Newcastle upon Tyne, have been appointed to the new £40-80,000 contract as part of the company's continuing programme to supply a wide range of electronic equipment for military and civil applications.

The International Broadcasting Convention (IBC) will be held from June 20 to 30 in Birmingham, at the Metropolitan Hotel. Further information is available from the IRC Secretary, EAV, Savoy Place, London WC2R 0BE.

Newcastle upon Tyne Education Authority is running a course which is designed to prepare pupils for the A-Level Art and Design Examination (A.R.A.E). The course begins in September 1987 and will be taught by 600 students at the University of Newcastle.

Two-way radio installed in caves

The network of caves below the site of Newcastle Castle is to be served by a two-way radio system, the equipment being supplied by Py-Telecommunications for the City of Newcastle's Technical Services Department.

These caves are open to the public for guided tours and as a result of difficulties experienced by elderly visitors negotiating the slopes and bends, as well as for security purposes, Newcastle's Technical Services Department decided to install a base station as ground level, coupled with a number of portable radio transceivers.

The scheme will enable guides, who are not permitted to leave the guided tour line, to contact other members of the party for help, to summon medical aid in an emergency.

Causing Halley's Comet to catch the tail

A spokesman of British Aerospace Dynamics pointed out that, important as the mission is, there is no guarantee that it will be approved, although the recent decision by the company to launch a working robot called Commander Bill will be welcomed by many.
Unsuspected gremlins at work in hospital computing

According to an item in Reports on Research (Massachusetts Institute of Technology), computer-based administrative and medical information systems in hospitals in the US are prone to interference by hospital staff. In some cases this interference, which is often accomplished through subtle processes such as non-co-operation in schemes to change from manual to automatic systems, is serious enough to make the system unworkable.

Dowling, a doctoral candidate in health management and management information systems at MIT's Sloan School of Management, says he was able to get his transmitter back from the Home Office in Wellington and that it had been in his car. Although he was fined £80 for illegal use of a radio callsign, he says it is the 'most serious' infringement of the law he had ever encountered, and warns that the situation is likely to become worse as the number of vehicles equipped with mobile telephones increases.

The International Broadcasting Convention (IBC) will be held at the Bridgewater Exhibition Centre at the Blake Museum, in the Twenty and Twenty hotel, in January 1980.

Newcastle upon Tyne Education Authority is running a course which is designed to prepare pupils for entry to universities. The course begins in September 1980 at Gosforth Secondary School and will run every Tuesday from 7 to 9 p.m. Candidates for the May/June examination may sit for the examination at any time and the course is intended to help students who have been identified as having special learning difficulties.

Two-way radio installed in caves

The network of caves below the site of the Nottingham Castle is to be served by a two-way radio system, the equipment being supplied by the Telecommunications Department of the City of Nottingham's Technical Services Department.

These caves are open to the public for guided tours and as a result of difficulties experienced by elderly visitors negotiating the steps and benches, as well as for security purposes, the city's administration has decided to install a base station at ground level, supplemented by two-way portable transceivers. The scheme will enable guides, who are not normally allowed into these caves, to leave their parties and operate out of doors, according to Dowling, and is likely to be used in other walks of life, such as search and rescue operations, and to help in the event of a disaster.
Flexible rate control

This circuit may be useful for digital tuning or a model control which requires reverse, stop, forward and speed functions from one potentiometer.

Resistor \( R_{\text{a}} \) controls digital outputs \( A, B \) and \( C \) via two comparators so that \( A = 1 \) when \( V_1 < V < V_2 \), \( B = 1 \) when \( V_1 < V < V_3 \) and \( C = 1 \) when \( V > V_2 \). The ratios of \( A, B \) and \( C \), shown on the graph, can be varied by \( R_{\text{a}} \) to control a RC oscillator.

Parallel binary multiplier

Binary multiplication is usually performed by repetitive addition using serial and/or parallel operations. Because parallel multipliers are faster, they are preferable for computing applications. This circuit is a 4X4-bit parallel multiplier which operates in a similar way to conventional written multiplication. The 8-bit product is generated in less than 60ns, and at around half the cost of dedicated circuits such as the 74254 and 285.

Imaddin Al-Bazz
University of Technology
Iraq

Asynchronous serial data transmitter

When information needs to be sent asynchronously using a start-stop bit format, but the application does not justify a standard UART, this data transmitter can provide a simple solution.

When data is available, the Data Ready line goes high, which resets the counter and clears the shift register. Data is loaded into the shift register, one byte at a time. At the same time, the clock of IC1 is started and data is shifted out one bit at a time. After each bit has been shifted, the clock is stopped and the Data Dump line goes high, indicating the start of the next byte.

J. B. Cole
Houston
Texas

Adding capacitance ranges to a multimeter

Capacitance ranges can be economically incorporated in 3½-digit L.CD multimeters based on the ICL7106. A 4066 is used to generate a square wave with the same frequency as the display backplane drive, and with a pk-to-pk amplitude defined by the internal 2.8V reference of the 7106. A second 4066 forms a full-wave synchronous rectifier. One inverter is required and is formed by an exclusive-OR gate because three gates are needed to drive the decimal points.

The circuit uses precision shunt resistors and offers good linearity up to about 100pF. Beyond this value the linearity deteriorates rapidly because the capacitors have a time constant which is the product of the time constant of the capacitor and the time constant of the shunt resistor. The integrator frequency should be adjusted or the backplane frequency should be reduced to prevent a f.1 Hz beat which would cause fluctuations of the capacitance reading. The clock frequencies listed below provide good stability, even when unscreened test leads are used.

J. B. Cole
Houston
Texas

Keyboard sounder

When using a keyboard it is helpful to have an audible indication that an entry has registered. This circuit was designed for the scientific computer, and gives a bleep through the television loudspeaker.

An input 555 is connected as a monostable and, when triggered, gives a 50ms pulse. The second timer is connected in the astable mode, and gives a burst of 2kHz when enabled by the monostable. The input requires a negative-going pulse, which is available from pin 17, NMI input, of the Z80.

M. A. Wheatley
Maidenhead
Berks.
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Flexible rate control

This circuit may be useful for digital tuning or a model control which requires reverse, stop, forward and speed functions from one potentiometer.

Resistor \( R_{\text{a}} \) controls digital outputs \( A, B \) and \( C \) via two comparators so that \( A = 1 \) when \( V_1 < V < V_2 \), \( B = 1 \) when \( V_1 < V < V_3 \) and \( C = 1 \) when \( V > V_2 \). The ratios of \( A, B \) and \( C \), shown on the graph, can be varied by \( R_{\text{a}} \) to control a RC oscillator.

Parallel binary multiplier

Binary multiplication is usually performed by repetitive addition using serial and/or parallel operations. Because parallel multipliers are faster, they are preferable for computing applications. This circuit is a 4X4-bit parallel multiplier which operates in a similar way to conventional written multiplication. The 8-bit product is generated in less than 60ns, and at around half the cost of dedicated circuits such as the 74254 and 285.

Imaddin Al-Bazz
University of Technology
Iraq

Asynchronous serial data transmitter

When information needs to be sent asynchronously using a start-stop bit format, but the application does not justify a standard UART, this data transmitter can provide a simple solution.

When data is available, the Data Ready line goes high, which resets the counter and clears the shift register. Data is loaded into the shift register, one byte at a time. At the same time, the clock of IC1 is started and data is shifted out one bit at a time. After each bit has been shifted, the clock is stopped and the Data Dump line goes high, indicating the start of the next byte.

J. B. Cole
Houston
Texas

Adding capacitance ranges to a multimeter

Capacitance ranges can be economically incorporated in 3½-digit L.CD multimeters based on the ICL7106. A 4066 is used to generate a square wave with the same frequency as the display backplane drive, and with a pk-to-pk amplitude defined by the internal 2.8V reference of the 7106. A second 4066 forms a full-wave synchronous rectifier. One inverter is required and is formed by an exclusive-OR gate because three gates are needed to drive the decimal points.

The circuit uses precision shunt resistors and offers good linearity up to about 100pF. Beyond this value the linearity deteriorates rapidly because the capacitors have a time constant which is the product of the time constant of the capacitor and the time constant of the shunt resistor. The integrator frequency should be adjusted or the backplane frequency should be reduced to prevent a f.1 Hz beat which would cause fluctuations of the capacitance reading. The clock frequencies listed below provide good stability, even when unscreened test leads are used.

J. B. Cole
Houston
Texas

Keyboard sounder

When using a keyboard it is helpful to have an audible indication that an entry has registered. This circuit was designed for the scientific computer, and gives a bleep through the television loudspeaker.

An input 555 is connected as a monostable and, when triggered, gives a 50ms pulse. The second timer is connected in the astable mode, and gives a burst of 2kHz when enabled by the monostable. The input requires a negative-going pulse, which is available from pin 17, NMI input, of the Z80.

M. A. Wheatley
Maidenhead
Berks.
**Flexible rate control**

This circuit may be useful for digital tuning or a model control which requires reverse, stop, forward and speed functions from one potentiometer.

Resistor R2 controls digital outputs A, B and C via two comparators so that A is 1 when 0<V<V1, B is 1 when V1<V<V2, and C is 1 when V2<V. The ratios of A, B and C, shown on the graph, can be varied by R1, R2 controls the analogue output symmetrically about the centre of rotation. The control is non-linear and varies most rapidly at the extremes of rotation. In some applications it may be more useful for R2 to control a RC oscillator.

D.C. Hopkins

Newcastle

**Parallel binary multiplier**

Binary multiplication is usually performed by repetitive addition using serial and/or parallel operations. Because parallel multipliers are faster, they are preferable for computing applications. This circuit is a 4x4-bit parallel multiplier which operates in a similar way to conventional written multiplication. The 8-bit product is generated in less than 60ns, and at around half the cost of dedicated circuits such as the 74294 and 285.

Imaddin Al-Bazz

University of Technology

Iraq

**Asynchronous serial data transmitter**

When information needs to be sent asynchronously using a start-stop bit format, but the application does not justify a standard UART, i.e., this data transmitter can provide a simple solution.

When data is available, the Data Ready line goes high, which removes the reset from the counter and sets the shift register in the parallel mode. At the next positive-going clock edge, the start bit and seven data bits are loaded into the shift register. Q1 goes low, Q2 goes high.

**Keyboard sounder**

When using a keyboard it is helpful to have an audible indication that an entry has registered. This circuit was designed for the scientific computer, and gives a beep through the television loudspeaker.

An input 555 is connected as a monostable and, when triggered, gives a 50ms pulse. The second timer is connected in the astable mode, and gives a burst of 2kHz when enabled by the monostable. The input requires a negative-going pulse, which is available from pin 17, NMI input, of the Z80. The output is fed to the volume control of the v.d.u.

M. A. Wheatley

Maidenhead

Berks.

**Adding capacitance ranges to a multimeter**

Capacitance ranges can be economically incorporated in 3½ digit L.C.D. multimeters based on the ICL7106. A 4066 is used to generate a square wave with the same frequency as the display, and with a pk-to-pk amplitude defined by the internal 2.8V reference of the 7106. A second 4066 forms a full-wave synchronic rectifier. One inverter is required and is formed by an exclusive-OR gate because three gates are needed to drive the decimal points.

The circuit uses precision shunt resistors and offers good linearity up to about 10µF. Beyond this value the linearity deteriorates rapidly because the capacitor no longer has time to charge or discharge completely during each half cycle. The 7106 operates on the dual-slope principle and, for correct operation, the clock frequency should be adjusted or crystal controlled to reject mains pickup by making the integration interval an integer number of mains cycles. An important advantage of this circuit is that ripple, at twice the backplane frequency, across the 150µF capacitor is automatically rejected in the same way. However, the backplane frequency should be several Hertz removed from the mains frequency to prevent a LF beat which would cause fluctuations of the capacitance reading. The clock frequencies listed below provide good stability, even when unscreened test leads are used.

J. B. Cole

Houston

Texas

- Mains
  - Frequency: 50Hz
  - Clock frequency: 40kHz
  - Backplane frequency: 62.5Hz
- Readings
  - 50Hz: sec^{-1} 3.1
  - 40kHz: sec^{-1} 2.5
Video-line trigger
An individual video line or group of lines can be displayed on an oscilloscope by using this simple trigger circuit. The 550 monostable is triggered by a frame pulse derived from the mixed syncs, and generates a pulse of up to 20ms. The flip-flop synchronizes the end of this pulse with the next line sync, pulse to prevent display jitter. Current consumption is typically 30mA.

P. Newman and M. Tierney
Southern General Hospital
Glasgow

Efficient c.d.i. system
This capacitor-discharge ignition system is based on R. M. Carter's transistor converter. Circuit ideas, Nov. 1975. Tr 2 is biased on by current through R 5 , which causes collector current to pass through the primary winding of Tr 1 . Positive feedback from the secondary winding increases the collector current which causes collector current to pass through R 4 to operate Tr 2 on, which then inhibits Tr 1 .
The discharge circuit uses a conventional thyristor design. D 3 , C 3 and R 7 form a debounce circuit, and R 7 can also act as a rev. limiter. Because the current through C 3 is sufficient to switch Tr 3 on, which inhibits Tr 1 .

W. K. Todd
Colchester
Essex

Decimal to binary conversion
If it is necessary or convenient to load data via thumbwheel switches, this circuit provides a cheap method of conversion provided numbers from 0 to 99 are sufficient. The units thumbwheel is an ordinary b.c.d. type, and the tens thumbwheel is a decimal output version. Each decade feeds the appropriate number into the binary adders, which can be c.m.o.s. or t.t.l.

1. H. Math
Aberdeen
Dunbartonshire

Transistor recorder — 2
Control and timing signals
by G. J. Adams B.Sc., Ph. D.

The logic required for the address counter is shown in Fig. 9. The address lines A 1 to A 8 are set low by the reset button. When the counter is enabled, the address count is from 0 to 255 and IC 3 produces an end signal to mark the end of a single sweep. If the load signal is taken low, the address position to the external address input appears on A 1 to A 8 . Therefore, any memory location can be addressed by an external device.

For normal operation the manual/auto switch is set to the auto position. However, if the contents of the memory used to be examined one word at a time, the manual position is selected. After operation of the reset button, the contents of the turn counter will be displayed on the readout. Operation of the manual clock-switch advances the address by one and displays the contents of the next location.

The circuit shown in Fig. 10 provides timing signals for the sample, a-to-d conversion, word storage sequence and the clock signal required for the address counter. Clock 1 and clock 2 outputs which are t.t.l.-level square-wave signals at the same frequency as the sampling rate, are produced by the voltage-controlled function generator IC 30 . Five overlapping frequency ranges are provided and variation within each range is achieved by adjusting a 2kΩ potentiometer which is calibrated from 1 to 11 . Frequency variation is roughly linear with potentiometer variation, and a ten-turn potentiometer with a turns counter was used in the prototype. The low-frequency limit is adjusted first by setting the turns counter to 1 and setting the potentiometer to give the correct frequency. The upper line is set by turning the potentiometer to 10 and adjusting R 12 to give the correct frequency. The 470 Ω potentiometer may require trimming due to stray capacitance.

A separate +15V regulator supplies the oscillator l.c. to prevent modulation of the main +15V line by the clock. This additional regulator also improves the stability of the clock frequency. The main power supply in Fig. 11 uses two regulators to provide four supply rails.

Increasing the memory
If a larger memory is required, additional stages must be incorporated into the address counter so that the extra memory locations can be addressed. For example, if a third 74193 counter is connected to IC 31 , in the same way as IC 30 is connected to IC 31 , then 12 bits will be available which can address up to 4096 memory locations. IC 31 will need additional inputs so that the end output is in the low state only when the last memory location is addressed.

If pairs of 256 x 4-bit memory blocks are used to construct an 8-bit memory, the addresses of the memory blocks can then be driven by the outputs of a decoder whose inputs are the address lines of the additional counter stages. The decoding logic ensures that only one pair of memory blocks is active at a time. An alternative scheme, which is more expensive but reduces the amount of wiring required, is to use 1024 x 4-bit memory blocks.

Operation
To operate the transistor recorder, select auto mode and push the reset button. For recording, select a suitable input sensitivity and sampling frequency, and operate the arm button. In this state the input is continually sampled and the digital word is displayed by the l.e.d.s. With no input present, the a-to-d converter's full range can be observed by adjusting the offset control. With an input signal connected, the recorder is triggered manually or by a 5V high-tolow edge at the trigger input. Triggering may not occur immediately due to the free-running clock, however, it will occur within one sample period and the exact triggering point is identified by a positive edge at the trigger-acknowledge output. Information stored in the first memory location corresponds to the sample taken immediately before this output. Therefore, although the recorder may not trigger immediately, the stored data is valid from receipt of the trigger signal, and in some cases up to a sample period before this. When all of the memory locations have been filled with data, the recording l.e.d turns off.

To display the contents of the memory on an oscilloscope, select repetitive mode and a suitable playback rate, i.e. the sampling frequency. When the analogue output is connected to an oscilloscope, recorded data is displayed as a continuous periodic waveform. To plot the data on a chart recorder, operate the reset button, select the
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Fig. 9. Counter logic controls the 8-bit memory address.
Video-line trigger

An individual video line or group of lines can be displayed on an oscilloscope by using this simple trigger circuit. The 550 monostable is triggered by a frame pulse derived from the mixed sync, and generates a pulse of up to 20ms. The flip-flop synchronizes the end of this pulse with the next line sync, pulse to prevent display jitter. Current consumption is typically 30mA.

P. Newman and M. Tierney
Southern General Hospital
Glasgow

Efficient c.d.i. system

This capacitor-discharge ignition system is based on R. M. Carter’s transistor converter. Circuit ideas, Nov. 1975. Tr1 is biased on by current through R5, which causes collector current to pass through the primary winding of T1. Positive feedback from the secondary winding increases the collector current and, at saturation, insufficient base current turns Tr1 off. Energy stored in the magnetic field of T1 passes through D3 and into C1. This oscillation continues until the charge on C1 is sufficient to switch Tr1 on, which then inhibits Tr1.

The discharge circuit uses a conventional thyristor design. D3, C3 and R4 form a debounce circuit, and R3 can act as a rev. limiter. Because the inverter has a quiescent current of about 75mA, it will happily run from two alkaline cells.

W. K. Todd
Colchester
Essex

Decimal to binary conversion

If it is necessary or convenient to load data via thumbwheel switches, this circuit provides a cheap method of conversion provided numbers from 0 to 99 are sufficient. The units thumbwheel is an ordinary b.c.d. type, and the tens thumbwheel is a decimal output version. Each decade feeds the appropriate number into the binary adders, which can be c.m.o.s. or t.t.l.

J. H. Math
Alexandria
Dunbartonshire

The logic required for the address counter is shown in Fig.9. The address lines A0 to A7 are set low by the reset button. When the counter is enabled, the address counts from 0 to 255 and IC9 produces an end signal to mark the end of a single sweep. If the load signal is taken low, the address position to the external address input appears on A0 to A7. Therefore, any memory location can be addressed by an external device.

For normal operation the manual/auto switch is set to the auto position. However, if the contents of the memory need to be examined word at a time, the manual position is selected. After operation of the reset button, the contents of the words remaining in the memory will be displayed on the readout. Operation of the manual clock-switch advances the address by one and displays the contents of the next location.

The circuit shown in Fig.10 provides timing signals for the sample, a-0-d conversion, word storage sequence and the clock signal required for the address counter. Clock 1 and clock 2 outputs which are t.t.l.-level square-wave signals at the same frequency as the sampling rate, are produced by the voltage-controlled function generator IC9. Five overlapping frequency ranges are provided and variation within each range is achieved by adjusting a 2kilo-potentiometer which is calibrated from 1 to 11. Frequency variation is roughly linear with potentiometer variation, and a ten-turn potentiometer with a turns counter was used in the prototype. The low-frequency limit is adjusted first by setting the turns counter to 1 and setting the potentiometer to give the correct frequency. The upper limit is set by turning the potentiometer to 10 and adjusting R15 to give the correct frequency. The 470 pF capacitor may require trimming due to stray capacitance.

A separate +15V regulator supplies

the oscillator i.e. to prevent modulation of the main +15V line by the clock. This additional regulator also improves the stability of the clock frequency. The main power supply in Fig.11 uses two regulators to provide four supply rails.

Increasing the memory

If a larger memory is required, additional stages must be incorporated in the address counter so that the extra memory locations can be addressed. For example, if a third 74193 counter is connected to IC9, in the same way as IC9 is connected to IC6, then 12 bits will be available which can address up to 4096 memory locations. IC9 will need additional inputs so that the end output is in the low state only when the last memory location is addressed.

If pairs of 256 x 4-bit memory blocks are used to construct an 8-bit memory, the address inputs, data inputs and data output lines should be connected in parallel. The chip-enable and outputenable lines of each pair of memory blocks can then be driven by the outputs of a decoder whose inputs are the address lines of the additional counter stages. The decoding logic ensures that only one pair of memory blocks is active at a time. An alternative scheme, which reduces the amount of wiring required, is to use 1024 x 4-bit memory blocks.

Operation

To operate the transient recorder, select the auto mode and push the reset button. For recording, select a suitable input sensitivity and sampling frequency, and operate the arm button. In this state the input is continually sampled and the digital word is displayed by the l.e.d.s.

With no input present, the a-0-d converter’s full range can be observed by adjusting the offset control. With an input signal connected, the recorder is triggered manually or by a 5V high-to-low edge at the trigger input. Triggering may not occur immediately due to the free-running clock, however, it will occur within one sample period and the exact triggering point is identified by a positive edge at the trigger-acknowledge output. Information stored in the first memory location corresponds to the sample taken immediately before this output. Therefore, although the recorder may not trigger immediately, the stored data is valid from receipt of the trigger signal, and in some cases up to a sample period before this. When all of the memory locations have been filled with data, the recording l.e.d. turns off.

To display the contents of the memory on an oscilloscope, select the repetitive mode and a suitable playback rate, i.e. the sampling frequency. When the analogue output is connected to an oscilloscope, recorded data is displayed as a continuous periodic waveform. To plot the data on a chart recorder, operate the reset button, select the

By G. J. Adams B.Sc., Ph.D.

Transient recorder — 2

Control and timing signals
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Fig. 9. Counter logic controls the 8-bit memory address.
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Designing with microprocessors

4 - The synchronization problem

by D. Zissos and Laurene Valan. Department of Computer Science, University of Calgary, Canada

This article explains the need to synchronize the internal operation of the microprocessor chip with the response of peripherals. Software and hardware methods of doing this are outlined. Their step-by-step implementation will be discussed in later articles.

When data is to be transferred between two devices, the transmitting device, before it outputs the data, must ensure that the receiving device is able to accept it, otherwise the data will be lost. As communicating devices generally operate at different speeds, their operation must be synchronized, if system malfunction due to speed mismatch is to be avoided. The set of circuits and signals used for this purpose are referred to collectively as interfaces. The block diagram of an interface involving two devices, a data source and a data acceptor, is shown in Fig. 1. Its function is to monitor the status signals of the two communicating devices and to generate their command signals in the correct sequence to ensure that they operate in step with each other.

A clear understanding of the synchronization problem and of the available solutions is essential for the design and implementation of microprocessor-based systems, and indeed of any system. We shall start by first describing the nature of the synchronization problem in microprocessor-based systems.

The synchronization problem in microprocessor-based systems is probably best illustrated by considering the steps involved in using a character printer to produce a hard copy of a block of 32 characters stored as bytes in consecutive locations in memory.

When data is to be transferred between two devices, the transmitting device, before it outputs the data, must ensure that the receiving device is able to accept it, otherwise the data will be lost. As communicating devices generally operate at different speeds, their operation must be synchronized, if system malfunction due to speed mismatch is to be avoided. The set of circuits and signals used for this purpose are referred to collectively as interfaces. The block diagram of an interface involving two devices, a data source and a data acceptor, is shown in Fig. 1. Its function is to monitor the status signals of the two communicating devices and to generate their command signals in the correct sequence to ensure that they operate in step with each other.

A clear understanding of the synchronization problem and of the available solutions is essential for the design and implementation of microprocessor-based systems, and indeed of any system. We shall start by first describing the nature of the synchronization problem in microprocessor-based systems.

The synchronization problem in microprocessor-based systems is probably best illustrated by considering the steps involved in using a character printer to produce a hard copy of a block of 32 characters stored as bytes in consecutive locations in memory.

A simplified block diagram showing the flow of information through a microprocessor chip is shown in Fig. 2(a). The routing of the data through the microprocessor chip, instead of transmitting it directly to the printer, allows such functions as code conversion, formatting, parity checking and so on, to be performed on the data prior to printing. If no processing is required, a direct link (d.m.a. link) between memory and printer may be established, as we shall discuss in a future article.

The operation of our system, which consists of fetching each byte from memory into the microprocessor chip and printing it, is shown in Fig. 2(b). The flowchart of the software required to fetch and print each byte is shown in Fig. 3. Its implementation in the case of the Motorola 6800 (see instruction set in Appendix), is shown overhead.

Reference to the manufacturer's manual (1)* indicates that the execution time of a fetch/print loop (statements in locations 0005 to 000F) requires 24 machine cycles. If we assume the execution time of a machine cycle to be around 1µs, the characters will be output to the printer at the rate of around 40,000 per second -- far too fast for character printers, which typically will be operating at 30 characters per second. The outputting of data to the printer faster than it can accept will clearly result in a large proportion of it getting lost. It is therefore necessary for the designer not to output a character to the printer until it is ready to accept it. The most straight-forward, but the following pre-cautions should be noted.

If a metal case is used it should be connected to earth supply leads, including. Suitable l.e.d. types are available such as the TIL311 which can be driven directly by the data-output lines.

*See also Appendix

---

Fig. 1. Block diagram of an interface.

Fig. 2. Block diagrams showing (a) data flow and (b) fetch/print cycle.

---

single-sweep mode and a low playback rate suitable for the response time of the chart recorder.

Operation of the trigger button then produces a single sweep of the memory contents.

If the recorder is armed unintentionally the reset button can be used, but memory location 0 will have become contaminated.

Fig. 12 shows an input and output triangle waveform of the recorder and illustrates the smoothing effect obtained by switching in the low-pass filter. If a hexadecimal display is required, suitable i.e.d. types are available such as the TIL311 which can be driven directly by the data-output lines.

---

Fig. 10. Clock and timing circuits provide signals for sampling, a-to-d conversion and storage.

Fig. 11. Power supply. The L129 regulator should be mounted on a heatsink, and a toroidal transformer is recommended.

---
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single-sweep mode and a low playback rate suitable for the response time of the chart recorder. Operation of the trigger button then produces a single sweep of the memory contents.

If the recorder is armed unintentionally the reset button can be used, but memory location 0 will have become contaminated.

Fig. 12 shows an input and output triangle waveform of the recorder and illustrates the smoothing effect obtained by switching in the low-pass filter. Fig. 13 shows a pressure impulse received by a microphone from a loudspeaker. This excitation pulse was obtained from a generator triggered by the trigger acknowledge output of the transient recorder.

Construction of this design is straightforward, but the following precautions should be noted. If a metal case is used it should be connected to earth and also to 0V from the power supply. Even with a low-field transformer, mains-frequency voltages are induced, in the chassis, so it is worthwhile to isolate the earth side of the a.c. input socket from the main chassis and connect it to the 0V rail of the input amplifier. This ensures that voltages induced in the chassis do not appear in series with the input signal. Because BNC sockets were used on the prototype, it was found more convenient to isolate the front panel. Separate power supply leads, including 0V, should be used for each board, with connections made to busbars on the power supply board. If a hexadecimal display is required, suitable I.E. types are available such as the TIL311 which can be driven directly by the data-output lines.

This article explains the need to synchronize the internal operation of the microprocessor chip with the responses of peripherals. Software and hardware methods of doing this are outlined. Their step-by-step implementation will be discussed in later articles.

When data is to be transferred between two devices, the transmitting device, before it outputs the data, must ensure that the receiving device is able to accept it, otherwise the data will be lost. As communicating devices generally operate at different speeds, their operation must be synchronized, if system malfunction due to speed mismatch is to be avoided. The set of circuits and signals used for this purpose are referred to collectively as interfaces. The block diagram of an interface involving two devices, a data source and a data acceptor, is shown in Fig. 1. Its function is to monitor the status signals of the two communicating devices and to generate their command signals in the correct sequence to ensure that they operate in step with each other. In practice an interface accepts external signals for such purposes as initiating a data transfer, putting the system on alert, and so on.

A clear understanding of the synchronization problem and of the available solutions is essential for the design and implementation of microprocessor-based systems, and indeed of any system. We shall start by first describing the nature of the synchronization problem in microprocessor-based systems.

The synchronization problem in microprocessor-based systems is probably best illustrated by considering the steps involved in using a character printer to produce a hard copy of a block of 32 characters stored as bytes in consecutive locations in memory. A simplified block diagram showing the flow of information through a microprocessor chip is shown in Fig. 2(a). The routing of the data through the microprocessor chip, instead of transmitting it directly to the printer, allows such functions as code conversion, formatting, parity checking and so on, to be performed on the data prior to printing.

If no processing is required, a direct link (d.m.a. link) between memory and printer may be established, as we shall discuss in a future article.

The operation of our system, which consists of fetching each byte from memory into the microprocessor chip and printing it, is shown in Fig. 2(b). The flowchart of the software required to fetch and print each byte is shown in Fig. 3. Its implementation in the case of the Motorola 6800 (see instruction set in Appendix), is shown overhead.

Reference to the manufacturer's manual (1) indicates that the execution time of a fetch/print loop (statements in locations 0000 to 000F) requires 24 machine cycles. If we assume the execution time of a machine cycle to be around 1 μs, the characters will be output to the printer at the rate of around 40,000 per second — far too fast for character printers, which typically will be operating at 30 characters per second. The outputting of data to the printer faster than it can accept will clearly result in a large proportion of it getting lost. It is therefore necessary for the designer not to output a character to the printer until it is ready to accept it. The most straight-
## Implementation of Fig. 3 processes in Motorola 6800

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hex address</th>
<th>Hex listing</th>
<th>Mnemonics</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0000</td>
<td>C5</td>
<td>LDX #14350</td>
<td>Load the index register with the initial memory block address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0001</td>
<td>03</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0002</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0003</td>
<td>06</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0004</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0005</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>LDA B 12</td>
<td>Load the block length (hex 20 = decimal 32) into accumulator B. hex 12 = decimal 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0006</td>
<td>08</td>
<td>BEO L2</td>
<td>Go to L2 if acc. B is zero</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0007</td>
<td>A6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0008</td>
<td>00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0009</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>STAA 50400</td>
<td>Load the next byte to be printed into acc. A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>000A</td>
<td>04</td>
<td>INX</td>
<td>Increment the memory block address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>000B</td>
<td>08</td>
<td>DECB</td>
<td>Decrement the memory block length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>000C</td>
<td>F6</td>
<td>BRA L1</td>
<td>Go to L1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>000D</td>
<td>2D</td>
<td>SWI</td>
<td>End of interrupt (swi)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Software wait is implemented by means of a programming loop during which the status of the printer is read into the microprocessor chip and tested. If the printer is found to be busy, the process is repeated. When the printer becomes ready (indicated by its status signals), the microprocessor exits the software wait loop, as shown in Fig. 5. Note that the wait loop may be entered either before or after the print operation.

The step-by-step implementation of microprocessor-based systems using software wait will be discussed in the next article.

---

### Appendix: Motorola 6800 instruction set

(continued on next page)

---

### Fig. 5. Flowcharts of software wait loops (a) with wait loop entered before print operation, (b) entered after print operation.

### Fig. 4. Stretched fetch/print cycle.

### Fig. 6. Flowcharts of hardware wait loops implemented (a) before and (b) after print operations.

---
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forward method is to stretch the fetch/print cycle in Fig. 4. This delay can be implemented using either software or hardware; in the first case we shall refer to it as software wait and in the second case as hardware wait.

Software wait is implemented by means of a programming loop during which the status of the printer is read into the microprocessor chip and tested. If the printer is found to be busy, the process is repeated. When the printer becomes ready (indicated by its status signals), the microprocessor exits the software wait loop, as shown in Fig. 5. Note that the wait loop may be entered either before or after the print operation. The step-by-step implementation of microprocessor-based systems using software wait will be discussed in the next article.

---

### Implementation of Fig. 3 processes in Motorola 6800

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hex address</th>
<th>Hex listing</th>
<th>Mnemonics</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0000 C8</td>
<td>LDX # 4'350</td>
<td>LDA 00H</td>
<td>Load the index register with the initial memory block address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0001 03</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0002 50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0003 96</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0004 20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0005 27</td>
<td></td>
<td>BEQ L2</td>
<td>Load the block length (hex 20) into accumulator B - hex 20 = decimal 32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0006 08</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Go to L2 if acc. B is zero</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0007 A6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0008 00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0009 87</td>
<td></td>
<td>STA A</td>
<td>Print the byte to be printed into acc. A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>000A 04</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>000B 00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>000C 08</td>
<td></td>
<td>INX</td>
<td>Increment the memory block address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>000D 9A</td>
<td></td>
<td>DECB</td>
<td>Decrement the memory block address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>000E 00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>000F 9F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2:0010 3F</td>
<td></td>
<td>SWI</td>
<td>Go to L1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### Appendix: Motorola 6800 instruction set

(continued on next page)
remains in a wait state indefinitely. The wait state is entered by pulling a specified pin on an m.p.u. high or low.

Examples: Pulling pin 23 low puts the Intel 8080 into the wait state, and pulling it high brings it out of the wait state — see Fig. 3 in article 1.

In the case of the Motorola 6800 the wait state is entered at the end of the current instruction by pulling pin 2 low.

Pulling pin 2 high brings it out of the wait state. The Intel 8085 uses pin 35 in the same way as pin 23 is used in the case of the Intel 8080.


Design and implementation of test-and-ship systems will be the subject of the next article.

Table above is continuation of the Appendix.

Fig. 1. Sheffield terminal's 8-bit dish antenna with 4GHz feed in position. Fig. 2. 4GHz head unit. The GaAs f.e.t. stage is mounted near the top. Fig. 3. 11-12GHz feed system mounted at the prime focus point.
Hardware wait is implemented by causing the microprocessor chip to enter into an idle state, during which all the microprocessor activities are suspended without turning off the clock. As in the case of the software wait, the hardware wait may be implemented either before or after the print operation — see Fig. 6.

We shall refer to the idling state as a wait state. The microprocessor may remain in a wait state indefinitely. The wait state is entered by pulling a specified pin on an M.U. high or low.

Examples. Pulling pin 23 low puts the Intel 8080 in the wait state, and pulling it high brings it out of the wait state — see Motorola 768, Fig. 3 in article 1.

In the case of the Motorola 6800 the wait state is entered at the end of the current instruction by pulling pin 2 low.

Pulling pin 2 high brings it out of the wait state. The Intel 8085 uses pin 35 in the same way as pin 23 is used in the case of the Intel 8080.


Design and implementation of test-and-shift systems will be the subject of the next article.

Development of the author's satellite terminal started in 1975 with the introduction of instructional TV broadcasting to villages in India. The results of his original experiments were published in March 1976. This article describes how the terminal has been modified to receive microwave transmissions, and shows a selection of the author's more recent results.

During 1975 NASA's ATS-6 began a one-year S I T E experiment of instructional TV broadcasting to village communities in India. As the transmissions were at 560 MHz in the familiar U.H.F. broadcast band, the signals did not need specialized reception techniques, but just a suitable antenna, low noise amplifier and TV receiver equipped with a wideband FM demodulator. The SITE broadcasts began in August 1976, and ATS-6 was manoeuvred westward to a new geostationary location over the Pacific Ocean, out of sight of the UK, for further experiments with US terminals. Since I had been inspired by the ATS results, I was now eager to receive more satellite TV broadcasts. The USSR had a system known as Orbita which used Molniya satellites in 63° inclined orbits, but information was sparse. The Molniya-1 series used frequencies around 1000 MHz, and the locus of possible apogees (Molniyas were activated for a six-hour period around apogee, when their orbital characteristics made them appear almost stationary in the northern sky) arc northwards to east and west of a point almost overhead. Signals were received, but they carried F.A. data at a low bit-rate. It appeared that the Orbita TV service had been transferred to the Molniya-2 and -3 series, with downlinks in the 4.6 GHz band. At around this time there was news of Russian TV broadcasting tests from one of their first geostationary satellites, Skran, or Stations-7. The e.i.r.p. was quoted as 56.6dBW at 7165 MHz, but the satellite's longitude of 99° E put it well outside the eastern horizon.

It became clear that the best results would be achieved in the microwave part of the spectrum and that 3.7 to

Table above is continuation of the Appendix.
4.2GHz should be explored. The 5ft mesh dish used for ATS-6 was discarded, and I obtained a surplus 8ft solid-surface paraboloid, originally used for terrestrial radio links in the 7GHz region. To resolve pictures from the signals available on 4GHz, an overall system noise temperature of better than 400°K was required. The dish was fitted with a circular polarisation antenna feed, made from a piece of 2in. copper pipe, carrying the downconverter, a low-noise amplifier constructed from two HSN70101 devices on a microstrip, and 25dB of wideband u.h.f. i.f. amplification. The amplifier was included so that signals could be carried 50ft to the house without significant breakthrough of local u.h.f. vhf broadcast stations. The second converter was installed in the house together with the remainder of the receiver. A modified Vircap u.h.f. tv tuner was used, as for ATS-6, but with facilities for inserting sync., phase-locked to the transmitted signal, and for re-scanning narrow-band sync. pulse demodulators.

The receiver was aimed at the sun and aligned for maximum solar noise. A figure of 3.5dB above clear sky was achieved on the first day which, with an assumed value for solar noise flux of $8 \times 10^{-11} \text{W/m}^2/\text{Hz}$, translated to a G/T of 12.6dB/°K. This gave a predicted overall receiver noise figure of about 3.5dB, which was later confirmed by comparing ground noise with sky noise. When the antenna beam was lowered onto the geostationary orbit area, my efforts were rewarded by the appearance of RTVE's (Spain) first channel programme, via the leased half-transponder 6 of the new Intelsat-1VA (F2) at 29.5°W. This Canary Islands relay is 700 miles above the equator.

During the last three years the Soviet Union has begun to establish Intersputnik, a rival system to Intelsat, with 4GHz downlink satellites in geostationary orbit over the three main ocean regions. To date, two types of satellite have been launched. The Raduga (Rainbow) class, which carries a single tv channel and appear to be similar to the Molniya-3 type, and the Gorizont (Horizon) class with 5 or 6 tv channels in the 360 to 4000 MHz range. Their orbital stations are assigned Stationary numbers so the 14°W Atlantic slot, for instance, carried Stationary-4, is currently occupied by spacecraft Gorizont-2. Two channels on this satellite use higher power or spot beams and radiate almost 100m (in this direction) above the standard USSR 4GHz e.i.r.p. of about 28dBW. Stationary-4 is the most powerful satellite at this frequency, and can be received even with an indoor antenna.

As the accompanying photographs show, results have been improved since the early tests, due partly to the use of a Pleiades gallium arsenide f.e.t., type GAT, reduced the 4GHz system noise temperature to 185°K, a 3dB improvement in sensitivity.

Results have been further improved by the addition of another GaAs f.e.t. stage, a HFET-2202 device from Hewlett Packard. This half-micron gate length f.e.t has a noise figure only slightly above 1dB, and should produce a receiver noise temperature close to 100°K.

Fig. 9. Soviet tv received November 1979. News and information programme "Vremya". Stationary-4, channel 5, 3875 MHz, e.i.r.p. about 45dBW, c/n density 185dBHz.
Fig. 10. Italian tv via Sirio received January 1980. Carrier noise density about 65dBHz.
4.2GHz should be explored. The 5ft mesh dish used for ATS-6 was discarded, and I obtained a surplus 8ft solid-surface paraboloid, originally used for terrestrial radio links in the 7GHz region. To resolve pictures from the signals available on 4GHz, an overall system noise temperature of better than 400K was required. The dish was fitted with a circular polarisation antenna feed, made from a piece of 2in. copper pipe, carrying the downconverter, a low-noise amplifier constructed from two HSTR-101 devices on a microstrip, and 25dB of wideband u.h.f. i.f. amplification. The amplifier was included so that signals could be carried 50ft to the house without significant breakdown of local u.h.f. i.f. synchronisation. A modulated Varicap u.h.f. tv tuner was used, as for ATS-6, but with facilities for reinserting sync, phase-locked to the output of an independently-tuned narrow-band sync pulse demodulator.

The receiver was aimed at the sun and adjusted for maximum solar noise. A figure of 3.5dB above clear sky was achieved in the first day which, with an assumed value for solar noise flux of 8 \times 10^{-5} W/m^2/Hz, translated to a G/T of 12.6dB/K. This gave a predicted overall receiver noise figure of about 3.5dB, which was later confirmed by comparing ground noise with sky noise. When the antenna beam was lowered onto the geostationary orbit arc, my efforts were rewarded by the appearance of RTVE's (Spain) first television programme via the leased half-transponder 6 of the new Intelsat-IVA (F2) at 29.5°W. This Canary Islands relay is at present carried on the Major Path 1 Intelsat at 34.5°W. Since receiving RTVE, many other 4GHz satellite tv downlinks have been observed. In addition to carrying the world news and sports events, many nations lease capacity on the Intelsat system for their own use, such as internal tv distribution from studio centres to transmitters, and tv relay to overseas territories. Because Intelsat's constitution precludes broadcasting activities, reception of their transmissions by private terminals can only be made for experimental purposes to prove equipment performance. However, a rather different situation exists in the USA where a private terminal beam is taking place. Home use of the common carrier traffic on domestic communications satellites is permitted, provided the programme supplier's permission is obtained. For about $3000 a person can purchase the principal elements of a 10ft satellite terminal, and have access to around 30 full-time tv channels without the video and colour distortions which occur on long distance terrestrial distribution.

During the last three years the Soviet Union has begun to establish International, a rival system to Intelsat, with 4GHz downlink satellites in geostationary orbit over the three main ocean regions. To date, two types of satellite have been launched. The Raduga (Rainbow) class, which carry a single tv channel and appear to be similar to the Molniya-3 type, and the Gorizont (Horizon) class with 5 or 8 tv channels in the 3650 to 4000 MHz range. Their orbital stations are assigned Stationsar numbers so the receiver can be switched to the correct one. An early test, due partly to the use of a phased array antenna fed by a 14W Atlantic slot for instance, called Stationsar-4, is currently occupied by spacecraft Gorizont-2. Two channels on this satellite use higher power or spot beams and radiate almost 10dB (in this direction) above the standard USSR 4GHz e.i.r.p. of about 28dBW. Stationsar-4 is the most powerful satellite at this frequency, and can be received even with an indoor antenna.

As the accompanying photographs show, results have been improved since the early tests, due partly to the use of another GaAs f.e.t. at the receiving end, a 3dB improvement in sensitivity. Results have been further improved by the addition of another GaAs f.e.t. stage, a HFET-2202 device from Hewlett Packard. This half-micron gate length f.e.t. has a noise figure only slightly above 1dB, and should produce a receiver noise temperature close to 100K.
part of the 4GHz band between 3.85 and 4.2GHz while a Russian Molniya satellite was being received. The level read from left to right and frequency from top to bottom of the screen.

Later this year the first Intelsat V should be launched for operation over the Atlantic with 4 and 11GHz downlink transponders. The first Soviet "Louch" 11-12GHz spacecraft is also anticipated. Both satellites will have high e.i.r.p. to allow for periods of high attenuation caused by atmospheric water vapour in the downlink path, and should be easy to receive in clear weather. Within three or four years Europe may have direct TV broadcasting satellites, and the development of comparatively low-cost terminals for home use will take place.

Plessey and Mullard (Philips) are already working on monolithic low-noise downconverters on gallium arsenide chips. The Japanese "Broadcasting Satellites for Experimental Purposes". It is anticipated that the European broadcasting satellites will operate with an e.i.r.p. 15 or 20dB higher than OTS. This should allow reception at the Sheffield terminal, even though their beams will not be directed at the UK.
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Acoustically small loudspeaker

To reduce colouration and cabinet resonances, the mid-range and high-frequency drivers of this active crossover design are mounted in an oblate cylinder, made of modelling clay. The enclosures are operated below lowest resonance, and the unusual shape gives an exceptionally solid stereo image.

Floppy disc store

Because most home computers use audio cassettes for storing information, the location and transfer of data is very slow. Our floppy disc system comprises a controller and an 8in drive, which can store 400K bytes and transfer data at 500 bytes per second. The disc store has been designed by John Adams for the Wireless World scientific computer, but can be adapted for other systems bases on the Z80.

Frequency meter for radio receivers

A versatile digital frequency meter, usable from low frequencies to V.H.F. with a pre-scaler, and primarily intended for use in radio receivers to identify stations. John Linsley Hood has avoided the large-scale chips and, with the aim of achieving a more flexible design, has used c.m.o.s. logic, together with low-power Schotky elements.
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With the launch of the European Space Agency’s OTS satellite in May 1978, I decided to explore a new satellite TV frequency band of 11-12GHz. The sub-bands in this region were destined for future direct-broadcast international and domestic systems in the 11-12GHz band, and provide the new regional (ECS) system for Europe as well as the allocations already made at WARC-77 for satellite TV broadcast downlinks. A second region was destined to ease the congestion experienced by sub-bands in this region were destined for future direct-broadcast international and domestic systems in the 11-12GHz band to be tuned for any part of the frequency spectrum from left to right and frequency from top to bottom of the screen.

Later this year the first Intelsat V should be launched for operation over the Atlantic with 4 and 11GHz downlink transponders. The first Soviet “Lorutch” 11-12GHz spacecraft is also anticipated.
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The 11MHz to 12GHz band was built around the feed horn, which was made capable of handling either linear (plane) or circular polarisation. The downconverter comprises a single unbalanced diode mixer in stripline, with a Gunn device in a coaxial cavity as the local oscillator. To improve performance, GaAs f.e.t. stages in microstrip construction were subsequently added. Mid-band noise temperature of the 11-12GHz system is around 47°C and, with an antenna gain of around 47dB, this gives a G/T of 25dB/°K (clear sky) washdown system which enables a G/T of 25dB/°K (clear sky) with an antenna gain of around 47dB, this gives a G/T of 25dB/°K (clear sky) with an antenna gain of around 47dB, this gives a G/T of 25dB/°K (clear sky) with an antenna gain of around 47dB, this gives a G/T of 25dB/°K (clear sky) with an antenna gain of around 47dB, this gives a G/T of 25dB/°K (clear sky)...

The Italian experimental satellite Plessey and Mullard (Philips) are already working on monolithic low-noise downconverters on gallium arsenide chips. The Japanese already have 12GHz home terminals for the Japanese Experimental satellites will operate with an e.i.r.p. 15 dB above that provided by the WARC satellite, which is 13 dB.

The next section of this article will be devoted to the caption on the picture portion of the video signal, which may still exceed the f.m. density, reducing the bandwidth to 5MHz would only recover a 5dB c/n ratio. Therefore, bandwidth must be set to achieve the greatest possible c/n ratio, and an 8in drive, which can store 400K bytes and transfer data at 500 bytes per second. The disc store has been designed by John Adams for the Wireless World scientific computer, but can be adapted for other systems bases on the Z80.
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Frequency meter for radio receivers

A versatile digital frequency meter, usable from low frequencies to v.h.f. with a pre-scaler, and primarily intended for use in radio receivers to identify stations. John Linseley Hood has avoided the large-scale chips and, with the aim of achieving a more flexible design, has used c.m.o.s. logic, together with low-power Schottky elements.

On sale 17 September

The TM8 is a new autoranging analogue true r.m.s. millivoltmeter with a specified operating range of 10kHz to 1GHz and useful indication of 4MHz. It measures r.f. voltage from 1mV to 3V (or 300V using the 100:1 precision divider) and also has a logarithmic range which spans four decades—useful in setting up tuned circuits. Careful consideration of the circuit design resulted in the use of CMOS low power IC’s for the whole unit only uses five watts of power and has minimal temperature drift as well as high reliability.

The meter is provided with damping so that fast changes in amplitude of the signal can be filtered out without either registering on the meter or on the pen recorder output. This output socket gives a 0 to 1V output for zero to full scale reading on the meter.

Like most Farnell r.f. test gear, the TM8 is b.c.d. programmable and will soon be ‘busable’ using the Farnell Omnibus IEEE488 interface. A final touch of refinement to the design is the ‘hold-reading’ switch on the probe which will, as its name suggests, hold the reading that appears in the meter to within 1% for at least 3 minutes.

The TM8 is supplied complete with probe (integral with input lead) probe to b.c.d. adapter, ‘T’ connector and 100:1 high impedance divider.

Leaflet available.

NEW R.F. MILLIVOLTOMETER
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Graphical communication with microcomputers — 2

Character generation and graphics

by I. H. Witten, M.A., M.Sc., Ph.D., M.I.E.E. Department of Electrical Engineering Science, University of Essex

Dr Witten continues his article on interacting with a microcomputer. This final part goes on with the discussion of raster-scanned displays, finishing with a look at the light-pen and tablet method of input.

Cell-organized displays. To make a display system easily manageable by the programs that generate the pictures, it is necessary to impose a structure on them that allows the raw picture data to be compressed and stored. For example, we saw earlier how line-generating hardware in a point-plotting display processor permits a whole line to be specified by its two end points. The natural structure to impose on a raster-scanned display is a pattern of rectangular cells. Figure 15 shows a 256 × 256 bit-per-point screen, organized as a 32 × 32 array of cells, each one being 8 × 8 dots. There are 64 bits in each cell, so 2^64 possible patterns can occupy one cell alone. However, most of these patterns are unlikely to be used in a simple picture. Suppose we sacrifice flexibility for convenience and low cost by defining a small repertoire — say 256 — of patterns which may occupy each cell. Then to hold the complete set of patterns we need 256 × 8 × 8 bits — 2 Kbytes, and now a particular pattern can be indicated by an 8-bit pattern number. Since there are 32 × 32 cells on the screen, only 1024 of these numbers, or 1 Kbyte, are needed to hold the screen contents. This certainly saves some storage. Previously, 8 Kbytes were needed to hold the screen contents on a bit-per-point basis. Now only 1 Kbyte specifies the screen contents, together with 2 Kbytes for the pattern dictionary. The price paid is heavy, though: only a tiny fraction of possible pictures can be displayed. (You may care to verify that the fraction is 1/2^224, which is small indeed!) But the real advantage is one of convenience: now the computer need only wrestle with a 32 × 32 array of cells instead of a 256 × 256 array of dots. Since its storage and bus structure is in terms of bytes and not bits anyway, it is actually easier to handle cell pattern numbers than individual dots. (Recall the difficulty of generating straight lines on a bit-per-point display.)

Figure 17 shows the connection of a memory-mapped, cell-organized dis-
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Cell-organized displays. To make a display system easily manageable by the programs that generate the pictures, it is necessary to impose a structure on them that allows the raw picture data to be compressed and stored. For example, we saw earlier how line-generating hardware in a point-plotting display processor permits a whole line to be specified by its two end points. The natural structure to impose on a raster-scanned display is a pattern of rectangular cells. Figure 15 shows a $256 \times 256$ bit-per-point screen, organized as a $32 \times 32$ array of cells, each one being $8 \times 8$ dots. There are 64 bits in each cell, so $2^6$ possible patterns can occupy one cell alone. However, most of these patterns are unlikely to be used in a simple picture. Suppose we sacrifice flexibility for convenience and low cost by defining a small repertoire say 256 — of patterns which may occupy each cell. Then to hold the complete set of patterns we need $256 \times 8 \times 8$ bits — 2 Kbytes, and now a particular pattern can be indicated by an 8-bit pattern number. Since there are $32 \times 32 = 1024$ of these numbers, or 1 Kbyte, are needed to hold the screen contents.

This certainly saves some storage. Previously, 8 Kbytes were needed to hold the screen contents on a bit-per-point basis. Now only 1 Kbyte specifies the screen contents, together with 2 Kbytes for the pattern dictionary. The price paid is heavy, though: only a tiny fraction of possible pictures can be displayed. (You may care to verify that the fraction is $1/2^{224}$, which is small indeed!) But the real advantage is one of convenience: now the computer need only wrestle with a $32 \times 32$ array of cells instead of a $256 \times 256$ array of dots. Since its storage and bus structure is in terms of bytes and not bits anyway, it is actually easier to handle cell pattern numbers than individual dots. (Recall the difficulty of generating straight lines on a bit-per-point display.)

Figure 17 shows the connection of a memory-mapped, cell-organized display interface and scan generator.
play to the computer bus. As with the bit-per-point system of Fig. 13, the display system is called memory-mapped because the screen contents appear to the processor as ordinary store. The connection between the bus and the pattern dictionary is dashed because it is often not there at all; the patterns are fixed and cannot be changed by the processor.

The success of a cell-organized display in practice depends on the match between the patterns in the cells and the kind of pictures that are drawn on the screen. General cell displays which are intended for line drawings have been built, in which the cell repertoire naturally consists of line segments. However, the number of possible line segments through an $8 \times 8$ dot cell is unreasonably large, and rotational and axial symmetry is called into play to reduce this excessive size. Then, the display interface must be able to perform rotation and symmetry transformations, and become a display processor which treats the screen contents more as a program than as a list of pattern numbers. This parallels precisely the development of the display processor for point-printing displays.

Let us instead examine some rather less ambitious pattern repertoires for cell-organized displays.

Character generation. One obvious use for the standardized display alphabets is to show text. Cell-organized character displays are called v.d.u.s (visual display units) — a name unfortunate to use, because it gives no indication that only characters can be shown. The screen of Fig. 15 can accommodate 32 lines of 24 characters; each one being on an $8 \times 8$ grid. Of course, space must be left between neighbouring characters and between successive lines, so the actual character density is rather low.

Character storage. A $7 \times 5$ dot matrix is quite adequate for upper-case characters, digits, and some special symbols. The standard for lower-case character upper-case alphabet is shown in Fig. 18, along with the characters that augment it to the standard 96-character upper- and lower-case alphabet. Although lower-case characters can be written satisfactorily with a $7 \times 5$ matrix, five of them — j, p, q, and y — have tails which should be curved and blended in if transmission is to be properly. This needs a $9 \times 5$ dot matrix with any one character occupying either the upper or the lower $7 \times 5$ section; this works because there aren't any characters with both descenders and "risers." Higher-quality text can be obtained with a $11 \times 7$ matrix, with any given character occupying either the upper or lower $9 \times 7$ section. The possibilities are summarized in Fig. 19, where a dotted outline shows the cell containing the character, including inter-character and inter-line space, and the solid line shows the actual size of the characters.

Read-only memory chips with the character patterns already in them are available in a variety of manufacture. When addressed with the ASCII code of a character, the appropriate dot pattern appears on the output pins. The address of a particular row of dots is usually provided to the character generator by the bits comprising only that row that appear at the output. Thus, with 15 characters of $7 \times 5$ dots each 8 bits are required to address a particular row of a character and there are 8 output pins giving the dots in that row. This arrangement is especially suited to raster-scan displays, because one line of the raster is generated at a time. In some character generators, the action of "lowering" the characters with descenders must be done externally to the chip, the user providing circuitry to detect these five bits and adjust the character accordingly. The amount of storage required in a character generator, therefore, can be very small. For a typical character, the user needs 512 words of 8 bits to produce the 64-character upper-case alphabet.

A $128 \times 256$ screen accommodates 32 lines of characters if the character cell is $8 \times 8$, 21 lines of 42 characters if it is $12 \times 8$, and only 17 lines of 28 characters if it is $15 \times 9$. All of these sizes are denoted in a "bit-joey" small as a typical printed book page. A normal sheet of typed paper can comfortably hold about 57 lines of 80 characters, so the full $80 \times 80$ display would require a 644 $\times 480$ screen, which is not possible within the British 625-line standard. Many displays will have a maximum with about 24 full-length lines of 80 characters, which is only a 640 $\times 480$ screen. There is currently a great deal of commercial interest in high-quality v.d.u.s and special high-resolution displays are being built for them, but they don't have the advantage of the mass TV market to bring down the price. However, it is worth noting that a 112-line high-resolution graphics system is under development in Japan, which should accommodate up to 75 lines of high-quality graphics, with a $11 \times 15$ character cell ($17 \times 25$ cell).

The v.d.u.s are not in general, memory-mapped. It is far more convenient, with the current state of the art, to type his text as a linear string, sending one character at a time to the display device. Usually the processor reads the character from a parallel-to-serial converter attached to the bus, as shown in Fig. 20. The v.d.u. must provide the store for the screen contents, but this only needs one byte per character displayed — say 2 bytes for 24 lines by 80 characters. In fact, local storage is sometimes provided for a good deal more than this, so that the v.d.u. can retain several screens of text and you can look back to see what was presented a few moments ago.

The v.d.u. itself has to decide what to do when the screen fills up. A scrolling feature is almost universally provided, where the entire screen contents may move up as necessary. Continuous rapid jumping of the text is irritating and tiring for the reader, and so several lines are scrolled at a time. Smooth scrolling, where the contents move up a dot at a time rather than jumping whole lines is unfortunately rather rare at present, although it does not cause any particular technical problems. Other features which are often provided are blinking of the text on the selected area of screen, reverse video (black text on a white background), half-intensity or double-intensity display, and underlining of parts of the text. These options are set on and off by special character codes (ASCII 00000000-00111111) and sent down the line as part of the text, which can unfortunately alter all subsequent characters if a text character is corrupted by noise into a control character.

One really useful feature is the ability to provide the current position on the screen, so that characters to be sent in any point on the screen may be properly typed. The ability to show the position of the "cursor" is usually made on the screen at the current writing position, and any input typed on the keyboard appears at the cursor position which is moved along with each successive character. Thus, a questionnaire can be displayed and the cursor moved to the places where the user enters his answers. Straining him to write in the space provided, Cursor control is provided by a special character which signals the v.d.u. to interpret the next character as a cursor control character. Thus, that it reinstates the flexibility of a memory-mapped display where a character can be placed at any position of the screen.

Most v.d.u.s operate at speeds up to 9600 baud. Unlike printers, no extra effort is needed to make a v.d.u. go fast. 9600 baud allows all full-size 80 characters to be sent in 2 seconds, which is certainly a comfortably rapid rate. However, people read faster than this — how quickly do you read The Bell Telephone Journal? — but the transmission speed is limited by the speed of the data input. If you want to do any kind of word processing, the v.d.u. should be able to type clearly at the speed of the human voice.

Limited graphics. Pressure to provide limited graphics facilities based on inexpensive raster-scanned displays has come from two directions: home computers and the teletext and viewdata information services. The character-generating read-only memories of most home computers contain an assortment of graphic symbols to draw primitive pictures, Figure 21, for example, shows the 64 symbols of PET, a typical low-priced domestic computer. In order that these symbol symbols can abut to form pictures, the inter-word and inter-character spaces are determined by the character generator and not provided by external hardware. As in most v.d.u.s, PET uses an 8 x 8 cell. The standard 64-character upper-case alphabet of Fig. 18 is provided, together with the 64 graphic symbols or the lower-case letters — software can select which of these latter groups is used. Some of the graphics reflect the game-playing orientation of PET, but the lack of coherent structure of the other makes constructing appropriate pictures or charts a rather tedious task. There is no standardization of graphic alphabets in the home computer industry.

Teletext. The teletext scheme for broadcast information defines a graphics standard, and is it possible that this might spread to the microcomputer industry. It uses 64 codes in a systematic way to provide a refinement of its basic cell of 24 x 40 character grid. Each cell is split into the six regions shown in Fig. 22, and a 6-bit word specifies a different shade of white and black ones. Thus, an effective 72 x 80 grid is available for graphics, and the picture of Fig. 6 gives an example of the resolution obtained. The teletext cell is not square but has 10 x 8 dots, with a 9 x 5 upper-and-lower-case character matrix. The problem of dividing a cell 10 rows high into three sections for the graphic symbols is a continuing challenge for teletext receiver designers! Teletext also has a defined protocol for coping with colour displays by inserting colour-change control characters into the text stream.

User-defined graphics. An unusual and interesting limited graphics facility is provided in the Sorcerer home computer. 256 character code words can be used instead of the usual 64 or 96. Of these, 128 correspond to the standard pattern, which include the 96-character basic alphabet of Fig. 18 together with 32 extra codes. For the others, the character-generating memory can be altered by the processor, so that the user can create his own graphic symbols. Since the character matrix is 8 x 8, 8 bytes serve to define one character,
Fig. 19. Common character sizes.

Character generation. One obvious use for the 32 x 12 characters is to show text. Cell-organized character displays are called v.d.u.s (visual display units) - a name fortunate to be chosen because it gives no indication that only characters can be shown. The screen of Fig. 15 can accommodate 32 lines of 32 characters each, one being on an 8 x 8 grid. Of course, space must be left between neighboring characters and between successive lines, so the actual character storage is really much smaller.

Character storage. A 7 x 5 dot matrix is quite adequate for upper-case characters, digits, and some special symbols. A standard 32 x 12 character upper-case alphabet is shown in Fig. 18, along with the characters that augment it to the 96-character upper- and lower-case alphabet. Although lower-case characters can be written satisfactorily on a 7 x 5 matrix, five of them - e, f, g, p, and t - have tails which should not be mixed up if the printout is to be legible. This needs a 9 x 5 dot matrix, which is shown in Fig. 19.

Read-only memory chips with the character patterns already in them are available in a variety of manufactur-ers. When addressed with the ASCII code of a character, the appropriate dot pattern appears on the output pins. The address of a particular row of dots is usually provided to the character generator in the form of 5 bits comprising only that row that appear at the output. Thus, with 32 characters of 5 x 7 dots each, 5 bits are required to address a particular row of a character and there are 5 output pins giving the dots in that row. This arrangement is especially suited to raster-scan displays, because one line of the raster is generated at a time. In some character generators, the action of "lowering" and adjusting the mask that goes with descent is done externally to the chip, the user providing circuitry to detect these five bits and adjust the position and intensity accordingly. The amount of storage required in a character generator is considerable. For one 32 x 12 character, the skill must be 512 words of 5 bits to provide the 64-character upper-case alphabet. A 256 x 256 screen accommodates 32 lines of 32 characters if the character cell is 8 x 8, 21 lines of 42 characters if it is 12 x 8, and only 17 lines of 48 characters if it is 15 x 8. All of these sizes are approximately small enough. A normal sheet of typed paper can comfortably hold about 57 lines of 80 characters. To achieve this with a 12 x 8 character as the cursor position. Notice that the character occupying either the upper or the lower 7 x 5 section of a character is corrupted by noise into a control character!

One really useful feature is the ability to "jump" the current position to any point on the screen, so that characters can be placed at any position on the screen. To do this, however, is currently a great deal of noise and adjusting the position accordingly. The amount of storage required in a character generator is considerable. For one 32 x 12 character, the Skill must be 512 words of 5 bits to provide the 64-character upper-case alphabet. A 256 x 256 screen accommodates 32 lines of 32 characters if the character cell is 8 x 8, 21 lines of 42 characters if it is 12 x 8, and only 17 lines of 48 characters if it is 15 x 8. All of these sizes are approximately small enough. A normal sheet of typed paper can comfortably hold about 57 lines of 80 characters. To achieve this with a 12 x 8 character as the cursor position. Notice that the character occupying either the upper or the lower 7 x 5 section of a character is corrupted by noise into a control character!

The v.d.u. must provide store for the screen contents, but this only needs one byte per character displayed - say 2 bytes for 24 lines by 80 characters. In fact, local storage is sometimes provided for a good deal more than this, so that the v.d.u. can retain several screen segments of text and you can look back to see what was presented a few moments ago.

The v.d.u. itself has to decide what to do when the screen fills up. A scrolling feature is almost universally provided, where the entire screen contents move up as necessary. Continuous rapid jumping of the text is irritating and tiring for the reader, and so several lines are scrolled at a time. Smooth scrolling, where the contents move up a dot at a time rather than jumping whole lines is unfortunately rather rare at present, although it does not cause any particular technical problems. Other features which are often provided are blinking of the text on the selected area of screen, reverse video (black text on a white background), half-intensity or double-intensity display, and underlining of parts of the text. These options are normally selected on and off by keys. In some character generators (ASCII codes 00000000-00111111) and is sent down the line as part of the text. In this way, the character set to be displayed is adjusted to the user's requirements.

User-defined graphics. An unusual and interesting limited graphics facility is provided in the Sorector home computer. 256 characters are used instead of the usual 64 or 96. Of these, 128 correspond to the 34-character pattern which include the 96-character basic alphabet of Fig. 18 together with 32 extra symbols. For the others, the character-generating memory can be altered by the user, so that the user can create his own graphic symbols. Since the character matrix is 8 x 8, 8 bytes serve to define one character, directions: home computers and the teletext and viewdata information services. The character-generating read-only memories of most home computers contain an assortment of graphic symbols to draw primitive pictures. Figure 21, for example, shows the 64 symbols of PET, a typical low-priced domestic computer, in order that graphic symbols can be used to form pictures, the inter-word and inter-character spaces are called memory-mapped because it gives no indication that only characters can be shown. The screen of Fig. 15 can accommodate 32 lines of 32 characters each, one being on an 8 x 8 grid. Of course, space must be left between neighboring characters and between successive lines, so the actual character generator is really much smaller.

Character storage. A 7 x 5 dot matrix is quite adequate for upper-case characters, digits, and some special symbols. A standard 32 x 12 character upper-case alphabet is shown in Fig. 18, along with the characters that augment it to the 96-character upper- and lower-case alphabet. Although lower-case characters can be written satisfactorily on a 7 x 5 matrix, five of them - e, f, g, p, and t - have tails which should not be mixed up if the printout is to be legible. This needs a 9 x 5 dot matrix, which is shown in Fig. 19.

Read-only memory chips with the character patterns already in them are available in a variety of manufactur-ers. When addressed with the ASCII code of a character, the appropriate dot pattern appears on the output pins. The address of a particular row of dots is usually provided to the character generator in the form of 5 bits comprising only that row that appear at the output. Thus, with 32 characters of 5 x 7 dots each, 5 bits are required to address a particular row of a character and there are 5 output pins giving the dots in that row. This arrangement is especially suited to raster-scan displays, because one line of the raster is generated at a time. In some character generators, the action of "lowering" and adjusting the mask that goes with descent is done externally to the chip, the user providing circuitry to detect these five bits and adjust the position and intensity accordingly. The amount of storage required in a character generator is considerable. For one 32 x 12 character, the skill must be 512 words of 5 bits to provide the 64-character upper-case alphabet. A 256 x 256 screen accommodates 32 lines of 32 characters if the character cell is 8 x 8, 21 lines of 42 characters if it is 12 x 8, and only 17 lines of 48 characters if it is 15 x 8. All of these sizes are approximately small enough. A normal sheet of typed paper can comfortably hold about 57 lines of 80 characters. To achieve this with a 12 x 8 character as the cursor position. Notice that the character occupying either the upper or the lower 7 x 5 section of a character is corrupted by noise into a control character!

One really useful feature is the ability to "jump" the current position to any point on the screen, so that characters can be placed at any position on the screen. To do this, however, is currently a great deal of noise and adjusting the position accordingly. The amount of storage required in a character generator is considerable. For one 32 x 12 character, the Skill must be 512 words of 5 bits to provide the 64-character upper-case alphabet. A 256 x 256 screen accommodates 32 lines of 32 characters if the character cell is 8 x 8, 21 lines of 42 characters if it is 12 x 8, and only 17 lines of 48 characters if it is 15 x 8. All of these sizes are approximately small enough. A normal sheet of typed paper can comfortably hold about 57 lines of 80 characters. To achieve this with a 12 x 8 character as the cursor position. Notice that the character occupying either the upper or the lower 7 x 5 section of a character is corrupted by noise into a control character!

The v.d.u. must provide store for the screen contents, but this only needs one byte per character displayed - say 2 bytes for 24 lines by 80 characters. In fact, local storage is sometimes provided for a good deal more than this, so that the v.d.u. can retain several screen segments of text and you can look back to see what was presented a few moments ago.

The v.d.u. itself has to decide what to do when the screen fills up. A scrolling feature is almost universally provided, where the entire screen contents move up as necessary. Continuous rapid jumping of the text is irritating and tiring for the reader, and so several lines are scrolled at a time. Smooth scrolling, where the contents move up a dot at a time rather than jumping whole lines is unfortunately rather rare at present, although it does not cause any particular technical problems. Other features which are often provided are blinking of the text on the selected area of screen, reverse video (black text on a white background), half-intensity or double-intensity display, and underlining of parts of the text. These options are normally selected on and off by keys. In some character generators (ASCII codes 00000000-00111111) and is sent down the line as part of the text. In this way, the character set to be displayed is adjusted to the user's requirements.

User-defined graphics. An unusual and interesting limited graphics facility is provided in the Sorector home computer. 256 characters are used instead of the usual 64 or 96. Of these, 128 correspond to the 34-character pattern which include the 96-character basic alphabet of Fig. 18 together with 32 extra symbols. For the others, the character-generating memory can be altered by the user, so that the user can create his own graphic symbols. Since the character matrix is 8 x 8, 8 bytes serve to define one character,
and the read-only and writeable parts of the character generator are each 1 Kbyte. The circuitry required to generate characters from a read/write memory is a little more complex than dot in the centre, at different heights. defining eight patterns each with one attentions will occur when the display is enormous, for the segments which are needed in a circular picture.

adding the hardware shown by dashed lines which includes all the line segments which are needed in a particular picture. Or, a Cyrillic alphabet for text in Russian. This combines much of the flexibility of the memory-mapped bit-per-point display with a structure that can show text sensibly and stylized systems like PET and teletext.

The the light-pen and tablet

Turning now to graphical input, a light-pen is a device that detects whether or not there is a spot of light on the screen at the place it is pointing. It can also signal the exact time the light appears. Recall that the picture is refreshed every 40 msec or so, so that if the pen points at a spot which is brightened up a signal will appear during every refresh cycle. The interrupt mechanism is ideally suited to talking to the processor at the time a hit occurs.

The time-of-hit information provided naturally by a light-pen can easily be converted into the position of the hit by adding the hardware shown by dashed lines in Fig. 23. The x and y signals from the output port are routed back to an input port — practice, this will before they converted from digital to analogue form — and loaded into two registers there when a hit occurs. Then the processor can examine these registers at leisure to ascertain the position of the last hit.

and the read-only and writeable parts of the character generator are each 1 Kbyte. The circuitry required to generate characters from a read/write memory is a little more complex than dot in the centre, at different heights. defining eight patterns each with one attentions will occur when the display is enormous, for the segments which are needed in a circular picture.

The time-of-hit information provided naturally by a light-pen can easily be converted into the position of the hit by adding the hardware shown by dashed lines in Fig. 23. The x and y signals from the output port are routed back to an input port — practice, this will before they converted from digital to analogue form — and loaded into two registers there when a hit occurs. Then the processor can examine these registers at leisure to ascertain the position of the last hit.

and the read-only and writeable parts of the character generator are each 1 Kbyte. The circuitry required to generate characters from a read/write memory is a little more complex than dot in the centre, at different heights. defining eight patterns each with one attentions will occur when the display is enormous, for the segments which are needed in a circular picture.

The time-of-hit information provided naturally by a light-pen can easily be converted into the position of the hit by adding the hardware shown by dashed lines in Fig. 23. The x and y signals from the output port are routed back to an input port — practice, this will before they converted from digital to analogue form — and loaded into two registers there when a hit occurs. Then the processor can examine these registers at leisure to ascertain the position of the last hit.
Simple active filters for equalizers

Design examples using simulated inductors

by D. W. Protheroe, B. Sc.

Simple design rules allow construction of filters having any desired value of centre frequency, Q and gain, using simulated inductors. Examples illustrate provision of a symmetrical bandpass to band-stop characteristic, varied with a single control.

The majority of designs published as octave or graphic equalizers feature a number of independently controllable filters allowing boost or cut of specific frequencies within a audio band. These designs fall into two main categories:

- RC bandpass/bandstop filters
- Active filter enclosed in a box

For the active filters, the signal-to-noise ratio decreases as number of sections increases. It is avoided in Fig. 2, but the component values must be carefully calculated to give a symmetrical cut/boost characteristic. Many designs have been published giving only bandpass characteristics, so the notch depth is variable.

To duplicate the impedance versus frequency characteristic of the RC network, the input impedance of R 1 and R 2 incorporate a potentiometer. Thus f n varies only the control law. The buffer amplifier used in Fig. 4 can be an emitter follower depending on the load to be driven (values of C 1, R 1 and R 2), and R 1 incorporates a potentiometer. Thus f n and the notch depth are independently variable.

The value of the potentiometer used in the cut-off control is non-critical, varying only the control law. The buffer amplifier used in Fig. 4 can be an emitter follower, a Darlington follower, or a 741 follower depending on the load to be driven (values of C 1, R 1 and R 2), and the performance required. Signal-to-noise ratio and distortion level for the system depend mainly on the differential
amplifier used; for most purposes the 741 is sufficient, though increased performance may be achieved with a more specialized amplifier.²,³

Practical applications of this circuit have varied (in frequency) from f1. variable filters for electrophysiological research, to a fine-section tone control. High frequency operation is dependent only upon the characteristics of the amplifiers used. However, as the frequency of operation is increased, the value and size of a discrete inductor must reach measurable proportions.

References

Dave Protheroe was an electronics technician in the psychology department of the City of London Polytechnic, where he constructed prototypes of this filter. Since then he has graduated in electrical engineering and is now lecturing in electronics at Thames Polytechnic. Researching into digital systems design, recent work has centered around applications of digital devices, especially the hardware and software design of a 16-bit microcomputer system.

Appendix

A voltage Vc is applied to the input terminal of Fig. 4. Then

\[ V_1 = V_c - V \]

where \( V = V_1 \)

Thus

\[ V_1 = V_c - V \]

This is of the form required and assumes the amplifier has a gain of unity, a high input impedance, and a low output impedance conditions easily satisfied.

American letter

from George Tillett in Chicago

At the Chicago Summer Show CBS was about $5,000, some 15% less than last year — although the advance bookings were at a record high. The reason, of course, had to do with the uncertain economic situation, but the growing popularity of the January Las Vegas Show might have had an effect too. If there is a recession, some of the exhibitors seem unaware of it, judging from the number of high-priced luxury items on show. Infinity had a $20,000 loudspeaker system and Lux were showing a $3,000 turntable, while there were several photo cartridges coming over $250. One was priced at $500 and a precision tonearm could be had for a mere $1300. If you are tired of ordinary TV, you can spend anything between $16,000 and $30,000 for a dish antenna so you can watch satellite transmissions.

Audio

Two or three years ago, receiver makers were committed to a kind of 'power race' to see how many watts they could cram in, but not too many buyers were enthusiastic about the cumbersome 400 watts jobs. So these days the accent is on features such as automatic scanning, Infinity's 'Remote Standard'.

American Radio History
amplifier used; for most purposes the 741 is sufficient, though increased performance may be achieved with a more specialized amplifier.4 5

Practical applications of this circuit have varied (in frequency) from l.f. variable filters for electrophysiological research, to a five-section tone control for audio systems. Although developed for use in audio and sub-audio frequen-
cies, high frequency operation is dependent only upon the characteristics of the amplifiers used. However, as the frequency of operation is increased, the size and value of a discrete inductor can reach measurable proportions.

References
6. Meyer, D. Audio pre-amplifier using 2.7k 27k
7. Oldfield, M. Audio pre-amplifier. 6 •

Dave Protheroe was an electronic technician in the psychology department of the City of London Polytechnic, where he constructed prototypes of this filter. Since then he has graduated in electrical engineering and is now lecturing in electronics at Thames Polytechnic. Researching into digital systems design, recent work has centered around applications of digital devices, especially the hardware and software design of a 280-based microcomputer system.
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The Age of Electronic Temperature Regulation

Today's precision world of electronic equipment demands perfection of components and equipment. The British company of Antex' sieldin systems is being constantly improved to meet the demands of today. The only the Giusul electronic engineering

There are now alternative systems available with the standards for all-day energy-saving work. No, it should be capable of saving energy for the whole day, but it is all time made by

Garrulous gadgets

Talking clocks, calculators and micro-wave ovens are becoming commonplace and space quality is improving. A new one is the use of new chips that can synthesize phone numbers. It is said there are at least 40 uniquely different phone numbers. But the result is a total of 64 phone numbers. The duration of each phone is fixed, the slowest being 40ms and the fastest 200ms. Pitch variation varies automatically, or it can be controlled by an electronic "clock". Continuous electronic speech is created by sequenced sounds into recognizable words. For example, "phone" becomes F-01-N-x-EL-M.

Panasonic were showing a talking calculator which had a female voice with an impeccable British accent. - Rogash, if I'm not mistaken. Casio had another which also contained a clock, date memories, a calendar and 12 recorded tunes. The user could change the clock, and the clock changes a sequence of tunes for special occasions such as "Happy Birthday" or "The Wedding March", but one tune could not be changed. The thing plays "Jingle Bells" every Christmas...

For further details...
present station selection, bar-graphs and so on. Onkyo scooped its competitors with a built-in “snap, crank and pop” remover that works like the SAE and Garrard units, which reverse the phase of the signal before removing needle marks. A few genuine Class A amplifiers and receivers were to be seen but there is a definite trend towards a modified Class A circuit where the output stage is biased so it is really flat.

Designs, although Technics still use coming more common, and among other drawbacks have been claimed to be comparable with Class B without the switching or crossover problems. Variations are known by such names: Kenwood use the term “Zero Switching” and JVC use the description “Super A”, while Fisher prefer “Class-I” and Technics call their arrangement “synchrostats”.

All manufacturers are aware of the problems caused by too much negative feedback and designers have abandoned the use of “brute force” loops of 50 to 60 dB to get some impressive figures. In other words, amplifiers are designed for low distortion before the loop is closed, so that only 15 to 20 dB is necessary. Yet another approach will, I believe, come quite popular — for at least for the more expensive models. This is the “feedforward” circuit which involves the use of a separate amplifier to balance out the inherent distortion in the main amplifier. Threshold were the first to use it in their Stasis model, but others now Sansui have developed a similar circuit. They introduced the first model at the $3500 Al-Dual rated at 120 watts per channel at a distortion less than 0.004%. Frequency response is within 4 Hz to 20 kHz.

Cassette decks now offer better value for money than ever and several models were to be seen priced at well below $120. Both head unit and tape drive are massive and the selection consists of a vertical stack of 12 planar electromagnetic induction units arranged as a dipole. High frequencies are handled by another stack of 36 planar units. The cabinets are 1 inch thick and some of the sections are sand-filled (remember the Wharfedale baffles?) and the total weight is 1200 lbs. How did it sound? Well, it was unquestionably very, very good and the low frequencies were particularly impressive. After all, a dozen 12 inch speakers can move a lot of air! Although the system is not a true line source, the stereo image was outstanding, but it must be said that the overall gain over a really good pair of $1000 systems is quite small — at least at “normal” listening levels. It’s the law of diminishing returns.

Cerwin-Vega were demonstrating a new model, designed to meet the “challenge of the new digital super-cd’s”. It is a three-way system with an 18 inch bass driver and a 12 inch co-axial unit, plus a compression tweeter. An unusual feature of this model is the use of a device to effectively increase the volume of the bass compartment of the enclosure. No, the gas can’t escape: it is contained in plastic bags. The system stands 53 inches high and it will handle 1000 (yes, one thousand) watts continuously.

The Ionophone is back again: its new jeans are $180. It will work in any car, up to a speed of 120 mph. The Ionophone was switched in, the feeling of strain simply vanished. Some of the sections are thick and some of the sections are really good pair of $1000 systems.

For SAR, we have a selection of direct-drive models under $180. Slow tours seem to have almost superseded the old familiar S-shaped designs, although Technics still use them in most of their range. Linear tracking or straight-line arms are becoming more common, and among those seen were models from Technics, Harman-Kardon, Mitsubishi, Yamaha, Phase-Liner and Denon. The last named turntable uses a moving air-core to float the phonograph cartridge. Lux also have a turntable which employs a pump but this one uses a valve, and it is driven by four speech coils, positioned to “ensure a piston movement without flexing”. Jumellette, a Canadian manufacturer, were demonstrating the latest version of their system, which uses a horn-loaded ribbon transducer from 600 Hz up to some of the best sound heard at the Show.

The VSC company introduced several low-priced cassette players using a new chip to produce an 8 kHz bit stream, intelligible audio playback at speeds up to three times normal. According to the makers, there is a saving of $50 in the design and at least four manufacturers of c.r.s. that can operate in the six-hour mode.

Crown introduced the unique PZM microphone at the January Show and again, it was attracting a lot of attention. It uses a new principle of sound detecting, using the pressure zone at an acoustic boundary to eliminate distortion problems common to other microphones — so say the inventors.

The active element is a pressure- and velocity-compensated electret capsule and it is mounted on a plate measuring 5 x 5 inches. One of the advantages of the PZM is that the frequency response is independent of distance, but the gain in clarity is almost unbelievable. In one demonstration, it was compared with a very expensive German studio microphone in a recording session with a large orchestra. As soon as the PZMs were switched in, the feeling of strain simply vanished. Various models are available and they can be put inside the cabinets, but bass drum or piano, since inputs as high as 150 dB can be handled.

Garrulous gadgets

Talking clocks, calculators and micro-wave ovens are becoming common-place and speech quality is improving. One reason is the use of new chips that can synthesize phonemes. It is said there are at least 40 uniquely different sounds needed to phonetically create words in the English language. These, plus 16 other durational alternatives are produced by a new l.s.i. chip made by Votrax. There are also three “pause” phonemes often necessary in sentences to separate phrases in continuous speech, so the result is a total of 64 phoneme symbols. The duration of each phoneme is fixed, the slowest being 40ms and the fastest 200ms. Pitch variation varies automatically, or it can be controlled by an external “clock”. Continuous synthetic speech is created by sequencing sounds into recognizable words. For instance, “phome” becomes F-O-N-E.

Panasonic were showing a talking calculator which had a female voice with an impeccable British accent — “I am not 23. 1 am not 23”. Casio had another which also contained a clock, date memories, a calendar and 12 recorded tunes. The user could select a specific tune for special occasions such as “Happy Birthday” or “The Wedding March”, but one tune could not be changed. The thing plays “Jingle Bells” every Christmas . . .
THE RANGE HAS INCREASED
THE PRICES ARE DOWN

THE CS1830 30 MHz + Sweep Delay

The CS1830 is a completely new 30 MHz dual trace oscilloscope employing a square format, integral phosphor. PDA tube for accurate bright display. A new feature is the instrument of cathode ray sweep delay with a range of 1-500 ms and trace height up to 150 mv. If you can see from close-up of the photograh, the CS1830 has all the facitilies you could want in a performance instrument but for more detail, simply ask for a comprehensive leaflet.

Brief specification

Rectangular PDA type 100 x 96 mm. 5S phosphor.
Sensitivity
5 mv/cm (20 MHz)
10 mv/cm (20 MHz)
Input R.C. 1000 M Hz)
Trip bandwidth DC-30 MHz
Sweep Delay 1.5 x 1000 mv.

CS1830 only £455 + VAT, includes 2 probes

THE CS1572 30 MHz for the VTR Lab

If you are in Video, you need the CS1572

The CS1572 is a dual trace 30 MHz oscilloscope designed for the video tape recorder engineer. Video derived sweep facilities are provided to allow magnification and analysis of any point in a single video frame together with separation of video and sync fields. A unique feature for anyone concerned with video measurements as it is the only dual trace oscilloscope specification dual trace wide band oscilloscope for general lab use. The complete range of video facilities is too great to explain in a small advertisement so why not call us and ask for the full story on the CS1572.

Brief specification

Rectangular PDA type 100 x 96 mm. 5S phosphor.
Sensitivity
100 mv/cm (3 MHz)
10 mv/cm (3 MHz)
Input R.C. 1000 M Hz)
Trip bandwidth DC-30 MHz
Sweep Delay 1.5 x 1000 mv.

CS1572 only £425 + VAT, includes 2 probes

THE CS1577 30 MHz at 2 mv + Signal Delay

The most popular scope in the range.

The CS1577, a popular dual trace oscilloscope, our most popular instrument and hundreds of satisfied users in all sections of the electronics industry will confirm this. The CS1577 contains a 30 MHz bandwidth oscilloscope with movable sweep and marker facilities for wider bandwidth applications (DC-40 MHz) and 2 mv sensitivity over the full bandwidth.

Fixed signal delay is provided by a delay delay line which allows viewing of the leading edges of fast pulses for accurate rise time measurement. and the 130 mm PDA tube gives rise time of 10 nS to the highest sweep speeds (50 mV/cm using a square wave input).

Good triggering, even at low levels has always been an outstanding feature of Trio oscilloscopes and the CS1577 conforms to this tradition.

Triggering, as always, is automatic, the user is not asked to sort out which width of pulse should go to which section of circuitry.

1. Sandcastle pulse on pin 7 of TDA 2566. The narrow top part of the pulse is used to clamp the luminance signal at black level during the back porch. The actual voltage of this black level is determined by the position of the brightness control. The wider lower part is used to gate the gain-controlled amplifiers which control the saturation and contrast (saturation tracking). During this time (the burst interval) the phase-locked loop has to be switched to maximum gain to prevent distortion to the a.c. signal. This pulse will be wide enough to cater for tolerances in broadcast burst position.

2. Sandcastle pulse on pin 15 of TDA 2532. The narrow pulse gates in the burst for use in the subcarrier regenerator section of the i.c. This pulse must be as narrow as possible for optimum noise performance. However, due to the tolerances on broadcast burst position, some degree of adjustment is necessary to the leading edge of this pulse to ensure that all the burst is gated in. If part of the burst is lost, the pulse range of the subcarrier regenerator a.p.c. loop will be impaired.

The wider part of the pulse is used for blanking the chrominance signal for the whole of the line and field flyback periods. This is needed because the process of gating the gain-controlled amplifiers producescolourful noise during these periods and this would show on the screen.

3. Luminance blanking. After the narrow pulse (1) has clamped the black level to the voltage set by the customer brightness control, line and field pulses blank the signal during the whole of the line and field flyback periods. Thus these pulses must be derived from the line and field timebases.

The luminance signal is blanked to a reinserted level of +1.5V. This luminance signal is then d.c. coupled throughout the remainder of the decoder.

4. Output clamp. A pulse wider than that of the chroma gain switch but narrower than the chroma blanking is required for clamping the colour difference signals before they are added to the luminance signal. The control for each of these clamps is derived from a sample of the video output signal, thus ensuring that the d.c. level of the output signal (and hence the black level on the c.r.t.) is closely controlled within a feedback loop.

The background controls, for presetting the black level of each colour, are also included in this loop.

Video outputs

Video output stages need to drive up to 0.5V p-p of video at a reasonable bandwidth into a load (the c.r.t. cathode) which has a substantial capacitance. The amplifier output needs to present a low output impedance to this load and a simple class A amplifier for this application would dissipate an appreciable amount of power. Consequently, several types of low-disipation circuit have been developed to overcome this problem. The 70 series chassis uses a class A amplifier with an active load (Fig. 11).

In this circuit the drive is applied to a transistor operating as a high class A amplifier with a high-resistance load thus keeping the dissipation down. As long as this transistor is being turned on (i.e. the signal at its collector is going towards the 8V line) the output impedance is effectively low. However, if the drive to the class A transistor starts to go in a negative direction, trying to turn it off, then the output impedance would effectively be the high resistance collector load. Hence the reason for the second transistor, which acts as an emitter follower for positive going output signals and consequently presents a low output impedance to the c.r.t. cathode.

To ensure good linearity of the output waveform, feedback is applied over the whole stage, part of which in this case. Here, a sample of the blanking level is also taken and the d.c. level offset from the output corrected as necessary. The c.r.t. background controls are d.c. potentiometers acting in this part of the circuit.

Sync processor

The purpose of the sync processor or "jungle" is to select the sync pulses from the video waveform, and use them to phase lock an oscillator running at the same frequency. By careful choice of time-constants the phase locking process reduces the effect on the picture of noise and disturbances on the video waveform. The resulting line drive pulses can then be compared in another phase locked loop with flyback pulses derived from the line output stage and the resulting pulses amplified to drive the line output transistor. The processor circuit is may also be self field sync pulses and may produce gating/blanking pulses for the colour decoder.

The TDA2571 used in the 70 series chassis does not contain the second phase-locked loop which compares the line oscillator output with the line drive pulses. This loop, as we shall see, is contained in the power supply control circuit. The TDA 2571 contains two major innovations, an adaptive sync separator and a count-down field counter field sync system. Conventional sync separators are based on the d.c. restoring circuit shown in Fig. 12(a). Tr, is biased by R3, so that it is just on the point of conducting. As such sync pulse comes along it drives Tr hard on, producing the output pulses shown. The time constant 10R, is chosen so that sufficient charge leaks away between pulses to enable each pulse to turn Tr on. This type of circuit is particularly susceptible to noise on the sync pulses and also to "ghosts" or cross-modulation on the received signal. The principle of the adaptive sync separator used in the 70 series chassis is shown in Fig. 12(b).

The video signal is applied to a gain controlled amplifier which amplifies the sync pulse and sets the black level and sync tip level at the two levels shown. A level corrector takes a sample of each of
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TELEX 3 77482

THE RANGE

MULTIMETER FC756

THE TWO PRICES HAS INCREASED

ADDITIONS TO

CS1 :572

THE

Brief specification

Rectangular P.C.B. 120 x 90 mm. P.S. phosphor.

Overvoltage less than 3%

Safety factor 500 V (20 MHz)

Linearly better than 3%

Trip bandwidth DC-30 MHz

Sweep Delay 1 x 1/1000 s

CS1830 only £455 + VAT, includes 2 probes

THE CS1830 30 MHz + Sweep Delay

The CS1830 is a completely new 30 MHz dual trace oscilloscope employing a square format, integral positive P.D.A. rule for accurate bright display. A new feature is the inclusion of cathode ray sweep delay with a range of 1/1000 s and brightness up to show the test point position. As you can see from close-up shots of the photograph, the CS1830 has all the features that you have come to expect from a comprehensive oscilloscope.

THE CS1572 30 MHz for the VTR Lab

If you are in Video, you need the CS1572

The CS1572 is a dual trace 30 MHz oscilloscope designed for the video tape recorder engineer. Video derived sweep facilities are provided to allow magnetic transfer and analysis of any point in a single video frame together with separate display of video odd and even fields. A unique feature for those concerned with video measurements as standard, is a new scope specification: dual trace wide band oscilloscope for general lab use. The complete range of video facilities is not to explain in a small advertisement so why not call us and ask for the full story on the CS1572.

CS1572 only £245 + VAT, includes 2 probes

THE CS1577 30 MHz at 2mV + Signal Delay

The most popular scope in the range.

The CS1577 30 MHz dual trace oscilloscope features our most popular specifications and hundreds of specialised uses in all sections of the electronics industry will confirm this. The CS1577 combines a 30 MHz bandwidth and 100 MHz/s sweep rate with an incredibly low level of 2mV per division sensitivity. The dual trace wide band oscilloscope is the perfect choice for many applications.

CS1577 only £510 + VAT, includes 2 probes

THE CS1757, unique dual trace 4 function Audio Scope

The CS1757 is a test tool for the audio engineer. It features the normal facility of dual trace display with sensitivity to 1 mV/cm but not only can it display the input signal on two channels side by side, but also the phase angle between them and measure the phase angle referenced to a zero phase display calibration. In addition toLR, metering, tone and also have independent triggering from either channel to give any one of the following: 2x, 4x, matrix display, stereo or total audible output.

AND TWO NEW ADDITIONS TO THE RANGE

DC 1000V 4V 0 to 200mV Semi Auto Ranging

£70 + VAT

For further details and ex stock delivery contact

CHESTERFIELD ROAD, MATLOCK, DERBYSH.
0829-2430 - TELEX 377482

THE RANGE HAS INCREASED - THE PRICES ARE DOWN
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colour tv receiver design

3 - More on the colour decoder; also video outputs, sync processor and timebases

by R. Wilkinson, B.Sc. (Hons), M.I.E.E., Decca Radio & Television Ltd

The previous article, in the August issue contained a description of the three-chip colour decoder. The present article continues with further developments of this decoder, and concentrates on the output circuits of the receiver.

Various sections of the circuit require a number of pulses for the purposes of gating, blanking and clamping. Fig. 10(a) shows the various pulses required and their relative timing and Fig. 10(b) shows how the signals are affected by them.

The "sandcastle" pulse is a convenient way of applying the correct phase to one pin of an i.c. Level sensors in the i.c. sort out which width of pulse should go to which pin of the decoder.

1. Sandcastle pulse on pin 7 of TDA 2566. The narrow top part of the pulse is used to clamp the luminance signal at black level during the back porch. The actual voltage of this black level is determined by the position of the brightness control. The wider lower part is used to gate the control-amplifiers which control the saturation contrast (saturation tracking). During this time (the burst interval) the burst is sent to the decoder at the highest sweep speeds (200 mV/cm using a linear response. Good triggering, even at low levels has always been an outstanding feature of Tristar oscilloscopes and the CS1577 continues this in perfection. Triggering, as always is critical. Also, the output of the trace even at the highest sweep speeds will be impaired. As each sync pulse comes in these amplifiers are switched to maximise their gain to prevent disturbance to the a.c. signal. This pulse must be wide enough to cater for tolerances in broadcast burst position.

2. Sandcastle pulse on pin 15 of TDA 2532. The narrow pulse gates in the burst for use in the subcarrier regenerator section of the i.c. This pulse must be as narrow as possible for optimum noise performance. However, due to the tolerances on broadcast burst position, some degree of adjustment is necessary to the leading edge of this pulse to ensure that all the burst is gated in. If part of the burst is lost, the pulse range of the subcarrier regenerator a.p.c. loop will be impaired.

The wider part of the pulse is used for blanking the chrominance signal for the whole of the line and field flyback periods. This is needed because the process of gating the gain-controlled amplifiers to produce the chrominance produces coloured noise during these periods and this would show on the screen.

3. Luminance blanking. After the narrow part of the pulse 1 has clamped the black level to the voltage set by the customer brightness control, line and field pulses blank the signal during the whole of the line and field flyback periods. Thus these pulses must be derived from the line and field timebases. The luminance signal is blanked to a reinserted level of +1.5V. This luminance signal is then d.c. coupled throughout the remainder of the decoder.

4. Output clamp. A pulse wider than that of the chroma gain switch but narrower than the chroma blanking is required for clamping the colour difference signals before they are added to the luminance signal. The control for each of these clamps is derived from a sample of the video output signal, thus ensuring that the d.c. level of the output signal (and hence the black level on the c.r.t.) is closely controlled within a feedback loop.

The background controls, for presetting the black level of each colour, are also included in this loop.

Video outputs

Video output stages need to drive up to 85 mV p-p of video at a reasonable bandwidth into a load (the c.r.t. cathode) which has a substantial capacitance. The amplifier stage needs to present a low output impedance to this load and a simple class A amplifier for this purpose would dissipate an appreciable amount of watts. Consequently several types of low-distortion circuit have been developed to overcome this problem. The 70 series chassis uses a class A amplifier with an active load (Fig. 11).

In this circuit the drive is applied to a transistor operating as a high class A amplifier with a high-resistance load thus keeping the dissipation down. As long as this transistor is being turned on (i.e. the signal at its collector is going towards the 8V line) the output impedance is effectively low. However, if the drive to the class A transistor starts to go in a negative direction, trying to turn it off, then the output impedance would effectively be the high resistance collector load. Hence the reason for the second transistor, which acts as an emitter follower for positive output signals and consequently presents a low output impedance to the c.r.t. cathode.

To ensure good linearity of the output waveform, feedback is applied over the whole stage, part of which is in the i.e. Here, a sample of the blanking level is also taken and the d.c. level off the output corrected as necessary. The c.r.t. background controls are d.c. potentiometers acting in this part of the circuit.

Sync processor

The purpose of the sync processor or "jungle" i.c. is to select the sync pulses from the video waveform, and use them to phase lock an oscillator running at the same frequency. By careful choice of time-constants the phase locking process reduces the effect on the picture of noise and disturbances in the video waveform. The resulting line drive pulses can then be compared in another phase locked loop with flyback pulses derived from the line output stage and the resulting pulses amplified to drive the line output transistor. The sync processor i.c. may also separate out field sync pulses and may produce gating/blanking pulses for the colour decoder.

The TDA2571 used in the 70 series chassis does not contain the second phase-locked loop which compares the line oscillator output with the flyback pulses. This loop, as we shall see, is contained in the power supply control circuit.

The TDA 2571 contains two major innovations, an adaptive sync separator, and a count-down field sync separator with its own innovations, an adaptive sync processor. Conventional sync separators are based on the d.c. restoring circuit shown in Fig. 12(a), Tr, bistable by itself, it is just that it is just on the point of conducting. As each sync pulse comes along it drives Tr hard on, producing the output pulses shown. The time constant 10R, is chosen so that sufficient charge is leaked away between pulses to enable each pulse to turn Tr on. This type of circuit is particularly susceptible to noise on the sync pulses and also to "ghosts" or cross-modulation on the received signal. The principle of the adaptive sync separator used in the 70 series chassis is shown in Fig. 12(b).

The video signal is applied to a gain-controlled amplifier which amplifies the sync pulse and sets the black level and sync tip level at the two levels shown. A level corrector takes a sample of each of
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these levels and corrects the gain of the amplifier as necessary. With the sync pulse having been closely defined, a small slice is taken out of the centre of it and amplified, thus producing a very stable, closely defined sync pulse. This type of circuit has been demonstrated to be markedly superior to the older type of circuit, especially under noisy, "ghosty", or cross-modulated signal conditions.

Once the mixed sync pulses have been separated out, a further circuit separates out the field sync pulses. Often simple integration is sufficient, but again poor signals can result in poor or even no field pulses. Obviously the mixed sync pulses from the adaptive type of sync separator give improved field pulses but certain signals can be improved by the use of a field pulse count-down system.

A set of dividers counts down from the line oscillator frequency (in this case 2x line frequency = 31.25kHz) to the field frequency of 50Hz and produce an output pulse at this frequency. A normal integrating sync separator produces a field sync pulse directly from the mixed sync waveform and this is compared with the count-down pulse. If the two are completely in phase for a sequence of complete fields, the counted-down pulse is fed out to the field timebase. If the pulses are not in phase, the integrated pulse is fed out. This procedure guards against incorrect processing of signals which do not have a defined count-down ratio between line and field sync pulses (e.g. some CCTV cameras, video games, etc.).

The necessary delay in deciding which pulses to feed out causes a noticeable though not objectionable effect on the picture — on changing sync sources (e.g. changing channels) the picture locks momentarily with the field blanking interval in the centre of the screen before locking normally.

Direct frame sync

It was discovered, early on in the development of the 70 series chassis, that if the CCTV camera or video game, or whatever was the non-counted-down source, had a line/field frequency ratio close enough to the true counted-down one, then the i.c. sent out a proper indirect count down pulse. However, a few fields later it would "realise the error of its ways" when the direct pulse had drifted out of phase with the indirect pulse. It then momentarily supplied the direct field sync pulse while it "considered" the situation. Eventually for a few fields, the unlocked source would appear to have a locked line/field relationship and so the i.c. would revert to supplying the counted down pulse. This sequence would repeat itself ad infimum and the picture would exhibit an irritating slow vertical jitter. For this reason a small sub-panel was fitted to the 70 series main panel to supply direct

---

**Fig. 10(a). Simplified block diagram of decoder, showing relationship of pulses to video signals.**

**Fig. 10(b). Details of waveforms in decoder (Fig. 10(a)).**

**Fig. 11. Video output amplifier (simplified).**

**Fig. 12. (a) Conventional sync separator. (b) Adaptive sync separator.**

---
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This page discusses decoder circuits and sync separation. It explains the relationship between pulses and video signals, showing a simplified block diagram of a decoder. The text describes the process of combining mixed sync pulses and the use of a field sync pulse. It also covers the adaptive sync separator, comparing it to conventional sync separators. The page includes diagrams illustrating the relationship between pulses and video signals.
The requirements of the main output of the power supply are largely governed by those of the line output stage. The devices, the transformer is also simpler, less high-impedance supply choke as far as least losses (and hence lowest dissipation) are concerned. There is no doubt that it has a substantial improvement.

2. A number of the spectrum 'holes' referred to in the first paper are actually used most Sundays by the present generation of pirate stations. In general, the medium wave operators start around midday and close down before the dusk brings extended propagation and the VHF stations tend to come on in the evening, although one well-established VHF pirate who sometimes starts around 12 midday to 3 p.m. Readers with the right sort of equipment may like to monitor scan. The results of these stations can be quite interesting.

3. Let us be clear: Estimating the width of a radio spectrum, for all the obvious reasons. But, faced with the poor record of the Home Office Radio Regulatory Department in pre-empting "infestations", it is unlikely that the availability of frequency spectrum space and the politician's lack of vision in restricting broadcasting. Hence the need for a standard scan. The need for a standard scan may be obvious which is double that during scanning. Thus fast flyback is achieved with lower dissipation.

To be continued

Field timebase

This uses the well-established TDA1170 which has operated successfully for several years in the 86 series chassis. The TDA 1170 is a complete timebase with oscillator, sawtooth generator and output amplifier (Fig. 14). The output circuitry incorporates a flyback circuit which helps to reduce power consumption. In some circuits the field flyback is contained within the supply rails and consequently a good deal of power is wasted (Fig. 15). In the TDA 1170 the supply is only sufficient to contain the scan waveform. During flyback, the supply is switched to a value which is double that during scanning. Thus fast flyback is achieved with lower dissipation.

Notes on Part 2

For space reasons we deleted a few lines from the text under the section "Sound, I.T., and output" on page 64 of the August issue. As the author feels the matter is of importance to the design we are printing them here.

The HV supply for the TDA 1170 is taken from the switched-mode power supply with the large current pulses which the audio output wants during bass clipping. My experience with this type of data driver required by IEEE-488 (1978) Mr Effiean is impressive in his interpretation of the standard. He writes in allowing one device to control the state of a bus line has to be provided. The available options are twofold: three-state logic, and wired-or. The more universal, and cheaper, wired-or solution is adopted.

The GPIB uses binary logic. It is optional to use three-state output stages on gates driving the ATN, EOI, HAND, and DACC lines. It is, however, clear that wired-or of DACC (for example) is equivalent to wired-or of NRFB, and Wired-and the speed of the line is increased.

(Effiean means "open collectors". The RFB and DAC, messages are a "wired-and" combination of all the open-collector gates connected to the NRFB and DACC lines. The SRQ message is a "wired-or" combination of all the open-collector gates connected to the SRQ line.

1. E slipped from the point output stage in the Parallel-Poll Active State if there are three-state or open-collector outputs. In the Parallel-Poll Active State these lines must be open-collector.

If three-state devices are selected for DAV and DI03-DI06 then the GPIB data rate can be up to 1Mbyte/second to say that a "faulty agreement limit of 250 kbyte/second is therefore normally accepted" is a serious misinterpretation of IEEE 489.

The maximum data rate permissible on the GPIB is:

(a) 250kbyte/s using open collector data drivers.
(b) 500kbyte/s using three-state drivers for DAV, DI01-DI08 and E01.
(c) 1Mbyte/s using three-state drivers for DAV, D02-D05, EO1 and ATN, provided that the data rate is not more than 16k of data is used (if there is at least one standard termination network, 160 data is used). The power-off condition of the instrument on the bus, and (iv) the device capability is less than 50pF.

Instead of these limitations, one is free to design one's own scan waveform. The GPIB Parallel Poll Function is a source of frequent confusion. In the Parallel Poll Enquiry Command (PPC) the Controller instructs the current Listener to respond to a request. It is impossible to predict accurately what message will arrive on the most frequent case (LST) on the medium. The standard state of the bus is "off". The listener is "on" state when referring to the standard PS-0. However, some devices are selected for DA V.

For example, it was expected that if a speed-enhanced bus talker is used to achieve 1Mbyte/s data rates, with standard talkers, problems may be experienced even when the interface is not being used at all.

Mr Effiean's section on Parallel Poll is extremely lucid, and I thank him for it.

Finally, I should emphasise that with microwave or microsecond, the microwave or microsecond is not a mistake which somehow crept into my manuscript.

Let us be clear: Estimating the width of a radio spectrum, for all the obvious reasons. But, faced with the poor record of the Home Office Radio Regulatory Department in pre-empting "infestations", it is unlikely that the availability of frequency spectrum space and the politician's lack of vision in restricting broadcasting. Hence the need for a standard scan. The need for a standard scan may be obvious which is double that during scanning. Thus fast flyback is achieved with lower dissipation.

Note...
field when required. The customer channel-select switches are arranged to switch in this feature in conjunction with the a.v. time constant switching for v.c.rs etc.

**Line timebase**

The requirements of the main output of the power supply are largely governed by those of the line output stage. The least losses (and hence lowest dissipation and highest reliability) occur with the constant, high voltage line output devices. The transformer is also simpler in this configuration, acting just as a high impedance supply choke as far as the line connectors are concerned (Fig. 13). Hence the line coils are switched directly across the supply and, consequently, their impedance (which, at 50kHz, is largely comprised of their inductance) and their sensitivity determine the supply voltage. The basic form of a.c./d.c. flashover and extra volts must be allowed for the drop across this resistor. The line output stage is often a secondary power supply itself, the overlap on the i.f. being the source of d.c. and form controls for the c.r.t. Sometimes tapped windings, scan rectifiers, are used to provide line supply voltages for the signal circuitry. All these sources add to the current through R and contribute to the volt drop across it.

In the 70 series chassis all the supply lines except one, the -12v line from the s.m.a.p. transformer. This avoids any restrictions on the a.c. component in the line output stage. The field timebase h.t. is taken from the line output stage because of the high accuracy of the main supply, which helps to reduce power consumption. In some circuits the field flyback is contained within the supply rails and consequently a good deal of power is wasted (Fig. 15). In the TDA170 the supply is only sufficient to contain the scan waveform. During flyback, the supply is switched to a voltage which is double that during scanning. Thus fast flyback is achieved with lower dissipation.

![Fig. 14. Block schematic of the TDA170 line output stage.](image1)

![Fig. 15. Field output waveform with and without a flyback generator.](image2)

**COMMUNITY RADIO**

Norman Macleod could have strengthened his argument by visiting a community radio station (June—July issue) by reference to the experience of the surprisingly lively pirate broadcast radio in the nation's capital.

1. The BBC frequency is a standard radio station. For about fifteen months until it finally collapsed (in December 1977), it was a pirate station. The RADIO AMERICA (Alternative Media for You) attempted a service for the six north London boroughs of Crouch End, Haringey, Hackney, Enfield, Barnet, and Hackney. The rather idealistic collective that ran it had a vision of London divided into five manageable radio communities, the city divided into two, and both south. The six hours of programming included much local news and interviews, even some local production material.

It was the very scope of their ambitions which was their undoing—quite different from the usual deus ex machina of the conventional community radio phenomenon. The line output stage is often a simplified line output stage. The field timebase is an integral part of the picture. Hence the height to be corrected in the output stage is often a function of the various components of the i.f. which generate the height signal.

- "Foiled" Mr Ellefson means "open-collector". The RDF and DAC messages are a "two-input" combination of all the open-collector gates connected to the RDF and DAC bases. The RDF combination is a "one-way" combination of all the open-collector gates connected to the RDF line. The DIO-DIO-DIO-DIO-DIO-DIO line may have three-state or open-collector outputs. In the Parallel-Poll Active State these lines may be open-collector drivers.

WHAT’S SO NATURAL ABOUT it?
Die ganzen zahlen hat Gott gemacht, alles andere ist menschenwerk.

I do not understand why Dr Finlay (December, February, April) wishes to dismiss the essence of rules and two jam-jars. The memoir which he made was clearly not completed with a purpose in mind. It has always been my wish, however, that these columns should bring light and understanding into the minds of others, especially my bank manager.

Three jam-jars, I think, will be better, and nothing you can’t find, if desperate enough, in the ordinary home. I do not possess a more rule, but some quick hammering on the ceiling has provided a lath just over a metre long. I thereby measure, some sand of it, of course, of your grocer’s old-fashioned, a mixture, and like.

The jam-jars are best replaced by those revolving plastic bottles, with string handles, a bucket to get a short cut the value is always low, and I was already had already found that in a short time, more than a metre, hastily done, the total path A, B, C, D, E, a cam to 32cm.

We shall draw another form, producing tangents. This gives a high value, again sufficiently close. The corresponding approach to a is to start with the standard length, and the new formula:

\[ \frac{1}{a} + \frac{1}{b} = \frac{1}{c} \]

The video display remains memory-mapped from 8000 onwards, although the computer can handle integers by 46 characters per page, with some help of the programatically unhandled and manually selectable.

A student mistake makes use of the area, 1600 to 1700 without memory protection. It has transferred the commencement memory-mapped from 1000 onwards, and in the position presents long or sequenced BURP programs.

With reference to the article by the late Mr Butler in the February 1975 issue on Pseudo Random Binary Sequence Generators, I think your readers may be interested in the full criteria for feedback selection. Careful choice must be made to ensure the full sequence length of P = 2n is achieved. In this case the total shift register length is 2n + 4 bits, and the feedback connexion table generated from these equations is given below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a+b</th>
<th>00</th>
<th>01</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>00</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The basic experiment can be elaborated.

The effect of taking fewer large steps, and more steps, can be studied by the addition of the area, \( x_0 \) to 0.5 where, 0.5 up to 0.9 can be recorded. With about the area, the explosive growth of \( a \) as it goes on is obvious.

Out of my one feature of this system which I find particularly attractive: you don’t need to know all at all, or in order. Any way, you can repeat the operation on your own device.

Moreover, it is difficult to comment on technical communications without referring to the notorious inability of the majority of engineers to communicate effectively. It is a point which has been made time and again - but one which the educationalists seem reluctant to accept.

Ronald C. Slater

FEEDBACK FOR R.B.S. GENERATORS

With reference to the article by the late Mr Butler in the February 1975 issue on Pseudo Random Binary Sequence Generators, I think your readers may be interested in the full criteria for feedback selection. Careful choice must be made to ensure the full sequence length of \( P = 2^n \) is achieved. In this case the total shift register length is \( 2^n + 4 \) bits, and the feedback connexion table generated from these equations is given below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a+b</th>
<th>00</th>
<th>01</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>00</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The basic experiment can be elaborated.

The effect of taking fewer large steps, and more steps, can be studied by the addition of the area, \( x_0 \) to 0.5 where, 0.5 up to 0.9 can be recorded. With about the area, the explosive growth of \( a \) as it goes on is obvious.

The techniques used in the area, 1600 to 1700 without memory protection. It has transferred the commencement memory-mapped from 1000 onwards, and in the position presents long or sequenced BURP programs.

With reference to the article by the late Mr Butler in the February 1975 issue on Pseudo Random Binary Sequence Generators, I think your readers may be interested in the full criteria for feedback selection. Careful choice must be made to ensure the full sequence length of \( P = 2^n \) is achieved. In this case the total shift register length is \( 2^n + 4 \) bits, and the feedback connexion table generated from these equations is given below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a+b</th>
<th>00</th>
<th>01</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>00</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The basic experiment can be elaborated.

The effect of taking fewer large steps, and more steps, can be studied by the addition of the area, \( x_0 \) to 0.5 where, 0.5 up to 0.9 can be recorded. With about the area, the explosive growth of \( a \) as it goes on is obvious.

The techniques used in the area, 1600 to 1700 without memory protection. It has transferred the commencement memory-mapped from 1000 onwards, and in the position presents long or sequenced BURP programs.
WHAT'S SO NATURAL ABOUT IT?

Die ganzen zahlen hat Gott gemacht, alles andere ist menschenerarbeit.

I do not understand why Dr Finlay (December, February, April) wishes to determine

The process corresponds to finding $e$ by the converse of Fig. 1. As each step short the cut value is always low, and I was up to a point that an

The basic experiment can be elaborated.

The effect of taking fewer large steps, or steps, can be studied by examining goods from $ax_1 < 0$ through $a = x, rac{1}{3}, x_1$ and $0$ can be recorded. With a..energetic expansion of growth as it goes on as can be shown.

We can draw another form, producing

We give leave of absence, the suspended sentence.

I would like to thank John Adams and the morning.

The technical author surely deserves - together with that

The provision of operating, maintenance and

The provision of operating, maintenance and

The problem of the technical author surely deserves - together with that

With reference to the article by the late Mr Adams in his book on my April to Sep-

I have added the use of REM for remarks, LINK N as

Finally, there is one feature of this system

We consider the total sequence length is

On to another band. Certainly, rigs will

II LICIT CB ON 27MHz

A number of people have urged the Govern-

The authorities will never catch these

I was interested to read the letter from Mr D.J. Croydon in the March issue since I have been a subscriber for

1. The capacitor discharge unit itself is not always to blame for spurious faults, although carelessness is often given to the class of suitable components; in particular, the thyristor circuit which is more

2. The high output voltage from the coil acting as a high frequency source to

3. C-d ignition does not appear to be too badly designed for broadcast, but one

4. Notes that it is simple to write using these devices in microprocessor systems. I have

5. It is difficult to see what will entice these

6. My system comprises $1000, $500, $250, $100, $50, $20, $10, $5, $2, $1, $0.50, $0.25, $0.10, $0.05, $0.01, $0.005, $0.0025, $0.00125, $0.000625, $0.0003125, $0.00015625, $0.000078125, $0.0000390625, $0.00001953125, $0.000009765625, $0.0000048828125, $0.00000244140625, $0.000001220703125, $0.0000006103515625, $0.00000030517578125, $0.000000152587890625, $0.0000000762939453125, $0.00000003814697265625, $0.000000019073486328125, $0.0000000095367431640625, $0.00000000476837158203125, $0.000000002384185791015625, $0.0000000011920928955078125, $0.00000000059604644775390625, $0.0000000002980232238769531, $0.0000000001490116119384765, $0.0000000000745058059692382, $0.0000000000372529029846191, $0.0000000000186264514923095, $0.0000000000093132257461547, $0.0000000000046566128730773, $0.0000000000023283064365386, $0.0000000000011641532182693, $0.0000000000005820766091347, $0.0000000000002910383045673, $0.0000000000001455191522787, $0.0000000000000727595761393, $0.0000000000000363797880697, $0.0000000000000181898940348, $0.0000000000000090949470174, $0.0000000000000045474735087, $0.0000000000000022737367544, $0.0000000000000011368683772, $0.0000000000000005684341886, $0.0000000000000002842170943, $0.0000000000000001421085471, $0.0000000000000000710542736, $0.0000000000000000355271368, $0.0000000000000000177635684, $0.0000000000000000088817842, $0.0000000000000000044408921, $0.000000000000000002220446, $0.000000000000000001110223, $0.000000000000000000555111, $0.000000000000000000277556, $0.000000000000000000138778

Fig. 1. Determination of $e$. Each chord, AB, BC, DC, etc., is equal to 4. Rather badly drawn, this gives $e = 3.14$.
Long-path and simple aerials

The ability of amateurs using only simple aerials to work long distances by taking advantage of the extremely reliable morning choral-hop, long-path to Australia, via the dawn and dusk frequencies using complex digital data processing to represent about 4 to 5 dB).

Local courses for RAE

Classroom education centres, with enrolment again starting soon in many local education centres, with enrolment being given during early September. Among the towns where courses have been notified to R.S.G.B. are Bath, Belfast, Birkenhead, Birmingham, Bracknell, Gosforth, Tufnel Park in London, Huddersfield, Langley near Slough, Manchester, Mel­ton Mowbray, Newport, Northampton, Orpington, Stourport, Stockport, Torquay, Walsall, Weymouth. As this has been completely, enquiries should be made at local education centres.

A second training course for elec­tronics amateur radio was held in Colombo, Sri Lanka recently with the co-operation of the German national amateur radio society, DARC. There were 29 participants, including students from Colombo and Bangladesh (amateur licences are not yet available in Bangladesh).

Around the bands

The IARU Region 1 Executive Commit­tee has recommended that the new 10 and 15 kHz bands be added to the existing 16 MHz, each unit being provided with thermal isolation. The terminals of which fully provides load isolation. The 85-1 units are in standard d.i.l. package provide thermal construction for the LRO, which has full thermal protection and a power supply, and is protected by a fuse in the amateur radio. The club has an RA, version which is available in a frequency range from 1 to 10 MHz, for a cost of $150.

In brief

Kenyas has introduced a "type approval" system whereby each new amateur radio charging a fee of $150 which has to be paid each time new amateur radio chargings are made.

Four-channel drive r.f.

The LRO is designed to drive additional lines and current of up to 0A (2A effective drive) at the receiver, up to 10 MHz, enabling driving of relays, solid-state micro-processors and other circuits.

The logic scheme of the device, when construction, can usually be operated by a separate low-voltage supply, and is therefore very economical. The module is provided with six inputs, one for each of the channel inputs, each serving two channels.

The four centre pins of the 16 pin d.p. package provide thermal conduction for the LRO, which has full thermal protection and a power supply, and is protected by a fuse in the amateur radio. The club has an RA, version which is available in a frequency range from 1 to 10 MHz, for a cost of $150.

P.t.f.e. / woven glass laminate

Two new types of laminate have been introduced by the 3M (UK) Ltd., namely Curado 217, which has a dielectric constant of 2.17 ± 0.04 and a dissipation factor of 0.006 < at X-band, and Curado 233, which has a dielectric constant of 2.3 ± 0.04 and a dissipation factor of 0.0015 ± X-band.

The 217 type is available in the standard thicknesses of 0.125 mm, and the 233 type from 0.0625 to 0.125 mm, having a standard size of 10 x 10 inches and cut to size. The 3M information on various products is distributed on a 4x6 inch sheet, with a minimum power gain of 3600 at 175 MHz. The units can be used in either class A or B circuits, with a nominal impedance of 50 ohms.

New microprocessor

All of the single-chip microcomputers are out performed by the 8051, class GEC or amcoms. It fits in at the top of the market, its price falls well below £500, and its instruction set which includes multiply, divide, subtract, compare and non-paged jumps. Another feature of its instruction set is the "string Processor" which is very high speed implementation of the microprocessor which allows for decision-making operations.

The 8051 is suitable for stand­alone small single-chip computer applications requiring up to 4K of memory, and has a maximum speed of 1MHz. It has 36 pins, 4k bytes of program memory, and 128 bytes of data memory. The 8051 is not suited for full serial communication, complete with oscillator and clock circuits. For distributed systems the serial I/O provides an Inbuilt, high-speed serial communication port. Two 8-bit timer counters and four 8-bit input/output pins are also included.

The 8051 will be available in three versions, the 8051, the 8051L and the 8051K. The 8051L has a mask-programmed microprocessor, which has no user-programmable memory, the 8051K has a user-programmable memory, GEC Semiconductors Ltd., Slough, Buckinghamshire, WB, Middlesex, BN6 8PP.
Long-path and simple aerials

The ability of amateurs using only simple aerials to work the world by taking advantage of the extremely reliable morning choral-hop, long-path to Australia, via the dawn relay, "CFL", in the ionosphere, rather than multi-hop paths, is underlined by the work of Sir Roland Fisher, VK3OM of Glen Waverley, Victoria. He reports working on 14 MHz s.s.b. some 140 British amateurs under "long-path" conditions during the past year. Of these, 35 of the British stations were using simple aerials, 32 were using ground planes and one station had a nearly monopole "mobile whip", representing a total of 91 with simple aerials, compared with 56 using beam arrays of various types. He writes: "It is interesting to note that some of the more constant British stations heard in Australia at the time of day use dipoles; they are not necessarily the strongest signals but often the difference between them and the stronger signals heard at the same time is small, perhaps 1.15 dB. At point calibration varies widely between different receivers but this probably represents about 4 to 5 dB.

US reply to the Pecker?

An American f.i. over-the-horizon radar system in Colombo, Sri Lanka recently with the cooperation of the German national amateur radio society, DARCE, There were 29 participants, including students from Colombo and Bangalore (British amateur licensees are not yet available in Bangalore). Around the bands

The IARU Region 1 Executive Committee has recommended that the new VHF band between 330 and 390 kHz (which is expected to become available about 1982) should be for c.w. operation only. This is to enable as many amateurs as possible to make effective use of this band which will be available to all and at all stations.

The transmitting aerial array comprises 48 elements, 12 each for the four bands: a ground screen stretches 700 ft in front of the array to improve low-angle radiation. Here, the band plan to have already spent some $100,000 on over-the-horizon development, although the over-the-horizon radar at Orfordness in England was taken out of commission some years ago and the station is now owned by BBC External Services.

It is stated that the OTH-B signals will cause much less interference to other services than the shortwave Russian "Woodpecker", there are fears that the growth of such systems, if they prove successful, may become world-wide and with inevitably affect low-power amateur transmis-
sions. OTH-B signals will have a faster "knocking" rate than the Pecker, varying from about 20 to 60Hz and sounding rather like "mains hum". The system is being operated on a "non-
commercial" basis and areas where this will be achieved in practice. Amateur frequencies are to be avoided.

Local courses for RAE

During the past year. Some 100 amateurs working as rescue crews and another 100 at the communications centres, it is claimed that radio proved more effective than the telephone.

W. A. Scar, G2WS, chairman of the Radio Amateur Invalid and Blind Club, has called for a wider interest and appreciation of the club's aims and activities. RARC exists to help handicapped members to make full use of existing facilities in amateur radio. The club has an RAE training course on tape cassettes for blind candidates and this has recently been revised; a number of Datong Morse tutors have been donated by the club and are proving successful. Some 50 copies of the club newsletter "Radius" are distributed on tape.
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allow touch-reading, and "pep­
tones" are given to tell the user when the controls are operated
correctly and when the radio is
scanning. At each receivable sta­
tion, the scanning stops automatically, and the radio has a memory in which up to seven
stations on m.w. can be stored
and recalled by one touch opera­
ation.

Dimensions of the ICF-M20L
are 179 x 65 x 30mm, and its
weight is 300g, including batteries. Sony (U.K.) Ltd, 134
Queensway, London W2.

Wide-range
measuring
amplifier

Comprehensive measurement
of sound, vibration and voltage is
possible with the new wide-range
amplifier/voltmeter Type 2401,
from B&K Laboratories, Ltd, in
which d.c. displays are incorp­
ated for the gain-measuring range
and overload indications, and accurate t.r.m.s. and
peak value is
sound, vibration and voltage is
referred by one touch opera­
ation.

Universal vacuum
test fixture

Test heads which are
interchangeable and a universal
receiver, the section upon which the
test heads are mounted, are
the main components of this
p.c.b. test fixture, the U3000,
which holds the circuit under
test in position and against the
spring-loaded contacts using a
vacuum. It is claimed that the
"bed of nails" test-heads can be
changed in a matter of seconds,
an important feature where pro­
duction costs are to be minimised
in the testing of p.c.b.s of varying
nature and size.

The receiver, which is available for
either 30 or 60° test head mounting,
in either demonstrator, in which case a Cannon 150 way
terminal connector is usually fit­
ted, or semi-permanently instal­
led into an a.c. system.

Each spring-loaded contact consists of a probe, which is made from beryllium copper, plated with either gold or t.i.dium, and a mating socket. Constant con­
tact between probe and socket is
ensured by using a patented
"blasting-ball" construction which also provides an internal passage through the pressure spring. The contacts are replace­
able. The U3000 is made by Pylion
and distributed in the U.K. by
Tyco Ltd, Tyco House, Meadow­
row, Godalming, Surrey GU7
W2312

Click-stop pots

Industrial-standard potenti­
ometers in either single or tandem-stereos, de­
nominated Radionix P200 and P300 repre­
tated by East Grinstead Elec­
tronic Components Ltd. They are
produced in a choice of 12 dif­
ferent linear and non-linear law
patterns ranging from 1982 to 2.3MΩ, and are available in
centres, 11. and 33-8000 tap variation
and with either linear or
non-linear spindles.

Standard track-diapason
ratings at 40°C are 0.4% and
0.3% for linear and non-linear versions respectively, with a
minimum limiting element vol­
tage of 900 V d.c. and insulation
breakdown voltage of 100V a.c.
Normal rotating torque over the
full 360° rotation is 0.4Ncm, and
terminal torque is in the range
between 60 and 80NCm, depend­
ent upon size and maximum
spindle load is 100N for Snec.

Various p.c.b. and hard-wiring
solder tag terminals are also available, as are integral support
mounts, enabling assembly to be
achieved. East Grin­
Stein Elec­
tronic Components Ltd. they can be
used to advantage in pulse systems, accurate feedback
works can be used to advantage
in test systems of varying
type; a.e.t. systems.

Universal microphone
modulator

A series of low-cost, high-
accuracy modulators with up to
±1% linearity has been intro­
duced by the Telecommunications Corporation. The Com­
puter Conversion Corporation's
model 993 modulator conver­
tes d.c. input signals to linear,
proportional a.c. output signals
which accept ±10 V d.c. or ±100V d.c. inputs and provides a.c.
outputs of 6 to 10 v r.m.s. It has an
output impedance of 15mmax.

Distributed networks are identi­
cal in pattern, shape and elec­
trical characteristics, offering a
more consistent performance
than can be obtained with dis­
crete resistors. Substrate sizes
range from the 0.65mm to
25x0mm, Welsby Electric Ltd, Bed­
lington, Northumberland NE22
7AA.

Universal vacuum
test fixture

Test heads which are
interchangeable and a universal
receiver, the section upon which the
pkc. test fixture, the U3000,
which holds the circuit under
test in position and against the
spring-loaded contacts using a
vacuum. It is claimed that the
"bed of nails" test-heads can be
changed in a matter of seconds,
an important feature where pro­
duction costs are to be minimised
in the testing of p.c.b.s of varying
nature and size.

The receiver, which is available for
either 30 or 60° test head mounting,
in either demonstrator, in which case a Cannon 150 way
terminal connector is usually fit­
ted, or semi-permanently instal­
led into an a.c. system.

Each spring-loaded contact consists of a probe, which is made from beryllium copper, plated with either gold or t.i.dium, and a mating socket. Constant con­
tact between probe and socket is
ensured by using a patented
"blasting-ball" construction which also provides an internal passage through the pressure spring. The contacts are replace­
able. The U3000 is made by Pylion
and distributed in the U.K. by
Tyco Ltd, Tyco House, Meadow­
row, Godalming, Surrey GU7
W2312

Click-stop pots

Industrial-standard potenti­
ometers in either single or tandem-stereos, de­
nominated Radionix P200 and P300 repre­
tated by East Grinstead Elec­
tronic Components Ltd. They are
produced in a choice of 12 dif­
ferent linear and non-linear law
patterns ranging from 1982 to 2.3MΩ, and are available in
centres, 11. and 33-8000 tap variation
and with either linear or
non-linear spindles.

Standard track-diapason
ratings at 40°C are 0.4% and
0.3% for linear and non-linear versions respectively, with a
minimum limiting element vol­
tage of 900 V d.c. and insulation
breakdown voltage of 100V a.c.
Normal rotating torque over the
full 360° rotation is 0.4Ncm, and
terminal torque is in the range
between 60 and 80NCm, depend­
ent upon size and maximum
spindle load is 100N for Snec.

Various p.c.b. and hard-wiring
solder tag terminals are also available, as are integral support
mounts, enabling assembly to be
achieved. East Grin­
Stein Elec­
tronic Components Ltd. they can be
used to advantage in pulse systems, accurate feedback
works can be used to advantage
in test systems of varying
type; a.e.t. systems.
allow touch-reading, and "pe­
tones" are given to tell the user when the disc is perfectly aligned correctly and when the radio is scanning. At each receivable sta­tion, the scanning stops automatically, and the radio has a memory in which up to six stations on f.m. and seven sta­tions on m.w. can be stored and recalled by one touch opera­tion.

Dimensions of the IFCS-M38 are 179 x 65 x 36mm, and its weight is 30g, including batteries. Sony (U.K.) Ltd., 134 Regent St., London W1.

WV308

Wide-range measuring amplifier

Comprehensive measurement of sound, vibration and voltage is possible with the new wide-range amplifier/voltmeter Type 2610, from B&K, Laboratories Ltd., in which i.d. displays are incorpor­ated for the gain-measuring range and overload indications, and accurate true m.s. and peak level detectors plus a maximum hold facility enable it use as a precise voltmeter.

High-pass filter and 'A' weight­ing system for sound measurement, provisions to enable con­nection of external Eitters for frequency analysis, and two ver­sions providing either a.c. or d.c. output are also featured. Various microphones, for which polarizing voltages are provided, and vibration transducers, can be used in conjunction with the low-noise amplifier/voltmeter, which complies with the IEC, ANSI and DIN standards for precision sound level meters. B&K Laboratories Ltd., Cross Lances Road, Hounslow, Middlesex TW3 4AS.

WV310

Conducting elastomer connectors

Conductive elastomer connectors which have contact pads as close as 0.018in is possible with the Max Series 22 interconnection system which uses alternate layers of conducting and insulating silicone-rubber, each 0.002in thick, that are bonded together to form a "block." Clamping of the block to the mating conductors is required to ensure good contact, the press­ure being sufficient to allow which causes the block to deflect by less than 0.002 and 0.003.

Elastomer connectors can be mated to the interconnection components such as displays, i.e. chip­carriers, p.c.b. leads, hybrid circuits and foil-cables, and as soldering is required, is a greater tolerance to misalign­ment is available with conventional connectors, time savings can be made where large-scale production is con­cerned.

Stax 405/2 low-profile connect­ers are manufactured by Hi-­Fi electrics Inc., U.S.A., and have a temperature range of -50 to +125°C, Symce Ltd., 22A Reading Rd, Henley on Thames, Oxon RG9 1AG.

WV312

Universal vacuum-test fixture

Test heads which are inter-changeable and a universal receiver, the section upon which the test heads are mounted, are the main components of the p.c.b. test fixture, the UH300, which holds the circuit under test in position and against the spring-loaded contacts using a vacuum. It is claimed that the "bed of nails" test-heads can be changed in a matter of seconds, an important feature where production costs are to be minimized in the testing of p.c.b. of varying nature and size.

The receiver, which is available for either 30 or 60" test head mounting, is, in either demonstration, in which case a Cannon 156 way terminal connector is usually fitted, or semi-permanently installed into an a.c. system.

Each spring-loaded contact consists of a probe, which is made from beryllium copper, plated with either gold or nickel, and a mating socket. Constant con­tact between probe and socket is ensured by using a patent "blazing-ball" construction which also prevents current passage through the pressure spring. The contacts are replace­able. The UH300 is made by Pyron and distributed in the U.K. by Tekels Ltd, Tokiba House, Meadow­ford, Godalming, Surrey GU7 1BN.

WV312

Click-stop pots

Industry-standard potentiometers in either single or tandem形式, de­nominated Rad incompet 39 X 2 and JR9 requirements are manu­factured by East Grimstead Electric Components Ltd. They are produced in a choice of 12 differ­ent linear and non-linear law patterns ranging from 1982 to 2.25kV, and are available in various values to suit specific applications and with either linear or non-linear spindles.

Standard track-dissipation ratings at 46°C are 0.4W and 0.25W for linear and non-linear versions respectively, with a minimum limiting element voltage of 960V and insulation breakdown voltage of 1000V a.c. Normal rotating torque over the full 360° rotation is 0.4Nm, end stop movement torque is between 50 and 80Nm, dependent upon type and maximum spindle load is 1000N for Spec.

Various p.c.b. and hard-wiring solder tag terminals are also available, as are integral support and interconnector terminals.

Prices per our

Cannon 156 way £1.16
DIN 20 way £1.46

High-accuracy modulator

A series of low-cost, high-accuracy modulators with up to ±0.1% linearity has been intro­duced by Technical Controls Corp. The Computer Conversion Corp­oration model 203 modulator converts direct current signals to linear, proportional a.c. output signals. It accepts ±10V d.c. or ±100V d.c. inputs and provides a.c. outputs of 6 to 4V r.m.s. It has an output impedance of 13 max.

Click-stop pots

Industry-standard potentiometers in either single or tandem form, des­ignated Rad incompet 39 X 2 and JR9 requirements are manu­factured by East Grimstead Electric Components Ltd. They are produced in a choice of 12 differ­ent linear and non-linear law patterns ranging from 1982 to 2.25kV, and are available in various values to suit specific applications and with either linear or non-linear spindles.

Standard track-dissipation ratings at 46°C are 0.4W and 0.25W for linear and non-linear versions respectively, with a minimum limiting element voltage of 960V and insulation breakdown voltage of 1000V a.c. Normal rotating torque over the full 360° rotation is 0.4Nm, end stop movement torque is between 50 and 80Nm, dependent upon type and maximum spindle load is 1000N for Spec.

Various p.c.b. and hard-wiring solder tag terminals are also available, as are integral support and interconnector terminals.
The New FM/AM 1000s with Spectrum Analyser—we call it the SUPER-S
A portable communications service monitor from IFR, light enough to carry anywhere and good enough for most two-way radio system tests. The FM/AM 1000s can do the work of a spectrum analyser, oscilloscope, tone generator, deviation meter, modulation meter, signal generator, wattmeter, voltmeter, frequency error meter—and up to five service engineers who could be doing something else!

For further information contact Mike Taylor
FieldTech Ltd
Heathrow Airport
London HA4 9UR
Tel: 01-759 2811
Telex: 23734
FREE SAMPLES
and catalogue on request.

Heyco Nylon Hole Plugs
snap-lock into panels to provide quick, neat entrance seals. Low cost, finger-tip assembly. 20 sizes for holes 3/16" to 2".
FREE SAMPLES
and catalogue on request.

Heyco Nylon Snap Bushings
convert sharp edges to smooth, insulated holes quickly and easily. Snap-fit with finger pressure. 44 sizes —1/8" to 2¼".

Heyco have got it made for communications service monitors—compact, versatile field service monitors for two-way radio maintenance.

£11.92

Logic Probe...YOU! for only £11.92

With this easy-to-build Logic Probe Kit from CSC and just a few hours of easy assembly—you have a full performance logic probe! Complete, easy-to-follow instructions help make this a one-night project.

WIRELESS WORLD, SEPTEMBER 1980
The New FM/AM 1000s with Spectrum Analyser—We call it the SUPER-S
A portable communications service monitor from IFR, light enough to carry anywhere and good enough for most two-way radio system tests. The FM/AM 1000s can do the work of a spectrum analyser, oscilloscope, tone generator, deviation meter, modulation meter, signal generator, wattmeter, voltmeter, frequency error meter—and up to five service engineers could be doing something else!

For further information contact Mike Taylor

FieldTech Ltd
Heathrow Airport
London Hounslow
TW6 3AF
Tel: 01-759 2551
Telex: 23784
FDTIC G

Motor

Testing... Testing... Testing...

anywhere!

The New FM/AM 1000s with Spectrum Analyser—we call it the SUPER-S

Compact, versatile field service monitors for two-way radio maintenance

CE-50A: FM/AM Field Service Monitor
CE-50A-1: FM/AM Field Service-Spectrum Monitor

Exclusive representative:
Aspen Electronics Limited
Communications Equipment and Components
2 Kildare Close, Euston, Ruislip, Middlesex HA4 9UR
Telephone: 01-868 1188
Telex: 8812727

Guess who builds this great Logic Probe...YOU! for only £11.92

With this easy-to-build Logic Probe Kit from CSC and just a few hours of easy assembly—thanks to our very descriptive step-by-step manual—you have a full performance logic probe.

With it, the logic level in a digital circuit is indicated by light from the Hi or Lo LED; pulses as narrow as 300 nanoseconds are stretched into blinks of the Pulse LED, triggered from either leading edge. You’ll be able to probe deeper into logic with the LPK-1, one of the better tools from CSC.

C.S.C. (UK) Limited
Dept. TZ Unit 1, Shire Hill Industrial Estate, Saffron Walden, Essex CB11 3AD
Tel: Saffron Walden (STD) 21682
Telex: 817477

CONTINENTAL SPECIALITIES CORPORATION, DEPT. TZ
Unit 1, Shire Hill Industrial Estate, Saffron Walden, Essex.

CONTINENTAL SPECIALITIES CORPORATION, DEPT. TZ
Unit 1, Shire Hill Industrial Estate, Saffron Walden, Essex.
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The Largest distributors of CB accessories in the UK.

Come and see the biggest and best selection of CB radio accessories including:

- MICROPHONES by TURNER • K40
- G.C.ELECTRONICS
- SUPPRESSION EQUIPMENT PLUS MUCH MUCH MORE!
- ANTENNAS by HY-GAIN SIRTLE & HMP
- SWR METERS including HANSEN

Shop Now Open

---

TV TUBE REBUILDING

Faircrest Engineering Ltd. manufacture a comprehensive range of equipment for processing all types of picture tubes, colour and mono. Standard or custom built units for established or new businesses. We export world wide and have an excellent spares service backed by a strong technical team. Full training courses are individually tailored to customers' requirements.

For full details of our service contact Neil Jupp
FAIRCREST ENGINEERING LTD.
Willis Road, Crawley, CRO09X
01 684 1422, 01 689 8741

---

WIRELESS WORLD, SEPTEMBER 1980
WIRELESS WORLD, SEPTEMBER 1980

CB RADIO ACCESSORIES

The Largest distributors of CB accessories in the UK.

Come and see the biggest and best selection of CB radio accessories including:

- MICROPHONES by TURNER - K40 & G.C.ELECTRONICS
- ANTENNAS by HY-GAIN SIRTEL & HMP
- SWR METERS including HANSEN

Come on and see the biggest ond NO best selection of CB radio accessories including:

- MICROPHONES by ANTENNAS:
  - TURNER-K40
  - E & C ELECTRONICS
  - HY-GAIN & SIRTEL

Sole UK agents for:
- NV-RAMA CORPORATION SA

Quartz crystals made to your spec. FAST!
MOD & CAA APPROVED

AEL CRYSTALS LTD

TV TUBE REBUILDING
Faircrest Engineering Ltd., manufacture a comprehensive range of equipment for processing all types of picture tubes, colour and mono. Standard or custom built units for established or new businesses. We export world wide and have an excellent spare service backed by a strong technical team.

Full training courses are individually tailored to customers’ requirements.

For full details of our service contact Neil Jupp
FAIRCREST ENGINEERING LTD.
Wills Road, Croydon, CR0 3XO
Tel: 01 844 1422, 01 691 9741
WWW - 66 FOR FURTHER DETAILS

PLAN FOR THE 80's WITH THE
ADCOLA SOLDERING UNIT 101

It has features other tools have not:
- 100W ELECTRONIC TEMPERATURE CONTROL
- TOTAL EARTH SYSTEM
- NO MAINS INTERFERENCE
- NO MOVING PARTS
- LOW SAFETY VOLTAGE OPERATION
- ADJUSTABLE TEMPERATURE WITHOUT BIT CHANGE

Soldering Unit 101 showing the two instruments available

ADCOLA PRODUCTS LIMITED

WIRELESS WORLD, SEPTEMBER 1980

WASp SYNTHESIZER

DREAM PLANT ELECTRONICS

In association with electronic DREAM PLANT LIMITED
... present the famous digital WASp SYNTHESIZER
... now available in kit form for only...

WWW - 109 FOR FURTHER DETAILS

www.americanradiohistory.com
The sale

We are moving to New Premises, and it is necessary to clear out all of our existing stock.

THE SALE

Is for ONE WEEK commencing 1000Hr. Monday, 8th September, 1980 to Saturday, 13th September, 1980.

Orders accepted only from Education & Government establishments, otherwise cash sales only.

For list send stamped addressed envelope.

MARTIN ASSOCIATES [ELECTRONICS] LTD.

34 Crown Street, Reading, Berks. Tel: Reading (0734) 51074 & 595583

SINE WAVE INVERTERS

FROM CARACAL

New wave inverters are designed to replace older tuned-type inverters in fixed, mobile or marine use. They are also used for standby AC power for computers, communications and many other applications.

Our technical specification and competitive pricing offer without doubt the best value on the market.

- Very stable output voltage (0.5%) and frequency (0.03 Hz) under all load/battery conditions.
- High efficiency throughout the load range, not just at full load - resulting in lower battery size and cost.
- Very low distortion sine wave — only 0.3% T.H.D.
- Low idling/no-load input current.
- Automatic "standby" operation available.
- Comparatively low weight.

Caracal sine wave inverters are available in a range of 3 sizes.

200 to 1000VA

DC Input: 12, 24 or 48 V

AC Output: 220/240 V or 110/120 V

50/60 Hz

Caracal sine wave inverters are available in a range of 3 sizes.

200 to 1000VA

DC Input: 12, 24 or 48 V

AC Output: 220/240 V or 110/120 V

50/60 Hz
**People in the know, keep in touch.**

Call your secretary, factory manager, accountant or even hold a conference - all at the press of a button using the first easy to install, 100% British designed and manufactured Duplex Intercom System.

**CHOICE OF 3 PRIMARY INPUTS**

[TYPICAL TO CUSTOMER'S SPECIFICATION]

For FREEPOST facility · QUANTITY, ENQUIRIES INVITED.

*types to customer's specification*

**PRIMARY INSERT 1 in NO STAMP enquiries and orders.**

**ANNUM HOLIDAYS from 27th AUG. '80 to 3rd SEPT. '80**

Orders accepted only from Education & Government establishments, otherwise cash sales only.

For list send stamped addressed envelope.

**MARTIN ASSOCIATES (ELECTRONICS) LTD.**

34 Crown Street, Reading, Berks.

Tel: Reading (0734) 51074 & 595853

**CLEARANCE SALE**

We are moving to New Premises, and it is necessary to clear most of our existing stock.

**THE SALE**

Is for ONE WEEK commencing 1000Hr. Monday, 8th September, 1980 to Saturday, 13th September, 1980.

**SINE WAVE INVERTERS**

**FROM CARACAL**

- 200 to 1000VA
- DC Input: 12, 24 or 48 V
- AC Output: 220/240 V or 110/120 V
- 50/60 Hz

Caracal sine wave inverters are designed to replace older tube type answers in hand, mobile or marine use. They are also used for standby AC power for computers, communications and many other applications.

Our technical specification and competitive pricing offer without doubt the best value on the market.

- Very stable output voltage (2%) and frequency (0.3 Hz) under all load/battery conditions.
- High efficiency throughout the load range, not just at full load — resulting in lower battery size and cost.
- Very low distortion sine wave — only 3% T.H.D.
- Low idling/no-load input current.
- Automatic “standby” operation available.
- Comparatively low weight.

**IMPORTANT**

- 110/120V models available.
- Use only load compliant with regulations.
- Output voltages must be checked by installer.
- No claims accepted on inverters which are found to be non-compliant.

**CAREER**

- 2 YEAR FREE SERVICE
- CARACAL POWER PRODUCTS LTD.
- 10 & 29 CHARING CROSS RD., LONDON WC2.
- Phone: 01-240 4321.
- Telephone: 01-240 4321.

**FREE catalogue tick box**


**TOMORROW'S TOOLS TODAY**
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You should attend...

INTERNEPCON/UK '80

14, 15, 16 OCTOBER 1980

METROPOLE CONVENTION CENTRE
& THE BRIGHTON CENTRE,
BRIGHTON, ENGLAND

... the 13th annual event devoted to total electronics production technology

Because INTERNEPCON/UK '80 is the only exposition in Europe this year, presenting displays of equipment and systems for all areas of production, processing and testing by more than 500 companies.

Exhibits will include chemicals, materials, pcb's, tools, connectors, component insertion equipment, test systems, production equipment and associated hardware

-- plus --

The most comprehensive conference programme with technical sessions covering development, packaging, processing and testing in all areas of electronics manufacturing and applications.

FOR ADVANCE INFORMATION COMPLETE AND RETURN THE COUPON — NOW

WIRELESS WORLD, SEPTEMBER 1980

DEVELOPING A MICROSYS TEM?

Then plug a Softy into your ROM socket.

SOFTY provides:
- TV map of memory contents (Hex)
- Keyboard entry with assembler facility
- Serial/parallel inputs (e.g. RS232)
- EPPROM programming (2760, 2761, 2732, etc.)
- Cassette tape storage
- A low cost solution (£100 kit, £120 built + VAT)

SOFTY—What else do you need?

WWW—02 FOR FURTHER DETAILS

S-2020A STEREO TUNER/AMPLIFIER KIT

NOW WITH BIFET OP AMPS

A high-quality push-button FM Varicap Stereo Tuner combined with a 24W m.s. per channel Stereo Amplifier.

Brief Specs:
- AMPOUT: Nominal 20W Transistor transformers, Mag. induct., Tape in (default by mains regulator unit, etc.) 7 MHz base off 0.1% at 200V 8 ohms, High Distortion. Low noise op. amps
- CH. SEPARATION: 60 dB from 100Hz to 10kHz, maximum
- INPUT IMPEDANCE: 3k, nominal
- POWER LEVEL: 30W RMS, 8 ohms
- OVER LOAD PROTECTION: magnetic
- DIMENSIONS: 320 x 300 x 200mm

PRICE: £69.95 + VAT

NELSON-JONES Mk.2 STEREO FM TUNER KIT

A very high performance tuner with dual gate MOSFET RF and Mixer ready built front end, triple gang varicap tuning, linear phase I.F. and 3 state MPX decoder.

PRICE: £69.95 + VAT

S5050A STEREO AMP

Very high performance kit

50 watts channel, 0.01% THD, 2 x 5 Watts RMS with no sub. Output devices:Power triode and transformer.

Input panel switch, 2 tape monitor switches. Metal case — comprehensive instructions. Complete kit only £63.90 + VAT

(Also available our 200w / ch BIFET S5200 Amp)

INTRUDER 1 Mk. 2 RADAR ALARM

With Home Office Type approval

The original "Wireless World" published Intruder 1 has been re-designed by Integrex to incorporate several new features, along with improved performance. The kit is even easier to build. The internal audible alarm turns on after approximately 40 seconds and the unit remains 240V ac mains or battery operated. Disguised as a hard-backed book, detection range up to 45 feet.

Internal mains or crystal free detectors for external bells. Complete kit £49.50 + VAT or ready built and tested £64.50 + VAT.

Wireless World Dolby noise reducer

Trademark of Dolby Laboratories Inc.

Typical performance:
- Noise reduction: 26 dB above Dolby level (assumed to be 1% of nominal content)
- Sensitivity: 0.1% of Dolby level typically. 0.05% over years of testing. A maximum of 0.1%.
- Signal to noise ratio: 70/50dB (1kHz, signal at Dolby level) at stereo output.
- Output signal: 3kV/50dB

Complete kit £85.40 + VAT or £82.40 + VAT.

All kits are carriage free

Please send Sales for complete kits and specifications

Portwood Industrial Estate, Church Gresley, Burton-on-Trent, Staffs DE11 9PT

Burton-on-Trent (0283) 216432 Telex 377106

VERO SYSTEMS

VERO SYSTEMS ELECTRONIC (LIMITED)
362 Spring Rd, Shipley, Southhampton, Hants. SO9 5QJ
Telephone: (0703) 460111 Telex: 477164

WIRELESS WORLD, SEPTEMBER 1980
DEVELOPING A MICROSYSTEM?

Then plug a Softy into your ROM socket.

SOFTY provides:
- TV map of memory contents (Hex)
- Keyboard entry with assembler facility
- Serial/parallel inputs (e.g. RS232)
- EEPROM programming (2708, 2716, 2732, etc.)
- Cassette tape storage
- A low cost solution (£100 kit, £120 built + VAT)

SOFTY—What else do you need?

INTERNEPCON/UK '80

14, 15, 16 OCTOBER 1980
METROPOLE CONVENTION CENTRE & THE BRIGHTON CENTRE,
BRIGHTON, ENGLAND

... the 13th annual event devoted to total electronics production technology

Because INTERNEPCON/UK '80 is the only exposition in Europe this year, presenting displays of equipment and systems for all areas of production, processing and testing by more than 500 companies.

Exhibits will include chemicals, materials, pcb's, tools, connectors, component insertion equipment, test systems, production equipment and associated hardware

The most comprehensive conference programme with technical sessions covering development, packaging, processing and testing in all areas of electronics manufacturing and applications.

FOR ADVANCE INFORMATION COMPLETE AND RETURN THE COUPON — NOW

Return to Klear Communications S.A.,
171/185 Ewell Road, Sutton, Surrey, England
Telephone: 01-390-6281 Telex: 106857

Name
Company
Address

Please send FREE exhibition ticket
Please provide conference programme INTERNEPCON/UK '80
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S-2020TA STEREO TUNER/AMPLIFIER KIT

NOW WITH BIFET OP AMPS

A high-quality push-button FM Varicap Stereo Tuner combined with a 24W m.s. per channel Stereo Amplifier.

Brief Spec.: Linear low level transformer, Mag. inputs, Tape in (with by-wire remote unit), etc. 76kHz Band 0.5% + 200Hz 0.08db. High Draw Rate. Low hum op amps. All parts are matched. Opamp is factory built to meet 2:1 gain standard. A 24W m.s. per channel amplifier is factory built with all matched parts. The input is a precision dual crystal controlled tuning circuit. Through 0.01% THD at 20W installed in a small case.

PRICE: £59.95 + VAT

NELSON-JONES Mk. 2 STEREO FM TUNER KIT

A very high performance tuner with dual gate MOSFET RF and Mixer ready built front end, triple gang varicap tuning, linear phase I.F. and 3 state MPX decoder.

PRICE: £89.95 + VAT

NRDC-AMBISONIC UHJ SURROUND SOUND DECODER

The first ever kit especially produced by England's this British NRDC broadcast sound system which is the result of 7 years' research by the Ambisonic team. W.W. July, Aug. '77

The unit is designed to decode not only the Linn virtually all other quadruplet systems NHICS, including the new BBC NH. 10 inputs connections. 5 in to give choice and 5 in to give outputs only. Four built-in tone controls and 4 stage amplifiers are provided in this most versatile unit. Complete with mains power supply, wooden cabinet, panel, knobs, etc.

PRICE: £95.00 + VAT

S5050A STEREO AMP

Very high performance kit

50 watts per channel. 0.015% THD. 5% THD at 60 watts. Output levels. 60W R.M.S. 150W peak level. Tone panel switch. 2 tape monitor switches. Metal case — comprehensive instructions. Complete kit only £63.90 + VAT

(Also available our 20w/8ch BIFET S5020 Amp)

INTRUDER 1 Mk. 2 RADAR ALARM

With Home Office Type approval

The original "Wireless World" published Intruder 1 has been redesigned by Intruder to incorporate several new features, along with improved performance. This kit is even easier to build. The internal audible alarm runs off approximately 40 seconds and the unit re-arms. 240V ac mains or battery operated. Disguised as a hard-backed book. Detection range up to 45 feet. Internal mini-cas places free contacts for external bell

Complete kit £94.50 plus VAT, or ready built and tested £64.50 plus VAT.

Wireless World
Dolby noise reducer

Trademark of Dolby Laboratories Inc.

Typical performance:

- Output level: 20w/8 channel
- Standard deviation: 0.5% Dolby level typically 0.5% more than best of best, rising to a maximum of 1.0%
- Input level: 0.1% above Dolby level
- Signal level: +4dB to 0.5dB (at 20kHz, signal at Dolby level)
- Sharp cut off: 3kHz
- Dynamic range: >60dB

33kHz sample rate Price £95.40 + VAT

Also available ready built and tested

Single channel plug-in in Dolby PROCESSOR BOARD (S2 x R7478) with printed printed and all components

We guarantee full after-sales technical and servicing facilities on all our kits, have you checked that these services are available from other suppliers?

Please send SAE for complete kits and specifications

Portwood Industrial Estate, Church Gresley, Burton-on-Trent, Staffs DE11 9PT

Burton-on-Trent (0283) 216432 Telex 377106

All kits are carriage free

INTEGRELIMITED
Always have a panel of experts.

Assembling a front panel and PCB board has always been very time consuming. By using our new FP system, it enables you to be your own expert and build a superbly engineered front panel, quickly and efficiently. The fully interlocking system of L.E.D.s, toggle switches, push button switches, cermet potentiometers, test jack sockets and other components are all built to a standard format and can be fitted into your own custom built system or one of our front panel units. Send now for our catalogue, and start assembling your own panel of experts...

MANUFACTURED IN GERMANY BY
MENTOR

TELEPRINTER TYPE 78: Telegrapher 85, 1.2 power supply. Output 50 bands per min. Special data code (3 words leader) 3-2-1 (000). Includes floppy disk, memory switch and motor with 200ns time constant. £2.25.

BAYSIDE PACKED SIGNAL GENERATOR: BPSG. 800, 30MHz C & A.M. bandwidth. £2.25. Includes floppy disk and motor with 200ns time constant. £2.25.

AUTO-TRANSFORMER: AT1111, 111, 1111, volt mounts. Mounted in metal case 5". £4.95. Includes floppy disk and motor with 200ns time constant. £4.95.

INSTALLATION: X1111, 11111, 111, volt mounts. With 200ns time constant. £9.50.


ROTARY INVERTER TYPE 76: DC input 24v; DC output 24v, 4amps. Output 50 bands per min. Special data code (3 words leader) 3-2-1 (000). Includes floppy disk and motor with 200ns time constant. £17.95.

INVERTER 24: DC input 24v; DC output 24v, 4amps. Includes floppy disk and motor with 200ns time constant. £17.95.

FILTER 24: DC input 24v; DC output 24v, 4amps. Includes floppy disk and motor with 200ns time constant. £17.95.

MEMOREX microphone: £1.45.

HEADPHONES: £1.45.

SPEAKER: £1.45.

CABLES: £1.45.

ICs: £1.45.

RESISTORS: £1.45.

CAPACITORS: £1.45.

TRANSISTORS: £1.45.

CRYSTALS: £1.45.

PERFORMER CTC: £1.45.

ALL 100.

MEMOREX MINI DISCS SOFT SECTORS - WITH FREE LIBRARY CASE £1.00 PER TEN.

WE'VE MOVED!!

All prices include VAT. 30% post & pack on orders below £10.

Access & Barclaycard

All orders to:
Dept. WW

HAPPY MEMORIES

Gladsbury

Kingston

Herefordshire HR5 3NY

Tel: (054422) 618

MAIL ORDER PROTECTION SCHEME

(Limited Liability)

If you order from an unsolicited advertiser in this magazine, except for classified advertisements, and pay by post, then you are protected under the provisions of the Sale of Goods Act 1979. You have a statutory right to return the goods within 10 days of the day you paid for your order and to have your money refunded, or if the goods are not as advertised to return the goods within 10 days of the day you paid for your order and to have the goods replaced. Please do not wait until you receive a letter asking you for your money back, but return the goods immediately. If you return the goods by post, you will be required to give proof of posting, and the publisher will hold the money until the goods have been returned to the publisher.

FUSSES Quick acting. Anti surge. Ceramic. From £2.80 per 100. Wide range power resistors from £0.60 per 100. 250V, 1K to 10M Ohms.

PCB Glides. Oil filling. From £4.86 per 100. C.F. Resistors, A.S. & Invar Wire-Wax, from £4 per 1,000.

ELMA Knobs & accessories. Crimp solderless TERMINALS. CARL SLEEVES & Markets from £1 per 1,000.

SLEEPING, Neoprene. PVC. Silicone rubber—all colours. SPECIALLY REDUCED PRICES for C.F. resistors, Polystyrene Capacitors etc. for values which we are overstocked. Special list available.

Write, phone or call for lists required.

PBRA LTD.

Hoppfield 345

Golden Green, Tonbridge, Kent TN11 0LH

MEMORIES
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Always have a panel of experts.

Assembling a front panel and PC board has always been very time consuming. By using our new PP system, it enables you to be your own expert and build a superbly engineered front panel, quickly and efficiently. The fully interlocking system of L.E.D.s, toggle switches, push button switches, cermet components are efficiently. The superbly engineered front panel, quickly and easily.

MANUFACTURED IN GERMANY BY

MAIL ORDER PROTECTION SCHEME (Limited Liability)

If you order from a mail order house in this magazine, except for classified advertisements, and you are not entirely satisfied with your purchase, you can return it for a replacement or compensation. This applies to every mail order house in this magazine.

- You have not received your goods or your money refunded.
- You have returned your goods for repair or replacement.
- The goods you have received are in a satisfactory condition.
- You have returned your goods in a satisfactory condition.
- You have returned your goods in a satisfactory condition.
- You have returned your goods in a satisfactory condition.
- You have returned your goods in a satisfactory condition.
- You have returned your goods in a satisfactory condition.
- You have returned your goods in a satisfactory condition.
- You have returned your goods in a satisfactory condition.
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- You have returned your goods in a satisfactory condition.

Company
Position
Address

WE’VE MOVED!!

All prices include VAT
30 pack on orders before £1.0

Happy Memories
Gladesley
Kingston
Herefordshire HR5 3NY
Tel. (054422) 618

FREQUENCY COUNTERS—OFF/AIR RECEIVERS

250MHz 801 B £250
250MHz 802 B £250
10MHz 6 Dig. £50

WEST HYDE

TEL 2807 057

www.americanradiohistory.com

RECHARGEABLE BATTERIES

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

Full range available to replace 1.5 volt dry cells and 9 volt PP type

NEEDS NO EXAMINATION

You don’t need to look too closely at the CSC Protocol range of IC test clips to see that they provide instant connection to dual-inline packaged components. Use them on ICs, networks or relays to provide a high-integrity interface for hands-on testing with oscilloscopes, signal sources, logic analysers and other instruments. Contact circuitry designed to suit all standard IC packages, CSC Protocol Clips feature a moulded webbing construction, non-corroding nickel-silver contacts and a design to prevent signal degradation during testing. Make contact with CSC Protocol Clips right away by filling in the coupon.

CSC UK Ltd. Docks 200, Unit 1, Hace Hill Industrial Estate, Saffron Walden, Essex CB11 3AD.

www.americanradiohistory.com
**POWER AMPLIFIERS**

ILP Power Amplifiers are encapsulated within heatsinks designed to meet total heat dissipation needs. They are rugged and made to last a lifetime. Advanced circuitry ensures their suitability for use with the finest loudspeakers, and the latest tape transport systems. Using digital or analogue source circuits. They are also a suitable choice for mono or stereo operation. ILP Power Amplifiers are compatible with all ILP Power Amps and PSUs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Output Power (W RMS)</th>
<th>Distortion (Typical at 1kHz)</th>
<th>Minimum Signal Noise Ratio</th>
<th>Power Supply Voltage</th>
<th>Size (in mm)</th>
<th>Weight (in g)</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>V.A.T.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HY20</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.02%</td>
<td>70 dB</td>
<td>12 V</td>
<td>105x50x25</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>£4.24</td>
<td>£0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HY50</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.02%</td>
<td>70 dB</td>
<td>12 V</td>
<td>114x50x85</td>
<td>575</td>
<td>£12.20</td>
<td>£1.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HY120</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.01%</td>
<td>70 dB</td>
<td>12 V</td>
<td>114x50x95</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>£27.58</td>
<td>£4.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HY200</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>0.01%</td>
<td>70 dB</td>
<td>12 V</td>
<td>114x50x85</td>
<td>575</td>
<td>£18.44</td>
<td>£2.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HY400</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>0.01%</td>
<td>70 dB</td>
<td>12 V</td>
<td>114x50x85</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>£37.20</td>
<td>£5.58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **LOAD IMPEDANCE**: all models 4 Ohms only.
- **INPUT SENSITIVITY**: all models 500 mV.
- **INPUT IMPEDANCE**: all models 10K Ohms.
- **FREQUENCY RESPONSE**: all models 10Hz - 45KHz - 3dB.

**POWER SUPPLY UNITS**

ILP Power Supply Units with transformers made in our factory are designed specifically for use with ILP power amplifiers and apart from PSU50 and 78 which are smaller PSUs, all the other ILP's own manufactured power transformers are used which have the same size and weight of axial equivalents. They are also more efficient and have greatly reduced fields of radiation.

PSU30 - 15V at 100mA to drive up to 12 x HY6 at 6 x HY60. £5.40 + £0.68 VAT.
THE FOLLOWING WILL ALSO DRIVE ILP PRE-AMPS.
PSU100 for 1 x HY30 or 2 x HY50. £10.80 + £1.22 VAT.
The following include toroidal transformers.
PSU50 for 1 x HY50. £9.76 + £1.48 VAT.
PSU70 for 1 x HY100. £9.76 + £1.48 VAT.
PSU90 for 1 x HY120. £13.81 + £2.04 VAT.
PSU100 for 1 x HY200. £13.81 + £2.04 VAT.
PSU180 for 2 x HY200. £23.02 + £3.45 VAT.

**HY6 MONO HY66 STEREO**

When ILP added a new design to its audio module range, there were to be very special transformers designed to meet the requirements. We have achieved remarkable results. We have achieved results we could not have achieved with the new pre-amplifiers - HY6 for mono operation. HY66 for stereo. We have simplified connections, and measured improvements are around 12%. Our new pre-amps are short circuit and polarity protected; mounting boards are available to simplify construction.

**HY6** - 30W x 400. HY66 - 60W x 400. Active Tone Control provides +5kHz cut and -15kHz boost. Input Sensitivity - 1V Kenprob ADG-1V, 5V - selectable 1-12V, All others 100V. Tape IN/OUT - 500V.

**NO DISCOUNT**

**GUARANTEE**

NO QUIBBLE 5 YEAR GUARANTEE 7 DAY DELIVERY ON ALL ORDERS.

**ORDER FORMS**

FREEPOST 5 - 5th Burren House, Hove, Bexhill, East Sussex. £49.00 + £4.00 VAT.

TERMS OF SALE: PAYMENT MUST BE Made within 14 days of order. We accept cheques and postal orders. All our products are guaranteed. Failure to return faulty goods within 14 days is subject to our guarantee. Returns on goods must be pre-paid. Returns are only accepted if goods are in original condition. We reserve the right to reject returns if they are not in original condition. Returns will be subject to a 10% restocking charge. Returns must be accompanied by a copy of your receipt.

**NAME:***

**ADDRESS:**

**Signature:**
POWER AMPLIFIERS

ILP Power Amplifiers are encapsulated within heatsinks designed to meet total heat dissipation needs. They are rugged and made to last a lifetime. Advanced circuitry ensures their suitability for use with the finest loudspeakers, pickups, tuners, etc. using digital or analogue sound sources.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Output Power</th>
<th>Distortion Typical at 1KHz</th>
<th>Minimum Signal/Noise Ratio</th>
<th>Power Supply Voltage</th>
<th>Size in mm</th>
<th>Weight in gms</th>
<th>Price + VAT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HY30</td>
<td>15 W</td>
<td>0.02%</td>
<td>100dB</td>
<td>+20 dB</td>
<td>105 x 25s</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>£6.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HY60</td>
<td>30 W</td>
<td>0.02%</td>
<td>100dB</td>
<td>+20 dB</td>
<td>114 x 50s</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>£7.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HY120</td>
<td>60 W</td>
<td>0.01%</td>
<td>100dB</td>
<td>+20 dB</td>
<td>114 x 50s</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>£11.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HY200</td>
<td>120 W</td>
<td>0.01%</td>
<td>100dB</td>
<td>+20 dB</td>
<td>114 x 50s</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>£13.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HY400</td>
<td>240 W</td>
<td>0.01%</td>
<td>100dB</td>
<td>+20 dB</td>
<td>114 x 50s</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>£27.68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Low impedance - all models 4Ω or more.
Input sensitivity - all models 500 mV.
Power impedance - all models 100KΩ.
Frequency response - all models 10Hz - 45KHz - 3dB.

POWER SUPPLY UNITS

ILP Power Supply Units with transformers made in our own factory are designed specifically for use with ILP power amplifiers and apart from PSU 30 and 38 which are smaller PSUs, all the other ILP's own manufactured toroidal transformers are used which are half the size and weight of conventional equivalents. They are also more efficient and have greatly reduced fields of radiation.

- COMPATIBLE WITH ALL ILP POWER AMPS AND PSUS.
- REQUIRES ONLY POTS, SWITCHES, PLUGS.
- LATEST DESIGN HIGH QUALITY CONNECTORS.
- HIGH OVERLOAD FACTOR 100%.
- LOW DISTORTION - Typically 0.005%.
- NO QUIBBLE 5 YEAR GUARANTEE.
- NO QUibble 7 DAY DESPATCH FOR ALL ORDERS.
- BRITISH DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE.
- FREESTOP SERVICE - SEE BELOW.

HY6 mono HY66 stereo

When ILP add a new design to their audio-module range, there have to be very special reasons for doing so. You see, we're a bit perfectionists. We have achieved that with our two new pre-amplifiers - HY6 for mono operation, HY66 for stereo. We have simplified connections, improved performance figures all round.

Our new pre amps are short circuit and polarity protected; output boards are available to simplify construction.

Suits HY6 - 45 x 240 x 40mm. HY66 - 50 x 240 x 40mm. Actie Tone Control provides ± 13dB cut and boost. Inputs Sensitivity - 50dB. Input Voltage ± 12mV. All others 100V. Tape Out ± 12mV. Main Out ± 500V. Frequency response: 10Hz-100KHz - 3dB.

- NO QUIBBLE 5 YEAR GUARANTEE.
- NO QUibble 7 DAY DESPATCH FOR ALL ORDERS.
- BRITISH DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE.
- FREESTOP SERVICE - SEE BELOW.

No Quibble 5 YEAR GUARANTEE.

No Quibble 7 DAY DESPATCH FOR ALL ORDERS.

No Quibble 5 YEAR GUARANTEE.

No Quibble 7 DAY DESPATCH FOR ALL ORDERS.

No Quibble 5 YEAR GUARANTEE.

No Quibble 7 DAY DESPATCH FOR ALL ORDERS.

No Quibble 5 YEAR GUARANTEE.

No Quibble 7 DAY DESPATCH FOR ALL ORDERS.

No Quibble 5 YEAR GUARANTEE.

No Quibble 7 DAY DESPATCH FOR ALL ORDERS.
### Integration Circuits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8559</td>
<td>IC</td>
<td>Quad 2-input positive AND gate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8555</td>
<td>IC</td>
<td>4-channel 2,4,6-bit multiplexer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8556</td>
<td>IC</td>
<td>4-channel 2,4,6-bit multiplexer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8557</td>
<td>IC</td>
<td>4-channel 2,4,6-bit multiplexer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8558</td>
<td>IC</td>
<td>4-channel 2,4,6-bit multiplexer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Valves

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ECC82</td>
<td>Medium power dual triode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECC83</td>
<td>Medium power dual triode</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Supplies

- **Complete Kit**
  - **Cost:** £225 + VAT
  - **Description:**
    - **PSI COMP 80**
      - **Base on:** Z80 processor
      - **Design:** Scientific computer
    - **Complete Kit**
      - **Price:** £195 + VAT

**Additional Information**

- **Tested**
- **Complete Kit**
- **Subject to 15% surcharge for VAT**
- **U.K. Contracts**
- **Prices valid at time of printing**
- **Prices are subject to change without notice**
- **Telephone:** 01-677 2424
- **Telex:** 946708
- **Terms of Business:** C.O.D. Final packing and valences and semi-conductors 30p per order. CRTs £1. All prices include VAT.
- **Prices are subject to change without notice**
- **Telephone:** 01-677 2424
- **Telex:** 946708

---

**Remark:**

- The table above provides a summary of the various components and parts available from Langrex Supplies Ltd., including semiconductors, valves, and integration circuits. For detailed specifications and pricing, please refer to the original document or contact Langrex Supplies Ltd. directly.
SK ON BOARD MEMORY! 16K Word 32K RAM in one unit. 32K ROM on one IC. 16K ROM, 34K ROM. System expandable to 64K memory.

2 KEYBOARDS! For key application in your lab. Designed for entering high level language plus 16 key panel easy entry of machine code.

GRAPHICS! 13" Crt television picture output — includes standard controller. Only £15.50 extra!

MEMORY MAPPED High resolution VDU display using national type 1702, 16K RAM readout. Also available with a memory to give 64K for 68000.

KANSAS CITY

Live into new type interface.

PSI COMP 80 Z80 Based powerful scientific computer. Design as published in WIRELESS WORLD

Cabinet size 19.0" x 15.7" x 3.3"

COMPLETE KIT

NOW ONLY £225+VAT!

These is for the sensational practical design by John Adams published in a series of articles in WIRELESS WORLD. A complete system.

Included in the PSI COMP 80 scientific computer kit is a professionally designed circuit. Complete instructions are included. Printed circuit board, 2 keyboards, 2 PCB mounted for ease of construction. ICs allow high density assembly. Power supply unit, complete with line filter. All components are mounted on the PCB board. It also includes a 16K RAM expansion plus a large, fully double sided circuit board which can be expanded to 64K.

KIT ALSO AVAILABLE AS SEPARATE PACKS

For those who prefer the individual packs, the following design is available as separate packs: 4 PCBs (19 x 15 x 1") £45.00. Power supply board £50.00. Printed circuit board and power supply £77.00. Complete line filter £25.00.

PSI COMP 80 Memory Expansion System

Expansion upto 32K All inside the computer's own cabinet.

Easy to follow instructions giving a thorough board with buttons and to programming. The computer is transformed enabling up to 32K memory to be added.

All components are mounted on the PCB board which is secured with a metal strip.

Mother board: One glass double sided plated through holes PCB 8.7 x 2.5" set of all components including all transistors, being parts and rubber with cleaner is printed on top edge. £58.50

RAM Board: Glass double sided plated through holes PCB 5 x 1.5" set of components including IC sockets, RAM, etc. £58.50

RAM Board: Glass double sided plated through holes PCB 2 x 1.5" set of components including IC sockets, RAM, etc. £58.50

RAM Board: Glass double sided plated through holes PCB 1 x 1.5" set of components including IC sockets, RAM, etc. £58.50

Etched 14-18cm board, £5.00

Power Supply: Complete with power supply filters. £35.00

Kits include FREE foot control and test oscillator!

List all our kits, the ETI Vocoder really is complete — fully finished mechanism, professional quality components (all resistors 1%, metal coated, resist, coils, etc. — even a 12 plug!)

MANY MORE KITS

ON PAGES 103, 105

OUR CATALOGUE IS FREE! WRITE OR PHONE NOW!

ETI Vocoder

COMPLETE KIT

NOW ONLY £195+VAT!

Being published in Electronics Today International

ETI VOCODER

COMPLETE KIT

ONLY £195+VAT!
Z & I AERO SERVICES LTD.
Head Office: 42-44A-AE WESTBURY GROVE, LONDON W2 5SF
Tel. 277 5641 Telex 261306

SPECIAL OFFER OF BRAND NEW USSR MADE MULTIMETERS

TYPE U4312

- Sensitivity: 0.2000 V
- Range: 2000 mV
- Input impedance: 10 MΩ
- Resolution: ±1% of reading
- Accuracy: ±1% of reading

Price: £10.50

Carrying case and test leads

Packaging and postage (UK): £1.00

TYPE U4323

- Sensitivity: 0.1670 V
- Range: 10 A
- Input impedance: 1 MΩ
- Resolution: ±1% of reading
- Accuracy: ±1% of reading

Price: £15.00

Packaging and postage (UK): £1.00

**SPECIAL OFFER OF BRAND NEW USSR MADE MULTIMETERS**

- Sensitivity: 0.0606-0.6000 V
- Range: 30 A
- Input impedance: 200 kΩ
- Resolution: ±1% of reading
- Accuracy: ±1% of reading

Price: £16.95

Packaging and postage (UK): £1.20

**MONEY SAVING BARGAIN**

Ex-Stock from USSR

**J.V.C. BELT DRIVEN**

With Stereo Magnetic Audio Technica Cartridge

**LIST PRICE OVER £80**

- AM/FM stereo tuner
- AM/FM stereo cassette player
- AM/FM stereo cassette recorder
- Phono pre-amplifier
- Line output
- Speaker output
- Headphones output
- AC power supply

**Belt Drive**

Power Output: 10 watts R.M.S into 8 ohms at 1% THD.
Frequency Response: 20-20,000 Hz.
S/N ratio: 60 dB.
Channel separation: 40 dB.

**Low Price Offer**

Only £79.99

Packaging and postage (UK): £1.00

**CAR STEREO CASSETTE MECHANISM made for MOTOALA**

- Front loading 12 volt transistorised
- Speed and voltage control
- Ex-equipment tested — guaranteed

Only £7.50

Packaging and postage (UK): £1.00

**TRANSCENDENT DPX**

DIGITALLY CONTROLLED, TOUCH SENSITIVE, POLYPHONIC, MULTI-VOICE SYNTHESIZER

Another superb design by synthesizer expert Tim Orr — published in Electronics Today International

The TRANSCENDENT DPX is a really versatile 8 voice digital keyboard instrument. There are two audio outputs which can be used simultaneously. On the front there is a beautiful keyboard and an easy-to-read LCD display with many notes and basic information. On the back there is a wide array of digital controls, all fully programmable. It can be a synthesiser/piano or piano/synth to play a traditional or modern style jazz or pop music. To play it is surprisingly easy and if the keyboard is electronically off at the back then two keys can be used as a facility for producing the kind of sound you want. The back panel has all the usual connections and there is a two voice filter and a multisonic. There are many opening and tone controls, a separate control for each voice and a separate tone control for each voice. The synthesizer has a 100 note range of different voices, each voice can be programmed in a variety of different ways, the synthesizer can be used in many different ways.

**COMPLETE KIT ONLY £299 + VAT**

To add to the sounds and make them more natural there is a chorus reverb unit which is a complex stereo reverb very good sound quality. The synthesizer has also a very good high quality speaker which can be used for home entertainment or in a studio environment. The synthesizer can be used as a good instrument for a synthesizer player or in a music school. The synthesizer is made for all ages and can be used in any kind of music. The synthesizer is made of very high quality parts, very well put together, fully adjustable and very stable.

**POWERTRAN**

MANY MORE KITS ON PAGE 105. MORE KITS AND ORDERING INFORMATION ON PAGE 101

**TRANSCENDENT 2000**

SINGLE BOARD SYNTHESIZER

Live Performance Synthesizer Designed by Consultant Tim Orr (formerly Synthesizer Designer for EMS Limited) and Featured as a Constructional Article in Electronics Today Internationals.

The TRANSCENDENT 2000 is a simple instrument that is compact and compactly designed. It is a musical and tonal range. There is a continuous, unbreakable function, a C10 with volume and pitch modulation. The C10 is used with the high pitch and low pitch units, the C10 is used with the middle pitched voices. The TRANSCENDENT 2000 is a complete kit, it can be assembled in any kind of environment. It is a simple and elegant design.

**COMPLETE KIT ONLY £168.50 + VAT**

Comprehensive handbooks supplied with all complete kits. This makes it possible for anyone to set up your synthesizer with nothing more elaborate than a multimeter and a pair of leads.
Z & I AERO SERVICES LTD.
Head Office: 42-44A-48 WESTBOURNE GROVE, LONDON W2 5SF
Tel. 727 5661 Telex 261306

SPECIAL OFFER OF BRAND NEW USSR MADE MULTIMETERS

**TYPE U4312**
- Sensitivity: 20 nV/V
- A.C. Current: 200 nA
- D.C. Current: 200 nA
- Frequency Range: 10 Hz to 100 kHz
- Resistance: 10 MΩ

**TYPE U4315**
- Sensitivity: 20 μV/V
- A.C. Current: 200 nA
- D.C. Current: 200 nA
- Frequency Range: 10 Hz to 100 kHz
- Resistance: 10 MΩ

**PRICE**
- £15.00

**TYPE U4323**
- Sensitivity: 20 μV/V
- A.C. Current: 200 nA
- D.C. Current: 200 nA
- Frequency Range: 10 Hz to 100 kHz
- Resistance: 10 MΩ

**PRICE**
- £15.00

**TYPE U4341 COMBINED MULTIMETER AND TRANSISTOR TESTER**
- Sensitivity: 16.7 kHz, 3.3 kHz, 300 kHz
- A.C. Current: 200 nA
- D.C. Current: 200 nA
- Frequency Range: 10 Hz to 100 kHz
- Resistance: 10 MΩ

**PRICE**
- £15.00

**Descriptions and Options**
- Electronic tests can be used on a variety of components.
- Electronic tests can be used on a variety of components.
- Electronic tests can be used on a variety of components.
- Electronic tests can be used on a variety of components.

**Car Stereo Cassette Mechanism made for MOTOROLA**
- Front loading 12-volt transistorised
- Speed and voltage control
- E.g. equipment tested
- Guaranteed

**Car Stereo Cassette Mechanism made for MOTOROLA**
- Front loading 12-volt transistorised
- Speed and voltage control
- E.g. equipment tested
- Guaranteed

**GEC HIGH QUALITY STEREO 10+10 watt AMPLIFIER WITH AM/FM STEREO TUNER IDEAL FOR THE HOME**

A cancelled export order brings this offer from the world-famous firm of GEC.

**LIST PRICE OVER £50**
J.V.C. Belt Drive Turntable with Stereo Magnetic Audio Technica Cartridge

**LIST PRICE OVER £50**
J.V.C. Belt Drive Turntable with Stereo Magnetic Audio Technica Cartridge

**MONEY SAVING BARGAIN EX-STOCK FROM J.V.C.**
Belt Drive Turntable with Stereo Magnetic Audio Technica Cartridge

**LOW PRICE OFFER**
- Headphone: £15.00
- Speaker: £20.00

**CAR STEREO CASSETTE MECHANISM made for MOTOROLA**
- Front loading 12-volt transistorised
- Speed and voltage control
- E.g. equipment tested
- Guaranteed

**CAR STEREO CASSETTE MECHANISM made for MOTOROLA**
- Front loading 12-volt transistorised
- Speed and voltage control
- E.g. equipment tested
- Guaranteed

**GEC HIGH QUALITY STEREO 10+10 watt AMPLIFIER WITH AM/FM STEREO TUNER IDEAL FOR THE HOME**

A cancelled export order brings this offer from the world-famous firm of GEC.

**LIST PRICE OVER £50**
J.V.C. Belt Drive Turntable with Stereo Magnetic Audio Technica Cartridge

**LIST PRICE OVER £50**
J.V.C. Belt Drive Turntable with Stereo Magnetic Audio Technica Cartridge

**MONEY SAVING BARGAIN EX-STOCK FROM J.V.C.**
Belt Drive Turntable with Stereo Magnetic Audio Technica Cartridge

**LOW PRICE OFFER**
- Headphone: £15.00
- Speaker: £20.00

**CAR STEREO CASSETTE MECHANISM made for MOTOROLA**
- Front loading 12-volt transistorised
- Speed and voltage control
- E.g. equipment tested
- Guaranteed

**CAR STEREO CASSETTE MECHANISM made for MOTOROLA**
- Front loading 12-volt transistorised
- Speed and voltage control
- E.g. equipment tested
- Guaranteed
NEW PRICES ON MEMORIES

STRUFTS prices down again

2114-300ns 1K x 4 SRAM $3.33 $2.77 $2.40
2116-200ns 1K x 1 DRAM $3.00 $2.50 $2.40
2708-450ns 1K x 8 EPROM $4.39 $4.00 $3.70
2516-2K x 8 EPROM $9.99 $8.62 $7.47
2532-4K x 8 EPROM $29.90 $28.40 $24.70

Please add 50p Postage and 15% VAT to all orders.

STRUFT LTD.
(ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS DISTRIBUTORS)
3C Barley Market Street
Taunton, Devon PL19 1QF
Tel: Taunton 0822-5439/5648
Telex 45263 OJF

POSITIVE RESIST
COATED LAMINATE
Direct from MANUFACTURER

for high quality printed circuit production - compatible with all positive working systems.

Ex Stock Delivery

PRICE
SINGLE
DOUBLE

SIDE
$0.99
$0.89
$1.23
$1.38

"4" x 6"
$2.59
$2.93

6" x 8"
$1.08

8" x 9"
$1.10

All packed individually. Cash with order only.
All prices inclusive of V.A.T. and Delivery.

SAFAGAN OFFERS
ST-45
SINGLE TRACE DISCOSCOPE
AT ONLY
£127 + VAT
P. & P. FREE
TILL OCT. 10
ST-45 SIMPLY SUPERIOR

FEATURES
- 10mV/div. • 5mV/div. • 4" CRT • 1 YR. GUARANTEE
- TIME BASE: 200ns/div-250 4" EACH
- TRIGGER LEVEL: SLOPE BRIGHT LINE AUTO-SENSITIVITY INT. 0.5 div. EXT 100mv
- SIZE: H. 215mm W. 165mm D. 280mm. WEIGHT 4kg (10lbs)

STROBE switch (X-REF-XIO) • SINGLE TRACE AT TRIGGER LEVEL; TIME BASE: 200ns/div-250 4"

ORDER TO: SAFAGAN ELECTRONICS LTD.
56 Bishop's Wood, St. John's, Woking, Surrey GU21 3GB
Tel: Woking 6823 or Woking 69660 till 1 p.m.

SPECIAL OFFER MARCH 1980

CHROMATHEQUE 5000
5 CHANNEL LIGHTING EFFECTS SYSTEM

This versatile system featured as a constructional article in ELECTRONICS TODAY INTERNATIONAL has 5 frequencies channels with individual level controls on each channel, Control of the lights accompanied by a view of the music, you can not only visualise sound at night but to a considerable degree control it to your taste. Design and UK made this kit is really a versatile and interesting project. The kit includes all the preamplifiers, power supplies, control panels, etc. etc. etc. and as the kit is a simple board design it is a real treat to build and from the kit you will build three types of lighting effects: A strobe effect, a double strobe effect and a colour changeover board. Each kit is supplied with two complete sets of instructions. The kit is complete with everything you need including a high powered, rugged heat resistant panel and all circuitry is waterproofed. It is a great project to build and gives you complete control of the lighting effects and also offers a great use for the amateur as well as the professional for entertainment purposes.

DE LUXE EASY TO BUILD LINSLEY HOOD
79W STEREO AMPLIFIER £99.30 + VAT

This top quality, bass enhanced unit is a low priced unit offering superb performance and quality amplifiers. It is a very easy kit to build and gives you complete control of the lighting effects and also offers a great use for the amateur as well as the professional for entertainment purposes.

MUSLCE EFFECTS DEVICE - AS FEATURED IN ELECTRONICS TODAY INTERNATIONAL!

ThisBlack Hole music effects device is a low priced unit offering superb performance and quality amplifiers. It is a very easy kit to build and gives you complete control of the lighting effects and also offers a great use for the amateur as well as the professional for entertainment purposes.

MUSLCE EFFECTS DEVICE - AS FEATURED IN ELECTRONICS TODAY INTERNATIONAL!

ThisBlack Hole music effects device is a low priced unit offering superb performance and quality amplifiers. It is a very easy kit to build and gives you complete control of the lighting effects and also offers a great use for the amateur as well as the professional for entertainment purposes.
NEW PRICES ON MEMORIES

STRU Tracy prices down again

2114-300ns 1K x 4 SRAM
2116-200ns 16K x 1 DRAM
2708-450ns 1K x 8 EPROM
2716-2X K x 8 EPROM
2516-4K x 8 EPROM
2532-450ns 4K x 8 EPROM
Carter ASCII Keyboard

Please add 50p Postage and 15% VAT to all orders.

STRU TRUST LTD.
(ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS DISTRIBUTORS)
3C Bailey Market Street
Tavistock, Devon PL19 0JF
Tel. Tavistock 0822-5439/5648

CHROMATHEQUE 5000
5 CHANNEL LIGHTING EFFECTS SYSTEM

This versatile system featured as a construction article in ELECTRONICS TODAY INTERNATIONAL has 5 frequencies channels with individual level controls on each channel. Control of the lights accompanied by the sound. You can set the unit as a strobe light or light up a video or sound at any speed. The sounds are programmed with special effects. Enjoy this unique kit which includes every component part, and is the type of design which is unique in its own class. The kit includes fully finished metalwork, fibreglass PCBs, wires, etc. — complete right down to the last nut and bolt.

COMPLETE KIT ONLY £49.90 + VAT!

T20 + 20 20W STEREO AMPLIFIER £33.10 + VAT

This 3 way, 20 watt kit described in Practical Wireless, is a very stylish looking board and offers a very new way. Use of construction and the latest parts found with microcircuits, enabling small size and high power output. All parts ready to assemble and is superbly finished at a very low price.

COMPLETE KIT ONLY £49.80 + VAT (single delay line system)

De Luxe version (dual delay line systems) also available for £59.80 + VAT.

Callus cabinet 10" x 8.5" x 1.5" (max) 1.5" (min)

POWERTRAN SYNTHESIZER KITS ON PAGE 103. MORE KITS AND ORDERING INFORMATION ON PAGE 101.

BLACK HOLE MUSIC EFFECTS DEVICE — AS FEATURED IN ELECTRONICS TODAY INTERNATIONAL!

The BLACK HOLE is a device that adds a music effect to your voice or any sound source. It contains a variety of effects including echo, reverb, and other musical effects. It is ideal for adding musical effects to any audio source, whether it be a microphone or an instrument. The effects can be controlled to create a wide range of musical sounds, from subtle to dramatic.

COMPLETE KIT ONLY £49.80 + VAT (single delay line system)

De Luxe version (dual delay line systems) also available for £59.80 + VAT.

Cabinet size 10" x 8.5" x 1.5" (max) 1.5" (min)
OEM — let Drake Transformers advise you on component specification and design to solve that special problem. Pre-production prototypes and development undertaken as necessary.

Well known over a quarter century for personal service and high-quality products, Drake specializes in the design and manufacture of transformers and other wound components for large and small quantity production.

Expertise and service put DRAKE TRANSFORMERS in a class of their own.

DRAKE TRANSFORMERS LIMITED
South Green Works - Kennel Lane
Billencote - Essex CM1 2SP

Telephone: Billincote 02774/5155
Telex: 99426 (prefix Drake)

WWW FOR FURTHER DETAILS

To obtain further details of any of the coded items mentioned in the Editorial or Advertisement pages of this issue, please complete one or more of the attached cards entering the reference number(s). Your enquiries will be passed on to the manufacturers concerned and you can expect to hear from them direct in due course. Cards posted from abroad require a stamp. These Service Cards are valid for six months from the date of publication.

Please Use Capital Letters

If you are way down on the circulation list, you may not be getting the information you require from the journal as soon as you should. Why not have your own copy?
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Why Scopex?

There's a range of answers.

There's something every one of our scopes has in common. Great accuracy, tremendous reliability and keener pricing, plus free delivery on UK mainland.

Take the new 4D-10B. The fully stabilised power supply gives 3% accuracy. There's a full XY facility using CMOS IC's for extra reliability, Z modulation for brightening or dimming the trace, 10MHz scan at full bandwidth over the full screen area, trace locate and TV field trigger. At £210.00 it's astonishing value.

Or the 4D-25. A dual trace model with DC-25MHz bandwidth and 10mW/cm sensitivity. Signal delay allows you to trigger from and see the leading edge of any signal. Trigger level and slope are selected on one dual function control. 3% accuracy and still only £360.00.

Plus the 4S6 single beam 6MHz bandwidth model with easy to use controls. 10mV sensitivity and timebase range of 1µs to 100ms/cm. Lightweight, compact and a very good price. £144.00.

Return the coupon for full details of the range that gives you a lot more scope.

*UK list price excluding VAT.

Scopex Sales, Puxmore Avenue, Letchworth, Herts SG6 1JU.
Tel: (0462) 72771.

Please send me full details of the Scopex range.

Name

Company

Address

Tel: 

WIRELESS WORLD, SEPTEMBER 1980

4D-10B

4D-25

INTERNATIONAL INSTRUMENTS

VERSA PRECISION

TOUGH - built to take the rough and tumble of field service and survive normally disastrous overloads the 935 will stay in cal.

PRECISE - boasts 0.1% 3% accuracy - better than many bench models.

VERSATILE - all the functions and ranges you need - 29 in all, volts and amps, a.c. and d.c., switchable Hi and Lo shunts.

EXPANDABLE - accessories extend the functions and ranges you need ...29 in all, volts and amps, a.c. and d.c., switchable Hi and Lo shunts.

The 935 has the lowest price tag of any high performance hand-held DMM at £93. UK mainland delivered excl. VAT. It uses a low cost IPS battery which can give up to 200 hours use.

Why your next multimeter should be a Farnell VERSA PRECISION.

3½ digit LCD display DIGITAL MULTIMETER

HANDY - easy to hold, to carry, to use, to read. Always at hand to make difficult measurements easy.

VERSATILE - all the functions and ranges you need ...29 in all, volts and amps, a.c. and d.c., switchable Hi and Lo shunts.

TOUGH - built to take the rough and tumble of field service and survive normally disastrous overloads the 935 will stay in cal.

PRECISE - boasts 0.1% 3% accuracy - better than many bench models.

VERSATILE - all the functions and ranges you need ...29 in all, volts and amps, a.c. and d.c., switchable Hi and Lo shunts.
RADIO AND TELEVISION SERVICING
1979-80 MODELS

Editor
R N Wainwright, T.Eng. (C.E.I), F.S.E.R.T.
The latest volume in the RADIO AND TELEVISION SERVICING series.

Radio Shack Ltd
188 BROADHURST GARDENS, LONDON NW6 3JY

An essential reference book for all service engineers

E14.50 14.50
Special price for six-volume set £58.00 (including p&p)
Consisting of vols. 74/75, 75/76, 76/77, 77/78, 78/79, 79/80
Previous volumes still available individually

MARKING PENS
with fluorescent colour inks

A range of marking pens is available in ten colours for permanent and removables markngs. The inks are highly fluorescent, electrically non-conductive and can be used for marking metal, plastic, fabric or through an oil film.

STANDARD PNEUMATIC MOTOR CO.
35 Stafford Road, Weston-super-Mare, Avon BS23 3BN
Tel. No. 0934 417803. Telex 449480

To the Sales Dept., Macdonald Futura Publishers Ltd.,
8 Shepherdess Walk, London N1,
Please send me (copy(s) of) RADIO AND TELEVISION SERVICING 1979-80 Models at E14.50 per copy (post paid). I enclose my cheque/PO for £________ (made payable to Macdonald Futura Publishers Ltd) or debit

Access American Express
Barclay Card

My card number is ____________
Signature
Date

Macdonald A Division of Macdonald Futura Publishers Ltd.
WW — 100 FOR FURTHER DETAILS

RADIO SHACK LTD
For Communications equipment including Trios and Trio triple.

Ham Bands with 1.5-30 MHz receive with built-in 150 MHz frequency counter plus option of 0-1.5 MHz receive and/or any transmitting application 1-30 MHz.

RADIO SHACK LTD
Tel: 01-626 7774

Conquer the chip.
Be it a career, hobby or interest, like it or not the silicon chip will revolutionise every human activity over the next ten years.
Knowledge of its operation and its use is vital. Knowledge you can attain, through us, in simple, easy to understand stages.

Learn the technology of the future today in your own home.

MASTER ELECTRONICS LEARN THE PRACTICAL WAY

- Automatic equipment
- A range of oscilloscopes
- Understanding circuit diagrams
- Handling all types of solid state Chips
- Carry our own 40 experiments on basic circuits and on digital electronics
- Testing and servicing of TV, VHS, VCR and all types of modern computer equipment

MASTER COMPUTERS
LEARN HOW TO REALLY PROGRAM COMPUTERS NOW

THEY WORK — THEY TALK — THEY THINK — THEY DO PROGRAMS

MASTER THE REST

- Radio Frequency Lenses... single Chip technique
- Oscilloscope and test set
- Book ancilliary to technology
- Great for Signal Geometers — Digital Means e

CATALOGUE

FOR FURTHER DETAILS

TR-7 Transceiver

www.americanradiohistory.com
RADIO AND TELEVISION SERVICING
1979-80 MODELS

Editor
R N Wainwright, T.Eng. (CEI), F.S.E.R.T.

The latest volume in the RADIO AND TELEVISION SERVICING series.

Bigger than ever — over 900 pages
Quick reference to hundreds of models
Essential service information — Television (Colour and Monochrome)
Radio — (Portables, Clock Radios, Cassettes, In-car, Unit Audio, Record Players)
Latest design techniques described
Receiver adjustment and alignment
Manufacturers' recommended modifications


An essential reference book for all service engineers

£14.50 15th April
Special price for six-volume set £58.00 (including p&p)
Consisting of vols. 74/75, 75/76, 76/77, 77/78, 78/79, 79/80
Previous volumes still available individually.

Enquiries to Sales Dept., Macdonald Futura

From bookstallers or, in case of difficulty, please use the form below.

MACDONALD A Division of Macdonald Futura Publishers Ltd.
8 Shepherdess Walk, London N1.

Please send me:

£ copy(ies) of RADIO AND TELEVISION SERVICING 1979-80 Models at £14.50 per copy (post paid).
I enclose my cheque/PO for £

Signature Date

Macdonald A Division of Macdonald Futura Publishers Ltd.

MARKING PENS with fluorescent colour inks

A range of marking pens is available in ten colours for permanent and removablesable markings. The inks are highly fluorescent, electrically non-conductive and can be used for marking metal, plastic, fabric or through an oil film.

STANDARD PNEUMATIC MOTOR CO.
35 Stafford Road, Weston-super-Mare, Avon BS23 8BN
Tel. No. 0934 417803. Telex 449460

RADIO SHACK LTD
188 BROADHURST GARDENS, LONDON NW6 3AY
Grosvenor Ct., Radio Shack, London, W10, Telex: 313778
WW — 85 FOR FURTHER DETAILS

RADIO SHACK LTD

For Communications equipment including Trios and Trio testers.

TR-7 Transceiver

Ham Bands with 1.5-30 MHz receive with built-in 150 MHz frequency counter plus option of 0-1.5 MHz receive and/or any transceiving application 1.5-30 MHz.

DRAKE SALES & SERVICE

188 BROADHURST GARDENS, LONDON NW6 3AY

eware that your interest is in a specific issue of Radio and Television Servicing — 1979-80 Models. This is a comprehensive guide to radio and television servicing, with detailed information on various models, including Bush, Corona, Decca, Ferguson, G.E.C., Grundig, Hitachi, I.T. T., Mitsubishi, Murphy, Philips, Platinium, Pye, Sanyo, Sony, T.C.E., Telefunken, Telefun, Ultra, Panasonic, Grundig, Murphy, National, Philips, Pye, Roberts, Sanyo, Sharp, Sony, Ultra, Waltham.

The book contains over 900 pages of essential service information on television (colour and monochrome), radio (portables, clock radios, cassettes, in-car, unit audio, record players), and latest design techniques. It also covers receiver adjustments and alignment, manufacturers' recommended modifications, and information on various makes of electronic equipment.

The book is available at a special price for the six-volume set of £58.00 (including postage and packing). Individual volumes are also available separately.

To order, please send your request to the Sales Department, Macdonald Futura, 8 Shepherdess Walk, London N1. Alternatively, bookstallers can be contacted directly for ordering. Please select the number of copies you require and enclose your payment with the order form provided.

For further details on Marking Pens with fluorescent colour inks, visit Standard Pneumatic Motor Co. at 35 Stafford Road, Weston-super-Mare, Avon BS23 8BN, or call them at 0934 417803 or Telex 449460.

If you are interested in marking metal, plastic, fabric, or oil films, the fluorescent marking pens are ideal. They are highly fluorescent, electrically non-conductive, and can be used for marking or identifying various surfaces.

For communications equipment, including Trio transceivers, contact Radio Shack Ltd. at 188 Broadhurst Gardens, London NW6 3AY, Grosvenor Ct., Radio Shack, London, W10, Telex 313778.
The SW-M Mini Gas Soldering Iron
now from KAM

flameless and ideal for
fast soldering anywhere

Using only ordinary gas lighter fuel and giving 4 hours continuous use from one charge the SW-M, is ideal for many applications. There is no danger of electric current leakage and with flameless combustion there is negligible risk of fire. Soldering iron tip temperature is adjustable. Models available include 20W, 30W, 40W and 60W (wattage equivalents).

For full details ask for Bulletin No. 4.

Kam Circuits Limited, Porte Marsh Road, Caine, Wiltshire, SN11 6BU.
Telephone: (0249) 815262 Telex: 44218

WWW — 677 FOR FURTHER DETAILS
The SW-M Mini Gas Soldering Iron now from KAM
flameless and ideal for fast soldering anywhere
Using only ordinary gas lighter fuel and giving 4 hours continuous use from one charge the SW-M, is ideal for many applications. There is no danger of electric current leakage and with flameless combustion there is negligible risk of fire. Soldering iron tip temperature is adjustable. Models available include 20W, 30W, 40W and 60W (wattage equivalents).

For full details ask for Bulletin No. 4.

Kam Circuits Limited, Porte Marsh Road, Caine, Wiltshire SP1 8BW
Telephone: (0249) 815262 Telex: 444218

WWW — FREE FOR FURTHER DETAILS
**NEW TETRONIX PORTABLE OSCILLOSCOPE**

100MHz Dual Trace Damped and Mixed Signal Trigger Time supplied with all Standard Accessories +

**1 YEAR WARRANTY**

**OUR AMAZING PRICE**

**£1395**

**HEWLETT PACKARD 3490A DMM**

5½ digit AC/DC with 1µA resolution. Damping. Variable display time. Resistance, d.c. and欧姆.

**£375**

**TETRONIX 4950B Oscilloscope**

30MHz Dual Trace Damped and Mixed Signal Trigger Time supplied with all Standard Accessories +

**£195**

**FLUKE 19B Multifunction Counter**

112A-01 A

**£235**

**SATELLITE**

12-MONTH WARRANTY

A copy of our trading conditions is available on request.

**12-MONTH WARRANTY**

All Second User Test Equipment is fully guaranteed for 12 months unless otherwise stated.

**WWW.WIRELESSWORLD.COM**
A.C. VOLTMETERS
BIOSTATION
True RMS Voltmeter 93A
£375
FLUKE
408C/Differential Voltmeter 883A
£975
HEWLETT PACKARD
Log Voltmeter/Amplifier 7563A
£445
£50 5A Vector Voltmeter. 1MHz-10GHz.
£1,995
1 Year Warranty OUR AMAZING PRICE
£100.00
MARCONI INSTRUMENTS
BE.I. Voltmeter 4.04E1
£225
Valve Voltmeter TF 2500
£175
Valve Voltmeter TF 2604
£250
£1,200.00
MARCONI MILITARY
A.C. Millivoltmeter PM 245A
£225
ANALYSERS
BIOSTATION
Layer Analyser 1650D
£360
GENERAL RADIO
D.V.M.sAND D.M.M.s
£1,750
HEWLETT PACKARD
ES 855A & 855L
£450
Network Analyser System 840A + 8412A / c w 840A + 840A1 Sweep Marker Generator
£3550
£1,200.00
LOGIC ANALYSERS
BIOSTATION
Amplitude Analyser 1827 + 875A
£1,200.00
19MHz & 16GHz
£2,000.00
MARCONI INSTRUMENTS
Wave Analyser TF 230A
£725
BRIDGES
BOORON
100MHz, 280A.
£850
AVO
Inductance Bridge 6.35
£1,950
GENERAL RADIO
Reference Bridge 1037A
£1,950
LCR Bridge 0.001A
£1,950
MARCONI INSTRUMENTS
General Bridge TF 1317
£325
U meter TF 1345 / c w TF 1346 and TF 1347
£950
RODE AND SCHWARZ
Inductance Meter IRT
£475
Conductance Meter IRT
£475
WAYNE KERR
A.C. Testab 100A
Universal Bridge B221 (1 lb).
£225
D.V.M.s AND D.M.M.s
£950
PASCHER
3½ digit G.V.M. 1051
£95
3½ digit G.V.M. 8023A (New)
£86
3½ digit G.V.M. 8024A
£125
3½ digit G.V.M. 8020A-01
£125
3½ digit G.V.M. 830A
£125
PHI LIPS
AutoRanging D M.M. PM 5241
£150
AutoRanging D M.M. PM 5232
£150
AutoRanging D M.M. PM 2522
£150
AutoRanging D M.M. PM 2520
£150
SCHLUMBERGER
3½ digit G.V.M. 2423
£425
Microprocessor G.V.M. 7065
£950
As above with processor
£1,250
Microprocessor G.V.M. 7055
£1,250
As above with processor
£1,500
FREQUENCY COUNTERS
ADVANCE
5000Hz Counter 15C + 15C P +
£395
£495
£1,200.00
FREQUENCY COUNTERS
ADVANCE
5000Hz Counter 15C + 15C P +
£395
£495
£1,200.00
12 MONTH WARRANTY
All Second User Test Equipment is fully guaranteed for 12 months unless otherwise stated.

BRAND NEW TETRONIX 3490A DMM
£1395
Test Equipment July 1980
New List Price £1950
HEWLETT PACKARD
3490A DMM
5½ digit AC/DC with
For resistances DC,
Self-calibration Variable
Display time, Resistance
down to fmd.
UNBELIEVABLY LOW PRICE
£375
30 Day Warranty
COSSOR
CD150U
PORTABLE OSCILLOSCOPE
£195
SUPER VALUE SUPER QUALITY
30 Year Warranty
£195
£1,200.00
### ELECTRONIC BROKERS LTD

#### VDU PRICES SHATTERED

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DEC PDP 11/34 Processor</td>
<td>£690.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEC LA-11PD 180cps</td>
<td>£159.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMI MONITOR</td>
<td>£100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASR 33 Teletype</td>
<td>£69.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### NEW ASCII KEYBOARDS — NEW LOW PRICES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KB756 56-station ASCII keyboard</td>
<td>£45.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KB756MF 56-station ASCII keyboard</td>
<td>£39.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KB15P Edge connector for KB756 or KB756MF</td>
<td>£3.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MISCELLANEOUS

- **LOW COST PRINTER OFFER:**
  - **TELETYPE 23 Printer mechanism including case but no keyboard or electronics:** £56.10
  - **40-column 30 line heavy duty printer:** £120.00

- **Hazardine H-1000**
  - The world’s largest selling character terminal. The bit-mapped video display terminal can be configured with any combination of terminals, capabilities and options in an ever-expanding list of applications in Universities, Hospitals, Banks, Finance and Government.

### DEC EQUIPMENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D11/20 4-slot backplane</td>
<td>£196.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D11/23 Parallel I/O (EI) &amp; 2000 base card with integral hard copy</td>
<td>£285.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D11/24 Parallel I/O (EI) &amp; 2000 base card with integral hard copy</td>
<td>£250.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### HAZELTINE MODULAR ONE

The Hazeltine Modular One terminal offers the full range of terminal performances — from simple teletype printer to sophisticated data input and printing capabilities. The Modular One is supplied in two different versions. The BASIC MODEL provides the following features: 1. 9200 character display (80x24) — 12-inch bundled; Incremental and absolute cursor positioning.

### SPECIAL FEATURES

- **7-key numeric pad**
- **Movable keyboard**
- **Choice of B transmission rates up to 9600 baud**
- **Communication interfaces**
- **Standard in features, performance, reliability and value in an ever-expanding list of applications in Universities, Hospitals, Banks, Finance and Government.**

- **Features include:***
  - Switch-selectable transmission rates to 9600 baud
  - Two-switch selectable operating modes — full duplex, half-duplex or batch
  - Choice of bit-mapped or non-bit-mapped mode
  - **PARITY**
  - Power-on Parity Error
  - **PARITY**
  - Parity error indicated by Parity light and the parity flag displayed in character position.
  - **OPERATING MODES**
  - **FULL/HALF Duplex**
  - **MEMORY**
  - High-speed MOS refresh
  - **STANDARD INTERFACE**
  - **REMOTE COMMANDS**
  - **EDITION FEATURES**
  - **EDITING FEATURES**
  - **PRINTED DATA**
  - **POLLING MODES**
  - **REMOTE COMMANDS**
  - **EDITION FEATURES**
  - **PRINTED DATA**
  - **POLLING MODES**

- **Optional:**
  - **Lower Case**
  - **F395.00**
  - **Print Port (parallel)**
  - **£50.00**
  - **Print Port (serial)**
  - **£70.00**
  - **EIA Data**
  - **£15.00**
  - **Remote Edit**
  - **£15.00**
  - **Current Loop Interface**
  - **£15.00**
  - **Synchronous Interface**
  - **£15.00**
  - **External Baud & Parity Switch**
  - **£5.00**
  - **Other AMD**
  - **£895.00**

- **Technical Help:**
  - **www.americanradiohistory.com**
  - **Tel: 01-837 7781.**
  - **Telex 7781.**

- **Hazeltine H-1000**
  - The low priced full-keyboard-compatible video display terminal, offering your choice of transmission speeds up to 9600 baud as well as your choice of parity and checking.

- **Specification:**
  - **SCREEN SIZE :**
  - **STANDARD INTERFACE :**
  - **REMOTE COMMANDS :**
  - **EDITION FEATURES :**
  - **PRINTED DATA :**
  - **POLLING MODES :**

- **Optional:**
  - **Lower Case**
  - **F395.00**
  - **Print Port (parallel)**
  - **£50.00**
  - **Print Port (serial)**
  - **£70.00**

- **Technical Help:**
  - **www.americanradiohistory.com**
  - **Tel: 01-837 7781.**
  - **Telex 7781.**

- **Hazeltine MODULAR ONE**
  - The Hazeltine Modular One terminal offers the full range of terminal performances — from simple teletype printer to sophisticated data input and printing capabilities. The Modular One is supplied in two different versions. The BASIC MODEL provides the following features: 1. 9200 character display (80x24) — 12-inch bundled; Incremental and absolute cursor positioning. **Dual video intensity**
  - **£1140.00**
  - **Movable keyboard**
  - **Choice of B transmission rates up to 9600 baud**
  - **Communication interfaces**
  - **Standard in features, performance, reliability and value in an ever-expanding list of applications in Universities, Hospitals, Banks, Finance and Government.**

- **Features include:***
  - Switch-selectable transmission rates to 9600 baud
  - Two-switch selectable operating modes — full duplex, half-duplex or batch
  - Choice of bit-mapped or non-bit-mapped mode
  - **PARITY**
  - Power-on Parity Error
  - **PARITY**
  - Parity error indicated by Parity light and the parity flag displayed in character position.
  - **OPERATING MODES**
  - **FULL/HALF Duplex**
  - **MEMORY**
  - High-speed MOS refresh
  - **STANDARD INTERFACE**
  - **REMOTE COMMANDS**
  - **EDITION FEATURES**
  - **PRINTED DATA**
  - **POLLING MODES**
  - **REMOTE COMMANDS**
  - **EDITION FEATURES**
  - **PRINTED DATA**
  - **POLLING MODES**

- **Optional:**
  - **Lower Case**
  - **F395.00**
  - **Print Port (parallel)**
  - **£50.00**
  - **Print Port (serial)**
  - **£70.00**
  - **EIA Data**
  - **£15.00**
  - **Remote Edit**
  - **£15.00**
  - **Current Loop Interface**
  - **£15.00**
  - **Synchronous Interface**
  - **£15.00**
  - **External Baud & Parity Switch**
  - **£5.00**
  - **Other AMD**
  - **£895.00**
New ASCII KEYBOARDS — NEW LOW PRICES

KB 756 56-column ASCII keyboard, P.C.B. £14.00, £25.00 keyboard with numeric pad £25.00, £45.00. Complete with connecting cable £35.00, £5.50. Includes all quantities.

New peripheral equipment for PET.

HIGH-SPEED ADAPTORS — £15.00

NEW LOWER PRICES — £15.00

DEC DOT 11/34 Processor

512 KB 11/34 processor with 128 KB memory. Ideal for the VDU user. Case dimension 17.5 x 7.0 x 2.5. Total weight 4.6 lb. F.P.O. £95.00. (Order total £106.10). ACP

EQUIPMENT

The Hazeltine Modular One terminal offers the full range of terminal performances — from simple teletypewriter competency to enhanced editing and polling capabilities.

The MODULAR One is supplied in two different versions. The BASIC MODULAR provides the following features:

- 1,920 character display (80 x 24) — 12-inch banded
- Incremental and absolute cursor positioning
- Double video intensity
- 11-key numeric pad and movable keyboard
- Choice of B transmission rates up to 9600 baud
- Communication interfaces: EIA RS-232 and current loop
- Choice of black or blue-on-black or black-on-white display representation.

**Hazardline MODULAR ONE**

The Hazeltine H-1000 terminal offers full range of terminal performances — from simple teletypewriter competency to enhanced editing and polling capabilities. ACP

**Hazardline H-2000**

The Hazardline H-2000 terminal offers full range of terminal performances — from simple teletypewriter competency to enhanced editing and polling capabilities.

**Hazardline MODULAR ONE**

The Hazardline MODULAR One terminal offers the full range of terminal performances — from simple teletypewriter competency to enhanced editing and polling capabilities.

The MODULAR One is supplied in two different versions. The BASIC MODULAR provides the following features:

- 1,920 character display (80 x 24) — 12-inch banded
- Incremental and absolute cursor positioning
- Double video intensity
- 11-key numeric pad and movable keyboard
- Choice of B transmission rates up to 9600 baud
- Communication interfaces: EIA RS-232 and current loop
- Choice of black or blue-on-black or black-on-white display representation.

**Hazardline MODULAR ONE**

- Lower Case
  - £35.00
  - £70.00
- Printer Port (parallel)
  - £30.00
- Printer Port (serial)
  - £70.00
- EIA Data Cables
  - £15.00
- Remote Edit
  - £95.00
- Current Loop Interface
  - P.O.A.
- Synchronous Interface
  - P.O.A.
- External Baud & Parity
  - P.O.A.
- Switch
  - £95.00
- Also available: EDT MODEL £95.00
- POLLING MODEL P.O.A.
LEARN to build 310 Bellows Printer. S/ev £45. OUR PRICE ONLY £39 or make offer.

IEEE-COMPUTER TWIN CASSETTE. £20-30 depending which cassette used. £300-400.

COMPUTER with separate Keyboard (this week). Printer, port, reverse video/ Flashing the £379.

CABLES SMD BARRELS. PRINTED. 200p for 11160. MINOR DEFECTS. PLEASE make it clear on offer.

FAST-PUNCH with 6007 CONTROLLER. £69.50.

TELEPHONE CONNECTOR in 2871 Case. £2.45 each.

AO GRAM PACKAGE £4.75.

AUTOMATION COMPUTER ALPHA 168 on T1. Have interface. Massive Development & Refurbished. £120. HECTOR 671.

TELEPHONES AFR 39 & 232 loops £30 each. £222 at extra cost. £329 at extra cost. TAC.

A FEW OLIVETTI PRINTERS & KEYBOARD. Type Telex still available - please enquire.

STEPPING MOTORS 8-17 V, 100W. Devices to be used as motor drivers. Commutators, NPN 2A £12.50 each 7p/£1.50.

MAGNETOS STEPPING MOTORS 8-17 V, 100W. Devices to be used as motor drivers. Commutators, NPN 2A £12.50 each 7p/£1.50.

MISC CLEAR POLARIS SPECTRUM 400W. Includes 8UP ICs £25. £25/£1.50.

TRANSISTOR INVERTER 150V DC. 25VA. Switchable F/F, D/F. Can be set to suit own purpose or can be used as general purpose inverters. Cost £50/£3/£1.50.

EDDYSTONE RXS 770V used tested £45 each 730V used tested £77.50 each 940V 24V inverter version. Special Government Quality vgc £185.

MINIMUM ORDER 3 LABLES OF GOODS. MINIMUM P&P £5.50. If P&P not quoted please ask own address - elsewhere reduced. CARRIAGE AIR.

MINIMUM ORDER 3 LABLES OF GOODS. MINIMUM P&P £5.50. If P&P not quoted please ask own address - elsewhere reduced. CARRIAGE AIR.
NEW ***** Star Buys ***** FROM CASIO

EXECUTIVE ALARM CHRONOGRAPH

Full month calendar, tone control, hourly chimes.

76CS-51B Stainless steel (RBP £110)
ONLY £30.95

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS

Battery-powered, date, time, calendar, 3 alarms, snooze.

780-01 Stainless (off-white) Only £24.95

CASIO ML-90 MELODY MAKER (RBP £210)
ONLY £11.45

STATION P.O.

BAMBER

C-80 Calculator Watch

Low price LORD ARTAN. Educational system demonstrator with module display and complementary symmetry, multi-vibrator and simple transistor circuits.

LOW PRICE

1x only £1.25
2x only £2.50
3x only £3.75
5x only £5.00
10x only £8.00
20x only £12.00
50x only £25.00
100x only £40.00

PLAIN PAPER IMPRINTER

Documenting for those who buy a kit. Basic in one Rom chip with additional features like (MK 3881) giving 16, programmable.

FULL MEMORY

9" x 6"

STATION P.O.

CISCO

129

tx

For complete Computer brochure freepost to Above Address. Below

BAMBER ELECTRONICS

DEPT. W.W., 5 STATION ROAD, LITTLEPORT, CAMBS CB6 1QE

TEL. ELY (0535) 856188

WWW - BOSTON FURTHER DETAILS

LADIES' CASIO WATCHES FROM £12.45

TONE CONTROL, ALARM, 24-hour display.

LEATHER STRAP ALL COLOURS. Alloy or stainless steel.

WIRELESS WORLD, SEPTEMBER 1980

EXECUTIVE ALARM CHRONOGRAPH

Full month calendar, tone control, hourly chimes.

76CS-51B Stainless steel (RBP £110)
ONLY £30.95

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS

Battery-powered, date, time, calendar, 3 alarms, snooze.

780-01 Stainless (off-white) Only £24.95

CASIO ML-90 MELODY MAKER (RBP £210)
ONLY £11.45

STATION P.O.

BAMBER

C-80 Calculator Watch

Low price LORD ARTAN. Educational system demonstrator with module display and complementary symmetry, multi-vibrator and simple transistor circuits.

LOW PRICE

1x only £1.25
2x only £2.50
3x only £3.75
5x only £5.00
10x only £8.00
20x only £12.00
50x only £25.00
100x only £40.00

PLAIN PAPER IMPRINTER

Documenting for those who buy a kit. Basic in one Rom chip with additional features like (MK 3881) giving 16, programmable.

FULL MEMORY

9" x 6"

STATION P.O.

CISCO

129

tx

For complete Computer brochure freepost to Above Address. Below
EXECUTIVE ALARM CHRONOGRAPH

Full month calendar, tone control, hourly chimes.

3QS-81B (Stainless steel) £98.45
3QS-33B Alarm Chronograph
Brushed steel or Water resistant £98.45
8QS-41B Alarm Chronograph
Mineral glass - 3 YEAR BATTERY £108.45
SPECIAL OFFER: Mix a dozen £128.45

8QS-33B Alarm Chronograph
3 YEAR BATTERY £108.45

LADIES CASIO WACHES from £12.45

TERMS OF BUSINESS: Cheques or P.O. with order, made payable to B. Bamber Electronics, or phone your Access or Barclaycard No. Please add 15% VAT on all goods advertised after adding postage as applicable.

BAMBER ELECTRONICS ORDEs under £5 net invoice add 76p. Orders over £5 but less than £20 add 50p. Orders over £20 carriage paid. Callers welcome. Tues-Sat. 9.30 a.m.-5.30 p.m.

3QS-81B ALARM CHRONOGRAPH

Features

- Brushed steel or water resistant
- Full month calendar
- Tone control
- Hourly chimes

3QS-33B ALARM CHRONOGRAPH

Features

- Mineral glass
- 3 year battery

8QS-41B ALARM CHRONOGRAPH

Features

- 3 year battery

LADIES CASIO WATCHES

Features

- Various designs
- 3 YEAR BATTERY

TERMS OF BUSINESS:

- Cheques or P.O. with order, made payable to B. Bamber Electronics, or phone your Access or Barclaycard No.
- Please add 15% VAT on all goods advertised after adding postage as applicable.

BAMBER ELECTRONICS

Orders under £5 net invoice add 76p. Orders over £5 but less than £20 add 50p. Orders over £20 carriage paid. Callers welcome. Tues-Sat. 9.30 a.m.-5.30 p.m.
**GARAGE AUCTION BARGAINS OCT 30**

- **SUPE RPLASTIC 16x6 - 70p:** Suitable Plastic £1.30.
- **Precision Ultra Slim 3 Speed Stereo Cartridge:** £9.25.
- **Ready Cut Mounting Board X 3 - 3.40p:** £2.30.
- **Aluminium Spares:** £1.30.
- **Cartridge SP 45p Sliders:** £2.30.
- **DC O Transistor Twin X 11 Instant Ranges:** £5.50.
- **2X6.3V 2A CT 5V 2A:** £5.50.
- **Gang Japanese 5Sp 100+100 275V 6Sp:** £9.00.
- **Major Screened Phono Plugs for Record Player:** £1.05.
- **Search AMPLIFIER WITH AUTOMATIC PICK-UP ARM:** £1.05.
- **Three Wireless Systems:** £325.
- **Auditorium Equipment:** £400.

**Baker Loudspeakers**

- **Special Prices:**
  - **50 Watt Amplifier E99:** £2.00.
  - **60 Watt Amplifier E109:** £2.00.
  - **150 Watt Mixer/Power Amplifier:** £7.90.

**Famous Loudspeakers**

- **Special Prices:**
  - **50 Watt Amplifier E99:** £7.90.
  - **100 Watt Amplifier E189:** £11.90.

**Radio Component Specialists**

- **Models:**
  - **JVC Belt Drive Stereo Deck:** £28.50.
  - **Baker Belt Drive Stereo Deck:** £28.50.
  - **RCS Sound to Light KIT M2:** £18.00.

**Vacuum Tubes**

- **For Full-Size or Compact Receivers:**
  - **567:** £1.70.
  - **568:** £1.70.
  - **569:** £1.70.
  - **569A:** £1.70.
  - **718:** £1.70.

**Electronic Components**

- **Universal Circuits:**
  - **74LS138:** £0.70.
  - **74LS139:** £0.70.
  - **74LS140:** £0.70.
  - **74LS165:** £0.70.
  - **74LS166:** £0.70.
  - **74LS244:** £0.70.
  - **74LS221:** £0.70.
  - **74LS245:** £0.70.
  - **74LS373:** £0.70.

- **Interface I.C.s:**
  - **LM3911:** £2.40.
  - **TIL211:** £2.40.
  - **TIL32:** £2.40.
  - **4538:** £2.40.
  - **14433:** £2.40.

- **Integrated Circuits:**
  - **8085A:** £1.20.
  - **8048:** £1.20.
  - **8051:** £1.20.
  - **8086:** £1.20.

- **Wattage:**
  - **60W:** £6.00.
  - **100W:** £10.00.
  - **500W:** £50.00.

**Phones:**

- **Dialed Number:** £6.50.
- **Receive:** £6.50.
- **Transmit:** £6.50.
- **Receive:** £6.50.
- **Transmit:** £6.50.

**Prices:**

- **99p:** £0.99.
- **15p:** £0.15.
- **14p:** £0.14.
- **40p:** £0.40.
- **200p:** £2.00.
- **110p:** £1.10.
- **225p:** £2.25.
- **1225p:** £12.25.
- **932:** £9.32.

**Contact:**

- **Radio Components:** £6.50.
- **Electronic Components:** £6.50.
- **Audio Equipment:** £6.50.
- **Integrated Circuits:** £6.50.

**Postage:**

- **First Class:** £2.00.
- **Second Class:** £1.00.
- **Third Class:** £0.50.

**Orders:**

- **Acceptable Orders:** £0.50.
- **Orders Accepted:** £0.50.

**Contact:**

- **Radio Component Specialists:** £6.50.
- **Electronic Components:** £6.50.
- **Audio Equipment:** £6.50.
- **Integrated Circuits:** £6.50.

**Vacuum Tubes:**

- **For Full-Size or Compact Receivers:** £0.70.
- **Interface I.C.s:** £2.40.
- **Integrated Circuits:** £1.20.

**Phones:**

- **Dialed Number:** £6.50.
- **Receive:** £6.50.
- **Transmit:** £6.50.
- **Receive:** £6.50.
- **Transmit:** £6.50.

**Prices:**

- **99p:** £0.99.
- **15p:** £0.15.
- **14p:** £0.14.
- **40p:** £0.40.
- **200p:** £2.00.
- **110p:** £1.10.
- **225p:** £2.25.
- **1225p:** £12.25.
- **932:** £9.32.

**Contact:**

- **Radio Components:** £6.50.
- **Electronic Components:** £6.50.
- **Audio Equipment:** £6.50.
- **Integrated Circuits:** £6.50.

**Postage:**

- **First Class:** £2.00.
- **Second Class:** £1.00.
- **Third Class:** £0.50.

**Orders:**

- **Acceptable Orders:** £0.50.
- **Orders Accepted:** £0.50.
HIGH QUALITY

J.V.C. BELT DRIVE STEREO DECK

£28.50

Baker Loudspeakers

"SPECIAL PRICES"

BAKER 50 WATT AMPLIFIER £99 Post £2.00

100V systems, Sources and Groups. Two input, open baffle, Stereo or Mono, 50 watts n.r. Three loudspeaker options. £12.30

FAMOUS LOUDSPEAKERS "SPECIAL PRICES"

MODEL 340 350 375 390 410 420 430 440 450 460 470 480 490 500 510 520 530 540 550 560 570 580 590 600 610 620 630 640 650 660 670 680 690 700 710 720 730 740 750 760 770 780 790 800 810 820 830 840 850 860 870 880 890 900 910 920 930 940 950 960 970 980 990

WEIGHT (LB) 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

Baker loudspeakers are available in the following sizes:

- 340: 3.5 x 2.0 x 1.5
- 350: 3.5 x 2.0 x 1.5
- 375: 3.5 x 2.0 x 1.5
- 390: 3.5 x 2.0 x 1.5
- 410: 3.5 x 2.0 x 1.5
- 420: 3.5 x 2.0 x 1.5
- 430: 3.5 x 2.0 x 1.5
- 440: 3.5 x 2.0 x 1.5
- 450: 3.5 x 2.0 x 1.5
- 460: 3.5 x 2.0 x 1.5
- 470: 3.5 x 2.0 x 1.5
- 480: 3.5 x 2.0 x 1.5
- 490: 3.5 x 2.0 x 1.5
- 500: 3.5 x 2.0 x 1.5
- 510: 3.5 x 2.0 x 1.5
- 520: 3.5 x 2.0 x 1.5
- 530: 3.5 x 2.0 x 1.5
- 540: 3.5 x 2.0 x 1.5
- 550: 3.5 x 2.0 x 1.5
- 560: 3.5 x 2.0 x 1.5
- 570: 3.5 x 2.0 x 1.5
- 580: 3.5 x 2.0 x 1.5
- 590: 3.5 x 2.0 x 1.5
- 600: 3.5 x 2.0 x 1.5
- 610: 3.5 x 2.0 x 1.5
- 620: 3.5 x 2.0 x 1.5
- 630: 3.5 x 2.0 x 1.5
- 640: 3.5 x 2.0 x 1.5
- 650: 3.5 x 2.0 x 1.5
- 660: 3.5 x 2.0 x 1.5
- 670: 3.5 x 2.0 x 1.5
- 680: 3.5 x 2.0 x 1.5
- 690: 3.5 x 2.0 x 1.5
- 700: 3.5 x 2.0 x 1.5
- 710: 3.5 x 2.0 x 1.5
- 720: 3.5 x 2.0 x 1.5
- 730: 3.5 x 2.0 x 1.5
- 740: 3.5 x 2.0 x 1.5
- 750: 3.5 x 2.0 x 1.5
- 760: 3.5 x 2.0 x 1.5
- 770: 3.5 x 2.0 x 1.5
- 780: 3.5 x 2.0 x 1.5
- 790: 3.5 x 2.0 x 1.5
- 800: 3.5 x 2.0 x 1.5
- 810: 3.5 x 2.0 x 1.5
- 820: 3.5 x 2.0 x 1.5
- 830: 3.5 x 2.0 x 1.5
- 840: 3.5 x 2.0 x 1.5
- 850: 3.5 x 2.0 x 1.5
- 860: 3.5 x 2.0 x 1.5
- 870: 3.5 x 2.0 x 1.5
- 880: 3.5 x 2.0 x 1.5
- 890: 3.5 x 2.0 x 1.5
- 900: 3.5 x 2.0 x 1.5
- 910: 3.5 x 2.0 x 1.5
- 920: 3.5 x 2.0 x 1.5
- 930: 3.5 x 2.0 x 1.5
- 940: 3.5 x 2.0 x 1.5
- 950: 3.5 x 2.0 x 1.5
- 960: 3.5 x 2.0 x 1.5
- 970: 3.5 x 2.0 x 1.5
- 980: 3.5 x 2.0 x 1.5
- 990: 3.5 x 2.0 x 1.5

For more information, visit www.americanradiohistory.com
ANY MAKE-UP OR COPY
QUERIES CONTACT
JOHN GIBBON
OR BRIAN CHAPMAN
01-261 8353

SOUTHERN ELECTRONICS
EAST WONTCROSS, BAWDNEY, PONT C YMR, WELSH W ALES
WWW-88 FOR FURTHER DETAILS

DO YOU TEST RADIO TELEPHONES?

- VH-FH-F - TX RX - 30cm-300W
- AM-FM - SEMI-AUTOMATIC
- SIGNAL GENERATOR - MODELLATION, RF POWER & AF LEVEL METERS
- IF & AF OSCILLATORS - FREQUENCY COUNTER - SELECT & SQUELCH OPTIONS
- HP, RENT OR LEASE @ £111/m · SOME MODELS AVAILABLE AT £99 PRICES.

QUARTZLOCK LIMITED, NEWHAM INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,
Plymouth PL7 4LU.
Tel (0752) 533500, Telex 65438.

ANY MAKE-UP OR COPY
QUERIES CONTACT
JOHN GIBBON
OR BRIAN CHAPMAN
01-261 8353

SOUTHERN ELECTRONICS
EAST WONTCROSS, BAWDNEY, PONT CYMR, WELSH WALES
WWW-88 FOR FURTHER DETAILS

READ ALL ABOUT HOME ENTERTAINMENT IDEAS FOR THE NINETEEN-EIGHTIES IN THE NEW HI FI YEARBOOK AND HOME ENTERTAINMENT. THIS LEADING REFERENCE BOOK ON HI FI IT'S NOW BIGGER AND BETTER THAN EVER WITH OVER 550 PAGES AND NEW SECTIONS COVERING OTHER TYPES OF HOME ENTERTAINMENT EQUIPMENT: RADIOS, ELECTRONIC ORGS, COLOUR TVS, VIDEO RECORDERS AND ELECTRONIC TV GAMES. THERE ARE SPECIFICATIONS, PRICES AND ILLUSTRATIONS FOR ALL THE ITEMS COVERED, AS WELL AS EXCLUSIVE ARTICLES WRITTEN BY EXPERTS. PLUS DIRECTORIES OF MANUFACTURERS, SUPPLIERS AND DEALERS.

HI FI YEAR BOOK AND HOME ENTERTAINMENT 1980 AVAILABLE AT LEADING NEWSPAPERS AND BOOKSHOPS FROM NOVEMBER 1ST. PRICE £3.75.

REGULATED POWER SUPPLIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OUTPUT VOLTAGE</th>
<th>9.1</th>
<th>9.2</th>
<th>9.3</th>
<th>9.4</th>
<th>12.1</th>
<th>12.2</th>
<th>12.3</th>
<th>12.4</th>
<th>15.1</th>
<th>15.2</th>
<th>15.3</th>
<th>15.4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OUTPUT CURRENT</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL OUTPUT</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>9.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WWW-88 FOR FURTHER DETAILS

SUPER BARGAIN TUNER OFFER

Brand new by famous manufacturer. MW/LW/FM Tuner and Stereo Decoder Board.

Features include capacitor tuned motorised front end, integral circuitry, dual capacitor decoder chip, stabilised power supply and rectifier on board only requires 19V AC at 175MA to power. Size 120 x 310 x 175.

Supplied complete with circuit diagram and horn ferral aerial. FM section fully aligned and tested before delivery. Fantastic value at only £9.99 plus VAT. P.P. £1.

LENO Cassette Decks and Motors

We have obtained a large quantity of Leno cassettes and motors. Decks include the following types: DVE, FPR, SPF, Mini-TB and Mini-S. There are also a few Leno controlled cassette decks and some dual purpose three head units. The motors include various AC and DC types. All are going for half prices.

LET US KNOW YOUR REQUIREMENTS.

www.americanradiohistory.com
**Land a good job...**

...Your Radio Officer's qualifications could mean a lot here on shore.

**BROADCASTS ELECTRONICS ENGINEER**

**ENGINEERING TRAINING DEPARTMENT, EVESHAM, WORCS.**

The BBC's Engineering Training Department is situated in the Worcestershire countryside and includes well equipped Radio and Colour Television Studios. There are excellent welfare and club facilities.

Duties: Maintaining a full range of professional radio and television broadcasting equipment. This includes modifications and commissioning of broadcast equipment, the repair and recalibration of broadcast equipment. Appropriate guidance will be given to candidates who are unfamiliar with BBC equipment.

Requirements: Good technical knowledge of modern electronic equipment. One of the following qualifications is essential:

A degree from a British University, or qualification in a university course in electronics or electrical engineering.

HNC/HND (Electrical Engineering or Applied Physics).

G & G Full Technological Certificate in Telecommunications.

Salary: Depending upon experience, in the range of £5000 - £6000 rising to £7455 plus 10% Shift Allowance.

Pensionable Post. Re-location expenses considered.

Further Details: If you would like to know more and receive an application form, please send a stamped addressed envelope to the Engineering to start at a trainee level.

You must be fit and able to climb tall structures; you must also hold a current driving licence and be prepared to travel within the UK. Starting salaries will be according to experience — the figures quoted above are under review. Generous relocation, car and travelling allowances are payable together with free life assurance and personal accident scheme and an excellent contributory pension scheme.

Most of these posts will be based at our Engineering Headquarters here in Hampshire, although there may be opportunities for appointments at our Regional Engineering bases.

---

**Appointments**

**DISPLAYED APPOINTMENTS VACANT:** £12.00 per single col. centimetre (min. 3cm).

**LINE advertisements (run only):** £6.00 per line, minimum three lines.

**BOX NUMBERS:** £1 extra. (Replies should be addressed to the Box Number in the advertisement, c/o Wireless World, Dorset House, Smithfield Street, London SE1 8LU.

**PHONE:** Anthony Hadley, 81-361 8988.

**Classified Advertisement:** Rates are currently zero rated for the purpose of VAT.

---

**Aerial Engineers**

(Broadcasting Systems)

Our current demanding programme of work includes the expansion of Independent Local Radio and the introduction of the fourth Television Channel. This provides excellent opportunities for Aerial Specialists at all levels — to strengthen our existing expertise and to provide for the future by training those keen on entering this challenging field.

We are small enough for you to be able to make your mark in a professional and friendly environment but at the same time large enough to provide career prospects.

**Senior Aerial Systems Engineers**

*(up to £26000 p.a. under review)*

To be responsible for the design and specification — acceptance and commissioning of aerial systems; high and low power filters, channel combining and separating equipment for UHF, VHF and MF services.

**Aerial Maintenance Engineers**

*(up to £28500 p.a. under review)*

To be responsible for maintaining all aspects of aerial equipment.

---

**Trainee Radio Officers**

**First-class, secure career opportunities**

A number of vacancies will be available in 1980/81 for suitably qualified candidates to be appointed as Trainee Radio Officers.

If your trade or training involves Radio Operating, you qualify to be considered for a Radio Officer post with the Composite Signals Organisation.

**Salary & Prospects:**

**Trainee Radio Officer** £3680 at 18 to £4549 at 25 and over. On promotion to Radio Officer £6288 at 18 to £6884 at 25 and over. Then by four annual increments to £9390 inclusive of shift working and Saturday and Sunday elements. For further information please telephone Kathleen Watson on Freefone 2281 or write to her at the following address:

8 Maritime Radio Services Division, WW18, SHIL12, Room 504, London, House, 23 New Ferrer Lane, London EC4A 9LA.

**POST OFFICE TELECOM PART OF THE POST OFFICE**

Applicants (male or female) should send full details of qualifications and experience as soon as possible to Glyndra Powell, Recruitment Officer, Engineering Training Department, Wood Norton, Evesham, Worcs. WR11 6YF quoting reference number R1.01950/WW. Closing date for return of application forms 15th day after publication.
Land a good job...

...your Radio Officer's qualifications could mean a lot here on shore.

The British Telecommunications Maritime Service has vacancies at Portishead Radio and some of its other coast stations for qualified Radio Officers to undertake a wide variety of duties, from Marine and Telephone operating to traffic circulation and radio telephone operating.

To apply, you must have a United Kingdom Maritime Radio Communication Operator's General Certificate or First Class Certificate of proficiency in Radio Telegraphy or an equivalent certificate issued by a Commonwealth Administration or the Irish Republic.

A number of vacancies are available in 1980/81 for suitably qualified candidates to be appointed as Radio Officers.

Salary, depending on experience, is in the range of £3,000-£6,000 rising to £7,455 plus 10% Shift Allowance.

Pensionable Post. Relocation expenses considered.

Further Details: If you would like to know more and receive an application form, please send a stamped addressed envelope of at least 14 x 10 cm to Head of Technical Operations Training Section, Engineer Training Department, Wood Norton, Evesham, Worcs. WR11 4TF quoting reference number 01-361 8508.

Closing Date: 14 days after publication.

For return of application forms, 14 days after publication.

Your Radio Officer post with the IBA would also be about £5,382, after 3 years' service this figure rises to around £7,087. If you are between 25 and 40 your pension would pay between approximately £4,229 and £6,537. Overtime is additional and there is a good pension scheme, sick-pay benefits, at least 4 weeks holiday a year and excellent prospects of promotion to senior management.

For further information, please telephone Kathleen Watson on Freefone 2281 or write to her at the following address: IBA, Crawley Court, IAE, Room 304, London, House, 23 New Ferry Lane, London EC4N 1AE.

Aerial Engineers

(Broadcasting Systems)

Our current demanding programme of work includes the expansion of Independent Local Radio and the introduction of the fourth Television Channel. This provides excellent opportunities for Aerial Specialists at all levels — to strengthen our Existing Expertise and to provide for the Future by training those keen on entering this challenging field.

We are small enough for you to be able to make your mark in a professional and friendly environment but at the same time large enough to provide career prospects.

Senior Aerial Systems Engineers

(to up to £39600 p.a. under review)

To be responsible for the design and specification — acceptance and commissioning of aerial systems, high and low power filters, channel combining and separating equipment for UHF, VHF and MF services.

Aerial Maintenance Engineers

(to up to £8350 p.a. under review)

To be responsible for implementing a programme of preventive maintenance for transmitting and receiving aerials, feeders, combining units and RF filters at TV, Radio and Link Stations. To provide a specialist corrective maintenance service, as necessary.

You should be qualified to degree/HNC level (or equivalent) and have substantial relevant experience (at the senior level supervisory ability is essential). We would also be happy to consider new graduates or those with little experience with a genuine interest in engineering to start at a trainee level.

You must be fit and able to climb tall structures; you must also hold a current driving licence and be prepared to travel within the U.K. Starting salaries will be according to experience — the figures quoted above are under review. Generous re-location, car and travelling allowances are payable together with free life assurance and personal accident scheme and an excellent contributory pension scheme.

Most of these posts will be based at our Engineering Headquarters here in Hampshire, although there may be opportunities for appointments at our Regional Engineering bases.

Applicants (male or female) should send full details of qualifications and experience as soon as possible to Glynn Powell, Independent Broadcasting Authority, Winchester, Hampshire, SO21 2QA.


**Opportunities in Digital Electronics**

Datek Systems Ltd., a subsidiary of the Mengenthal-Linotype Group, are leading manufacturers of advanced intelligent terminals for the printing industry. We are a small, dynamic company, based in Wembley, and we need the following key personnel.

### Software Development Engineer

Here is a unique chance to be in at the beginning of an exciting new project, as our design team commences work on a new-generation machine. Candidates should have a minimum of two years experience in applications software. Salary will be up to £9000 p.a.

### Senior Test Engineer

This post affords an opportunity for an engineer to further his/her career and extend his/her technical skills, by becoming involved in the design and testing of highly sophisticated systems. Several years' experience in testing digital equipment is essential, and we need the ability to direct and motivate others. The salary will be around £7500 p.a.

Both the above posts are open to men and women and offer generous terms and conditions of employment. Relocation expenses may also be available for the right candidates, if appropriate.

### Electro-Nics Engineers

**Submarine Cables**  
QATAR  circa £10,000 + bonus

The Ministry of Communications and Transport, Qatar, are seeking 2 Electronic Engineers with experience in digital communications and specialist communications experience, of which have been in the operation and maintenance of submarine cables.

Applications should preferably hold an engineering degree and be aged between 28-45. They are responsible and secure positions based in a pleasant and stable part of the Arabian Gulf. The successful candidates will be offered three year medical treatment.

### Senior Resettlement Officer

Working in one of the largest resettlement schemes in the world, you should have experience and qualifications in resettlement work and the care and support of disabled people. A valid UK driving licence is required for this position, which is responsible for the work of the resettlement officers in the field, and for co-ordinating their activities. A salary of £5547-£6918 p.a. (including average pay award) will be negotiable. Applications should be sent to Miss L. Tarbox, Application forms from WIRELESS WORLD, SEPTEMBER 1980

### Electronics Technician

**Lansdowne**  Middle East

Other countries in the Middle East

### Electronics Technician

**Lansdowne**  Middle East

Other countries in the Middle East

### Electronics Technician

**Lansdowne**  Middle East

Other countries in the Middle East

---

**INCENTIVE PAYMENTS**

For anyone who can re-christen our hard-working computer equipment, as well as the operational services.

A vacancy is now open to anyone who can re-christen our hard-working computer equipment. As well as the operational services.

### Electronics Technician

**Lansdowne**  Middle East

Other countries in the Middle East
**Digital Electronics**

**Software Development Engineer**

Here is a unique chance to be at the beginning of an exciting new project, as our design team commences work on a new-generation machine. Candidates should have a minimum of two years’ experience in applications software. Salary will be up to £8,000 p.a.

**Senior Test Engineer**

This post offers an opportunity for an engineer to further his/her career and extend his/her technical skills, by becoming involved in a small, highly sophisticated team. Several years’ experience in testing digital equipment is essential, and we need the ability to direct and motivate others. The salary will be around £7,500 p.a.

Both the above posts are open to men and women and offer generous terms and conditions of employment. Relocation expenses may also be available for the right candidates, if appropriate.

For further information and an application form, please contact: Miss Linda Bux, Datek Systems Ltd, 849 Harrow Road, Wembley, Middlesex. Tel. 01 904 0081.

---

**Opportunities in Digital Electronics**

Datek Systems Ltd., a subsidiary of the Mergenthaler-Linotype Group, is leading manufacturers of advanced intelligent terminals for the printing industry. We are a small, friendly company, based in Wembley, and we need the following key people:

**Electronics Engineers**

**Submarine Cables**

QATAR circa £10,000 + bonus

The Ministry of Communications and Transport, Qatar, are seeking 2 Electronic Engineers to join their team of specialist communications engineers, of which have been in the operation and maintenance of submarine cables.

Applicants should preferably hold an engineering degree and be aged between 25-45 years old. These are responsible and secure positions based in a pleasant and stable part of the Arabian Gulf. The successful candidates will be offered three year renewable contract, free furnished accommodation and services, 4 weeks vacation and 60 days U.K. leave per annum, family security, interest free car loan and free medical treatment.


---

**Applications**

**Appointments**

**WIRELESS WORLD, SEPTEMBER 1980**

**Opportunities in Digital Electronics**

**Software Development Engineer**

Here is a unique chance to be at the beginning of an exciting new project, as our design team commences work on a new-generation machine. Candidates should have a minimum of two years’ experience in applications software. Salary will be up to £8,000 p.a.

**Senior Test Engineer**

This post offers an opportunity for an engineer to further his/her career and extend his/her technical skills, by becoming involved in a small, highly sophisticated team. Several years’ experience in testing digital equipment is essential, and we need the ability to direct and motivate others. The salary will be around £7,500 p.a.

Both the above posts are open to men and women and offer generous terms and conditions of employment. Relocation expenses may also be available for the right candidates, if appropriate.

For further information and an application form, please contact: Miss Linda Bux, Datek Systems Ltd, 849 Harrow Road, Wembley, Middlesex. Tel. 01 904 0081.

---

**Wireless World, September 1980**

**Opportunities in Digital Electronics**

**Software Development Engineer**

Here is a unique chance to be at the beginning of an exciting new project, as our design team commences work on a new-generation machine. Candidates should have a minimum of two years’ experience in applications software. Salary will be up to £8,000 p.a.

**Senior Test Engineer**

This post offers an opportunity for an engineer to further his/her career and extend his/her technical skills, by becoming involved in a small, highly sophisticated team. Several years’ experience in testing digital equipment is essential, and we need the ability to direct and motivate others. The salary will be around £7,500 p.a.

Both the above posts are open to men and women and offer generous terms and conditions of employment. Relocation expenses may also be available for the right candidates, if appropriate.

For further information and an application form, please contact: Miss Linda Bux, Datek Systems Ltd, 849 Harrow Road, Wembley, Middlesex. Tel. 01 904 0081.
Radio Technicians

Work in Communications R&D
and add to your skills

At the Government Communications Headquarters we carry out research and development in radio communications and their security, including related computer-applications. Particularly if you're interested in the study of a specific type of system, you may be involved in the design and manufacture of components and electronic equipment. You will be working in a team of at least two or three people, with the opportunity to meet the requirements of various projects.

Your job as a Radio Technician will concern you in developing, constructing, installing, commissioning, testing, and maintaining equipment. In performing these tasks you will become familiar with a wide range of processing equipment in the audio to microwave range, involving modern techniques, microprocessors, and computer systems. Such work will take you to the froniers of technology on a broad front and widen your area of expertise — positive career assets whatever the future brings. In the rapidly expanding field of digital communications, you will experience work in modern logic and software techniques will be gained.

Training is comprehensive: special courses, both in-house and with manufacturers, will develop particular aspects of your knowledge and you will be encouraged to take advantage of appropriate day-release facilities.

You could travel — we are based in Cheltenham, but we have other centres in the U.K. most of which, like Cheltenham, are situated in environmentally attractive locations. All our centres require Radio Technicians and we can call for others to make working visits. There will also be some opportunities for short trips abroad, or for longer periods of service overseas.

You should be at least 19 years of age, hold or expect to obtain shortly the City and Guilds Telecommunications Technician Certificate Part I (Intermediate), or its equivalent, and have a sound knowledge of the principles of telecommunications and radio, together with experience of maintenance and the use of test equipment. If you are, or have been in HM Forces your Service trade may allow us to dispense with the need for formal qualifications.

Registered disabled people may be considered.

Pay scales for Radio technicians start at £4,640 per annum, rising to £6,525, and promotion will put you on the road to posts carrying substantially more. There are also opportunities for overtime and on-call work, paying good rates.

Get full details from our Recruitment Office, Robby Robinson, at Cheltenham (0242) 21491, Ext 2269, or write to him at GCHO, Oakley, Priory Road, Cheltenham, Glos GL52 5AJ. We will invite suitable applicants (expenses paid) for interview at Cheltenham.

GCHO

Recruitment Office

Government Communications Headquarters

Priory Road, Cheltenham, Glos GL52 5AJ

Radio Communications

Engineers and Software Designers

Mid-Sussex — S.W. London

Salaries up to £8,000

To join our expanding R&D laboratories covering a wide range of R & D spectrum, from L.F. to V.H.F., we are looking for Electronics Engineers and Software Designers. You will be working on a wide variety of projects including receivers and transmitters for telecommunications and radio equipment. You will have the opportunity to work on advanced systems and equipment, and you will be responsible for work in the laboratory and on site. You will be working in an atmosphere of innovation, and you will have the chance to work on new and exciting projects.

Experience in the design and manufacture of electronic equipment is essential. You should have a sound technical background and be able to work in a team. A good knowledge of electronics and an interest in the latest developments in telecommunications and radio equipment is also required. You should be a self-starter with a good understanding of the latest developments in the field.

Applicants should have a degree or equivalent qualification in Electronics Engineering and should have experience of working in a similar environment. You should be able to write clear and concise reports, and be able to work unsupervised.

Please apply to Lecturer in Electronic Engineering

None

College/University

Applications are invited for the post of Lecturer in Electronic Engineering. The successful applicant will be able to lecture in the fields of electronics and instrumentation and will have experience in the above areas. The candidate should have a good knowledge of electronics and be able to present material in an interesting and motivating way.

Salary Scale

Lecturer Grade 11 (£3,774-£4,980)

Applications should be sent to the Dean, School of Technology, Nene College, St. George's Avenue, Northampton, to be returned within fourteen days of the date of appearance of this notice.
**RADIO TECHNICIANS **

**COMUNICATIONS ENGINEERS**

Glaxo Plessey design, install and maintain communications systems for the oil industry, at home and abroad.

Due to rapid and continuing expansion in our activities, we constantly require Radio Technicians, with experience of HF, MF, VHF and UHF, and Engineers (preferably qualified to HNC level or above) in the fields of Microwave, Multiplex and Terminoplastic Scatter.

In the North Sea, earnings are in the range £9,000 to £12,000 p.a. Overseas earnings could be up to £20,000 – plus tax concessions and generous home leave. The work is demanding, but rewarding, offering you the chance to use your skills and your initiative to the full.

The company is based in Great Yarmouth, with offices in Aberdeen and Lerwick – but where relocation is necessary, we will give generous assistance with removal, legal and temporary accommodation, and all other expenses.

Please apply, with details of your career to date, to: Personnel Manager, Glaxo Plessey E.A. Limited, Dept WW, Offshore House, 284/285 Southtown Road, Great Yarmouth, Norfolk NR31 OUB. Telephone 0463 85841.

**Experimental Officer (Electronics)**

**Greenford Middx.**

Our Research Central Services Unit is undertaking an increasing amount of design and constructional electronics work. The application of microcomputer technology to the scientific effort is particularly important. Whilst routine construction work is undertaken elsewhere there is a great need for a technical officer to assist in constructing prototype equipment during the development phase.

Applicants qualified ONC/HNC or equivalent should have previous experience in electronic construction. Some experience with printed circuit boards and an ability to translate circuit diagrams into practice is essential. An interest in the construction of experimental equipment, making use of microprocessors and needing some degree of innovation is required.

Starting salary within the range £4270 to £6450 according to qualifications and experience. Bonus and non-contributory pension scheme.

Please apply to: Miss E. M. Butler, Personnel Department, Glaxo Group Research Ltd., Greenford Road, Greenford. Middlesex UB6 8HE. Tel: 01-422 3434, ext. 180, quoting ref. ZH.334.

**Radio Communications Engineers and Software Designers**

**Mid-Sussex – S.W. London**

**Salaries up to £8,000**

To join our expanding R&D Laboratories covering a wide range of RF, signal processing, communications and their support, including related computer applications. You should have a degree or a good honours in any relevant science, eg electronics, physics, communications, computer science or related subjects.

Starting salary is in the range £4,851-£7,794 according to qualifications and experience. Bonus and non-contributory pension scheme.

Applicants should be able to handle problems under supervision and under pressure of time. To join the School of Electronics, Communications and Computing to work on a range of computer applications. A demonstrable ability to program in a suitable computer language is essential. The work is based in the United Kingdom with opportunities for short trips abroad, or for longer periods for service overseas.

You should be at least 19 years of age, hold or expect to obtain shortly the City and Guilds Telecommunications Technician Certificate Part I (Intermediate), or its equivalent, and have a sound knowledge of the principles of telecommunications and radio, together with experience of maintenance and the use of test equipment. If you are, or have been in HM Forces your Service trade may allow us to dispense with the need for formal qualifications.

Registered disabled people may be considered.

Pay scales for Radio technicians start at £4640 per annum, rising to £5525, and promotion will you on the road to carrying substantial salaries. There are also opportunities for overseas and on-call work, paying good rates.

Get full details from our Recruitment Officer, Robby Robinson, on Cheltenham (0242) 21461, or write to him at GCHQ, Oakley, Priory Road, Cheltenham, Glos GL52 2AJ. We will invite suitable applicants (expenses paid) for interview at Cheltenham.

**None**

None College Northampton

Applications are invited for the post of Lecturer I/II in Electrical Engineering

Candidates should be graduates or Chartered Engineers with recent industrial experience.

The successful applicant will be able to lecture in the fields of electronics and instrumentation.

Salary Scale: Lecturer I £2,777 (£6,498)

Lecturer II £4,851 (£7,794)

point of entry depending on previous experience.

Application forms and further particulars are available from The Dean, School of Technology, Nene College, St. George’s Avenue, Northampton, to be returned within fourteen days of the date of appearance of this notice.
Test Engineers & Test Gear Engineers
Move into new areas of Electronics Development and an assured quality of life...

EMI Electronics Ltd. builds quality and reliability into every product. Our reputation for excellence is long established and is a major factor in generating new orders.

The growth of our business here in historic Wells creates the need for more Test Engineers to take us through the 1980s. As one of the world's leaders in specialised defence electronics systems - particularly the fields of radar, proximity fusing, telemetry and radar modelling - we maintain stringent quality standards. You will join one of our professional teams responsible for ensuring that our wide range of "State of the Art" electronics systems on test equipment meet our exacting standards.

We are looking for people with either ONC or HNC Electronics and varying levels of experience of testing or twin-lead and microstrip detection systems in the electronics industry or armed forces.

We offer competitive salaries, comprehensive benefits and assistance with your relocation to this beautiful part of Somerset.

For further information fill in the coupon and send it to P. M. Taylor, Assistant Personnel Manager, EMI Electronics Ltd., Pensthorpe House, Wells Road, Wells, Somerset, BA8 1AA or phone him for more information on (0749) 72081.

Name
Address
Tel: ________________________
Age: ________________________
Current position: ________________________
Qualifications: ________________________

Ref: W/W.188

PSYCHOLOGY TECHNICIAN
(NJC/APTC Grade 2)

We have a vacancy on a salary of £730 per week.

Required at STOKE Gifford College as soon as possible to help students with their work and to assist in the administration of the Psychology Department, which is expanding from 10 to 30 places in the Autumn term. The successful applicant will have some experience of working with Psychology students. 

Salary £730 per week.

STOKE Gifford College
A Member of the THORN TV Group

T.B.J.

Electronics Engineers - What you want, where you want!

T.B.J. Electrotechnical Personnel Services is a specialised appointments service for electrical and electronic engineers. We have clients throughout the UK who urgently need technical staff at all levels from Junior Technician to Senior Management. Vacancies exist in all branches of electronics and allied disciplines - right through from design to marketing - at salary levels from around £4000 to £8000 p.a.

If you wish to make the most of your qualifications and experience and move another rung or two up the ladder we will be pleased to help you. All applications are treated in strict confidence and there is no danger of your present employer (or other companies you specify) being made aware of your application.

Please send me a T.B.J. Appointments Registration form:

[Address]

T.B.J. ELECTRICAL PERSONNEL SERVICES, 12 Mount Ephraim, Tunbridge Wells, Kent. TN4 8AS.

Tel: 0392 93368

Electronics Workshop Engineer

(INSTRUMENT MAKING)

We are looking for an energetic and technically sound man or woman to join us in this specialist/assistant management post.

You should have proven skills in the fabrication and wiring of control panels and in the making of scientific instruments. You must have the ability to carry out development work without supervision and will preferably have a knowledge of solid state technology and microwave techniques.

We see you as holding an appropriate ONC/HNC but would be prepared to offer day release facilities if you are still in the process of gaining your qualification.

We offer a progression salary, pensions and life assurance. Flexible working hours and assistance with relocation expenses in an appropriate case.

INTERESTED?

Then write or phone for an application form to the Recruitment Officer, Unilever Research Port Sunlight Laboratory, Quarry Road East, Beigginning, Wirral, Merseyside, L63 2JW. Tel: 061-645 2000, ext. 8488. Please quote ref. PS115AC.

TOP JOBS IN ELECTRONICS

Posts in Computers, Medical, Comms, etc. ONC to Ph.D. to Free service.

Phone or write: BUREAUTECH,
AGY 56 SELWYN LONDON,
NW1. 0749 2251.

FOREIGN AND COMMONWEALTH OFFICE TELECOMMUNICATIONS

We have vacancies for:

TECHNICIANS

on duties involving the testing, maintenance and repair of machine telegraph and associated electronic equipment in London, and also on the installation of FAX/FMT telegraph systems in British Government overseas offices. Staff employed on the latter duties are based at Hanslope, near Milton Keynes. Although initially you may be required to possess a sound knowledge of basic equipment, some knowledge of the apparatus in the Departments concerned is advantageous. All applicants are in the grade of Radio Technician. Candidates are required to arrive within the next 8 weeks.

QUALIFICATIONS REQUIRED:

A City and Guilds Intermediate Certificate in Telecommunications or an equivalent or higher qualification.

An Ordinary National Certificate in Electrical Engineering and a minimum salary of £9000.

Applicants must be prepared to work anywhere in Britain for periods which do not normally exceed four weeks at a time.

Salary: £9000 p.a. plus annual leave of 6 weeks and 2 days. The successful applicant will be required to live in London, or near it.

Applications, with full details of age, qualifications, work experience and present and past addresses, must be sent to:

S. A. Fairclough, Assistant Secretary, Department of Higher Education, Establishment Building, High Street College, Hatfield College Lane, London NW1 9HY, to arrive not later than 8 September, 1980.

Applications should state that, although no interview is an essential part of this appointment, it may be required to work elsewhere within the Foreign and Commonwealth Office.

Ref: W/W. 158

B.B.C.

INSTALLATION TECHNICIAN

We have a vacancy in the Unit which deals with the supply, installation and commissioning of television studio lighting and mechanical equipment. This includes lighting control systems, dimmers, luminaires and their mechanical suspension systems, camera mountings and lens systems and their controls.

The successful applicant will assist professional engineers in this work and the duties will include supervision of craftsmen, liaison with contractors and other specialists.

Applicants: male or female must have a good practical understanding of work in at least one of the following fields:

Electrical Power Control
Mechanical Mechanisms
Electronic Control Systems

The successful candidate will be based in the London area but may be prepared to work elsewhere in Britain for periods which do not normally exceed four weeks at a time.

Salary: depending on experience and qualifications, will initially be in the range of £355 to £500 plus per annum addition of £225 for every product of the same type. Current position is anticipated to require a minimum of £450 plus per annum addition of £225 for every product of the same type.

Applications should be addressed to: Assistant in Electrical Engineering Recruitment Officer, B.B.C., Broadcasting House, London W1H 9AE quoting reference 80.E 2302. Please enclose address envelope with your application. Closing date for completed application forms is 14 days after publication.

Appointments
**Electronic Engineers - What you want, where you want it!**

TJB Electrotechnical Personnel Services is a specialised appointments service for electronic and electronic engineers. We have clients throughout the UK who urgently need technical staff at all levels from Junior Technician to Senior Management. Agencies exist in all branches of electronics and allied disciplines - right through from design to marketing - at salary levels from around £4000 to £8000 p.a.

If you wish to make the most of your qualifications and experience and move another rung or two up the ladder we will be pleased to help you. All applications are treated in strict confidence and there is no danger of your present employer (or other companies you specify) being made aware of your application.

**TJB ELECTROTECHNICAL PERSONNEL SERVICES, 12 Mount Ephraim, Tunbridge Wells, Kent. TN4 8AS.**

Tel: 0892 39358

---

**ELECTRONICS WORKSHOPS ENGINEER (INSTRUMENT MAKING)***

We are looking for an energetic and technically sound man or woman to join us in this specialist/assistant management post.

You should have proven skills in the fabrication and wiring of control panels and in the making of scientific instruments. You must have the ability to carry out development work without supervision and will preferably have a knowledge of solid state technology and microcircuits.

We see you as holding an appropriate OCN/ONC but would be prepared to offer a six month release if you are still in the process of gaining your qualification.

We offer a progressive salary, pension and life assurance. Flexible working hours and assistance with relocation expenses in an appropriate case.

**INTERESTED?**

Then write or phone for an application form to the Recruitment Officer, Unilever Research Port Sunlight Laboratory, Quarry Road East, Bebington, Wirral, Merseyside, L63 2JW. Tel: 051-645 2000, ext. 8408. Please quote ref. P2154AC.

---

**FOREIGN AND COMMONWEALTH OFFICE TELECOMMUNICATIONS**

We have vacancies for

**TECHNICIANS**

on duties involving the blocking, maintenance and repair of a machine telephone system and associated electronic equipment in London, and also on the installation of [PBX] telephones in British Government overseas offices. Staff appointed on the latter duties are based at Halsford, near Milton Keynes. Requirements:

You must possess a sound knowledge of basic electronic principles and preferably have some experience with the apparatus under consideration. Full technical support is provided.

Salary is in the range £1000 to £1500 depending on age and experience. Please write giving full details of age and qualifications to: Assistant Recruitment Officer, Foreign and Commonwealth Office, Whitehall, London, SW1 2AA. Code: 221/70.

---

**ROYAL COLLEGE OF ART**

School of Fine and Television Electronics Engineers required for the operation and maintenance of equipment. Essential: City \& Guilds of London Institute (579), or equivalent. Salary £7164 depending on qualifications and experience.

The college is equipped with Philips TR60 quadraplex television equipment. Application forms may be obtained from: Director of Professional Development, Royal College of Art, Kensington Gore, London SW7 2SB.

---

**APPOINTMENTS IN ELECTRONICS**

**£5 - £10,000**

The pursuits of theIMPORTANT posts are given below.

**MISCELLANEOUS**

RADAR

COMMUNICATIONS

ELECTRONICS (MILITARY)

For the post, expert advice and information are required about career prospects, payment, etc. (details may be obtained from Mike Gernat, BSc, 3 trouser road, Billingshurst, West Sussex, 01-906 9239.)

---

**ROEHAMPTON INSTITUTE, Diggby Stuart Building, London, SW15 SHP**

**PSYCHOLOGY TECHNICIAN**

(NJC/APTC Grade 2)

Required at DIDDY STUART COLLEGE as soon as possible to help implement key objectives. Will assist professional engineers in this work and the duties will include supervision of craftsmen, liaison with contractors and other specialists.

Applicants, male or female, must have a good practical understanding of work in at least one of the following fields:

1. **Electrical Power Control**
2. **Mechanical Mechanisms**
3. **Electronic Control Systems**

The successful candidate will be based in the London area but must be prepared to work anywhere in Great Britain for periods which do not normally exceed four weeks at a time.

Salary, depending on experience and qualifications, will initially be in the range of £2525 to £2958, subject to periods of increments of £225 to a maximum of £745 per annum. Additional allowances are paid for overtime work in excess of 16 hours per week, and for periods of 4 weeks and 2 day annual leave.

Applicants in writing, with full details of age, qualifications, experience and personal preferences should apply to: E. A. Fawcett, Assistant Secretary, Rotherhithe Institute of Higher Education, Education Building, Diddy Stuart College, Billingshurst Lane, London SW15 1SH, to arrive not later than 6 September 1980.

---

**EMI Electronics Ltd. builds quality and reliability into every product. Our reputation for excellence is long established and is a major factor in generating new orders.**

The growth of our business here in historic Wells creates the need for more Test Engineers to take us through the 1980s.

As one of the world’s leaders in specialised defence electronics systems – particularly the fields of radar, proximity fusing, telemetry and radar modelling – our stringent quality standards. We will join one of our professional teams responsible for ensuring that our wide range of “State of the Art” electronics systems on test equipment meet our exacting standards.

We are looking for people with either ONC or HNC Electronics and varying levels of experience of testing or maintaining radar detection systems in the electronics industry or armed forces.

We offer competitive salaries, comprehensive benefits and assistance with your relocation to this beautiful part of Somerset.

For further information fill in a coupon and send it to F. M. Taylor, Assistant Personnel Manager, EMI Electronics Ltd., Pericliter Road, Wells, Somerset, BA8 1AA, or phone him for more information on Wells (0749) 72081.

---

**B.B.C. INSTALLATION TECHNICIAN**

We have a vacancy in the Unit which deals with the supply, installation and commissioning of television studio lighting and mechanical equipment. This includes lighting control systems, dimmer luminaires and their mechanical suspension systems, camera mounting and lighting systems, etc.

The successful applicant will assist professional engineers in this work and the duties will include supervision of craftsmen, liaison with contractors and other specialists.

Applicants, male or female, must have a good practical understanding of work in at least one of the following fields:

1. **Electrical Power Control**
2. **Mechanical Mechanisms**
3. **Electronic Control Systems**

The successful candidate will be based in the London area but must be prepared to work anywhere in Great Britain for periods which do not normally exceed four weeks at a time.

Salary, depending on experience and qualifications, will initially be in the range of £2525 to £2958, subject to periods of increments of £225 to a maximum of £745 per annum. Additional allowances are paid for overtime work in excess of 16 hours per week, and for periods of 4 weeks and 2 day annual leave.

Applicants in writing, with full details of age, qualifications, experience and personal preferences should apply to: E. A. Fawcett, Assistant Secretary, Rotherhithe Institute of Higher Education, Education Building, Diddy Stuart College, Billingshurst Lane, London SW15 1SH, to arrive not later than 6 September 1980.

---
All the others are measured by us...

At Marconi Instruments we ensure that the very best of innovative design is used on our range of communications test instruments and A.T.E. We have a number of interesting opportunities in our Design, Production and Service Departments and we can offer attractive salaries, productivity bonus, pension and sick pay schemes together with help over relocation. If you are interested to hear more, please fill in the following details:

Name ______________________ Age ______________________
Address ____________________________________________________________
Telephone Work/Home (if convenient) ________________________________
Years of experience
0-1 1-2 2-3 3-4 4-5 5-6 6-7 7-8 8-9 9-10 10-12 12-14 14-16 16-18
Present salary £______-£______-£______-£______-
Qualifications
None C G HNC Degree

Present job ______________________

Please apply for further details and application forms to Jean Smith at the address given below.

Return this coupon to John Proctor, Marconi Instruments Limited, FREPOST, St. Albans, Herts, AL4 0BR. Tel St Albans 59522

Link Electronics is a successful British Company active in the international sales of Broadcast television and radio equipment. We manufacture a range of studio products from colour cameras to simple D.A.'s. We are also one of the largest suppliers of Outside Broadcast vehicles, television and radio studios, all designed and built in Andover for a worldwide market.

TECHNICAL SALES ENGINEER

To be involved in the active selling of television broadcast equipment.

The successful applicant should have a sound technical electronic background, preferably with at least three years' experience within the Broadcast Industry, but not necessarily in Sales.

TV SYSTEMS ENGINEERS

Experienced senior engineers to work on the design and project management of Outside Broadcast vehicles and television studios. This is an opportunity for engineers to become involved in projects from their initial design concept through manufacture to delivery and installation.

Our custom-built systems require a high degree of customer contact at engineering level from the initial design, to customer training after completion of the contract, both within the U.K. and overseas.

Applications are invited from engineers with a knowledge of T.V. studio engineering gained from experience in this type of work or from experience in the operation side of television.

Employment benefits include excellent salary, generous holidays, free life and health insurance, pension scheme, subsidised meals and relocation expenses.

Please apply for further details and application forms to Jean Smith at the address given below.

Nene College

Northampton

MICROPROCESSOR TECHNOLOGY

A range of one-day and three-day courses covering both hardware and software aspects.

Full details on application.

Microprocessor Course Tutor

School of Technology

New College

St. George's Avenue

Northampton

NN1 6JB

Telephone: (0264) 61345

Broadcast Engineers £14,000

Prog. Personnel positions available. For the right candidates, we will consider 6 month contract appointments. Please complete the application form, with referees, and return it to our Personnel Department, University of Northampton, West Street, Northampton NN5 5BD. 

Nene College requires an experienced lecturer in Aeronautical and Marine Electronics Engineering.

The successful candidate should have a sound background in electronic and mechanical engineering. Experience in one or more of the following fields would be an advantage: Automation, Control Systems, Marine Electrical Engineering.

Salary will be in the range £8,600-£12,000 per annum. This is a non-approved further education scheme.

Application forms from: The Personnel Officer, Nene College, Uppingham Road, Uppingham, Oakham, LE15 8BP. Application forms should be returned by 1 September 1980.

Take your pick

HF-VHF-UHF:

Microwave Optics & Acoustics

A challenging and full career in Government Service.

Minimum qualification — HNC.

Starting salary up to £6,737 (under review).

Please apply for an application form to the Recruitment Officer (Dept. WW9)

H.M. Government Communications Centre, Hanslope Park, Milton Keynes MK19 7BH.

ROYAL OBSERVATORY, EDINBURGH

PROFESSIONAL AND TECHNOLOGY OFFICER

GRADE I

There is a vacancy in the Technology Unit at the Royal Observatory, Edinburgh, for an electronics engineer to work on the development of prototype astronomical instruments such as photometers, polarimeters, measuring machines and guidance and acquisition systems.

The Observatory provides Technological support to several major national astronomical facilities in the UK and overseas.

Initially the successful candidate will work with Officers at PTO III, IV and V levels designing, developing and commissioning acquisition and guidance systems and other instruments for use on the 3.8-metre Infrared Telescope situated in Hawaii.

These systems incorporate a variety of detectors including cooled SiT TV cameras, and microprocessor controlled digital image storage and display. Special techniques are being developed to present complex information in a simplified form to assist astronomers working in a difficult environment.

The successful candidate may be required to work abroad on short term detached duty or on postings of up to three years. It is a pre-requisite of working in Hawaii that a special high-altitude medical examination be taken and passed.

Applicants are expected to have qualifications at degree level in the appropriate subjects leading to corporate membership of an appropriate professional body.

Experience in one or more of the following fields would be an advantage: Detectors, Detector Arrays, CCDs and associated amplifiers, low light level TV Systems. Integration and digital image storage techniques; application of microprocessor hardware and software.

MARINE ELECTRONICS ENGINEER

Also in demand with all aspects of marine engineering, including aerials, receiver/transmitter and wide range of applications. Must live on site.

Royal Navy, HMS Winchelsea, Aldeburgh, Suffolk.

WIRELESS WORLD , SEPTEMBER 1980
**Professional Careers in Electronics**

Link Electronics is a successful British Company active in the international sales of Broadcast television and radio equipment. We manufacture a range of studio products from colour cameras to simple D.A.s. We are also one of the largest suppliers of Outside Broadcast vehicles, television and radio studios, all designed and built in Andover for a worldwide market.

**TECHNICAL SALES ENGINEER**

To be involved in the active selling of television broadcast equipment. The successful candidate should have a sound technical electronic background, preferably with at least three years' experience within the Broadcast Industry, but not necessarily in Sales.

**TV SYSTEMS ENGINEERS**

Experienced senior engineers to work on the design and project management of Outside Broadcast vehicles and television studios. This is an opportunity for engineers to become involved in projects from their initial design concept through manufacture to delivery and installation.

Our custom-built systems require a high degree of customer contact at engineering level from the initial design, to customer training after completion of the contract, both within the U.K. and overseas.

Applications are invited from engineers with a knowledge of T.V. studio engineering gained from experience in this type of work or from experience in the operation side of television.

Employment benefits include excellent salary, generous holidays, free life and health insurance, pension scheme, subsided meals and relocation expenses.

Please apply for further details and application forms to Jean Smith at the address given below.

**Name**

**Age**

**Address**

**Telephone Work/Home (if convenient)**

**Years of experience**

- 0-1 2-3 4-6 Over 6

**Present salary**

- £3,500- £4,500- £5,500- £6,500- £7,500- $

**Qualifications**

- None C & G HNC Degree

**Present job**

**Return this coupon to John Proctor, Marconi Instruments Limited, FREPOST, St. Albans, Herts, AL4 0BR. Tel. St. Albans 952922.**

---

**Mikronics**

**MICROPROCESSOR TECHNOLOGY**

A range of one-day and three-day courses covering both hardware and software aspects.

Full details on application.

Microprocessor Course Tutor.

School of Technology.

New College.

St. George's Avenue.

Northampton.

NN1 6JB.

Phone: 0264 61345.

---

**MARINE ELECTRONICS ENGINEER**

Applications are invited from graduates or experienced engineers to undertake design, manufacture and test of sonar and radar equipment, and to provide technical support for customers.

There is a range of exciting opportunities for engineers at this stage of their career.

The successful candidate will have a sound technical background in electronics and be able to meet demanding standards in a fast-paced environment.

Salary is based on experience and qualifications.

Please apply for an application form to the Recruitment Officer, Mikronics, St. Albans, Herts, AL4 0BR.

---

**ROYAL OBSERVATORY, EDINBURGH**

**PROFESSIONAL AND TECHNOLOGY OFFICER**

There is a vacancy in the Technology Unit at the Royal Observatory, Edinburgh, for an electronics engineer to work on the development of prototype astronomical instruments such as photometers, polarimeters, measuring machines and guidance and acquisition systems.

The Observatory provides technological support to several major national astronomical facilities in the UK and overseas.

Initially the successful candidate will work with Officers at PTO III, III and IV levels designing, developing and commissioning acquisition and guidance systems and other instruments for use on the 3.8-metre infrared telescope situated in Hawaii.

The Observatory incorporates a variety of detectors including cooled SiB TV cameras and microprocessor controlled digital image storage and display. Special techniques are being developed to present complex information in a simplified form to assist astronomers working in a difficult environment.

The successful candidate may be required to work aboard short term dispatched duty or on postings of up to three years. It is a pre-requisite of working in Hawaii that a special high-altitude medical examination be taken and passed.

Experience in one or more of the following fields would be an advantage: Detectors, Detector Arrays, CCDs and associated amplifiers, low level TV Systems. Integration and digital image storage techniques; application of microprocessor hardware and software.

Salary will be in the range £8,000-£10,200 per annum. There is a non-contributory superannuation scheme.

Application forms from The Personnel Officer, Royal Observatory, Blackford Hill, Edinburgh EH9 3HJ. Application forms should be returned by 1 September, 1980.
TELECOMMUNICATIONS

In London and at Harson Park, Milton Keynes, four are in the establishment, modification, maintenance and operation of key, VHF, UHF and microwave networks, associated test equipment, recorders, teleprinter and teleprinter equipment, radio and television transmitters, including satellite and microwave links (some using analogue and digital techniques), voice frequency telegraphy and other specialist plant in the department.

Candidates must have studied an apprenticeship or have had equivalent training. They should normally have 3 years relevant experience, and hold ONC in Engineering (with pass in Electrical Engineering) A or Applied Physics or SCOTTIE III, or similar qualification in a relevant subject. Ex-Service personnel who have had suitable training and at least 3 years equivalent experience (as Staff Sergeant or equivalent) will also be considered.

Salary: £6310 to £7170. London £780 more. Starting salary may be advanced by the department according to age / experience and names of 2 referees, to be returned by 12th September

Candidates are invited to submit details of their qualifications and experience to:

APPOINTMENTS

89-91 New Road, London, SE5 9RS

London: 01-637 0591, or telephone 01-637 0626. Administration, King's Lynn.

Junior Development Engineers - Electronics

John Player and Sons, a leading manufacturer of tobacco products, offers the opportunity to young electronics engineers to gain valuable practical experience in industrial electronics.

Vacant for work in Industry, Machinery. Evaluation includes week of new generation cigarette making and packaging machines are undergoing pre-production trials. These machines are equipped with increasing numbers of microprocessors and applications using the latest technological advances including microprocessors.

The successful candidate will undergo a period of training on specific machines during the evaluation period, be involved in the development of new features as, well as addressing evaluation tests and undertaking training of others in the maintenance of these machines on the production floor. We are looking for men or women who are qualified to ONC or equivalent, and who have 2 years experience in one or more of the following areas:

- Electronic control and logic circuits
- Microprocessors
- A knowledge of the tobacco industry is not essential.

We offer a starting salary around £6,500 per annum together with other benefits associated with a large progressive company including relocation assistance where applicable. Further information can be obtained by phoning Nottingham (STD 0602) 780111 or writing to:

Junior Development Engineers - Electronics

John Player and Sons

Nottingham NG7 5PY

King's College Hospital

Applications are invited for the post of

CHIEF, TELECOMMUNICATIONS

Department of Medical Physics

King's College Hospital: The Department provides a comprehensive service in Medical Physics (Teaching and some services to hospitals in the South East Thames Region), including the development of new stereotactic and computerized tools for assessing needs and making recommendations for purchase of equipment.

The successful candidate will be required to have completed a course of advanced studies in medical physics or equivalent degree in relevant engineering discipline, with eight years' professional experience. Should have an initial appointment of 4 years' duration to King's College Hospital, Desert Hill, London, SE5 9RS and telephone 01-274 8227, or telephone 2404 0926 at weekends.

Closing date: Sept 12, 1980.

ACOUSTIC ENGINEER/NATION

Acoustical Laboratory at King's College London. Responsibilities include developing technical equipment for the investigation of hearing. Practical experience with some knowledge of intermediate higher mathematics and use of computer equipment essential.

Salary: £7000 to £8000.

Applications: Please complete two copies of United Nations Personal History Form (P.11), and send details, curriculums vitae and Professional Recruitment Service, United Nations, New York, N.Y. 10017, USA. Mention the date of birth and nationality, and quote the Vacancy Announcement number:

VA. 79-25-S-357 NY.
LECTURING WITH A DIFFERENCE

The difference is the MARCONI COLLEGE in Zurich not an academic nor an established institution but an appealing blend of both. The College is presently located in Chelmsford and the members of staff are responsible for training the engineers of the Marconi Electronics Group and customers.

DIGITAL SYSTEMS

Appointments are invited for research and development on systems and equipment over a wide range of applications including the expanding field of automatic systems. Applicants should either have a degree or equivalent qualification in electronics with knowledge of digital techniques, or several years relevant experience. Teaching experience is desirable but not essential.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

Appointments are invited for the research and training and maintenance of a wide range of telecommunications systems and equipment. The range includes HF, VHF and Microwave Systems incorporating the latest microprocessor devices.

Applications should have a sufficient combination from a degree or equivalent qualification, teaching experience in similar areas and 4 years relevant experience. Practical experience of professional radio communications systems is desirable.

JUNIOR DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERS - ELECTRONICS

John Playen and Sons, a leading manufacturer of tobacco products, offer the opportunity for young electronics engineers to gain practical experience in industrial electronics.

Vacancies exist for work in the following areas and applicants should demonstrate an interest in one or more of the following areas:

a) electronic control and logic circuits
b) microprocessors

c) a knowledge of the tobacco industry is not essential

We offer starting salaries around £6,500 per annum together with other benefits associated with a large prosperous company, including relocation assistance where applicable.

Electronic Development Engineers can be obtained by phoning Nottingham (STD 0602) 781111 or writing to:

John Playen and Sons
Nottingham NG7 6PY

KING'S COLLEGE HOSPITAL

Applications are invited for the post of

DEPARTMENTAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS ENGINEER

in the Department of Medical Physics, King's College Hospital. The Department provides a comprehensive service to the hospital, to Teaching and some services to hospitals in the South East Thames Region.

A Medical Physics Technician Grade I is required to take daily technical duties under the supervision of the Department, which employs approximately fifteen technicians.

The successful candidate will be required to have completed a course in basic scientific knowledge of present day digital and analogue techniques and equipment.

Salary: £17920-22070 inclusive

For further information, please contact the Department of Medical Physics on 2250. Application form and job description available on request (with reference to advert) from the Director of Medical Physics, King's College Hospital, Denmark Hill, London, SE5 9RS or telephone 01-274 6227 ext. 2401 quoting reference number 15403. Closing date 1st April 1980.

FIELD SERVICE ENGINEERS - ELECTRONICS

Applications are invited for the post of FIELD SERVICE ENGINEERS [Grade P-4] with the following qualifications and experience:

- A minimum of two years' experience in the maintenance and repair of electronic equipment
- A knowledge of the tobacco industry is not essential

Applications should be returned by 12th September 1980 to the Personnel Director, Almon Road, Basingsate, Harlow, Essex CM1 1LP. Telephone number 8256 B851 (generating office) 144.

GEC-Marconi Electronics Ltd.
Do you want to work in electronics as a Technician?

At the Government Communications Headquarters in Cheltenham, we carry out research and development in radio communications and their security, including related computer applications. Practically every type of system is under review, including long-range radio, satellite, microwave and telephony.

Your job as a Radio Technician will concern you in developing, constructing, installing, commissioning, testing and maintaining equipment. Such work will take you to the forefront of technology on a broad front and widen your area of expertise -- positive career opportunities for on-time and on-cost work paying good rates. Starting pay may be adjusted to £5,045 depending on relevant experience.

Applicants possessing the necessary formal qualifications (e.g. in Telecommunications Technician Certificate) but with insufficient practical experience for Radio Technician posts may be suitable for our Trainee Radio Technician posts. Pay scales for these posts are £3,825 per annum at age 19 to £4,640 at age 24. Successful completion of our practical training course will lead to grading to Radio Technician.

A non-contributory pension scheme provides cash and pension benefits based on salary and length of service. Annual leave is 4 weeks (for RT) plus 10 days public and private holidays.

Full details from our Recruitment Officer, Robbie Robinson, on Cheltenham (0342) 21491, Ext. 2269, or write to him at GCHO, Oakley, Priors Road, Cheltenham, Glos. GL52 5AJ. If you seem suitable we will invite you to interview in Cheltenham--at our expense.

---

**Electronic Technician**

Requirements:
- Applicants must be able to work on own initiative and have full working knowledge of basic electronic theory and practice.
- They must be familiar with digital and analog equipment and with discrete devices.
- Aids to successful applicants include the following:
  - Experience in the repair and maintenance of communication and electronic equipment.
  - Some knowledge of telecommunication and radio.
- Training will be comprehensive:
  - Special courses, both in-house and with manufacturers,
  - Modern logic and software techniques,
  - Positive career opportunities for on-time and on-cost work paying good rates.
- Starting pay may be adjusted to £5,045 depending on relevant experience.

**Salary and Benefits**
- Salary will be within a scale of £3,825 to £4,640 per annum.
- In addition to salary, employees may be eligible for a non-contributory pension scheme.
- The salary scale is adjusted to £5,045 at age 19 to £6,350 at age 24.
- Successful completion of a practical training course will lead to grading to Radio Technician.
- A non-contributory pension scheme provides cash and pension benefits based on salary and length of service.

**Application Process**
- Full details from our Recruitment Officer, Robbie Robinson, on Cheltenham (0342) 21491, Ext. 2269, or write to him at GCHO, Oakley, Priors Road, Cheltenham, Glos. GL52 5AJ. If you seem suitable we will invite you to interview in Cheltenham--at our expense.
Do you want to work in electronics as a Technician?

At the Government Communications Headquarters in Cheltenham, we carry out research and development in radio communications and their security, including related computer applications. Practically every type of system is under investigation, including long-range radio, satellite, microwave and telephony.

Your job as a Radio Technician will concern you in developing, constructing, installing, commissioning, testing and maintaining our equipment. Such work will take you to the frontiers of technology on a broad front and widen your area of expertise — positive career assets whatever the future brings. In the rapidly expanding field of digital communications, valuable experience in modern logic and software techniques will be gained.

Training is comprehensive; special courses, both in house and with manufacturers, will develop particular aspects of your knowledge and you will be encouraged to take advantage of appropriate day release facilities.

You should hold or expect to obtain a TEC Certificate in Telecommunications Engineering or the City and Guilds Telecommunications Technician Certificate Part 1 (Intermediate), or its equivalent, and have a sound knowledge of the principles of telecommunications and radio, together with experience of maintenance and the use of test equipment. If you are an ex-service in M. Forces, your Service trade may allow us to dispense with the need for formal qualifications.

Pay scales for Radio Technicians start at £6,640 per annum, rising to £6,525, and promotion will put you on the road to posts carrying substantially more, there are also opportunities for overtime and on-call work paying good rates. Starting pay may be adjusted to £5,045 depending on relevant experience.

Applicants possessing the necessary formal qualifications (e.g., TEC or C & G Telecommunications Technician Certificate) but with insufficient practical experience for Radio Technician posts may be suitable for our Trainee Radio Technician posts. Pay scales for these posts are £3,826 per annum at grade 19 to £6,640 at grade 24. Successful completion of our practical training course will lead to appointment as Radio Technician.

A non-contributory pension scheme provides cash and pension benefits based on salary and length of service. Annual leave is 4 weeks (for RT) plus 10 days' public and private holidays.

Full details from our Recruitment Officer, Robby Robinson, on Cheltenham (0242) 21491 Ext. 2206, or write to him at a GCHO, Oakley, Priors Road, Cheltenham, Glos. GL52 5AJ. If you seem suitable we will invite you to interview in Cheltenham — at our expense.

WIRELESS WORLD, SEPTEMBER 1980

Situations Vacant

Train in U.S.A.!

Computer Engineer

LONDON/LONG ISLAND COUNTRIES £6,350 + = Choice of Car

Opportunity to become a COMPUTER ENGINEER working on a prestige range of Mini Computers and Peripherals. If you have a broad background (in an industry of computers) and are looking for variety: Customer Contact, problem solving and prevention, check these benefits. Salary start £6,350 + overtime — similarly choice of car — PLUS a top quality product training course in the U.S.A. INTERESTED?

Then call our Computer Engineer, for details of your hardware background: Consultants Frt. EK/014

A B EXECUTIVE (KINGSTON) LTD

01-549 6441 (24 hours)

Classified

With 38 years' experience in the design and manufacturing of several hundred thousands you can acquire

Audio Frequency Transformers of Every Type

You Name It! We Make It!

Our Range Includes

- Amplifiers — High Power Audio, Marine, Speaker, Radio, Television
- Transformers — EI, EE, EEi, Flat, Automotive, Medical, Test Equipment, Telecommunications
- Chokes — Inductive Chokes, Compensation, Filter, Power Supplies

For Details Write:

SOWTHERN TRANSFORMERS LTD

Manufacturers and Designers

E. A. SOWTHERN LTD

68 Frodsham Road, Warrington, Cheshire. WA1 1HE. England

01-972 6981

The Boat Yard, Cullingham Road, Ipwich IP1 2EZ

Suffolk, U.K. Fax 32 London Heathrow TEL: 01-972 219380
11-13 March, 1981
Wembley Conference Centre, London

CALL FOR PAPERS

Microsystems '81 is the fourth conference and exhibition to meet the rapidly changing information needs of managers and engineers developing and using microprocessor-based systems.

The first two days of the conference are dedicated to design engineers seeking answers to problems encountered in designing and implementing microsystems through discussion and sharing experiences with other experts in the field. The third day is devoted to personal computers and small business systems and their use in industry, commerce, and education.

Microsystems '81 is sponsored by the publications Microprocessors & Microsystems, Computer Weekly Systems International and Practical Computing.

SCOPE

- case studies
- communications
- design aids
- distributed processing
- education and training
- industrial control

- multimicroprocessors
- project management
- real-time languages
- signal processing
- software development
- standards

Symposia of papers for consideration should be sent by 12 September, 1980 to: Robert Parry, Microsystems '81, PO Box 63, Westbury House, Bury Street, Guildford, Surrey GU2 5BH.

WIRELESS WORLD, SEPTEMBER 1980

HERE IT IS! THE BRAND NEW 8022A HAND-HELD DMM

Consider the following features:

- 1½ digit resolution ranging from 200 to 20,000,000.
- Voltage range from 2V to ±1V
- Input impedance 100 MΩ ± 10%
- Temperature to 90°C
- Functions: AC and DC, Ohms, mV, mΩ, and VT.

Price £49.95

Low Cost, Autoranging Multi-Function Counter Model 1900A

- Automatic selection of ranges to suit input signal
- Operation in a wide range of applications
- Applicable for both frequencies and power measurements

Price £59.95

WIRELESS WORLD, SEPTEMBER 1980
The Viewdata Exhibition
For Professional & Business People

WILL TAKE PLACE
29th-31st OCTOBER 1980
WEST CENTRE HOTEL, LILLIE ROAD, LONDON
10 am to 6 pm
(Closing 5 pm on the last day)

The response to the second exhibition for professional and business people has been overwhelming, justifying the decision to take the whole hall at the West Centre Hotel.

An additional feature to this year’s show will be a Workshop/Forum, where sponsoring company’s will hold an open discussion on the latest related topics. Entry to this will be free.

This year’s event is designed as it’s title suggests, to interest not only those professionally involved with Viewdata & teletext, but also those businessmen whose companies are able to use Viewdata or are already doing so.

The event has over 40 exhibitors including: Sony, GEC, Information Services, The Post Office, Langton Information Services, CAP CPP, Granada TV Rental, Fintel, Eastel, Cherry Electrical, Centronics, Link House Communication, Ansafone, STC, ITT, Bishopsgate Terminals, Oracle (London Weekend TV), and Barco Video Terminals (C.W. Cameron Ltd), showing a wide variety of exhibits such as:

- Editing equipment basic and advanced, monitors and user terminals, private viewdata systems and equipment, peripherals including printers, magnetic media recorders, light pens, graphic design aids and keyboards, accessories such as camera attachments, anti-glare sprays, screen hoods and masks, telephone timers, microcomputers for telesoftware and other "umbrella" activities and facilities, software services for advanced editing, publications, semiconductor devices and many more.

ENTRANCE TO THE EXHIBITION IS FREE BY REGISTRATION

Advance tickets are available on demand from the organisers at:

Viewdata Tickets
IPC Exhibitions Ltd
40 Bowling Green Lane
London EC1R 0NE
gets it together...

...Bib

keeps it playing

Soldering Flux Paste

Ersin
A fast non-corrosive, rosin flux for general and electrical soldering.

‘Arax’ Use in conjunction with ‘Arax’ Multicore solder for general metal fabrication.

Multicore Wick

Multicore Wick for solder-removal and desoldering

Wire Stripper and Cutter

Easily adjustable for most sizes of flex and cable. Fitted with extra strong spring for automatic opening. Easy grip handles and handle-locking device.

Handy Dispensers

(All prices inc. V.A.T.)

Savbit Dispenser

For radio, TV and similar work. Reduces copper erosion.

Emergency Solder

Self fluxing, tin/lead solder tape that melts with a match. For electrical and non-electrical applications. Size ES36 £1.38 inc. VAT

Econopak

A reel of 1.2mm ‘Ersin’ Multicore solder for general electrical use. Size 13A £4.14 inc. VAT

Solder Cream

Tacky mixture of solder powder and correct percentage of flux for difficult to reach areas.

Cassette Editing Kit

Make editing simple with the Bib splicer, tape cutter and splicing tape, with 3.3mm adaptor.

USA Pat. No. 4067563 (splicer)
Brit. Pat. No. 1507583

Bib®

in difficulty send direct, plus 40p. P & P.
Send S.A.E. for free copy of colour catalogue detailing complete range.

Bib Hi-Fi Accessories Limited, Kelsey House, Wood Lane End, Hemel Hempstead, Herts., HP2 4RQ.

Record Valet

Soft bristles on leading edge remove dust and humd velvet pad collects particles. This advanced cleaner is engineered in a fine shiny black finish and is supplied with dust cover and a 22ml. bottle of anti-static cleaner.

Tape Head Maintenance Kit

Everything necessary for cleaning heads, capstan and pinch wheel on all types of recorders. Cleaning and polishing pads, cleaning liquid and brush inspection mirror included.

Groov-Kleen Automatic Record Cleaner

For single-play turntables. Removes harmful dust to protect records and stylus. Finished chrome, bright anodised aluminium and shiny black.

Record Winder

The Bib Cassette Fast Winder enables you to wind tape in one cassette whilst you are listening to another cassette. If you have a battery recorder, always use the Fast Winder to save the high battery consumption when fast winding. It winds a C10 cassette in 60 seconds — faster than most recorders.

All prices shown are recommended retail, inc. VAT.

Solder Cream

A fast non-corrosive, rosin flux for general electrical use. Size AB10 £1.38 inc. VAT.

Guard XL-2

preservative.

Anti-static Record preservative. When applied to the surface gets it together. Safe pump locking device.

Cassette Fast Hand Tape Winder

Cassette Editing Kit

Groov-Kleen Automatic Record Cleaner
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For radio, TV and similar work. Reduces copper erosion.

Emergency Solder

Self fluxing, tin/lead solder tape that melts with a match. For electrical and non-electrical applications. Size ES36 £1.38 inc. VAT

Econopak

A reel of 1.2mm ‘Ersin’ Multicore solder for general electrical use. Size 13A £4.14 inc. VAT

Solder Cream

Tacky mixture of solder powder and correct percentage of flux for difficult to reach areas.

Cassette Editing Kit

Make editing simple with the Bib splicer, tape cutter and splicing tape, with 3.3mm adaptor.

USA Pat. No. 4067563 (splicer)
Brit. Pat. No. 1507583

Bib®

in difficulty send direct, plus 40p. P & P.
Send S.A.E. for free copy of colour catalogue detailing complete range.

Bib Hi-Fi Accessories Limited, Kelsey House, Wood Lane End, Hemel Hempstead, Herts., HP2 4RQ.

Record Valet

Soft bristles on leading edge remove dust and humd velvet pad collects particles. This advanced cleaner is engineered in a fine shiny black finish and is supplied with dust cover and a 22ml. bottle of anti-static cleaner.

Tape Head Maintenance Kit

Everything necessary for cleaning heads, capstan and pinch wheel on all types of recorders. Cleaning and polishing pads, cleaning liquid and brush inspection mirror included.

Groov-Kleen Automatic Record Cleaner

For single-play turntables. Removes harmful dust to protect records and stylus. Finished chrome, bright anodised aluminium and shiny black.

Record Winder

The Bib Cassette Fast Winder enables you to wind tape in one cassette whilst you are listening to another cassette. If you have a battery recorder, always use the Fast Winder to save the high battery consumption when fast winding. It winds a C10 cassette in 60 seconds — faster than most recorders.

All prices shown are recommended retail, inc. VAT.
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Record Valet

Soft bristles on leading edge remove dust and humd velvet pad collects particles. This advanced cleaner is engineered in a fine shiny black finish and is supplied with dust cover and a 22ml. bottle of anti-static cleaner.

Tape Head Maintenance Kit

Everything necessary for cleaning heads, capstan and pinch wheel on all types of recorders. Cleaning and polishing pads, cleaning liquid and brush inspection mirror included.